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1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent 1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water

system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional

Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group? 3
In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

* Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
" Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use
* Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common

association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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* County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy
supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)

specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings

met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to

compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,

quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Andrews's current water conservation activities and their quantified
savings to two metrics: 1) Region F Water Plan's (Region F Water Planning Group, 2016)
recommended WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Andrews's own 5- and
10-year goals as established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Andrews's most recent water conservation plan are established by
the utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions6

are expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.
7 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) + 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population)-+ 365
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provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline10 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.

This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the

most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This

problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities

established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Andrews with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in

greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being
performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for

water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline 1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
1 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Andrews's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare
with 5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline'3 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Ana 5ving G.oa withr {Wduty Po lttn TotalGPI __o_______ C uantiftQ (ShrtRdtin iGPCD M
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13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Andrews's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year
water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column
headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 14 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its

reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-1 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

utility Y ay Savings Goai wabh Thtat Sav agfrrn Wa1er
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14 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the
higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).

10



4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings15
a. Loss of 28 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 1 6 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

i. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures
for the utility grow in the regional water plan.

is If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified

savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

" Achievable

" Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them
" Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
" Easily adopted
" Cost effective

" Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

* Avoided water supply and wastewater costs

12
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o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the
potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

" Avoided system expansion costs
o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity

by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

" Staff time and resources

" Unit cost per unit saved
" Implementation costs
" Stakeholder agreement and support

" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and

comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web

portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,

2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)
d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all

retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand

13



Table 6-1.

f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase
each year

g. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).
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2. Water Rate Increase
a. For every 10% increase, estimated savings could be 2% of utility total

demand.
b. Approximately 26 MG of savings per year with current demand
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source18 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

utility's conservation goals.

1 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.1 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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Table 6-2. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 10% Water Rate Increase (MG).
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Ballinger Report." 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

* Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
* Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use
* Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common

association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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" County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy

supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels. I
The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes.3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year. 4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Ballinger's current water conservation activities and their quantified
savings to two metrics: 1) Region F Water Plan's (Region F Water Planning Group, 2016)
recommended WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Ballinger's own 5- and
10-year goals as established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Ballinger's most recent water conservation plan are established by
the utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions6

are expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.
7 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) + 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this

report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline1 0 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Ballinger with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in
greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being
performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline" for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Ballinger's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare
with 5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 13 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for I
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.
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13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Ballinger's most recent water loss audit compares with five- and 10-year
water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column
headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline14 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-1 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

Wfat et tartySa vingGat wi T t a.Ssvig frswn :a. er
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14 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the

individual utility's customer class breakdown.
" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split

was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.
o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the

pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the

higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings15
a. Savings of 0.2 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline'6 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Automatic Meter Reading (AMR)/Advanced Metering Infrastructure
a. These metering systems can save water in a number of ways, including from

water loss reduction through improved leak detection.
b. All water loss reduction savings associated with this activity are detailed in

Section 5, which assessed utility baseline water loss GPCD and most recently
reported water loss GPCD to determine water savings.

c. For estimated water savings that could be increased by implementing meter data
management (MDM) and customer engagement portal applications, refer to
Section 6 of this report.

i. With these additional applications, water savings can be achieved through
changed customer behavior and other real-time actions that go beyond
water loss reduction.

15 If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified

savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

LILty War Lo"
year So Water Jo

Reduction

202. 3,7 18

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

" Achievable

" Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them

" Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
* Easily adopted
" Cost effective
" Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a

profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage

analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

* Avoided water supply and wastewater costs

o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.
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" Avoided system expansion costs
o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity

by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

" Staff time and resources

" Unit cost per unit saved
" Implementation costs
" Stakeholder agreement and support
" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand

13



f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase
h17each year

g. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).
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2. Water Rate Increase
a. For every 10% increase, estimated savings could be 2% of utility total

demand.
b. Approximately 5 MG of savings per year with current demand
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source' 8 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

utility's conservation goals.

17 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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Table 6-2. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 10% Water Rate Increase (MG).
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Brady Report." 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions

on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

* Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
* Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use
" Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common

association

Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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* County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy
supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings

met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,

quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Brady's current water conservation activities and their quantified savings to
two metrics: 1) Region F Water Plan's (Region F Water Planning Group, 2016) recommended
WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Brady's own 5- and 10-year goals as
established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Brady's most recent water conservation plan are established by the
utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions 6 are
expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.

As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) + 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline1 0 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Brady with the utility's yearly recommended WMS supply
volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in

greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being
performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline 1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
1 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional WaterU
Plan.
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Brady's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare with
5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 13 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.
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13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for

total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Brady's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year water
loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column headers
in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 14 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its

reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.
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14 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the
higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings 15

a. Loss of 26 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline16 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear

negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.
d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the

utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Water Rate Increases
a. Last rate increases:'7

i. 3% increase in 2015
ii. 3% increase in 2016

b. Estimated customer demand reduction of 1.2%
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source'" (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. Savings from rate increases are shown to persist over time, however, note that

savings from these pricing signals will likely decrease if rates remain the same in
future years.

5. Automatic Meter Reading (AMR)/Advanced Metering Infrastructure
a. These metering systems can save water in a number of ways, including from

water loss reduction through improved leak detection.
b. All water loss reduction savings associated with this activity are detailed in

Section 5, which assessed utility baseline water loss GPCD and most recently
reported water loss GPCD to determine water savings.

1s If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified

savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
17 Correspondence with utility staff.
18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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c. For estimated water savings that could be increased by implementing meter data
management (MDM) and customer engagement portal applications, refer to
Section 6 of this report.

i. With these additional applications, water savings can be achieved through
changed customer behavior and other real-time actions that go beyond
water loss reduction.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).
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Table 5-2. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

* Achievable

* Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them
* Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
* Easily adopted
* Cost effective
* Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

" Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

" Avoided system expansion costs
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o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity
by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

"

0

"

S

"

Staff time and resources

Unit cost per unit saved
Implementation costs
Stakeholder agreement and support
Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 7.58% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
i. Average Region F savings

ii. Specific percentage of outdoor usage unknown for your utility at this
time

b. Savings could be 36 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal
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These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year'9

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

19 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Table 6-2. Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).
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3. Rain Barrels
a. In Region F, utilities could save approximately 11.2 gallons per year per

gallon of capacity rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Coleman Report." 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?.

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

* Cities and towns with a populationof 500 or more
" Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use

* Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common
association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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" County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy

supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Coleman's current water conservation activities and their quantified
savings to two metrics: 1) Region F Water Plan's (Region F Water Planning Group, 2016)
recommended WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Coleman's own 5- and
10-year goals as established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Coleman's most recent water conservation plan are established by
the utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions
are expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.
7 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) + 365

8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline 10 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Coleman with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in
greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being
performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline" for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

1 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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ITable 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Coleman's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare
with 5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 13 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by

spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented

by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.
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13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Coleman's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year
water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column
headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline1 4 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.
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14 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for

water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,

especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the

higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savingss
a. Savings of 22.3 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 16 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Water Rate Increase
a. Last rate increase:17

i. 14% increase in 2014
b. Estimated customer demand reduction of 2.8%
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source 1 8 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
i. Savings from rate increases are shown to persist over time, however, note

that savings from these pricing signals will likely decrease if rates remain
the same in future years.

1s If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified

savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently.submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
17 Correspondence with utility staff.
18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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I
5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).
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* County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy
supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that

agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,

manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Junction's current water conservation activities and their quantified savings
to two metrics: 1) Region F Water Plan's (Region F Water Planning Group, 2016) recommended
WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Junction's own 5- and 10-year goals as
established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Junction's most recent water conservation plan are established by the
utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions 6 are
expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.
7 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) + 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline1 0 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in

this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Junction with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in

greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being
performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline 1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Junction's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare with
5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline' 3 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.
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In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Junction's most recent water loss audit compares with five- and 10-year
water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column
headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline1 4 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target S
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.
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14 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such-as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
* Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
* A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

* When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the
higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings15
a. Loss of 7 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline16 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear

negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.
d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the

utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Water Rate Increase
a. Last rate increase:17

i. 8% increase in 2015
b. Estimated customer demand reduction of 1.6%
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source 1 8 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
i. Savings from rate increases are shown to persist over time, however, note

that savings from these pricing signals will likely decrease if rates remain
the same in future years.

15 If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified
savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.

17 Correspondence with utility staff.
18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).
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Table 5-2. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).
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6 Suggested ActivitiesI
Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

" Achievable
" Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them

" Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
* Easily adopted
* Cost effective
" Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage

analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

" Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

" Avoided system expansion costs
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o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity
by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

* Staff time and resources

" Unit cost per unit saved

" Implementation costs

" Stakeholder agreement and support
" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year' 9

19 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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g. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Midland Report." 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

* Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
* Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use

* Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common
association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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" County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy

supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Midland's current water conservation activities and their quantified savings
to two metrics: 1) Region F Water Plan's (Region F Water Planning Group, 2016) recommended
WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Midland's own 5- and 10-year goals as
established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Midland's most recent water conservation plan are established by the
utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions 6 are

expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as

s Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.
7 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) + 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this

report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline10 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Midland with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in
greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being
performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline"1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Midland's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare with
5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 13 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.
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13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Midland's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year
water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column
headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 14 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.
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1 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the

higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings15
a. Savings of 49 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 16 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Water Rate Increases
a. Last rate increases: 17

i. 5% increase in 2014
ii. 5% increase in 2015

iii. 4.5% increase in 2016
b. Estimated customer demand reduction of 2.9%
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source'8 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. Savings from rate increases are shown to persist over time, however, note that

savings from these pricing signals will likely decrease if rates remain the same in
future years.

5. Automatic Meter Reading (AMR)/Advanced Metering Infrastructure
a. These metering systems can save water in a number of ways, including from

water loss reduction through improved leak detection.
b. All water loss reduction savings associated with this activity are detailed in

Section 5, which assessed utility baseline water loss GPCD and most recently
reported water loss GPCD to determine water savings.

1s If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified

savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
17 Correspondence with utility staff.

18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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c. For estimated water savings that could be increased by implementing meter data
management (MDM) and customer engagement portal applications, refer to
Section 6 of this report.

i. With these additional applications, water savings can be achieved through
changed customer behavior and other real-time actions that go beyond
water loss reduction.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).
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Table 5-2. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).
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6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These

activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering

ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

" Achievable

" Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them

" Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.

" Easily adopted

6 Cost effective
U Yield high savings relative to cost

AIteAMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a

profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.

AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefitiwater providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage

analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have

on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

E Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

* Avoided system expansion costs
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o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity

by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

" Staff time and resources

" Unit cost per unit saved

" Implementation costs

" Stakeholder agreement and support

" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 7.58% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
i. Average Region F savings

ii. Specific percentage of outdoor usage unknown for your utility at this
time

b. Savings could be 791 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year'9

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

19 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Table 6-2. Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Odessa Report - 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

* Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
" Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use
" Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common

association

Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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* County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy
supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that

agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Odessa's current water conservation activities and their quantified savings
to two metrics: 1) Region F Water Plan's (Region F Water Planning Group, 2016) recommended
WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Odessa's own 5- and 10-year goals as
established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period. 5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Odessa's most recent water conservation plan are established by the
utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions6 are
expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.
7 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System - Permanent
Population) + 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline10 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Odessa with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in

greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being
performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline'1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
1 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Odessa's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare with
5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline1 3 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.
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"In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff; the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Odessa's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year water
loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column headers
in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline1 4 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (M - The difference between a utility's e established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.
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14 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the
higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings15
a. Savings of 434 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 1 6 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount. i

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Water Rate Increases
a. Last rate increases:1 7

i. 40% increase in 2012
ii. 8% increase in 2015

b. Estimated customer demand reduction of 9.6%
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source 1 8 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. Savings from rate increases are shown to persist over time, however, note that

savings from these pricing signals will likely decrease if rates remain the same in
future years.

5. Automatic Meter Reading (AMR)/Advanced Metering Infrastructure
a. These metering systems can save water in a number of ways, including from

water loss reduction through improved leak detection.
b. All water loss reduction savings associated with this activity are detailed in

Section 5, which assessed utility baseline water loss GPCD and most recently
reported water loss GPCD to determine water savings.

15 If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified

savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
17 Correspondence with utility staff.
18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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c. For estimated water savings that could be increased by implementing meter data
management (MDM) and customer engagement portal applications, refer to
Section 6 of this report.

i. With these additional applications, water savings can be achieved through
changed customer behavior and other real-time actions that go beyond
water loss reduction.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).
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Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

" Achievable

" Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them
" Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
" Easily adopted
" Cost effective

" Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

" Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

" Avoided system expansion costs
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o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity
by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

" Staff time and resources

" Unit cost per unit saved

" Implementation costs

" Stakeholder agreement and support
" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 7.79% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
b. Savings could be 547 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year1 9

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

1 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Table 6-2. Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of San Angelo Report." 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional

Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

* Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
* Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use

* Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common
association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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" County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy
supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduceU

per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes.3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares San Angelo's current water conservation activities and their quantified
savings to two metrics: 1) Region F Water Plan's (Region F Water Planning Group, 2016)
recommended WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) San Angelo's own 5-
and 10-year goals as established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.5

The 5- and 10-year goals in San Angelo's most recent water conservation plan are established by
the utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions
are expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.

As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this

report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as
provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline1 0 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for San Angelo with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in
greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used
2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline"1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

I

SIn the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average forI
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.
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I
3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how San Angelo's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare
with 5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline13 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented

by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.
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13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how San Angelo's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year
water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column
headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 14 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.
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14 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases V
Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the

higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).

10
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings15
a. Savings of 110 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 16 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Water Rate Increases
a. Last rate increases: 17

i. 11.75% increase in 2016
ii. 11.75% increase in 2017

b. Estimated customer demand reduction of 4.4%
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source1 8 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. Savings from rate increases are shown to persist over time, however, note that

savings from these pricing signals will likely decrease if rates remain the same in
future years.

5. Automatic Meter Reading (AMR)/Advanced Metering Infrastructure
a. These metering systems can save water in a number of ways, including from

water loss reduction through improved leak detection.
b. All water loss reduction savings associated with this activity are detailed in

Section 5, which assessed utility baseline water loss GPCD and most recently
reported water loss GPCD to determine water savings.

1s If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified
savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
17 Correspondence with utility staff.
18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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c. For estimated water savings that could be increased by implementing meter data
management (MDM) and customer engagement portal applications, refer to
Section 6 of this report.

i. With these additional applications, water savings can be achieved through
changed customer behavior and other real-time actions that go beyond
water loss reduction.

6. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Estimated savings of 7.58% of total utility demand (Hermitte and Mace 2012;

Sierra Club-Lone Star Chapter and the National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
i. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate demand figures for

the utility grow in the regional water plan.

I
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).
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Table 5-2. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).
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6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

* Achievable

* Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them
* Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.

* Easily adopted
* Cost effective
" Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

" Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.
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* Avoided system expansion costs
o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity

by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

* Staff time and resources

" Unit cost per unit saved
" Implementation costs

" Stakeholder agreement and support
" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year

19 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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g. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Snyder Report." 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

* Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
* Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use

* Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common

association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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* County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy

supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

* For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Snyder's current water conservation activities and their quantified savings
to two metrics: 1) Region F Water Plan's (Region F Water Planning Group, 2016) recommended
WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Snyder's own 5- and 10-year goals as
established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Snyder's most recent water conservation plan are established by the
utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions6 are
expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.
7 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) + 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.

As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) +365
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provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline 10 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Snyder with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in
greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being
performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline 1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Snyder's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare with
5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 13 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year

goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.
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13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Snyder's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year water
loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column headers
in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline'4 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.
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14 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet

experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

* The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

* Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
e Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

* When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the

pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the

higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings 15

a. Savings of 0 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 16 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Automatic Meter Reading (AMR)/Advanced Metering Infrastructure
a. These metering systems can save water in a number of ways, including from

water loss reduction through improved leak detection.
b. All water loss reduction savings associated with this activity are detailed in

Section 5, which assessed utility baseline water loss GPCD and most recently
reported water loss GPCD to determine water savings.

c. For estimated water savings that could be increased by implementing meter data
management (MDM) and customer engagement portal applications, refer to
Section 6 of this report.

i. With these additional applications, water savings can be achieved through
changed customer behavior and other real-time actions that go beyond
water loss reduction.

1s If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified

savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).
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6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

* Achievable
e Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them

*Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
Easily adoptedI

e Cost effective
* Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways toI
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

* Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.
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" Avoided system expansion costs
o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity

by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

* Staff time and resources

* Unit cost per unit saved

* Implementation costs
" Stakeholder agreement and support

* Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 7.58% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
i. Average Region F savings

ii. Specific percentage of outdoor usage unknown for your utility at this
time

b. Savings could be 48 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well

as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year 7

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

17 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Table 6-2. Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).
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20 C0 10 3 .. 30
2040010 30 0 10 u<
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3. Water Rate Increase
a. For every 10% increase, estimated savings could be 2% of utility total

demand.
b. Approximately 13 MG of savings per year with current demand
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source18 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. See Table 6-3 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

utility's conservation goals.

Table 6-3. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 10% Water Rate Increase (MG).

Actual Crrent Actual : WterLo s at : aTyI
' ota' Svingx from Ali meraton Total yearly derYear Coasv aon Acti vi fiction sa g 4A froY Water Rate Reduction W
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21 0 13 14 0 14
240. #
.s a q 13 1q9 S
2200 3 24 24.

2021 424 1 25
.42 14 225 4

2024 ' '4 26 26
44 14 22 2 .2>

242 4 14 22 2
4 4 40 14 277 2

2274 14 27 2 w

242 442 27 11
20: : 0 2 24 1
2630. 15 20 2 :.

2421 15 482 D
2''2 4 15 482 '1A'
2. 4 4 4 15 42 249 ;.
2¬34 29 29 4s

w.:: ,. . w:..,:::. .,. :....,::....::ww w. w . w. .. ,:,:::. .:.:.... .... , .:::: .:::.:ww w ~ a n w w ~ s w v ~ ~ ~ ~ . ,ax x . . ,. :..... . . . :: .:.:...: :.::...:.:.::: .::...:.. .: ..:: ..:..;..... ..-.:.:.............:,:. .: x , w..-........,,.: x ............:.....:.:,:-:: .: .: ....,:..

203440 1 29329 ::420:5 0 0 0 i 90 2 - 2 _.. :?' ...

203 15 4 4s4
24 4 | 16 430 _1

18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Winters Report." 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

* Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
" Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use
* Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common

association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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" County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy

supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas

Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus

the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Winters's current water conservation activities and their quantified savings
to two metrics: 1) Region F Water Plan's (Region F Water Planning Group, 2016) recommended
WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Winters's own 5- and 10-year goals as
established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Winters's most recent water conservation plan are established by the
utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions6 are7Iexpressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.

As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) + 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this

report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline' 0 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Winters with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in
greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being
performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline 1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Winters's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare with
5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 13 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented

by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

yT h l't Saving forA Over
Yem#Year IToat PC .Cu ent Qanti d (Shet)

G Atize e (MG) (MG)

0 B01e 2ne 1 1 0 0 08
2 016 2 I 1 0 18 1 I

3 017 95 111 2i

4 201 2,90 ~ 111 0 1s 18

S 2020 91 , 11 18 18
7~a e 201 2,95 1 1 0 1 I I

S 2'022 2,72 11 0 12 1

S 2023 2,93 111 81

ava~a 2s4 | 99 Iii1

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic 5-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Winters's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year water
loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column headers
in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline1 4 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

UWAmyv y Tinxw s as 7 t Wsa frs n. wat r ve

Y IM Year Water LossrPC Gods Mrt)
Population Rdu f in i Ln GPWC M { La L Re n (MG}

17
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3 2017 2 1700 0 17 1

20 2 29 17 17 17

7 G 2 2.6 1700 017 17

S201.3 2,7 17J0 0 17 17
1O-year Goat 71121 291000931

4 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the

higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).

I
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings5
a. Savings of 17 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 16 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Water Rate Increases
a. Last rate increases: 17

i. 2.7% increase in 2013
ii. 3.6% increase in 2016

b. Estimated customer demand reduction of 1.26%
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source'8 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. Savings from rate increases are shown to persist over time, however, note that

savings from these pricing signals will likely decrease if rates remain the same in
future years.

5. Automatic Meter Reading (AMR)/Advanced Metering Infrastructure
a. These metering systems can save water in a number of ways, including from

water loss reduction through improved leak detection.
b. All water loss reduction savings associated with this activity are detailed in

Section 5, which assessed utility baseline water loss GPCD and most recently
reported water loss GPCD to determine water savings.

is If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified

savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
17 Correspondence with utility staff.
18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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c. For estimated water savings that could be increased by implementing meter data
management (MDM) and customer engagement portal applications, refer to
Section 6 of this report.

i. With these additional applications, water savings can be achieved through
changed customer behavior and other real-time actions that go beyond
water loss reduction.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).
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Table 5-2. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).
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6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

* Achievable

* Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them
* Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.

" Easily adopted
" Cost effective
" Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

* Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.
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* Avoided system expansion costs
o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity

by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

" Staff time and resources

" Unit cost per unit saved
" Implementation costs
" Stakeholder agreement and support

" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 7.58% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
i. Average Region F savings

ii. Specific percentage of outdoor usage unknown for your utility at this
time

b. Savings could be 5 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the

portal
i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies

(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among

participating utilities in this project.
ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.

e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown
amounts to 1.34% of total demand

f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase
each year' 9

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

I

19 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Table 6-2. Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Abilene Report.- 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

* Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
* Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use

* Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common
association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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* County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy
supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced I
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed,. as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes.3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Abilene's current water conservation activities and their quantified savings
to two metrics: 1) Region G Water Plan's (Brazos G Water Planning Group, 2016) recommended
WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Abilene's own 5- and 10-year goals as
established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period. 5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Abilene's most recent water conservation plan are established by the
utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions 6 are
expressed in decreasing total GPCD consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.
7 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) + 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline 10 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Abilene with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in
greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being
performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline" for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over(Short- The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water Loss
Total Savings from All Conservation WMS Total Yearly WMS OverYear Conservation Reduction Savings Reduction

AcivtySains asof205) Conservation Activity Vlm M Volume Volume (Short)

2015 0 46 46 103 0 103 (57)
2016 250 46 296 129 0 129 167
2017 472 46 517 129 0 129 389
2018 472 46 518 154 0 154 364
2019 473 46 519 180 0 180 339
2020 474 46 520 231 0 231 289
2021 475 46 521 284 0 284 237
2022 476 46 522 337 0 337 185
2023 477 46 523 390 0 390 134
2024 478 47 525 443 0 443 82
2025 479 47 526 496 0 496 30

2026 480 47 527 548 0 548 21)
2027 481 47 528 601 0 601 (73)
2028 482 47 529 654 0 654 (125)
2029 483 48 530 707.0 707 (177)
2030 484 48 531 760 0 760 (228)
2031 484 48 532 757 0 757 (225)
2032 485 48 533 754 0 754 (221)
2033 486 48 534 751 0 751 (217)
2034 487 49 535 749 0 749

2035.487 49 536 746 0 746 (210)

2036 488 49 537 743 0 743 (206)
2037 489 49 538 740 0 740 (20)

2038 490 49 539 738 0 738 (199)
2039 490 49 540 735 0 735 (195)
2040 491........50.. 541 732 0 732 (191)
2041 492 50 542 725 0 725 (184)
2042 493 50 543 719 0 719 (176)
2043 494 50 544 712 0 712 (169)
2044 494 50 545 706 0 706 (161)
2045 495 50 546 699 0 699 (154)
2046 496 50 547 693 0 693 (146)
2047 497 51 548 686 0 686 (139)
2048 498.51 548 680 0 680 (131)
2049 499 51 549 673 0 4 .673 (124)
2050 499 51 550 666 0 666 (116)
2051 500 51 551 666 0 666 (115)
2052 501 51 552 666 0 666 (114)
2053 502 51 554 666 0 666 (112)
2054 503 51 555 666 0 666 (111)
2.. 04 Si...............51556 666 0 666 (110)

2056 505 52 557 665 0 665 (109)
2057 506 52 558 665 0 665 (108)
205$ . 50 52 59 665 0 665 (106)
2059 508 52 560 665 0 665 (10)
2060 509 52 561 66 0 66 (104)
2061 509 52 562 666 0 666 (104)
2062 . 51 52 562 6678 0 667 (104)
2063 . 51 52 563 667 0 667 (104)
2064 512 S2S666068(14

.. .. ...6 ..... . 5 13.. .. ... . ...2... ... 6 4 6 6 9 0 6 6 9 1 4 ... ...

2066 513..............53...............566 670 0 670 (104)
2067 514 53 567 671 0 671 (104)
2068 513 53 568 672 0 672 (104)
2069 516 53 568 673 0 673 (104)
2070 516.53 569 674 0 674 (104)
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Abilene's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare with
5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 3 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Total Savings for All Over
Year # Year Total GPCD Goals Current Quantified (Short)Population Reduction in GPCD (MG) tivities (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline -A t162ts( )

1 2015 124,893 162 0 46 46
2 2016 124,950 162 0 296 296w,

3 2017 125,007 162 0 517 517

4 2018 125,065 162 0 518 518
5-year Goal 2019 125,122 162 0 519 519I

6 2020 125,179 162 18 520 502
7 2021 125,765 161 37 521 484
8 2022 126,350 161 55 522 467
9 2023 126,936 160 74 523 449

10-year Goal 2024 127,522 160 93 525 432

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Abilene's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year water
loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column headers
in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline'4 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

Utility Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water Over
Population Water Loss GPCD Goals Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG)

0 Baseline - 26.00 0 0

0 In... thBben eo aseing..a..base.. in ...f .g...e.p.....i. ed. by00 the.. TW..B........ili..y..s.aff,...the....st..ri......ve-yea.......e.age...f0r

1 2015 124,893 26f00tts y t -s a n............

2 2016 124,950 26.00 0 46 46
32017 125,007 26.00 0 46 46

4 2018 125,065 26.00 0 46 46
5-year Goal 2019 . 125,122 26.00 0 46 . 46

6 2020 125,179 26.00 0 46 46
7 2021 125,765 26.00 0 46 46

92023 126,936 26.00 0 46 46
10-year Goal 2024 127,522 26.00 0 47 47

14 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet

experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

* The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

* Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
* Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
* A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

* When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the

higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings 15

a. Savings of 46 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 16 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Water Rate Increases
a. Last rate increases: 17

i. 17% increase in 2016
ii. 20% increase in 2017

b. Estimated customer demand reduction of 6.4%
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source 18 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. Savings from rate increases are shown to persist over time, however, note that

savings from these pricing signals will likely decrease if rates remain the same in
future years.

5. Automatic Meter Reading (AMR)/Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI)
a. These metering systems can save water in a number of ways, including from

water loss reduction through improved leak detection.
b. All water loss reduction savings associated with this activity are detailed in

Section 5, which assessed utility baseline water loss GPCD and most recently
reported water loss GPCD to determine water savings.

15 If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified
savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
17 Correspondence with utility staff.
18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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c. For estimated water savings that could be increased by implementing meter data

management (MDM) and customer engagement portal applications, refer to
Section 6 of this report.

i. With these additional applications, water savings can be achieved through
changed customer behavior and other real-time actions that go beyond
water loss reduction.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).

Year Increase TOTAL SAVINGSIncrease

2012 0
2013 0

2014 0
2015 o..,._:.:,

..... 2016 ...... :.......2500 250
2017 471.6 472
2018 472.5 472
2019 473.4 473
2020 474.3 474
2021 475.3 475
2022 476.2 476
2023 477.1 477
2024 478.1 478
2025 479.0 479
2026 479.9 480
2027 480.9 481
2028 481.8 ........482

2029 482.7 483
2030 483.6 484
2031 484.4 484
2032 485.1 485

2033 485.9 486
2034 486.6 487
2035 487.4 487
2036. 488.2 488
2037 488.9 489
2038. 489.7 490
2039 490.4 490
2040 491.2 491
2041 492.0 492
2042 492.8 493
2043 493.6 494.
2044 494.5 494
2045 495.3 495I .. 2046 496.1: 496
2047 497.0 497
2048 497.8 498
2049 498.6 499
2050 499.5 499
2051 500.4 500

2052 501.3 501
2053 502.2 5022054 503.2 503

2056 505.0 505
207 505.9 56

2058 506.9 507
2059 507.8 508
2060 508.7 509

2061 509.5 509
2062 510.3 510
2064 511.8 512

,....2065._ .. 512.6...........m._.

2067 51.1 514
2068 514.9 51504 511.8

2069 515.7 516
2070 516.5 516
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Table 5-2. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

Total SavingsUtility Water Loss
Year from Water Loss

Population GPCD ReutoReduction

Baseline - 12.00 0
2015 124,893 11.00 46
2016 124,950 11.00 46
2017 125,007 11.00 46
2018 125,065 11.00 46
2019 125,122 11.00 46
2020 125,179 11.00 46
2021 H_..' 125,765 ;.....11.00 :..,: ..... 46...w

2022 126,350 11.00 46
2023 126,936 11.00 46
2024 127,522 11.00 47

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

- Achievable
* Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them
* Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
e Easily adopted
" Cost effective
* Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

* Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

* Avoided system expansion costs
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o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity

by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

" Staff time and resources

e Unit cost per unit saved

" Implementation costs

e Stakeholder agreement and support

e Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 7.58% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
i. Average Region G savings

ii. Specific percentage of outdoor usage unknown for your utility at this
time

b. Savings could be 557 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).

Atuao L. n t Actual Water loss Water mss
cotiiS aingsfrft 206) ti_______ _ __ i__n_ _ _ _vtn_ _ta__ _ Er_ y Overyew CnFrva tion $avngs Reduction WMS

Acotivity Satio Res s of $11s Co'fvationActiv'ty from ordinance WMiS ktur WMS Volume (short

46 2 7

221 472 4' 517 S 120 12 97
29 472 60 14 0 14 2'
2019 473 4' 5 61 10 0 10 0

20 44 46 20 22 9
2i21 475 46 $21 163 384 028 0
2022 476 6 2 164 3 3774

232 477 46 52 165 9 9 9
224 47. 47 .21 n66 44646
2 '72 47 2 7 4 46
204 47 527 A 148 0447
2027 481 47 52' 170 601 0 0 46
2026 42 47 $ 71 64 0 64 4

202 443 7 707 70

2 0 .4 4 6 1 7 3 F l 7y 4

C1177 i

231 18 44'3 17 740 714 49
233 466 46 54 175 724 0 75 4

20"34 47 40 $3 176 04 74 363
201 47 49 3 7 7 7 3

28:2 4 7 7 4 74 372
2037 ' 949 53 57 740 074 377
203 4 ' 49 339' 7'8 73 68

2I3 ' 4 40 5 735 3 8
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the

portal
i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies

(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year 19

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

19 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Table 6-2. Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

A ualotreO Actual Water Loss O lSavings Water Loss
t: tz!,Savings rr OttC: evaoTotal Ye :y overYear Conseation Reduction Savings from AM Iwith Reduction WMS

Conte MM.A WS Volume WS VWlume (S$Actisty Sa ing' . 201 ti Cu toer POrtal Vole

2016 20 46 2'% 99 129 0 12266
2017 472 461 129 0 129 4 7
201' 472 46 14 1 4
2019 73 4 $ 9 140 18 471
2020 414 46 $20 9231 271 4S
2021 475 46 SI2l 1002 284 23

2022 47 46 2 4 '7 7 5
202 477 46 21 3 0 . 0 7

2024 47 47 $2 00 443 443 182
205 479 7 52 100 496 4 131
2 440 47 52 100 4 4 7

2027 441 47 528 01 601 601 21

2028 8 47 0291 614 65G4 24

0 43 44 :::..01 707 .}
: 4 4 46 -,01 760 760 27

-0 4-4 ' -2 '1 7-7 -757 '
20348 48 53 '102 '74 754 9
2M 49 44 102 7.. 751
2024 447 47 202 74 049 131
20 ' 487 49 102la 746 740 1
202s 48 49 5p7 10# 7 0 743 ('C

2037 483 49 5302 70 740
200 490 49 | ,34 74 }

283 49 4. 40 A 7r 715 .
2035- 4U1 0 |941 103 72 0 732 A_

3. Rain Barrels
a. In Region G, utilities could save approximately 18.5 gallons per year per

gallon of capacity rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
Bethesda WSC Report - 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water

system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

* Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
* Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use 1
* Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common

association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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" County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy
supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being

employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes.3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year. 4 Thus,

quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
a It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results.of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Bethesda WSC's current water conservation activities and their quantified
savings to two metrics: 1) Region G Water Plan's (Brazos G Water Planning Group, 2016)
recommended WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Bethesda WSC's own
5- and 10-year goals as established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period. 5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Bethesda WSC's most recent water conservation plan are established
by the utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions 6

are expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.
7 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population)+ 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as
provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline 10 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Bethesda WSC with the utility's yearly recommended
WMS supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented
activities, including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are
covered in greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended I
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used
2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline" for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
" If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water I
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water LossTotal Savings from All Conservation WMS Total Yearly WMS Over
Year Conservation Reduction Savings Cnevto ciiy Vlm Reduction Vlm SotIConservation Activity Volume 1oue (SotActivity Savings (as of 2015) WMS Volume

2015 0 (20) (20) 22 1 23 (43)
2016 0 (20) (20) 27 2 29 (50)
2017 0 (21) (21) 27 2 30 (50)
2018 0 (21) (21) 33 3 . .. 35 (57
2019 0 (22) (22) 38 3 41 (63)
2020 0 (22) (22) 49 3 52 (75)
2021 0 (23) (23) 59 3 62 (85)...20220 (3. . . . .. . .2 ). . .. . . . . . . .. . ... _ _ _,_..,... _..,. . .. .... .

(222 2312,.....) 69 3 72 95)
2023 0 (23) (24) 79 3 82 (106)

.................. .... 3.2.(116
2024 0 (24) (24).99 3 102 (16)
2026 0 (24) (24) 109 3 112 (137)
2027 0 (25) (25) 119 3 122(147
2028 0 (25) (25) 129 3 132 (137)
2029 0 (25) (25) 139 3 142( )
2030 0 (26) (26) 149 3 152 (17)
2031 0 (2w) (26) 161 3 164 19).
2032 0 (27) (25) 174 3 176 (03)
2030 . 0 (27) (2?) 186 2 188 21)
2034 , 0 (2) (28) 198 2 200 (228 I
2035 0 (28) (28) 211 2 212 2.)
2036 0 (28) (2) 223 1 224 (23)
2037 0 (29) (29) 235 1 236 (26)
2038 0 (29) (2) 247 1 248 (277)

209..(0.)U)20 ........ 60(20

2040 0 (20) (30) 272 0 272 (302)
2041 0 (31) . (31) 281 0 281 (311)
2042 0211.).(.. ).. .. 0 289 (420)
2043 0 (32) (2) 298 298

204 . . . . .. ................. . . . . ... )

2045 0 (2) (32) 307 0 307 (339)
2047 0 _ 32)(33) 35 _0 315 (348)
2046 0 (33) (3) 324 0 324 (357)
2047 6 3)(4 3 033(3 )

240. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ ...341 .......... ,........ ......... ........

24 (4)(34) 410 341 (376)
2049 0 (30) (35) 350 0 350 (90)2050 0 (35) (30) 359 0 359 (3)
2051 0 (3) (26) 363 0 363(3 .

2042 0 (31) (36) 368 0 368 (404)
2043 0 (37) (37) 372 0240)
2054 0 (37) (37) 377 0 377 (414)
2055 0 (33) (33) 381 0 381 (1)

2056 0 (33) (33) 386 0 386 (424)
2057 0 (39) (39) 390 0 390 (0)
2058 0 (40) (40) 395 0 395 (437)
2059 0( (40) (30) 399 0 399 (440)
2060 0 (41) (41) 404 0 404 (4
2062 0 (42) (42) 414 0 414 (45)

2063 0 (43) (43) 419 0 49 (46
)...

2064 0 (43) (4) 423 0 423 (4 7)

2065 0 (44) (44) 428 0 428 (472)I

2067 (48) (4)38 0 438(49)
2068 0 (46) (49) 443 0 443 (488)
2069..0 (46) (46) 448 0 448 (94)
2070 0 (47) (47) 452 0 452 (499)

I'
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Bethesda WSC's quantified savings from its implemented activities
compare with 5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan
submitted to the TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline13 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Annual Savings Goal with Total Savings for All Over
Year # Year Utility Population Total GPCD Goals Reduction in GPCD (MG) Current Quantified (Short)

Activities (MG) (MG)

0 aseline-13000
1 015 30,420 130.......8 20)(28)

2 2016 31,090 130 16 2) (36)...
3 2017 31,760 129 24 (21) (5

4 2018 32,429 128 33(2)5)
-year Goal 2019 33,099 128 42 (22) (64)

6....2020......33,769.........127.... 48 (22 (70)

7 2021 34,327 127 54 (23 ..............)............(76)......

8 2022 34,884 126 60 (2) (83)
9 2023 35,442 126 66 (23) .... :. (89)

10-year Goal 2024 35,999 126 72 (24) 96

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Bethesda WSC's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-
year water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the
column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 14 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-1 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

Utility Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water Over
Year # Year PopulationWater Loss GPCD Goals Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (Short)

(MG)

0 Baseline - 5.20 0 0 0
2015 3,420 5.36 (2) (20) (8)

22016 31,090 5.52 (4 ) (17)
2017. 31,760 5.68 (6) (21) (15)

4 2018 32,429 5.84 (8) (21) (14)5-year Goal 2019 33,099 6.00 (10) (22) (12)
62020 33,769 6.00 (10) (22) (12)

7 2021 34,327 6.00 (10) (23). (13)
8 2022 34,884 6.00 (10) (23) (13)

2623.. . .35,442 600(10 (23)...._...... (13).
10-year Goal 224 35,999 6.00 (11) (24) (13)

14 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the
higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).

10



4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings15

a. Loss of 20 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 16 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

i. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures
for the utility grow in the regional water plan.

1s If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified
savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

Utility TWater Loss Total Savings from
Year Population GPCD Water Loss

Reduction

Baseline - 5.20 0
2615 3,420 7.00 20)

::u.:2016 . 31,090_.... . ..7.00 ...... ..... :.:::....(20).....M:.,

2017 31,760 7.00 (21)
2018 32,429 7.00 (21)

2019 33,099 7.00 (2)
2020 .... 33,769.. ........................ ....7.00..(22)......
2021 34,327 7.00 (23)
2022 34,884 7.00 (23)
2023 35,442 7.00 (23)
2024 35,999 7.00 (24)

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

* Achievable
* Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them
" Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.

* Easily adopted
* Cost effective
* Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

* Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.
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* Avoided system expansion costs
o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity

by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

* Staff time and resources

" Unit cost per unit saved

" Implementation costs
" Stakeholder agreement and support

" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance

a. Potentially 7.58% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra
Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)

i. Average Region G savings

ii. Specific percentage of outdoor usage unknown for your utility at this
time

b. Savings could be 121 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).

TotalA o A an3 from A Palnl P 4nial S t Cotdon NateTotal Yeady Over
Yea C ent n Acthtiy R# dj n a iSr tRedcion WMS

s ConsrvaIonAcvay romoranze WMVome WSVolue (Short)
22 j 7hAme

2r,21 2 4C 12 4
20 1 9 y 3 c
2021 3} 72

2122 (3(2 2 793 2 I
2340(4 2 M8 3 02 1

9 T 1 3 1i

232 1t1 122
22 } 14 19 2 2 

203 2' 13 4 3 24
|14 12 27;2

221' (i 1(2}(2) | 1% 2427 24S (12
214(1 ___ __ _ ___ __ __ _____ ___ 17 222 ___ __ __ 2 _____
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based-on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year1 7

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

17 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Table 6-2. Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

Actual C Dm 8 Actual Water Ls T Potential Savi- WaterLossTaal Savings fro : All, vato Total Yearly OverYear C n ea on A tity ReduWon a fr*:.AcwttCu.ome A t e ueCnea ion A M ty Cstme. onl ume WMS o me(ShortjS nagt (as of 2012 Ct m AM with e co Mu
216 20 475 . 7 249

2-17 I2127 2. 2.9
01. 23 3 1

.19 0 2 43721. 3u422 222 3 52
.02 -1223 5593. 62

1723 0 23 3 32
202 224 479 92S22024 . 4 a92 (

2026 041 24 109 112
2 7 0 2 a- 2 3 3 1222028 .y s 19 H2

2511.3.24S. 
c

2029 0 25 13 3 6142

.. ,.). 3g2 376.... .
2030 16 1
20-1 3j? 2.. 2> 25 61 :3 166

2034 ( 241 26 429 7

30 1) 7 13 232 Q
20 023 224

20 7 09) 2 2 2410236 (%
203 ," 1 27 4 1 248y

R3' kFS 28 210 260

3. Water Rate Increase
a. For every 10% increase, estimated savings could be 2% of utility total

demand.
b. Approximately 32 MG of savings per year with current demand
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source18 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. See Table 6-3 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

utility's conservation goals.

18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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Current Savings + Potential Savings from 10% Water Rate Increase (MG).

Actual Cutnt Actual Watt: Loss Po tatSavings . Water Loss
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4. Rain Barrels
a. In Region G, utilities could save approximately 18.5 gallons per year per

gallon of capacity rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10year useful life for most barrels
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Brenham Report - 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

" Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
" Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use
" Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common

association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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* County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy
supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year
for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)

specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting
the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Brenham's current water conservation activities and their quantified
savings to two metrics: 1) Region G Water Plan's (Brazos G Water Planning Group, 2016)
recommended WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Brenham's own 5- and
10-year goals as established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period. 5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Brenham's most recent water conservation plan are established by
the utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions6

are expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.

As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) + 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as
provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline10 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Brenham with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in
greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being

toIn the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used
2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline 1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss To[ nWater Loss Total Yearly WMS Over
Year Conservation Reduction Savings Reduction

Activity Savings (as of 2015) onservationActivity Volume WMS Volume Volume (Short)

2015 0 0 0 28 0 28 (28)
2016 0 0 0 34 0 34 (34)
2017 0 0 0 34 0 34 (34
2018 0 0 0 41 0 41 (41)
2019 0 0 0 48 0 48(48)
2020 0 0 0 62 0 62 (62)
2021 0 0 0 73 0 73 (73)

2021....................... 607
2022 0 0 0 84 0 84 (84
2023 0 0 0 95 0 95 (95
2024 0 0 0 106 0 106 (106)
2025 0 0 0 1118 0 118 ( )118
2026 0 0 0 129 0 129 (129)
2027 0 0 0 140 0 140 (140)
2028 0 0 0 151 0 151 (151)
2029 0 0 0 162 0 162 (162)
2030 0 0 0 173 0 173 (173)
2031 0 0 0 185 0 185 (185)
2032 0 0 0 196 0 196 (196)
2033 0 0 0 208 0 208 (208
2034 0 0 0 220 0 220 (220)
2035 0 0 0 232 0 232 (232)
2036 0 0 0 243 0 243 (243)
2037 0 0 0 255 0 255 (255)
2038 0 0 0 267 0 267 (27) I
2039 0 0 0 278 0 278 (278)
2040 0 0 0 290 0 290 (290)
2041 0 0 0 303 0 303 (303)
2042 0 0 0 315 0 315 (315)
2043 0 0 0 328 0 328 (328)
2044 0 0 0. 340...4. (30)
2045 0 0 0353 0 353 353)
2046 0.0 .. 3............. ......... 0)
2047 0 0 0 378 0 378 (378)
2048 0 0 0 390 0 390 (390)
2049 0 0 0 403 0 403 (403)
2050 0 0* 0 415 0 415 (415
2051 0 0 0 423 0 423 (423)
2052 0 0 0 430 0 430 (430)
2053 0 0 0 438 0 438 (438)
2054 0 0 0 44 0 445 (44)
2055 0 0 0 453 0 453 (453)
2056 0 0 0 461 0 461 (461)
2057 0 0 0 468 0 468 (468)

2059 0 0 0 483 0 483 (48
2060 0 0 0 491 0 491 (491)
2061 0 0 0 493 0 493 493)
2062. . .0 0 494 0 494(494)
2063 0 0 0 496 0 496 (496)
2064 0 0 0 497 0 497 (497)
2065 0 0 0 499 0 499 (499)
2066 0 0 500 0 500 (500)
2067 0 0 0 502 0 502 (502)
2068 0 0 0 503 0 503 (503)
20690 0 0 505 0 505(5)
2070 0 6. .. ... .6506056(0)
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Brenham's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare
with 5- and 10- year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline13 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Utility Annual Savings Goal with CutaSavings Tot iAllf Over
Year # Year Total GPCD Goals Current Quantified (Short)

Population Reduction in GPCD (MG) Activities (MG) (MG)

o Baseline - 182 0 0 0
1 2015 16,579 179 19 0 (19)
2 2016 16,734 176 39 0 (.9

3 2017 16,889 172 59 0 (59)
4 2018 17,045 169 80..........0 (0)

-year Goal 2019 17,200 166 100 0 (100)
6 2020 17,355 164.114 0114)
7 2021 17,508 162 128 0 ( 18)
8 2022 17,661 160 142 0 (142)
9 2023 17,814 158 156 0 (156)

10-year Goal 2024 17,967 156 171 0 (171)

3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Brenham's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year
water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column
headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline1 4 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water I
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is

being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-1 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings

14 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

Utiliy F TOver
Yeart# Year guilty Water Loss GPCD Goals Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water Or

PopulationIReduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (MG)
Baseline - 10.00 0 0 0

1 2015 16,579 10.00 0 0 0
2 2016 16,734 1000 0 0 0

3 21.689 00

4 2018 17,045 10.00 0 0 0
5-year Goal 2019 17,200 ! 10.00 0 0 0

6 2020.. . . . 17,355 9.80 1 0 .~.,.._.. .._...........~o......_..._.,.._ ...(1)
7 2021 17,508 9.60 3 0 (3)
8 2022. 17,661 " 9.40 4 0 (4)
9 2023 17,814 9.20 5 0s(.)

10-year Goal 2024 17,967 9.00 7 0 (7)

4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

* The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.

10



" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are
assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.

" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between
residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the

pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the
higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).

4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings 15

a. Savings of 10 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 6 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Automatic Meter Reading (AMR)/Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI)
a. These metering systems can save water in a number of ways, including from

water loss reduction through improved leak detection.

1s If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified

savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
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b. All water loss reduction savings associated with this activity are detailed in
Section 5, which assessed utility baseline water loss GPCD and most recently
reported water loss GPCD to determine water savings.

c. For estimated water savings that could be increased by implementing meter data
management (MDM) and customer engagement portal applications, refer to
Section 6 of this report.

i. With these additional applications, water savings can be achieved through
changed customer behavior and other real-time actions that go beyond
water loss reduction.

12



5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

Utility Water Loss Total Savings from
Year Population GPCD Water Loss

Reduction

Baseline - 10.00 0
2015 16,579 10.00 0

.:......:.:.2 0 1 6 :.:....,........ v: tecessee 1 6 , 3 = a e .e.,. .......:.::.1 0 .0 0 ::... :. ..._. .:...v...:....:........._..:......0 ::...:.:.:.......................aam2017 16,889 10.00 0
2018 17,045 10.00 0
2019 17,200 10.00 0

2021 17,508 10.00 0
2022 17,661 10.00 0
2023 17,814 10.00 0

.....:2024 :...... 17 ,967 ::... .... :10.00::::.: ...A.....:.0. .... : .......

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

" Achievable

" Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them
"

"

"

"

Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
Easily adopted
Cost effective

Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

* Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

13
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* Avoided system expansion costs
o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity

by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

" Staff time and resources

" Unit cost per unit saved

" Implementation costs
" Stakeholder agreement and support

" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 6.95% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
b. Savings could be 90 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).

Actual Ci*ret At Water Loss at r Ls.
Year iii atSani gs hormAB ttia S tgs C nst edcoin C S Total Y tdY over

Comervati c Activity from 0rdinr!e WM$Vo me WMVolume (Shn
Si s t(a f215 Volume

21 & 99 34 9 34 5
18 9 09 41 41 90
1 9 24 48 4

992 9 92 96
922 939 2
2 92 94 48

202 94 9 P
2924 9 90 15 u
9 9S 9 13 (2

2:123 2129 9 96 49 P 2 (2
292 9 8? 34 3 4 (3

2032 9,t9 12

292 99 199 6 (7
2933 9 9 9 298 9 0 Pb,)

294! 9 9 21 22. P19
905 91 43 9 242 iM

29.o 9 22 2 (142}

2038 932 27 9267 (
99 9 20 27 9 278 6
9049 9 _ _ __ _ 193 29J' __ _ __ 29 ____
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and

comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web

portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies

(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year
g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

17 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Table 6-2. Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

Attual Current Actua Water Loss Potential Savings Water LossTotal Sains from Al Conservation TotalYeary OverYear CoesrvatloorA tivity Redu 5Lon Savings from ASM with ftS4 ction WMS
Sa ns (aof ~Conservation Act 'ty WMS Vol me VWMSVolume (Short)Savings (as io 2 y )custom : Po"4alVolume

201 -0 1 44
2017 0 0 17 34 34
201 0 1 41 0 41

001114
2011 o a 0 412

02 00

02 0 0 1 6 4

204 0 0 0 12S216022J
0 0 1 1 2118_1

2 0 0 0 1 2C 0 2
20 0 0 0 1 14 14

202 0 0 18 I5n 5

20 0 0 22 0 1
0 260 19 1297 129 (%0

2080 0 19 18 5
202 0 0 1616 0 6 AS

20 0 0 0 19 073 2
0 1 00 220 0 2S G

0 3 00 19 231 0 32 2
0M 0 0 0 2 4 243 4 24

2017 0 00 255 25 (2ct

203 0 0 0 20276 278 29
204 20 29 7 9 90

3. Water Rate Increase
a. For every 10% increase, estimated savings could be 2% of utility total

demand.
b. Approximately 26 MG of savings per year with current demand
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source 18 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. See Table 6-3 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

utility's conservation goals.

18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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Table 6-3. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 10% Water Rate Increase (MG).

A tit e r A Atw Water lt Pa, ~aigsWte aTotal Iavrng i t Conservatien TosJ Yeal y O eYear tsroaorenct ct Was fli',= ] from ater Rate R at en WMS
ins oIeonetttionnAc WtMySM VoMS WMSVolume (Short)Savings (as *1201) eiin n ~] crease [ VOtU a M Vi *(h

20 26 4 4 $
2017 0 26 44
201 0 0 26 41
2019 0 0 2648 48 2

2021 0 27 a'7
202L 2v
02p .0. 7 . . ._. :

0 0 27106 106 (9

205 00 0 27 118 111 9
206 00 0 1 129 0 129 e

20700 0 18 140 14 (2

22 0 0 23 1 151
202 0 0 024 16 1 2 3
03k 0 0 2 3

201 0 0 24 14' 0 116 (6$

2 06

0 '0 0 29 2 0

2014 00 29 232 0 202 (2

0 9 00 29 213 0 242 (2

0202 24 2

2017 0 0 0 29 25 2 (2

20 0 0 & 67
20020 2 27, 27

204 0. 30 220 32 6

4. Rain Barrels
a. In Region G, utilities could save approximately 18.5 gallons per year per

gallon of capacity rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
Brushy Creek MUD Report.- 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

" Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
" Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use

" Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common

association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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" County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy

supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Brushy Creek MUD's current water conservation activities and their

quantified savings to two metrics: 1) Region G Water Plan's (Brazos G Water Planning Group,
2016) recommended WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Brushy Creek
MUD's own 5- and 10-year goals as established in its most recent water conservation plan
submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -

2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Brushy Creek MUD's most recent water conservation plan are
established by the utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These
reductions are expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.
7 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Populations 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this

report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as
provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline10 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Brushy Creek MUD with the utility's yearly recommended
WMS supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented
activities, including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are
covered in greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used
2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline' for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

1 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water LossTotal Savings from All Conservation WMS Total Yearly WMS Over
Ar Ctisvtioavings e(astofConservation Activity Volume WMScVoumVolume (Short)Activity Savings (as of 2015) 

WMS Volumen2aing0__5_4Reucion3
2015 0 45 45 34 0 34 10

2016 0 43 43 43 0 43 1
2017 0 42 42 43 0 43 0
2018 0 41 41 51 0 51 (10)
2019 0 40 40 60 0 60 (20)
2020 0 39 39 77 0 77 (38)
2021 0 39 39 91 0 91 (2).
2022 0 39 39 105 0 105 (66)
2023 0 40 40 1190 119 (0)

2024 0 40 40 133 0 133 (93)
2025 0 40 40 148 0 148 (107)
2026 0 41 41 162 0 162 (121)
2027 0 41 41 176 0 176 (135)
2028 0 41 41 190 0 190 (149)
2029 0 42 42 204 0 204 (163)
2030 0.42 42.218 0 218 (176)
2031 0 42 42 231 0 231 (189)
2032 0 42 42 244 0 244 (202)
2033 0 42 42 256 0 256 (214)
2034 0 42 42 269 0 269 (227)
2035 0 4 42 42 282 0 282 (240)
2036 0 42 42 294 0 294 (252)
2037 ? 0 42 42 307 0 307 (265)
2038 0 42 42 320 0 320 (277)
2039 0 42 42 332 0 332 (290)
20400 0 (303)
2041 0 42 42 357 0 357 (314)
2042 6 42 42 368 0 368 (326)
2043 0 42 42 380 0 380 (338)
2044 0 42 42 3920 392 .(350)
2045 0 42 42 403 0 403 (31)

2046 0 42 42 415 0 415 (35)
2047 0 42 42 427 0 427
2048 0 42 42 438 0 438 (396)
2049 0 42 42 450 0 450 (408)
2050 0 42 42 462 0 462 (420)
2051 0 42 42 473 0 473 (431)
2052 0 42 42 484 0 484 (442)
2053 0 42 42 495. . 0.. 495 (453)
2054 0 42 42 505 0 505 (463)
2055 0 42.42 . 516 0 516 (474)
2056 0 42.42 527 0 527 (485)
2057 0 4 42 42 538 0 538 (496)
2058 0 42 42 549 0 549 (507)
2059 0 42 42 560 0 560 (518)
2060 0 42 42 571 0 571 (529)
2061 0 42 42 581 0 581 (539)
2062 0 42 42 591 0 591 (549)
2063 0 42 42 600 0 600 (558)
2064 0 42 42 610 0 610 (568)
2065 0 42 42 620 0 620 (578)
2066 0 42 42 630 0 630 (588)
2067 0 42 42 640 0 640 (598)
2068 0 42 42 649 0 649 (607)
2069 0 42 42 659 0 659.(17)
2070 0 42 42 669 0 669 (627)
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Brushy Creek MUD's quantified savings from its implemented activities
compare with 5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan
submitted to the TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline1 3 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Total Savings for All Over
Utility Annual Savings Goal with TtlSvnsfrAl OeYear # Year Total GPCD Goals Current Quantified (Short)

Population TReduction in GPCD (MG) Activities (MG) (MG)

2015 20,387 162 31 46 15
2 2016 20,810 158 64 45 19)

..........3...... 2 0 1 7... ._...._..2 1 ,2 3 2...... . .......... 1 5 3......98.......... 4 4............9 ............... (5 4).....<........... 4 4( 4... .
4 2018 21,655 149 ...... 133 43 (90)

5. .....................-year Goal 2019 22,077 145 169 41 (218)

6 2020 22,500 144 181 40 (140)
7 2021 22,550 143 189.41 (49
8 2022 22,600 142 198.41 (157)
9 2023 22,650 141 207.41 (165)

10-year Goal 2024 22,700 140 215 42 (174)

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Brushy Creek MUD's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and
10-year water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the
column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline'4 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-1 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

Utility Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water Over
Population Water Loss GPCD Goals Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (MG)

y Baseline 29.00 100.0 0

...................2015 20,387 27.20 134.63

32017 21,232 23.60 42 4.

4 201ease 8eofhvig 21bs,6e55gr povde2y1heTWB8r0tliystff tehit.i0fveyer .vrae)o

wayer l 2019 22,077 20.00 73 39.8 (3)
6 0 022,500 19.00......_.... 82 38.6 (44)....

7 2021 22,550 18.00 91 39.0................ (52)....

8 .......... _....... 2 0 2 2_................ 2 2 6 0 0....... ............... 1 7 .0 0............._.................... 9 9................ 3 9 .3 (6 0 )....
9 2023 22,650 16.00 107 39.6 (8)

10-year Goal 2024 22,700 15.00 116 40.0 (76

14 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the

higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings15
a. Savings of 45 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 6 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Automatic Meter Reading (AMR)/Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI)
a. These metering systems can save water in a number of ways, including from

water loss reduction through improved leak detection.
b. All water loss reduction savings associated with this activity are detailed in

Section 5, which assessed utility baseline water loss GPCD and most recently
reported water loss GPCD to determine water savings.

c. For estimated water savings that could be increased by implementing meter data
management (MDM) and customer engagement portal applications, refer to
Section 6 of this report.

i. With these additional applications, water savings can be achieved through
changed customer behavior and other real-time actions that go beyond
water loss reduction.

1s If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified

savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

T Total SavingsUtility Water Loss ToaSvig
Year utit WaeLosfrom Water Loss

Ba ei e Population GPCDRe u to Reduction

Baeie - 29.000

2015 20,387 23.00 45

2016 19,837 23.00 43
,. 2017 _..._ 19,287 _.. 23.00......42.. .___

2018 18,736 23.00 41
2019::...... ..::..18,186... 23.00 40........

2020 17,636 23.00 39I
2021 17,792 23.00 39

2022 17,948 23.00 39
2023 18,105 23.00 40

2024 18,261 23.00 40

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

* Achievable
* Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them
* Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
* Easily adopted
" Cost effective
" Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.

AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

* Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.
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* Avoided system expansion costs
o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity

by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

" Staff time and resources
" Unit cost per unit saved

" Implementation costs

" Stakeholder agreement and support

" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 7.58% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
i. Average Region G savings

ii. Specific percentage of outdoor usage unknown for your utility at this
time

b. Savings could be 105 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).

Actual C-rrat t A ' ter LessrTotal Savings fromAl Potenta Savings Con nation To taiea y Over
Con ervat on Ativty ro 6mdie WMed Mon WMS WMS Vor e Short)

aati as of 2O1 ) Vo - e

16 0 41 41 10 1

2019 0 40 17 60 60
02 0 3 1 77 77 70

21 3 1 0 1
022 39 36 106 105 0 5 4

202 0 40 11 11 11
2024 0 040 111 133 . 133 1
2025 : 4 112 146 14 S

26 0 41 41 113 162 162 P6
202 0 1 41 114 17 0 17 P^

026 41 4 14 1 1
224 2 11 204 0 204 '
042 42 11 2 0 21
01 0 42 42 116 2 1 0 21

23 4 42 16 244 0 244
2 4 42 116 24

2034 4 42 11 262
203 0 42 42 1 22 22
206 0 4 42 11 24 264 13
2 0 3 0 4 2 4 2 1 1 3 9v 0 0 7 >1 4'

8 0 442 1 0 0
3 4 4 11 3 32

..:'_40_42 42 1 __ 4_ _ _34___ __
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal I

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year'7

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

17 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Table 6-2. Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

Actual Curent Actual W ter Loss 'S IM Wter Lo .
Year Cnto vat n Activity Redction Savings C a daArfrom AI with e ductionWr¬To4lSY' ey overSaving (a oft 2015 Cotaion Actvit Cu r WrMSVt V me
2012 0 43 43 13u43
2017 0 424

2020 0 193 39 71 77(;
20 .1 .. .. 39 19 9 0 91 ..
20 0 3'39 19 0 0 4
2240 40 19 119 119
2024 40 40 20 13 u33
22 0 40 . 2 14 0 14

i<333.4S9
207 0 4 3 120 16 162 4

2029 1 41 20 390
202. 4 42 2040
20' 0 42 42 2u249 24
2030 42 42 0 0 231
23 42 42 20 24S 244203 42 42 20 440 296 ?'
2433 0 42 42 20 2 0 29 4

34 42 42 20 29
03 5 0 42 2 20 2 2 0 2 4
037 4t 42 20 307 ' 2.3 ,24424

207 L2 42 20 32 0 10
20 42 42 20 32

2 ___9______2_42 20 43 4 33 2.?24
21 042 42 2 a ?4mss.45 28

3. Water Rate Increase
a. For every 10% increase, estimated savings could be 2% of utility total

demand.
b. Approximately 28 MG of savings per year with current demand
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source 18 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. See Table 6-3 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

utility's conservation goals.

18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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Current Savings + Potential Savings from 10% Water Rate Increase (MG).

Atual Cur et Actal Water Loss T Pt itial avingt WatertLosITotasSavingsfromt At Conservati n Total Yearly OverYear Coens don A tty Reduction Witag from Water Rate Red cdon WM
rgs (a 1 ConeratinA city WMVolme WM SVWuane (Shorn)

S .4<4 4 27
20180 41 41 2 1 4f 1
019 0 40 2860 060

0 203 3 28 77 077
202 0 I 39 2 1
202 0 39 39 29 0 105 7
202 0 4 40 29 1
2020 40 40 29 1
2025 0 4.0 14 g
02 43 41 306 0 62
027 4 416 76
2028 4 30 090
2029 2 42 3 04 204 U3
200 42 42 33 238 218 (M

1 42 42 31 23 23
4231 244 0 24

033 42 42 26 256
442 4 5 26 269 315

42 42 S 2 282 115
203 4 423 294 294 (2
207 4 42 30 3J7 307 it,4

2044 42 30 3 30 2
42 42 '2 2 260

204 i42 ]V-'4 S4527

4. Rain Barrels
a. In Region G, utilities could save approximately 18.5 gallons per year per

gallon of capacity rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Bryan Report." 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional

Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

* Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
* Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use
" Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common

association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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" County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy
supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year. 4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before

it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Bryan's current water conservation activities and their quantified savings to
two metrics: 1) Region G Water Plan's (Brazos G Water Planning Group, 2016) recommended
WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Bryan's own 5-.and 10-year goals as
established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Bryan's most recent water conservation plan are established by the
utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions 6 are

expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.

As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) + 365

8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline10 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Bryan with the utility's yearly recommended WMS supply
volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in
greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being
performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline 1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water LossTotal Savings from All Conservation WMS Total Yearly WMS Over
Year Conservation Reduction Savings Reduction

Activity Savings (as of 2015) j i iWMS Volume Volume (Short)

2015 132 180 312 71 0 71 241
2016 131 183 314 89 0 89 224
2017 130.185 315 89 0 89 226
2018 129 188 317 107 0 107 210
2019 128 191 319 125 0 125 194
2020 128 194 322 161 0 161 161
2021 128 195 323 196 0 196 127
2022 129 196.325 231 0 231 94
2023 129 197 326 266 0 266 60
2024 130 198 328 301 0 301 26
2025 130 199 329 337 0 337 (7)
2026 131 200 331 372 0 372 (41)
2027.131.202 333 407 0 407 (75)
2028 131 203 334 442 0 442 (108)
2029 132 204 336 477 0 477 (142)
2030 132 205 337 513 0 513 (175)
2031 136 211 346 514 0 514.(168)
2032 139 216 355 515 0 515 (160)
2033 142 222 364 517 0 517 (153)
2034 146 228 373 518 0 518 (145)
2035 149 233 382 520 0 520 (137)
2036 152 239 391 521 0 521 (130)
2037 156 245 400 522 0 522 (22)
2038 159 250 409 524 0 524 (15)
2039 162 256 418 525 0 525 (107)
2040 166 262 427 527 0 527 99)
2041 168 266 434 529 0 529 (95)
2042 171 270 441 532 0 532 (91)

2031324 448 5 0 55(7
2044 176 279 455 537 0 537 (83)
2045 179 283 462 540 0 540 (78)
2046 181 287 468 542 . 0 542 (74)
2047 184 292 475 545 0 545 (70)
2048 186 296 482 548 0 548 (66)
2049 189.300 489 550 0 550 (61)
2050 191 304 496 553 0 553 (57)
2051 194 309 503 560 0 560 (57)
2052 197 313 510 566 0 566 (56)
2053 200 318 518 573 0 573 (55
2054 203 322 525 579 0 579 (54)
2055 205 327 532 586 0 586 (54)
2056 208 331 540 593 0 593 (53)

2057 211 336 547 599 0 599 (52)
2058.214 340 554 606 0 606 (51)
2059 217 345 562 612 0 612 (51)
2060.219 349 569 619 0 619 (50)
2061 222 354 577 627 0 627 (50)
2062 225 359 585 635 0 635 (50)
2063 228.364 593 643 0 643 (50)
2064 232.369 600 651 0 651 (50)
2065 235 374 608 659 0 659 (50)
2066 238 379 616 667 0 667 (50)
2067 241 384 624 675 0 675 (5))
2068 244 388 632 682 0 682 (50)
2069 247 393 640 690 0 690 (50)
2070 250 398 648 698 0 698 (51)
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Bryan's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare with
5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 13 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented

by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Utility Annual Savings Goal with Total Savings for All Over
Year # Year Population Total GPCD Goals Reduction in GPCD (MG) Current Quantified (Short)

Activities (MG) (MG)

1 2015 82,118 148 60 312 252
2 2016 83,381 146 1223119
3 2017 84,644 144 1853110
4 2018 85,908 142 251 317 66

5-year Goal 2019 87,171 140 318 329 I4
6 2020 88,434 139 368 322 (46) -
7 2021 88,945 137 416 323 (92)
8 2022 89,456 136 464 325(19
9 2023 89,967 134 512 326......(186)

10-year Goal 2024 90,478 133 561 328 (234)

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Bryan's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year water
loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column headers
in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 14 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

Utility Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water Over
Year # Year Population Water Loss GPCD Goals Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG)

_ _ _ _ _ I __ _ __ I _ _ _ (MG)
0Baseline - 15.00 0 0 0

1 21 21 814.20 ... __,. ., .. ,......24......_..._.... ..... w180_.156
2 2016 83,381 13.40 49 183 134
3 2017 84,644 12.60 74 185 111
4 2018 85,908 11.80 100 188 88

S.yar.al.01 .8717111.0.27...... ................... ....... .. 6
6 2020 1 88,434 11.00 129 194 65
7 2021 88,945 11.00 130 195 65
8 2022 89,456 11.00 131 196 65
9 2023 89,967 11.00 131 1971 66

10-year Goal 2024 90,478 11.00 132 198 66

14 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013; I
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
* Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the 3
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the

higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings15
a. Savings of 180 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 16 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Conservation Pricing
a. Tiered rate structure in place saves approximately 2.5% of total demand
b. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source 17 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

TWDB, 2013)

5. Automatic Meter Reading (AMR)/Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI)
a. These metering systems can save water in a number of ways, including from

water loss reduction through improved leak detection.
b. All water loss reduction savings associated with this activity are detailed in

Section 5, which assessed utility baseline water loss GPCD and most recently
reported water loss GPCD to determine water savings.

c. For estimated water savings that could be increased by implementing meter data
management (MDM) and customer engagement portal applications, refer to
Section 6 of this report.

i. With these additional applications, water savings can be achieved through
changed customer behavior and other real-time actions that go beyond
water loss reduction.

is If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified

savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
17 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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6. WaterWise Take-home Kits
a. Estimated savings of 7,384 gallons per year per kit (Frontier, 2015)
b. Conservative 5-year useful life for all items in kit
c. 15% adoption rate assumed

12



5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).

I I f WaterWise[
Conservation Wtrie TOTAL

Year Rain Barrels Corin Take-home TA L
Pricing Kit SAVINGS

2009 0
2010 0.01 0
2011 0.03 0
2012 0.04 0
2013 0.05 2.44 2
2014 0.06 125.2 4.50 130

2015 0.08 125.6 6.49 132
2016 0.09 126.1 4.90 131
2017 0.09 126.5 3.30 13
2018 0.09 127.0 1.71 129
2019 0.09 127.4 0.60 128
2020 0.08 127.9 128
2021 0.06 128.3 128

._2022 0.05 128.8 129

2023 0.04 129.2 129
2024 0.03 129.7 130
2025 0.01 130.1 130

2026 130.6 131
2027 131.0 131
2028 131.5 131

209131.9 132
2030 132.4 132
2031 135.7 136
2032 139.1 139
2033 142.4 142

2034 145.7 146
2035 149.1 149
2036 152.4 152

2037 155.7 156
2038 159.1 159
2039 1624 162
2040 165.7 166
2041 168.3 168
2042 170.9171
2043 173.4 173

2044 176.0 176
2045 178.6 179
2046 181.1 181
2047 183.7 184
2048 186.3 186
2049 188.8 189
2050.191.4 191
2D51 194.2 194
2D52 197.0 197
2053 199.8 200
2054 202.6 203
2055 205.4 205
2056 208.2 208
2057 211.0 211
2058 213.8 214
2059. , 216.6 217
2060 219.4 219N
2061 222.4 222

2. .2.225.5 225
2063 228.5 228
2064 231.5 232
2065234.6 235
2066 237.6 238
2067 240.6 241

2068 243.7 244
2069 246.7 247
2070 249.7 250
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Table 5-2. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

Utility Water Loss Total Savings
Year Utility GPe L from Water Loss

Population GPCD Reduction

Baseline - 15.00 0

2015 82,118 9.00 180

2017 84,644 9.00 185

2019 87,171 9.00 191I
2020 88,434 9.00 194
2021 88,945 9.00 195

2023 89,967 9.00 197
2024 90,478 9.00 198

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering

ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

" Achievable
" Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them

" Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
" Easily adopted
* Cost effective

* Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to

benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage

analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

* Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

" Avoided system expansion costs
o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity

by decreasing demand even as population grows.
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Costs to consider:

* Staff time and resources

* Unit cost per unit saved

* Implementation costs

* Stakeholder agreement and support

* Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 7.58% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
i. Average Region G savings

ii. Specific percentage of outdoor usage unknown for your utility at this
time

b. Savings could be 382 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).

Atuai Curent Atual ate LossWatoitsTotaltavingsfrom All Patential Saving Conerat n Total flaly OverYear Cone vadan A hvfig e u a n y :<: .... Reduc io WMS
Convation Activity fromCrdinance WMSVolume WMSVotume Short)

Savings (as of 01* S Volume

2016 131 1;3 1 332 602
2017 1 18 41 2 89 8 10
201 129 8 7 ' 3'5 17 0 07 9
201. 123 1: 3: > .0

2320 128 14 322 3 .1 . 4
2021 123 19 32 389 1 1 1
22 129 13 32 3 231 0 231 4
2 23 123 , 19 326 392 2 2 452

24 10 193 328 3: 3.1 420

202 13: 13:32 337 307
S L 200 331 396 727

2027 131 202 333397 407 01
20 13 1203 4 393 442 021
202 , 12 204 336400 477 028
2 3 132: 205 337 401 513.513 226
2031 1 21133 x.12514 524 244
232 13321 422 51 50513 261
203. 142 2. > 64 432 1770512...
234 1 22 373 442 X13 , 297
20 4 21 3 42 2 315
2.33 152 23 3'1462. 2125212. .2

2037 156 243 40 472 522 0 522 33
203 159 240 4 24 24 36
2033 2 3 ?18 492 525 33
2040 16. 42_ 4 o 527 027 43
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the

portal
i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies

(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year'8

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

18 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Table 6-2. Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

Actual Current Actual Wate s TaSPotentia Sa ra Asllaterrt
Ye aneatioActivty Reduion Savings jCasvati front AtI wish WRedo on WMS Total Yeal Overt)Saving (asof 201is customer Portal Volume W

2'i16 13113W: 3.4 6k 9 892'
13 11 31 69 24

2018 a2 18 317 61 107 0 17 78
201 2 191 31 611 126 L 2 262

2020 128 9 2 69 161 1 6 230
'221 12 1 32 69 196
2122 2a .9 2 1 31 7r3
2111,12 f97 '6 69 2 26 12
2324 13 198 32 70 ?301 9

202 _ 130 199 32 70 37 0 37
00 131 200 70 372 72 29

227 131 2 33 70 407 07
21. 1I 203 3343:0 442 442

22 132 204 3 71 X7 77:
2030 132 20 337 71 13 0
2 '1 , 136 '11 346 73 514 0 614
203 63 1 5 75 '1 6 16 ee
2033 142 364 76 517 O l7 (6
24 16 221 7 71 1 0
2 22 14 231 3 2 0 624 0 20

536" 1 2'5 39 " 2 " 21 521
2'.7 156 24 40 ', I ,152

2 1i' 0 4' 24 0524
2039 12 256411 3 7 2' 121L

2040 16. 262 '27 _ _ _ _ _ 7 27 {275

3. Water Rate Increase
a. For every 10% increase, estimated savings could be 2% of utility total

demand.
b. Approximately 101 MG of savings per year with current demand
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source'9 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. See Table 6-3 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

utility's conservation goals.

19 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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I
Table 6-3. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 10% Water Rate Increase (MG).
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Burleson Report." 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

" Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
* Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use

* Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common
association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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" County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy
supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas

Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus

the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident

population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to.
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to

quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Burleson's current water conservation activities and their quantified
savings to two metrics: 1) Region G Water Plan's (Brazos G Water Planning Group, 2016)
recommended WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Burleson's own 5- and
10-year goals as established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period. 5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Burleson's most recent water conservation plan are established by
the utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions6

are expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.
7 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) + 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline10 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline. .

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Burleson with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in
greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being
performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline 1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water Loss
Yea Coseratin RducionSavngs Total Savings from All Conservation WMS Reuto Total Yearly WMS Over

Year Conservation Reduction Savings ReductionAcivtySains asof205) Conservation Activity Vlm M Volume Volume (Short)

2015 165 175 340 1 1 2 338
2016 173 175 349 1 1 2 3472017 176 175 352 1 2 2 350
2017 1 176 175 352 1 2 2 350

2018 179 176 355 1 2 3 352
2019 182 176 358 1.2 3 355
2020 185 176 361 1 2 4 357
2021 188 179 367 1 2 4 363
2022 191.182 373 2 2 4 369
2023 .194 186 379 2 2 4 375
2024 197 189 386 2 2 4 381
2025 200 192 392 2 2 4 387

2026 203 195 398 2 2 5
2027 206 198 404 2 2 5 399
2028 208 202 410 3 2 5 405
2029 211 205 416 3 2 5 411
2030 214 208 422 3 2 5 417
2031 217 211 429 3 2 5 423
2032 220 215 435 3 2 6 430
2033 223 218 441 4 2 6 436
2034 227 221 448 4 2 6 442
2035 230.... . ...225 454 4 2 6 448
2036 233 228 460 4 2 6 454
2037 236 231 467 4 2 7 460

2038 239 234 473 4 2 7 466
2039 242 238 480 5 2 7 473
2040 . 245 241 486 5 2 7 479
2041 248 244 493 5 2 8 485
2042 252 248 499 6 2 8 491
2043 255 251 506 6 2 8 498
2044 258 255 513 6 2 9 504
2045 262 258 520 7 2 9 511
2046 265 262 527 7 2 10 517
2047 268 265 533 8 2 10 524
2048 272 269.540 8 2 10 530
2049 275 272 547 8 2 11 536
2050 278 276 554 s 92 11 543
2051 282 279 561 9 2 12 550
2052 285 283 568 10 2 12 556
2053 289.287 576 10 2 12 563
2054 293 290 583 11 2 13 570
2055 296 294 590 11 2 13 577
2056 300 297 597 12 2 14 583
2057 303 301 605 12 2 14 590
2058 307 305 612 12 2 15 597
2059 311 308 619 13 2 15 604
2060 314 312 626 13 2 16 611
2061 318 316 634.14 2 16 618
2062 322 320 642 14 2 17 625
2063 326 323 649 15 2 17 632
2064 330 327 657 15 2 17 639
2065 333 331 664 16 2 18 646
2066 ? 337 335 672 16 2 18 654
2067 341.............339 680 17 . 2 19 661
2068 345 342 687 17 2 19 668
2069 349 346 695 17 2 20 675
2070 352.............350 702 18 2 20 682
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Burleson's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare
with 5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 3 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented

by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Utility Annual Savings Goal with Total Savings for All Over
Year # Year Total GPCD Goals Current Quantified (Short)

Population Reduction in GPCD (MG) Activities (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline - 133 0 ...
1 2015 43,625 132 223
2 2016 43,660 130 45 349 304

3 2017 43,695 129 673528

4 2018 43,731 127 89 355 265
5-year Goal 2019 43,766 126 112 358 246

6 2020 43,801 125 122 361 239

8 2022 45,410 124 146 373 1... 227

9 2023 46,214 124 159 379 221
10-year Goal 2024 47,019 123 172 386 214

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Burleson's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year
water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column
headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline'4 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

Year# Utility [ _ _ _ _ Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water (Shr
Population Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (MG)

0Baseline- 15.00 0 0 0
1 2015 43,625 15.00 0 175 175

2016 43,660 15.00 01715
3 2017 . 43,695 15.00 01715
4 2018 43,731 15.00 0 176 176

5-year Goal 2019 43,766 15.00 0 176.........6*
62020 43,801 15.00 0 176 176

7 2021 .. 44,605 15.00 0 179 179
8 2022 45,410 15.00 0 182 182
9 2023 46,214 15.00 0 186 186

10-year Goal 2024 .47",019 15.00 0 189.......189.

1 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet

experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the

higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings15
a. Savings of 175 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline'6 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Water Rate Increases
a. Last rate increases: 17

i. 3.75% increase in 2015
ii. 1.0% increase in 2016

b. Estimated customer demand reduction of 1.0%
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source18 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. Savings from rate increases are shown to persist over time, however, note that

savings from these pricing signals will likely decrease if rates remain the same in
future years.

5. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance

a. Estimated savings of 7.58% of total utility demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012;
Sierra Club-Lone Star Chapter and the National Wildlife Federation, 2015) All
savings estimates grow each year at the same rate demand figures for the utility
grow in the regional water plan

is If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified
savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
17 Correspondence with utility staff.
18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).

Water Rate 2x Watering
Increase Ordinance

2009 0
2010 0
2011 0
2011 02012 I
2014 148 148
2015 13.9 151 165

2015 20.2 153 173
2017 20.6 156 176
2018 20.9 158 179
2019 21.2 161 182
2020 21.6 164 185
2021 21.9 166 188
2022 22.3 169 191
2023 22.6 171 194
2024 22.9 174 197
2025 23.3 176 200
2026 23.6 179 203
2027 24.0 182 206
2028 24.3 184 208
2029 24.6 187 211
2030 25.0 189 214
2031 25.3 192 217
2032 25.7 195 220
2033 26.0 197 223
2034 26.4 200 227
2035 26.8 203 230
2036 271 2 06 233
2037 27.5 208 236
2038 27.8 211 239
2039 28.2 214 242
2040 28.5 216 245
2041 28.9 219 248
2042 29.3 222 252

2043 29.7 225 255
2044 30.1 228.258
2045 30.5 231 262
2046 30.9 234 265
2047 31.3 237 268

2048 31.6 240 272
2049 32.0 243 275
2050 32.4 246 278

2051 32.8 249 282
2052 33.3 252 285
2053 33.7 255 289
2054 34.1 259 293
2055 34.5 262 296
2056 35.0 265 300
2057 35.4 268 303
2058 35.8 271 307
2059 36.2. 274 311
2060 36.6 278 314
2061 37.1 281 318
2062 37.5 284 322

2063 38.0 288 326
2064 38.4 291.. ..
2065 38.9 294 333
2066 39.3 298 337
2067 39.7 301 341....... 4

2068 40.2 305 345
2069 40.6 308 349
2070 41.1 311 352
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Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

" Achievable

" Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them
" Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
" Easily adopted
" Cost effective

" Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

* Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

" Avoided system expansion costs

13

Total Savings from
Utility Water Loss Water Loss

Population GPCD Reduction

Baseline - 15.00 0
2015 43,625 4.00 175
2016 43,660 4.00 175
2017 43,695 4.00 175

2019 43,766 4.00 176
2020 43,801 4.00 176

2021 44,605 4.00 179

2023 46,214 4.00 186
2024 47,019 4.00 189

Table 5-2.



o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity
by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

" Staff time and resources
" Unit cost per unit saved
" Implementation costs
" Stakeholder agreement and support
" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well

as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
. customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year'9

19 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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g. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

Atal Current Actual Water Los PotentialSvings Water Loss
1604 S. vins from Ad: C :seai rTat Yearly GeYear ConseratIon A dustln Savs maSa.nfrom A. I with Redui WMS

Customer A Portal Volume ~ lum (SortActiy SavingC (as u1 CitomerCPC"A:M MoVu oe

2016 In 17 34 27112 34
17171 75.. 2 77

2 7 176 355 1.
2019 132 173 3 8 2 1 2 3 383
2020 185 1 73 361 29 12 386
2021 38 7 2367 29 1 2 4
222 1 2 ''7 3 2 4 39

2. 212 7
2023 19418 379 30 2 2 4 406
2014 27 18 386 3 2 . 4 412

2. 172 19 404 22.. . 2 2 4.4

22.2 2 02 410 3 3 2 r4.3

22 211 205 41 33 3 2 S 444
2030 214 20 42x 33 2. 41
2021 '7 ' 1 42 '43 457

32 20 215 4.. 34 :..4.4
2033 223 218 441 35 4 2 6 471
2034 227 221 443 35 4 2 477

20230.. 454 36 2 6484
0 2 .. 22 460 64 2. .....

7 236 231 4 7.. 7 4 2 7497
2038 239 234 473 37 4 27 504
0 42 23 4'.8 5 2 7.. ..

2040 24 242 48 3 ________7

2. Rain Barrels
a. In Region G, utilities could save approximately 18.5 gallons per year per

gallon of capacity rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Cedar Park Report." 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

* Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
* Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use
* Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common

association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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* County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy
supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that

agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings

met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to

compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Cedar Park's current water conservation activities and their quantified
savings to two metrics: 1) Region G Water Plan's (Brazos G Water Planning Group, 2016)
recommended WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Cedar Park's own 5- and
10-year goals as established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period. 5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Cedar Park's most recent water conservation plan are established by
the utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions6

are expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.
7 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) + 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline10 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Cedar Park with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in

greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being
performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline 1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

1 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water LossUtility Total Savings from All Conservation WMS Total Yearly WMS OverYear # Year Conservation Reduction Savings iReduction V(Population Conservation Activity Volume Vlm SotActivity Savings (as of 2015) WMS Volume

4 2015 65,945 397 144 542 127 0 127 415
. 2016 68,970 403 151 554 158 0 158 396

6 2017 71,995 491 158 649 158 0.158 490
7 2018 75,019 495 164 660 190 0 190 469
8 2019 78,044 499 171 670.222 0 222 448
9 2020 81,069 503 178 681 285 0 285 396

10 2021 81,914 508 179 687 341 0 341 347
11 2022 82,759 513 181 694 396 0 396 298
12 2023 83,603 518 183 701 451 0 451 250
3 . 2024 84,448 522 185_ _ 707 507 0 507 200

14 2025 85,293 527 187 714 562 0 562 152
15 2026 86,138 532 189 720 617 0 617 103
16 2027 86,983 536 190 727 673 0 673 54
17 . 2028 87,827 541 192 734 728 0 728 6
18 2029 88,672 546 194 740 783 0 783.43
19 2030 89,517 551 196 747 839 0 839 92
20 2031 89,594 551 196 747 884 0 884 I )
21 2032 89,671 552 196...............748 930 . 0 930 (182)
22 2033 89,748 552 197 748 976 0 976 22 _.
23 2034 89,825 552 197 749 1,022 . 0 1,022 (23)
24 2035 89,902 552 197 749 1,068 0 1,068 (319)
25 2036 89,979 553 197 750 1,114 0 1,114 (364)
26 2037 90,056 553 197 750 1,160 0 1,160 (410)
27 2038 90,133 553 197 751 1,206 0 1,206 (455)
28 2039 90,210 554 198 751 1,252 0 1,252 (501)
29 2040 90,287 ....554 198 752 129... 0 1,298(54)

30 2041 90,287 554 198 752 1,313 0 1,313 (561)
31 2042 90,287 554 198 752 1,327 0 1,327 (576)
32 2043 90,287 554 198 751 1,342 0 1,342 (591)
33 . 2044 90,287 554 198 751 1,357 0 1,357 (606)
34 2045 90,287 554 198 751 1,372 0 1,372 (621)
35 2046 90,287 553 198 751 1,387 0 1,387 (6)
36 2047 90,287 553 198 751 1,402 0 1,402 (651)
37 2048 90,287 553 198 751 1,417 01,417 (666)
38 2049 90,287 553 198 751 1,431 __TT0 1,431 (681)
39 2050 90,287 553 198 751 1,446 0 1,446 (696)
40 2051 90,287 553 198 751 1,4490 0 1,449 (698)
41 2052 90,287 553 198 751 1,452 0 1,452 (701)
42 2053 90,287 553 198 751 1,455 0 1,455 (704)43 2054 90,287 553 198 751 1,457 0 1,457 (707)
44 2055 90,287 553 198 751 1,460 0 1,460 (709)
45 2056 90,287 553 198 751 1,463 0 1,463 (712)
46 2057 90,287 553 198 750 1,466 0 1,466 (715)
47 2058 90,287 553 198 750 1,468 0 1,468 (718)48 2059 90,287 553 198 750 1,471 0 1,471 (721)

49 2060 90,287 553 198 750.. 1,474...0....... 1474......... (~.....

50 2061 90,287 553 198 750 1,477 0 1,477(726)
51 2062 90,287 . .553 198 750 1,480 01,480 . 2.

52 2063 90,287 553 198 750 1,483 0 .483 (732)
53 2064 90,287 553 198 750 1,486 0 1486 (735)

54 2065 . 90,287 553 198 750 1,489 01489(738)
55 2066 90,287 552 198 750 1,492 0 1492 (741)
56 2067 90,287 552 198 750 1,495 0 1495 (745)
57 2068 90,287 552 198 750 1,498 0 1498 (748)
58 2069 90,287 552 198 750 1,501 0 1,501 (751)
59 2070 90,287 |, 552 198 750 1,504 0 1,504 (754)....

----11. .. .I1

I
7 1
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Cedar Park's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare
with 5- and 10- year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 13 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Utility Annual Savings Goal with Total Savings for All Over
Year # Year i Total GPCD Goals Current Quantified (Short)

0 aeie Population Reduction in GPCD (MG) Atvte M) (GActivities (MG) (MG)

0sene - 90 0 0
1 2015 65,945 167 43 542 499
2 2016 68,970 165 91 554 464
3 2017 71,995 164 142 649 507
4 2018 75,019 162 197 660 462

-year Goal 2019 78,044 160 256 670 414
6 2020 81,069 159 290 681 391
7 2021 81,914 158 317 687 370

9 2023 83,603 157 372 701 328
10-year Goal 2024 84,448 156 401 707 306

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Cedar Park's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year
water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column
headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline'4 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

Utility Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water Over
Year # Year Population Water Loss GPCD Goals Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (Short)

(MG)

0 Baseline - 29.00 0 0 0
1 2015 65,945 27.60 34 144 111
2 2016 68,970 26.20 70 151 81
3 2017 71,995 24.80 110 158 4

4 2018 75,019 23.40 . 153..........164 11
5-year Goal 2019 78,044 22.00 99 171 (28)

62020 81,069......21.80 213 178 (36)
7 2021 81,914 21.60 2119(2

.........8..... 2022 82,759 21.40 230 181 (48)

92023 83,603 21.20 238..........183 (5)
10-year Goal 2024 84,448 21.00 247 185 (62)

14 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the
higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).

10



4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings 15

a. Savings of 144 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline16 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear

negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.
d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the

utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) with Customer Engagement Portal
a. "You're running the sH2Ow"
b. Implemented in 2017
c. Estimated savings of 84.6 MG in 2017

i. Specific utility results may vary based on portal features and notifications
d. Assumes 20% of residential customers are using and saving water due to the

portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)
e. Assumes customers save 10% of total annual use due to the portal

i. Savings estimate is an average of results from multiple studies (Chesnutt
and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District, 2014; IBM, 2011;
Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute, 2016; Westin

Engineering, 2015)
f. Residential customers' use makes up approximately 78% of all retail customers'

use based on utility profile information submitted to the TWDB

g. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown
amounts to 1.56% of total demand

h. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase each

year'
7

1s If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified
savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water

conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
17 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.

11
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5. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Estimated savings of 7.37% of total utility demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012;

Sierra Club-Lone Star Chapter and the National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
b. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate demand figures for the

utility grow in the regional water plan.

6. Outdoor Landscape Evaluations (SF)
a. 468 outdoor evaluations performed since 2014
b. Estimated 8,000 gallons per year for each system evaluation (A&N Technical

Services, 2005; Whitcomb, 2000)
i. Assumed 75% savings from typical indoor and outdoor survey when only

outdoor watering is evaluated
c. Approximately 22 gallons per day
d. Greater savings during peak periods
e. Lesser savings during off-peak periods
f. 20% decay rate per year attributed to customer behavior (A&N Technical

Services, 2005)

7. Rainwater Harvesting
a. In Region G, estimated savings of 18.5 gallons per year per gallon of capacity

rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels and systems

8. Showerhead Distribution (SF)
a. Estimated 2,050 gallons per year per showerhead (A&N Technical Services,

2005)
b. 5-year useful life

i. If distributed after 2009, plumbing code will require that replacement is
equally as efficient, so savings will carry forward indefinitely

12



5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).

2x Watering AMI with Outdoor Low-flow
Year Rain Barrels Showerhead TOTAL SAVINGS

Ordinance Customer Portal Audits Rebate

2011 377 0.4 377
2012 381r 0.7 382
2013 385 1.1 386

2014 389 043 106 18 392
2015 393 043 1.9 2.3 397
2016 397 043 3.2 2.8 403
2017 401 043 84.6 2.5 2.8 491

2019 409 0.43 86.3 1.0 2.8 499
2020 413 0.43 87.1 0.4 2.8 503
2021 417 0.43 88.0 2.8 508
2022 421 0.43 88.8 2.8 513
2023 425 043 89.7 2.8 518
2024 429 90.5 2.8 522
2025 433 91.3 2.8 527

2026 437 92.2 2.8 532
2027 441 93.0 2.8 536
2028 445 93.9 2.8 541
2029 449 94.7 2.8 546
2030 453 95.5 2.8 551
2031 453 95.6 2.8 551
2032 453 95.7 2.8 552I
2033 453 95.7 2.8 552
2034 454 95.8 2.8 552
2035 454 95.8 2.8 552

., _-. ... , _ .... .._ _ ._ _ -, ... .._ _ m.-. .,_ ..-. 5 ... .. ... ,

2036 454 95.9 2.8 553
2037 454 95.9 2.8 553
2038 455 96.0 2.8 553
2039 455 96.0 2.8 554
2040 455 96.1 2.8 554
2041 455 96.1 2.8 554
2042 455 96.1 2.8 554
2043 455 96.0 2.8 554

2044455- 96.0 2.8--- --- --.-.-.----.--.--. 5
2045 455 96.0 2.8 554
2043 455 96.0 2.8 553
2048 455 96.0 2.8 553
2049 455 96.0 2.8 553
204 454 95.9 2.8 553

2051 . 454 95.9 2.8 553
2052 454 95.9 2.8 553
2053 454 95.9 2.8 553
2054 454 95.9 2.8 553
2055 454 95.9 2.8 553
2052 454 95.9 2.8 553

2057.454.95.9 2.8-553
2058 454 95.9 2.8 553
2059 454 95.9 2.8 553
205 454 95.9 2.8553
2061 454 95.8 2.8 553
2062 454 95.8 2.8 553

2063 . 454 95.8 2.8 553
2064 454 95.8 2.8 553
2065 454 95.8 2.8 553
2066 454 95.8 2.8 552
2067 454 95.8 2.8 552

.. . .. ....... .. .. ... .. ... .. .. ... .. ... .. .. ... .. ... .. .-... .. ... .. .. ... .. ... .. .. ... ----... .. ... .. .... ...-. .. ... .. .. ... .. ... .. .. ... ..-... .--.. .. .--.. .. ... .. ... .. .. ...-. .

2068 454 .95.82852

2069 454 95.8 2.8 552
2070 454 95.8 2.8 552
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Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

" Achievable
" Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them
" Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
" Easily adopted
" Cost effective

" Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

" Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

" Avoided system expansion costs

14

Total Savings
Year Utility Water Loss from Water Loss

Population GPCD Reduction

Baseline - 29.00 0
2015 65,945 23.00 144
2016 68,970 23.00 151
2017 71,995 23.00 158
2018 75,019 23.00 164
2019 :..A... :.....78,044 vw. .... :.23.00 .... .:...:.171...:...:x.:.

200 1,69 23.0 178
2021 81,914 23.00 179
2022 82,759 23.00 181

.....::2023 ....... M k....83,603 v...: ...... 23.00 183
2024......0 4:...:.... 84,448,4 8 23.00 ........3 00:..:..r. .:.:........ 185:....r...:...

Table 5-2.



o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity
by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

"

0

"

"

"

Staff time and resources

Unit cost per unit saved
Implementation costs

Stakeholder agreement and support
Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Water Rate Increase
a. For every 10% increase, estimated savings could be 2% of utility total

demand.
b. Approximately 108 MG of savings per year with current demand
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source1 8 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

utility's conservation goals.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 10% Water Rate Increase (MG).

.t21, rent Actta Water t W t I L is
Yea Coosea t n educ on SV : Red Wton WM

Y 0eto C¬ C0*sn tt'.y ftro. dNance WMS al o WMS Vounme (S ort)

201 403 ... 554 7 15 0 158 793

?17 '18 64 4 1 6 1 .
495 64 405 1 19 874

1t 4 71 6.76 40 212 222 8 7

.608 179 6V6.1 413 28 2

225 1:13x, 6.87 41. .. ::41 76.4

2512 Y1. 1.1 6.4 421 6 .6. 71

2612 .18 8' 761 42 41 6.41 '74
204 4 22 1 707 429 W7 0 7 629

2. 7 7 1 2 2
66 $32 189 726 17 67 617 6.4

2 536 1 727 441 7 4s
202 541 12 7 445 728 0 729 450
262- 49 14 746 7 7 46
26.. < .1 1.. .47 453 83 61.3 .
'1 747 453 884 684 116

2032 352 136:x48 4! 931 9 . 271
:.147 740 4$ 9X76 22.

204 6. 167 749 454 122 L.2 : 1.
23 552 19 74 454 16. 13

536 55 5' ... 7...454-- 0 1.;914 go.
.. 1:7 6 454 1,114 1, 16

20 1' 9774551,.60 L206 0
261 1 751 4 1, 66.22 -

2646 54 6 75 4_ _ _2_ _ _ L2 6

18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of College Station Report." 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent 1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

" Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
" Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use
" Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common

association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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" County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy
supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares College Station's current water conservation activities and their quantified
savings to two metrics: 1) Region G Water Plan's (Brazos G Water Planning Group, 2016)
recommended WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) College Station's own 5-
and 10-year goals as established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -

2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.5

The 5- and 10-year goals in College Station's most recent water conservation plan are established
by the utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions6

are expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.
7 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) + 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as
provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline10 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in million
gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for College Station with the utility's yearly recommended
WMS supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented
activities, including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are
covered in greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used
2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline" 1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet andthen calculated in annual increments. 3
Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since

2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water LossTotal Savings from All Conservation WMS Total Yearly WMS OverYear Conservation Reduction Savings Reduction
Activity Savings (as of 2015) WMS Volume Volume (Short)

2015 14.2 236 250 98 0 98 152
2016 17.3 234 251 123 0 123 128
2017 16.5 231 248 123 0 123 125
2018 15.8 229 245 148 0 148 97
2019 15.3 226 241 172 0 172 69
2020 14.9 224.239 221 0 221 17
2021 14.7 230 245 283 0 283 (38)
2022 14.6 237 252 346 0 346 (94)
2023 14.6 244 258 408 0 408 (149)
2024 14.5 250 265 470 0 470 20.
2025 14.5 257 272 532 0.532 (260)2026.. 14.5.264............._..........
202614.5.264 . 278 594 0 594 (316)
2027 14.5 271 285 656 0 656 (371)
2028 14.5 277 292 718 0 718 (426)
2029 14.5 284 298 780 0 780 (482)
2030 14.5 291 305 842 0 842 (537)
2031 14.5 293 307 871 0 871 (54 .
2032 14.5 295 309 900 0 90059)
2033 14.5 297 311 928 0 928 (617)
2034 14.5 299 313 957 0 957 (644)
2035 14.5 301 315 986 0 986 (671)
2036 14.5 303 317 1,015 0 1,015 (697)
2037 14.5 305 319 1,043 0 1,043 (724)
2038 14.5 307 321 1,072 0 1,072 (751)

2039 ... 14.5...309 ...... ......... . ...2914539231,101 01,101 (777)
2040 14.5 311 325 1,129 0 1,129 (804)
2041 14.5 316 330 1,141 0 1,141 (811)
2042 14.5 321 335 1,153 0 1,153 (817)
2043 14.5 326 340 1,164 0 1,164...... 234.
2044 14.5 331 345.1,176 0 1,176 (831)
2045 14.5 336 350 1,188 0 1,188 (838)
2046 14.5 340 355 1,199 0 1,199(844)
2047 14.5 345 360 1,211 0 1,211 (851)
2048 14.5 350 365 1,223 0 1,223 858)
2049 14.5 355 370 1,234 0 1,234.(864)
2050 14.5 360 375 1,246 6 1,246 871
2051 14.5 366.380 1,263 0 1,263 (882)
2052 14.5 371 385 1,279 0 1,279 (894)
205s3 14.5 376 391 1,296 0 , 1,296(9 )
2054 14.5 381 396 1,312 0 1,312 (916)
2055 14.5 387 401 1,329 0 1,329 (928)
2056 14.5 392 407 1,345 0 1,345 (939)
2057 14.5 397 412 1,362 0 1,362 (950)
2058 14.5 403 417 1,379 0 1,379 (961)
2059 14.5 408 423 1,395 0 1,395 (973)
2060 14.5 413 428 1,412 0 1,412 (984)
2061 14.5 419 434 1,431 0 1,431 (997)
2062 14.5 425 440 1,451 0 1,451 (1011)
2063 14.5 431 445 1,470 0 1,470 (1,024)
2064 14.5 437 451 1,489 0 1,489 (1038)
2065 14.5 443 457 1,509 0 1,509 (1,051)
2066 14.5 449 463 1,528 0 1,528 (1065)
2067 14.5 454 469 1,547 0 1,547 (1078)
2068 14.5 460 475 1,567 0 1,567 (1,092)
2069 14.5 466.481.1,586 0 1,586 (1105)
2070 14.5 472 487 1_0_,._1,19)__.
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how College Station's quantified savings from its implemented activities
compare with 5- and 10- year goals established in its individual water conservation plan
submitted to the TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline'3 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all I
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Annual Savings Goal with Total Savings for All Over
Year # Year Utility Population Total GPCD Goals R .i. Current Quantified (Short)

Reduction in GPCD (MG) Atvte M) (GActivities (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline - 157 0 0 0
1 2015 107,889 155 79 250 172

2 2016 106,739 153 156 251 95I
3 2017 105,589 151 231 248 16
4 2018 104,440 149 305 245 (60)

5- e rG a ;....2 1.S. ........... :....1 , 9.yea4r7 4 1 6).......................... 
....... ... . . ... .......... ... .... G oal.. ..2019....103,290. ....147... 377:..241.,.(136)...

6 2020 102,140 146 425 239 (186)5
7 2021 105,195 144 491 245 (26)

8 2022 108,250 143 561 252 (309)
9 2023 111,305 141 634 258 (375)

10-year Goal 2024 114,360 140 710 265 (445)

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how College Station's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-
year water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the
column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 14 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

Utility Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water Over
Year # Year Population Water Loss GPCD Goals Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (short)

0 Baseline f 9.00bth t

1 2015D107,889.fr.m..he utility' mostreen 8.80tly submitted ,f.Varwae8 r cnevtinpa w su.
2 2016 106,739 8.60 16 234 218

3 2017 105,589 8.40 23 231 208
4 2018 104,440 8.20 30 229 198

5-year Goal 2019 103,290 8.00 38 226 189
6 2020 102,140 8.00 37 224 186

7 2021 105,195 8.00 38 230 192
8 2022 108,250 8.00 40 237 198
9 2023 111,305 8.00 41 244 203

10-year Goal 2024 114,360 8.00 42 250 209

14 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the

higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).

10



4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:.

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings15
a. Savings of 236 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 16 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Outdoor Landscape Evaluations
a. 726 outdoor evaluations performed since 2010
b. Estimated 8,000 gallons per year for each system evaluation (A&N Technical

Services, 2005; Whitcomb, 2000)
i. Assumed 75% savings from typical indoor and outdoor survey when only

outdoor watering is evaluated
c. Approximately 22 gallons per day
d. Greater savings during peak periods
e. Lesser savings during off-peak periods
f. 20% decay rate per year attributed to customer behavior (A&N Technical

Services, 2005)

5. Rainwater Harvesting
a. In Region G, estimated savings of 18.5 gallons per year per gallon of capacity

rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels and systems

6. High Efficiency (HE) Toilet Replacement Program (SF)
a. Estimated 10,390 gallons per year per toilet (A&N Technical Services, 2005)
b. Savings carry on indefinitely because replacement toilet will be as efficient

1s If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified
savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
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7. HE Toilet Replacement Program (MF)
a. Estimated 15,756 gallons per year per toilet (A&N Technical Services, 2005)
b. 20-year useful life for fixture' 7

c. Savings carry on indefinitely because replacement toilet will be as efficient

8. HE Toilet Replacement Program (ICI)
a. Estimated 13,000 gallons per year per toilet (A&N Technical Services, 2005)
b. 20-year useful life for fixture

17 Plumbing code and efficiency standards effectively make the savings permanent, as new high-efficiency models
will replace these toilets.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).

Watr udts TMFICI)[TTA

Year Rain Barrels Outdoor HE Toilets HE Toilets (SF) TOTA. SAVINGS
Water Audits (MF/IC)

2009 0
2010 0.01 0.80 1.0 0.2 2.0
2011 0.03 1.44 8.3 0.4 10.2
2012 0.10 1.92 8.3 0.7 11.1
2013 0.13 2.24 9.8 1.1 13.3
2014 0.15 2.40 9.8 1.4 13.8
2015 0.16 2.40 9.8 1.8 14.2
2016 0.18 2.61 12.6 1.9 17.3
2017 0.18 1.77 12.6 1.9 16.5
2018 0.18 1.08 12.6 1.9 15.8
2019 0.18 0.56 12.6 1.9 15.3

2020 0.16 0.20 12.6 1.9 14.9
2021 0.15 12.6 1.9 14.7
2022 0.08 12.6 1.9 14.6
2023 0.05 12.6 1.9 14.6
2024 0.03 12.6 1.9 14.5
20256 0.01 12.6 1.9 14.5
2026 12.6 1.9 14.5
2027 12.6 1.9 14.5
2028 12.6 1.9 14.5
2029 12.6 1.9 14.5
2030 12.6 1.9 14.5
2032 12.6 1.9 14.5
2032 12.6 1.9 14.5
2033 12.6 1.9 14.5
2034 12.6 1.9 _14.5

2035 12.6 1.9 14.5
2036 12.6 1.9 14.5
2037 12.6 1.9 14.5

2038 12.6 1.9 _ _ 14.520394 .... 12.6 1.9 14.5
2040 12.6 1.9 14.5
2041 12.6 1.9 14.5
2042 12.6 1.9 14.5
2043 12.6 1.9 14.5
2044 12.6 1.9 14.5
2047 12.6 1.9 14.5
2046 12.6 1.9 14.5
2047 12.6 1.9 14.5
2048 12.6 1.9 14.5
2049..1... 12.6 1.9 14.5
2050 12.6 1.9 14.5
2051 12.6 1.9 14.5
20542 12.6 1.9 14.5
20S3 12.6 1.9 14.5
2054 12.6 1.9 14.5
2055 12.6 1.9 14.5
2056 12.6 1.9 14.5
2057 12.6 1.9 14.5
2046 12.6 1.9 14.5
2059 12.6 1.9 14.5
2060 12.6 _ .. ..1.9 14.5
2061 12.6 1.9 14.5

2062 12.6 1.9 14.52063 12.6 1.9 14.5
2064 12.6 1.9 14.5
2065 12.6 1.9 14.5
2066 12.6 1.9 14.5
2067 12.6 1.9 14.5
2068 12.6 1.9 14.5

2069 12.6 1.9 14.5
2054____ 12.6 1.9 14.5
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Table 5-2. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

Utility Water Loss Total Savings
Year Population GPCD from Water Loss

Reduction

Baseline - 9.00 0
2015 107,889 3.00 236

201 10673 3.0 234

2017 105,589 3.00 231
2018 104,440 3.00 229
2019 103,290 3.00 226
2020 ,102,140 :.. 3.00 .:::... 224.:_.....

Upt ou civte 2021wechs as potntia105,195 suggstedactvitisf3.00oriniv230idua reprts.Thes
2022 108,250 3.00 237

2024 114,360 3.00 250

6 Suggested ActivitiesI

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering

ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

" Achievable
" Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them

" Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
" Easily adopted
" Cost effective

" Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to

benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage

analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

* Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

* Avoided system expansion costs
o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity

by decreasing demand even as population grows.
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Costs to consider:

* Staff time and resources

* Unit cost per unit saved

* Implementation costs

* Stakeholder agreement and support

* Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 6.95% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
b. Savings could be 388 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).

Au a Cu{:rent Actua' Wa tr Les ter Lou,.
.. :<A.W4loftWS ngsfromAl l ont I1 savings C nevat nn TotaYeery OverYear Con a at on AO tyRod t t o as Redo tion WSC ns vaUfn A tMt f nmOrd n ne WM VoumeVolSmVoe(e tShor:Sa~g as of m-s). Volume

2016 12 234 251 398 1230 123 516
2017 1 23 :2 : .: .2......

201 1 2 245 411 1.. ....
229 5 2.6 41 42 72 72 $92

0 1 224 239 43 22 221 452
2 21 1 230 245 446 32328409
202. 17 237 .252 4334 643 364

244 2 40 30
2024 1 25 2 70 470 27
2025 1 2.7 272 49 .32 .32 232

2026 1 264 27 4 4 0 594
2027 15 27 28 I*60 5 145

. 1.. 277 22 01. 11

202 2 2 09 7 . 000

203 5 7 11 '60 2 0 28 57
204 Is 29 B 564 97 97 0
20$0 3:2 1 .7 ..

203 I ,012 30:2<12

20'7 15 308 319 BL4 O 5
20I I '721 576 -02 0 1072
2034'12 '9 323 570 1,.1 0 1.0....
'040 15 1 27 _ _ 029 ' 1 2_
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the

portal
i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies

(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among

participating utilities in this project.
ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.

e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown
amounts to 1.34% of total demand

f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase
each year'8

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

18 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Table 6-2. Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

Actual Current Actual Water toss Petental Savings Water Loss
Total Savings femM ACltenseratien total Yeady OverYear Conservaton Actity Reducton avingsf CneaonAAtWittCom ortitaloum

savnnAti(atosWM$SVolume WIS Volume (Short)2c11gs (as of 2015) usto1r fo al Volume
201 234 251 7 13 0 1

201 1 2 47 12 12 212018 16 22 25 711 14 0 14 17'
2029 1 i 226 2=1 92 .7 17 15
2020 1 24 39 84 221 021 1

121 15 20 245 8S 2S 3
2022 1 237 262 $4 34865- - 1 24 28 90 4

213 20 4 40
23022 32

106 1 6 7 754 1 94 ~1
2027 5271 28 99 85 05 22
208 15 27 29 02 718 718 25
02 1 2 2 14 7 . 7 .2

20 1 291 20 30 80 842 (A1

2031 1 29 37 107 871 873 57
02 1 0 100

203 65 29 V1898 2 ('>4

2293 09 S7 17
205 35 31 31 11 0 1188 (56

201 35 10 1 10 L1 011 "08
2037 15 6 33 111 1.43 1043 (61
208 11 307 31 111 ,07 0 1072

S23 112 101 1 G101 I ~ 2040 11 31 326 332 1 11 ________ 129 (IA"
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3. Water Rate Increase
a. For every 10% increase, estimated savings could be 2% of utility total

demand.
b. Approximately 112 MG of savings per year with current demand
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source1 9 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. See Table 6-3 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

utility's conservation goals.

Table 6-3. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 10% Water Rate Increase (MG).

Adlual Co rent Adua1 Watertree PteotialSaving Wa er ss
Yer one s~n nt t RdoonSa Total Savings from Al ConservatIon Total Yeady OverConsearvat on R kus v from Water Rate Redo on WMS

cr a e VolumeMSVoum MSVoum Wr

206 17 2345 2 1 .312 3 2

"1 23 24' 1 12: 14 21

2.1.01. 421:..22::1...2.1..;..1
221224:31 %w 1

2-8a-3.a.04293 9

202 1 44 22313 42 4 4
241 0 2 6 13 474 474 .

2 2 1 7 .2 142 32 532

2427A 1 1 25 1 S 0 6? '
242* L 77 2 73 n AS
242 157 24 298 15. 64. 74

* 1s 291 435 18: 2 0-.42
231 1 2 307 159 4 4

2032 15 29 39 160: :0

23.1 273 3162 957 ii ".2

3% 5 41 5 1641 5 .

0:7 15 30 '23 65 1 14'10:
2038 15 37 321 166 172 4 1472 . 6
2 34i 31 .2 16 1 1: 1Y141..... .~cM4....31u.....:....._...... 

.........-. 32
:.-.......-..._.........15...... 11...-........... 166;I t s:41 29 f :

19 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Georgetown Report." 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent'
of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

" Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
" Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use

* Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common
association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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" County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy
supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reducetgallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Georgetown's current water conservation activities and their quantified
savings to two metrics: 1) Region G Water Plan's (Brazos G Water Planning Group, 2016)
recommended WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Georgetown's own 5-
and 10-year goals as established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -

2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Georgetown's most recent water conservation plan are established by
the utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions
are expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.

As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this

report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as
provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline10 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Georgetown with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in
greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used
2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline 1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

"1 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for

water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water LossTotal Savings from All Conservation WMS Total Yearly WMS Over
Year Conservation Reduction Savings Reduction

Activity Savings (as of 2015) Conservation Activity Volume WMS Volume Volume (Short)Yer Consvtaions Reductonavngs _ _)_WMReuVonum

2015 85 450 535 137.0 137 398
2016 89 462 551 171 0 171 380
2017 91 474 565 171 0 171 394
2018 93 487 580 205 0 205 375
2019 95 499 594 239 0 239 355
2020 97 512 609 307 0 307 301
2021 99 525 624 383 0 383 241
2022 102 538 639 458 0 458 181
2023 104 551 655 533 0 533 121
2024 106 564 670 609 0 609 61
2025 108 577 685 684 0 684 1
2026 109 590 700 759 0 759 (60)
2027 112 603 715 835 0 835 (120)
2028 114 616 730 910 0 910 (79)
2029 116 630 746 985 0 985 (239)
2030 119 643 761 1,060 0 1,060 (299)
2031 121 659 780 1,154 0 1,154 (374)
2032 124 675 800 1,248 0 1248 (448)
2033 127 692 819 1,342 0 1 342 (523)
2034 130 708 838 1,435 0 1,435 (597)
2035 133 724 857 1,529 0 1529 (672)
2036 136 741 876 1,623 0 1,623 (746)
2037 139 757 896 1,716 0 1,716 (821)
2038 142 773 915 1,810 0 1,810 (895)
2039 144 790 934 1,904 0 1,904 (970)
2040 147 806 953 1,997 0 1,997 (1,044)
2041 150 823 974 2,120 0 2,120 (1,14)
2042 154 841 995 2,243 0 2,243 (1,248)
2043 157 859 1,015 2,365 0 2,365 (1,350)
2044 160 876 1,036 2,488 0 2,488 (1,452)
2045 163 894 1,057 2,611 0 2611 (1,554)
2046 166 911 1,077 2,733 0 2 733 (1,656)
2047 169 929 1,098 2,856 0 2,856 (1,758)
2048 172 947 1,119 2,979 0 2,979 (1,860)
2049 176 964 1,140 3,101 0 3,101 (1,962)
2050 179 982 1,160 3,224 0 3224 (2 063)
2051 182 1,002 1,184 3,305 0 3,305 (2,121)
2052 186 1,022 1,207 3,387 0 3,387 (2,179)
2053 189 1,041 1,231 3,468 0 3,468 (2,237)
2054 193 1,061 1,254 3,550 0 3,550 (2,295)
2055 197 1,081 1,278 3,631.03,631.2,353)....................._............................ ... 30.63..(2.5 .,
2056 200 1,101 1,301 3,713 0 3,713 (2,411)
2057 204 1,121 1,325 3,794 0 3,794 (2,469)
2058 207 1,141 1,348 3,876 0 3,876 (2,527)
2059 211 1,161 1,372 3,957 0 3,957 (2, 585)
2060 214 1181 1,395 4,039 0 4039 (2, 43)
2061 218 1,202 1,420 4,128 0 4,128 (2,708)
2062 222 1,222 1,444 4,217 0 4,217 (2,773)
2063 225 1,243 1,468 4,306 0 4,306 (2,838)
2064 229_ 1,263 1,493 4,395 0 4,395 (2,903)
2065 233 1,284 1,517 4,485 0 4,485 (2,968)
2066 236 1,305 1,541 4,574 0 4,574 .. . 033)2067 24................

207201,325 1565 4,663 0 4663 , (,0)
2068 244 1,346 1,590 4,752 0 4,752(3,62)
2069 248 1,367 1,614 4,841 0 4,841 (3,227)
2070 251 1,387 1,638 4,931 0 4,931 (3,292)
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Georgetown's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare
with 5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 13 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented

by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

I

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Utility IAnnual Savings Goal with Total Savings for All Over
Year # Year PopulationTotal GPCD Goals Current Quantified (Short)

P nReduction in GPCD (MG) Activities (MG) (MG)

1 2015 87,091 210 242 535.293

2 2016 89,591 203 497 551 54
3.....2017 92,090 195 766 565 (201)
4 2018 94,590 188 1,050 580 (470)

5-year Goal 2019 97,089 180 1,347 594 (752)
6 2020 99,589 176 1,527 609 (918)
7.....2621 102,110 F 1721,462(,0)212,714 624 (1090)

,2022 104910 639 (1270)
2023 107,151 164 2112 655 (1,457)

10-year Goal 2024 109,672 160______ 2,322 670 (1,52)

3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Georgetown's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year
water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column
headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline14 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

Year # Year Utility Water Loss GPCD Goals Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water Or)

Population Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline - 45.00 0 0 0
2015 87,091 42.60,**76 I5 7

22016 89,591 40.20154630
32017 92,090 37.80 2424723

4 2018 94,590 35.40 331 487 155
5-year Goal 2019 97,089 33.00 425 497

62020 99,589 32.00 473 512 39
72021 102,110 31.00 522 525 3 _
82022 104,631 30.00 573 538 (35)

9 2023 107,151 29.00 626 551_.7)
10-year Goal 2024 109,672 28.00 681 564 (117)

4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

* The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

* Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.

10
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" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are
assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.

" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between
residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the
higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).

4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings15
a. Savings of 450 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 16 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Water Rate Increase
a. Last rate increase: 17

i. 7.0% increase in 2014

" If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified
savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
17 Correspondence with utility staff.
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b. Estimated customer demand reduction of 1.4%
c. Savings are cumulative and based on more than one source1 8 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. Savings from rate increases are shown to persist over time, however, note that

savings from these pricing signals will likely decrease if rates remain the same in
future years.

5. Automatic Meter Reading (AMR)/Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI)
a. These metering systems can save water in a number of ways, including from

water loss reduction through improved leak detection.
b. All water loss reduction savings associated with this activity are detailed in

Section 4, which assessed utility baseline water loss GPCD and most recently

reported water loss GPCD to determine water savings.
c. For estimated water savings that could be increased by implementing meter data

management (MDM) and customer engagement portal applications, refer to
Section 5 of this report.

i. With these additional applications, water savings can be achieved through
changed customer behavior and other real-time actions that go beyond
water loss reduction.

d. Savings were not estimated for any customer engagement associated with
Georgetown Utilities Analysis and Reporting Doorway (GUARD)

i. For this report, it was uncertain what features, notifications, and frequency
of communication with customers were in place, making savings difficult
to estimate as a result.

6. Outdoor Landscape Evaluations (SF)
a. 288 outdoor evaluations performed since 2015

b. Estimated 8,000 gallons per year for each system evaluation (A&N Technical
Services, 2005)

i. Assumed 65% savings from typical indoor and outdoor survey when only

outdoor watering is evaluated (Whitcomb, 2000)
c. Approximately 22 gallons per day
d. Greater savings during peak periods

e. Lesser savings during off-peak periods
f. 20% decay rate per year attributed to customer behavior (A&N Technical

Services, 2005)

7. Rain Barrels
a. Approximately 1,080 65-gallon barrels distributed since 2014
b. In Region G, estimated savings of 18.5 gallons per year per gallon of capacity

rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002)
i. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels

18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).

Year Rain Barrels Water Rate Outdoor TOTAL SAVINGSIncrease Audits

2012 0
2013 0
2014 0.4 82 82
2015 0.9 84 0.27 85
2016 1.3 87 0.81 89
2017 1.3 89 0.64 91
2018 1.3 91 046 93
2019 1.3 93 0.29 95

12020 1.3 96 0.12 97
2021 1.3 98 99
2022 1.3 100 102
2023 1.3 103 104
2024 09 ..... 105 106
2025 0.4 107 108
2026 109 109
2027 112 112
2028 114 114
2029 116 116
2030 119 119
2031 121 121
2032 124 124
2033 127 127
2034 130 130
2035 133 133
2036 136 136

2037 139 139
2038 142 142
2039 144 144
2040 147 147
2041 150 150
2042 154 154
2043 1571 57
2044 160 160
2045 163 163
2046 166 166

2047 169 169
2048 172 172
2049 176 176
2050 14179
2051 182 182
2052 186 186
2053 189 189
2054 193 193
2055 197 197
2056 200 . 200
2057 204 204
2058 207 207
2059 211 211
2060 214 214
2061 218 218
2062 222 222
2063 225 225
2064 229 229
2065 233 233
2066 . ,_. 236 236 .. _

2067 240 240
2068 __._ ._ __ .. _. 24424 ... _....

2069 248 248
2070 251 251
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Table 5-2. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

Utility Water Loss Total Savings from
Year Utility Water Loss

Population GPCD Reduction

Baseline - 45.00 0
2015 63,716 25.67 450

... ...................... .2016 65,474 25.67 462

2018 68,991 25.67 487
2019 70,749 25.67 499I
2020..., ... 72,507.... 25 .. ---. 67H... ...,._ .:..512,,

2021 74,365 25.67 525
2022 76,223 25.67 538

2024 79,938 25.67 564

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering

ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

* Achievable

* Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them

* Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
* Easily adopted
* Cost effective

* Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a

profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have

on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

* Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

* Avoided system expansion costs
o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity

by decreasing demand even as population grows.
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Costs to consider:

" Staff time and resources

* Unit cost per unit saved

* Implementation costs

* Stakeholder agreement and support

" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 7.58% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
i. Average Region G savings

ii. Specific percentage of outdoor usage unknown for your utility at this
time

b. Savings could be 469 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG)

AculCnn tdWtr f Water os
a~tua Cur t al.4War.Thta 3 n; .frm A11 PotentialSavin Conservon Tos Yery O rWar Conalon At~tIReduction Wgs..:Reducton WMS

n 
Co ervt f A vmty m 0rdfrane S WMSVolume WMsV iume 5shoit52 ng:sLas_o_ __ _ _ _ou__e

46 209 451 469 7 171
2017 91. 7 ' 17in87
2027 1 487 7: 44 :5 0 5 : ..
2019 95 49 594 506 21 239 81

2 21 95 525 624 531 303 381 -.
772022 1 ?2 538 039 543 455 418 724

204 :. 564 7 642 60 0 60 6 .
227 14 7' 684 0 154 S
2026 109 M 27 05 2 759 0:759 ..... 3 ....:

20227 113407154{835
10 3114 616 73 04 10

2 116 : 7 0 S -0 15 390

0 ..... 17 6-5:35 :. J-5102070 31 67 79 3 1 6 171 M
S31 32 773 791 77 10 4 1634 2-

20312 124 55" 672 1.a245: 1.24225

205 12 7. 2 .. . 7 . 11 2 1.,4. 166
2034 03 70 7 7 _ _ 1: 5 107

205 13748 7 720 S29 529 4
2035 X2. 4. 0: 17.5.52 48

2039 142773 S77 $001 29
2039 144790 9342 00 10 172 M4 147 ..._ :. .._.. _ .. ... .. .... .... ..... ..... ........ .953.7.... 561.5 9 72 1 7: a .:
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year'9

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

lI

fI

19 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Table 6-2. Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

Actual Cu rent Actual Wattr lsa Potential Savings Water l Ydy veA: CmO d:a1'ar s Total ings t am A o en Conavng sErion at. ls. Total Y$ '" Oe g

Year Con etvatlon Activity Redu ion Savingsj from AMil witj Redction WMConervation ActiMy CustomerPer.WWIVIuVol me V WMSV Volu me (Short)

.........4....:.::::........ 4 6 3
2317 91 474 65 171 17 4

231 93 487 7 35 462
2019 4 9 239 0 23 44
2020 97 563 2 37 39.
23 1 $: 624 4 335
322 3 58 6 44' 277
3 34 , 1 55 8 5"% ' ' 322

232 36 364 73 100 '0 3 161
25:: < 3 .... 6. .84 1'

2026 10 9 700 10 759 0 7S9 4S
2 12 603, 71 137 85 $.835 . 1.

2028 114 :16 73 0910 0 910
2016 30 746 111 685

1 64 11 1363 1363
1 11 '780 1 1154 1154 y

22 1.4 '75 8 119 1,4' 1248 3S"4'
'23 %7 , , I1 122 1342 ,. 1342 (

234 13 2 8 24 14 1435 C73

235' 133 724 $7 127 1.5. .1529....
23 113 :4 1 133 1.3 1623 V716

23 13 7889 13 1716 1 716 (s'S

2038 142 7 5 136 110 13
2039 4 790 934 1.34 17.L904 17

.. .. ..4:.. ... .. :. ... ..: ... .. ... ..... ... .: ..: ... ..: ... .. ...4 ..... ..: .. ... ... ... ... .. ... .... .
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S
Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project

City of Groesbeck Report." 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand

projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the

project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

* Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
* Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use

* Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common
association

* County-Wide WUGs:

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy
supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

* For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some

regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that

agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document. 3
Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings

met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Groesbeck's current water conservation activities and their quantified
savings to two metrics: 1) Region G Water Plan's (Brazos G Water Planning Group, 2016)
recommended WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Groesbeck's own 5- and
10-year goals as established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period. 5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Groesbeck's most recent water conservation plan are established by
the utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions6

are expressed in decreasing total GPCD consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.

As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) + 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline' 0 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Groesbeck with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in

greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings --All quantified activities currently being
performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline" for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water LossTotal Savings from All Conservation WMS Total Yearly WMS OverYear Conservation Reduction Savings Reduction
Activity Savings (as of 2015) CVolume WMS Volume(I

2015 14 21 34 0 0 0 34
2016 14 21 34 0 0 0 34
2017 14 21 34 0 0 0 34
2018 13 21 34 0 0 0 34
2019 13 21 34 0 0 0 34
2020 13 21 34 I 13
2021 13 21 34 1013
2022 i3 21 34 1 0 1 34
2023 13 21 34 0 0 0 34
2024 13 21 34 0 0 0 34
2025 13 21 34 0 0 0 34
2026 13 21 34 0 0 1 34
2027 13 21 34 0 0 0 34
2028 13 21 34 0 0 0 34
2029 13 21 34 0 0 0 34I
2030 13 21 34 0 0 0 34
2031 13 21 34 0 0 0 34
2032 13 21 34 0 0 0 34
2033 13 21 34 0 0 0 34
2034 13 21 34 0 0 0 34I
2035 13 21 34 0 0 0 34

2036 13 21 34 0 0 0 34

.....................................2037 13 21 3 0 0 0 34

2038 13 21 34 0 0 0 34
2039 13 21 34 0 0 34
2040 13 21 34 0003
2041 13 21 34 0 0 0 = 34202 13 21 34 0 0 0-..

2043 13 21 340 0 0 3
2044 13 21 3400 0 3
2045 13 21 34 0 0 0 34
2046 13 21 34 0 0 0. .4
2047 13 21 34 0 0 0 34
2048 13 21 34 0 00 I4
2049 13 21 34 0003
2050 13 21 4 .0 0 6 .4
2051 13 21 34 0 0 0 34
2052 13 21..............34 0 0 03
2053 13 21 34 0 0 0 34
2054 13 21 34 0 0 0 34

2055 13 21 34 0 0 0 34
2056 13 21 34 0 0 0 34
2057 13 2..40 0 0 34

2058 13 21 34 0 0 0 34
2059 13 21 34 0 0 0** 
2061 13 21 35 0 0 0 35
2062 13 21 34 0 0 0 34
2043 13 21 35 0 0 0 35

241321 35 0 0 0 35
2065 13 22 35 0 0 0 35
2066 13 22 35 0 0 0 35
2067 13 22 35 0 0 0 35
2068 13 22 35 0 0 0 34
2060 13 22 35 0 0 34

--------- I

I
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Groesbeck's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare
with 5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline13 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Iu GTotal Savings for All Over
Year # Year Utili Total GPCD Go Annual Savings Goal with Current Quantified (Short)Population Reduction in GPCD (MG) Activities (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline - 157 0 0 0
1 2015 4,366 150 12 34 22
2 2016 4,368 142 24 34 11
3 2017 4,370 135 35 34 (1)
4 _ 2018... 4,373.......... 127 47 34 (13)

5-year Goal 2019 4,375 120 59 34 (25)
6 2020 4,377 119 61 34 (6)
7 2021 4,381 118 62 34 (28)

8 2022 4,385 117 64 34 (0)
9 2023 4,390 116 66 34 (37.)

10-year Goal 2024 4,394 115 67 34 (33)

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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I
3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Groesbeck's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year 5
water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column
headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 14 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

Y r#Yer Utility WarLssGCGas Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings frorn Water OeTer rea Wtr Ts PC Gas SovrI
Population Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline -23.00 0 0 05
1 2015 4,366 22.00 2 21 19
2 2016 4368 21.00 3 21 18
3 2017 4,370 20.00 5 21 16

42018 4,373 19.00 6 21 14
5-year Goal 2019 4,375 18.00 8 21 13I

6 2020 4,377 17.00 10 21 11

7 2021 4,381 16.00 11 21 10
8 2022 4,385 15.00 13 2

92023 4,390 14.00 14 2
10-year Goal 2024 4,394 13.00 16 21_______5__

14 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

* The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

* Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
* Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
* A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

* When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the
higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings15
a. Loss of 21 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 16 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear

negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.
d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the

utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Water Rate Increase
a. Last rate increase:

i. 30% increase in 2014
b. Estimated customer demand reduction of 6.0%
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source 1 " (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. Savings from rate increases are shown to persist over time, however, note that

savings from these pricing signals will likely decrease if rates remain the same in
future years.

5. Automatic Meter Reading (AMR)/Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI)
a. These metering systems can save water in a number of ways, including from

water loss reduction through improved leak detection.
b. All water loss reduction savings associated with this activity are detailed in

Section 4, which assessed utility baseline water loss GPCD and most recently
reported water loss GPCD to determine water savings.

is If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified
savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
17 Correspondence with utility staff.
18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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c. For estimated water savings that could be increased by implementing meter data
management (MDM) and customer engagement portal applications, refer to
Section 5 of this report.

d. With these additional applications, water savings can be achieved through
changed customer behavior and other real-time actions that go beyond water loss
reduction.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).

Water Rate TOTAL
Increase SAVINGS

2012 0
2013 0
2014 13.6 14
2015 13.6 14
2016 13.5 14

2017 13.5 14
2018 13.5 13
2. . . . . . .. . . .I
2019 13.5 13

2021 13.4 13
2022 13.4 13
2023 13.4 13......2024..... ... ,. 13.4:_.._. ._..__.13 I ..
2025. 13.3 13------.-.-. ---. ...
2026 13. 413

2027 13.3 13
2028 13.3 132026 13.3 13

2031 13.2 13

2032 13.2 13

2033 13.2 13I

2036 13.1 13

2038 13.1 13

2041"'' 13.1 13.2042 13.1 13

2043 13. 1'13

20442 13.0 132043 13.0 13

2047 13.0 13
2048 13.0 13

2049 13.0 13204 13.0 13

2055 13.0 13

2056 13.0 13
20537 13.0 13

2059 13.1 1 13

2039 13.1 13

2... 6....I.
2061 13.1 13
2062 13.1 13
2063 13.1 13
2064 13.1 13

2065 13.1 13

2067 13.1 13
2068 13.1 13

2069 13.1 13
:..::2070::.:,. ... :.13.1.:. .M.. . :,13::....
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Table 5-2. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

e Achievable

* Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them
* Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
* Easily adopted
" Cost effective

* Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

* Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

* Avoided system expansion costs
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Utility Water Loss Total Savings from
Year Population GPCD Water Loss

Reduction

Baseline - 23.00 0
2015 4,366 10.00 21
2016 4,368 10.00 21

.................2017 4,370 10.00 21

2018 4,373 10.00 21
2019 4,375 10.00 21
2020 4,377 10.00 21

2022 4,385 10.00 21
2023 4,390 10.00 21

2024 4,394 10.00 21



o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity
by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

" Staff time and resources

" Unit cost per unit saved

* Implementation costs

* Stakeholder agreement and support
* Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 7.58% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
i. Average Region G savings

ii. Specific percentage of outdoor usage unknown for your utility at this
time

b. Savings could be 17 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year19

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

19 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

Actual Cutrant Actual Water Los o a PotenialSavingST Water ossTt# a4 gsf X11A ConseainTtl Yady OverYear Ctier.a8:3 n Ari'ty reduction S$aviY Frn AtM with:f Reducion WMSCattieratinA Aci iv WMS Vlume WMil Voume (Sa tSavings (a of 2015 Customer P lume

203 4 2 0
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2020 1 213 1 7
20U1 3 21 34 17
202 1 21 34 1 0 3
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'0 71 21 14 0 72---- 21 341 0 0

2027 34 3 1 7
2021 3 21 34 0 0 37
20 21 21 34 1 3 7

23 21 343 0 0 37
20 821 34 0 7

2035 13 21 34 . 3 0 7

20' 21 141 3 0 17
2037 6 21 0 0 7
2047 1 213 3 0037
203 0 013 37

21 343 3 0 0 7

3. Rain Barrels
a. In Region G, utilities could save approximately 18.5 gallons per year per

gallon of capacity rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Hewitt Report - 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

* Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
* Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use
* Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common

association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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" County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy
supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Hewitt's current water conservation activities and their quantified savings
to two metrics: 1) Region G Water Plan's (Brazos G Water Planning Group, 2016) recommended
WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Hewitt's own 5- and 10-year goals as
established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period. 5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Hewitt's most recent water conservation plan are established by the
utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions6 are

expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.

As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this

report does not address those goals.
As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent

Population) + 365
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provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline1 0 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Hewitt with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in
greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being
performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline 1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water LossTotal Savings from All Conservation WMS Total Yearly WMS Over
Ar Ctisvioavngs e(astof20 Conservation Activity Volume WMScVom Volume (Short)
Activity Savings (as of 2015) WMS Volume

2015 19 52 71 3 0 3 68
2016 19 53 72 4 0 4 68
2017 20 54 73 4 0 4 70
2018 20 55 75 5 0 5 70
2019 20 56 76 6 0 6 70
2020 20 57 77 7 0 7 70
2021 21 58 78 8 0 8 71
2022 21.58 79 8 0 8 71
2023 21 59 80 8 0 8 72

2024 21 60 81 9 0 9 73
2025 22 61 82 9 0 9 73
2062 6 288 10 0 10 ...... 74....

2027 22 63 85 10 0 10 75
2028 22 63 86 11 .0 1 1175

2029 23 64 87 11 0 11 76
2030 23.65 88 11 0 11 76
2031 23 66 89 11 0 11 77
2032 23 67 90 11 0 11 78
2033 23 67 91 11 0 11 79
2034 24 68 92 11 0 11 80
2035 24 69 93 11 0 11 . 81

2036 24 70 94 11 0 11 82
2037 24 70 95 11 0 11 83
2038 25 71 96 11 0 11 84
2039 25 72 97.11 0 1..85

2040 25 73 98 11 0 11 86
2041 25 73 99 11 0 11 872042 25...,.7399 11 0 11 }.......88

2043 26 75 100 11 0 11 89
2044 26 76 101 11 0 11 90
2045 26 76 102 11 0 11 91
2046 26 76 103 11 0 11 92
2047 27 78 104 11 0.11 9
2048 279.............. 7 105 11 0 11 94
2049 27 79 106 11 0 11...
2050 27 80 107 11 0 11 96
2051 28 81 108 11 0 11 97
2052 28 82 109 11 0 11 98
2053 28 82 110 11 0.11 99
2054 28 83 111 11 0 11 100
2055 29 84 112 11 0 11 101
2056 29 85 113 11 0 11 102
2057 29 85 114 11 0 11 10
2058 29 86 115 11 0 11 104
2059 30 87 116 11 0 11 105
2060 30 88 117 11 0 11 106;..- 30 -8 118 ....0.11.107
2062 30 89 119 11 0 11 108

2063 31 90 120 11 0 11 109
2064 31 90. . .121 11 0 11 110
2065 31 91 122 11 0.11 18
2066 31 92 123 11 0 11 112
2067 32 93 124 11 0 11 113
2068 32 91 125 11 0 11 114
2069 32 94 126 11 0 11 115
2070 32 93 124 11 0 11 116
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3.2 ,Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Hewitt's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare with
5- and 10 year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline13 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current-conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Utility Annual Savings Goal with Total Savings for All Over
Year # Year Population Total GPCD Goals Reduction in GPCD (MG) Current Quantified (Short)

Activities (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline - 127 0 0 0

2 2016 14,510 124 15 72 57
3 2017 14,768 123 23 73 51

4 2018 15,027 121 31 75 44
5-year Goal 2019 15,285 120 39 76 37

6 2020 15,543 118 51 77 26
7 2021 15,774 116 63 78 15

9 2023 16,235 112 89 80 (9)10-year Goal 2024 16,465 110 102 81 (21)

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Hewitt's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year water
loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column headers
in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline'4 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction..

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

Y Year Utility Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water(OeYear # Y {ar Population Water Loss GPCD Goals Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (MG)
(MG)

o Baseline - 20.00 0 0 0
12015 14,252 20.80 (4).

2 2016 14,510 21.60 () 53 61
3 2017 14,768 22.40 (13) 54.67

4 2018.....15,027 23.20 ( ~ 55 72
5-year Goal 2019 15,285 24.00 (22) 56 78

6 2020.....15,543 23.60 (20) 57 77
7 2021 15,774 23.20 (1s) 58 76

8 02 1600 22.8 (16) 58 75
9 2023 16,235 22.40 (14) 59 73

10-year Goal 2024 16,465 22.00 (12) 60.72

14 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the U
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the I
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the
higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings15

a. Savings of 52 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 6 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Water Rate Increases
a. Last rate increases:' 7

i. 6.0% increase in 2014
ii. 5.5% increase in 2015

b. Estimated customer demand reduction of 2.3%
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source 18 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. Savings from rate increases are shown to persist over time, however, note that

savings from these pricing signals will likely decrease if rates remain the same in
future years.

5. Automatic Meter Reading (AMR)/Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI)
a. These metering systems can save water in a number of ways, including from

water loss reduction through improved leak detection.
b. All water loss reduction savings associated with this activity are detailed in

Section 5, which assessed utility baseline water loss GPCD and most recently
reported water loss GPCD to determine water savings.

1s If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified
savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
17 Correspondence with utility staff.
18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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c. For estimated water savings that could be increased by implementing meter data
management (MDM) and customer engagement portal applications, refer to
Section 6 of this report.

i. With these additional applications, water savings can be achieved through
changed customer behavior and other real-time actions that go beyond
water loss reduction.

I

I
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).

Year WRate TOTAL SAVINGS
Increase

2012 0

2014 9.8 9.8
2015 19.1 19.1

2016 19.3 19.3

2018 19.8 19.8
2019 20.1 20.1
2020 20.3 20.3

2021 20.6 20.6
2022 20.8 20.8
2023 21.1 21.1
2024 21.3 21.3

21.5 21.5

2026 21.8 21.8
2027 22.0 22.0
2028 22.3 22.3
2029 22.5 22.5
2030 22.8 22.8
2031 23.0 23.0
2032 23.2 23.2
2033 23.4 23.4

2034 . 23.6 23.6
2035 23.9 23.9
2036 24.1 24.1
2037 24.3 24.3
2038 24.5 24.5
2039 24.7 24.7

2040. 25.0 25.0
2041 25.2 25.2

..20 4 2 2 5. 4 2 5 .4I 2043 25.7 25.7
2044 25.9 25.9
2045 . 26.1 26.1
2046 26.4 26.4
2047 26.6 26.6
2048 . 26.8 26.82049 27.1 27.1

2050 27.3 27.3
2051 27.6 27.6
2052 27.8 27.8
2053 28.1 .. 28.1

2054 28.3 28.3
2055 . 28.6 28.6
2056 28.8 28.8
2057 29.0 29.0
2058 29.3 29.3
2059 29.5 29.5
2060 29.8 29.8
2061 30.0 30.0
2062 30.3 30.3
2063 30.5 30.5
2064 30.8 30.8
2065 31.0 31.0
2066 31.3 31.3
2067 31.5 31.5
2068 31.8 31.8
2069 . 32.0. 32.0
2070 32.3 32.3
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Table 5-2. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

Total Savings from

Year T Utility Water Loss WaterSaisT
Population GPCD Reduction

Baseline - 20.00 0
2015 14,252 10.00 52
2016 14,510 10.00 53
2017 14,768 10.00 54

2018.15,02710.00 .::..: .......... .55..:,..._...

2019 15,285 10.00 56I
2020 15,543 10.00 57
2021V 15,774 10.00 58
2022 16,004 10.00 58
2023 16,235 10.00 59
2024 16,465 10.00 60

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

" Achievable
" Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them

" Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al. I
" Easily adopted
" Cost effective

" Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage

analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

* Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

" Avoided system expansion costs
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o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity
by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

" Staff time and resources

" Unit cost per unit saved
" Implementation costs

" Stakeholder agreement and support
" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 7.58% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
i. Average Region G savings

ii. Specific percentage of outdoor usage unknown for your utility at this
time

b. Savings could be 64 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).

Attual Current Atual Water Lsm[s Water LsTO aSaVingS from Al Potentia 5ar: ;s cas r aati rTota Yady OurYear tC-"" ir A cti vi ty Reduction Saving edu jon WMe ni onriy o Actvtyj fr t Ordinamn WMSVludme WM Vlume (S ort
Savig Sot m vw ags has of 2015) luem

2017 20 4 7 4 4 134
2018 24S 56 0 35
0S 20 74 46

2020 20 $7 77 6>7 7 70 '7
2021 21 5874 3838

xS2 21 s7 v d4
?2423 00 9 4

73 20 *2024 22 0 8 7 010 144
027 22 3l 73 10 1 4
02 2 d3 11 

2029 23 44 7 3 11 3 450

2'31 23 4 7 76... 1 
2012 7 97 1 11 S5

2032 'A 67 91 77 3j 1 mo
2 24 4 9 7 1 0 11 13
20 24 69 979 11 11 0
2 _ 24 70 s4 79 1 0 1 2
20737 24 70 9 0 11 13 14
2038 2 71 61 11 1
203 7209 1
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year1 9

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

1 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Table 6-2. Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

Acul aen cta W a iesPete fal Savtin F Water etasActalCrrat ActualWater .- ;Lo,. .. Tota .rfgIofm r A Con ration Total Yeary Over
Year ConratIon Activity fRedu on Saings I re AMI with ftdu tion WMS

Consavation Act t CsWMtUmeaWMSvaleaVl(Shume
SaVWVuaWSofV2015)ouStumeuPortalVolume

72 4 04
017 20 4 73 11 4 0 4 81

2018 20 5575 12 5 91

76 12 0 6 2
2O9 20 7 71 7 7 82

21 21 8 7' 1 0 83
2 21 58 79 12

2023 21 59 80 12 8 0 84
2024 160 1 12 9

61 13
2062 2 84 13 100 10

3 5 13 1| 10 87
2028 22 63 8 13 11 11

23 64 13 1. 89
220313 65 13 11 0 190

01 23 66 89 13 11 0 1 1
2 .2367 90 14 1 0 11 92

2032367 91 14 11 11
2024 68 92 34-114

20 4 69 14 01 .5
206 24 70 94 14 11 0 11 9

1240 95 14 11 11 7

2038 25 71 96 14 11 11 9

299 2 14 0 1
2 2 73 8 ?. 1 0 1 101

3. Rain Barrels
a. In Region G, utilities could save approximately 18.5 gallons per year per

gallon of capacity rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
Kempner WSC Report - 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent 1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015,the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the

project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water I
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

* Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
* Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use
* Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common

association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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* County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy
supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that

agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being

employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,

quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Kempner WSC's current water conservation activities and their quantified
savings to two metrics: 1) Region G Water Plan's (Brazos G Water Planning Group, 2016)
recommended WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Kempner WSC's own 5-
and 10-year goals as established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.

The 5- and 10-year goals in Kempner WSC's most recent water conservation plan are established
by the utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions 6

are expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.

As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) + 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as
provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline10 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Kempner WSC with the utility's yearly recommended
WMS supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented
activities, including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are
covered in greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being

o In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used
2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline" for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
1 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water Loss
Total Savings from All Conservation WMS Total Yearly WMS OverYear Conservation Reduction Savings Reduction VI

_ I_ _ _ _ Conservation Activity Volume _ _ _ _ _ _ortActivity Savings (as of 2015) WMS Volume

2015 0 (62) (62) 14 0 14 (76)
2016 0 (62) (62) 18 0 18 (80)
2017 0 (62) (62) 18 0 18 (80)
2018 0 63) (63) 22 0 . 22 (84

2019 0 (6) (63) 25 0 25 (88
(63) 63) 33 0 33 (a)

2021 0 (64) (64) 37 0 37 1011
2022 0 (64) (64) 42 0 42 106
2024 0 (64) (64) 46 0 46 (11)

202406) (65 5 0 60 (15)

2027 0 (65) (65) 64 0 64 130
2026 . 0 (65) (6 ) 69 0 69 135)
2029 0 ..6) 6)77
2036 0 (66) (6) 7 0 78 144
2 .. . ..... .. .... . . . ... .... 0.................... . . ..._...(..3.4 4)........

2032 68) (68) 7 71

2033 0 (68) (r6;)7 0 77145;
2034 0 (6.) (6) 76 0 76 4)
2035 0 (70) (70) 76 0 76 (145)
2036 0 (70) (70) 77 0 7 ,(14)

2037 0 (71.71

2038 0 (72) (2') 74 0 74 (146)
2039 0 (7) ) 74 0 7146)
2040 0 (73) (73) 73 0 73 16;
2041 0 (74) . (74) 73 0 7 147)
2042 0 (74) (74) 76 0 7 (14)

2043 0 (75) 75)73 7(4)
2044 (76) (76) 730 73 (349)
2045 0 (76) (76) 76 0 7 .(14)
2046 0 (77) (70), 75 0 7(15)
2047 0 (76) (71) 73 0 73 (1);
2048 0 (76) . (7)7 0 7 (1 .
2049 0 (79) (79) 72 0 72 (11
20400 (.) (8( ) 7272
20 51 0 (80) (.,7. 0: .73 (1 6 )
2052 0 (1) (81) 73 0 73 (154)
2053 0 (8) (83) 74 074 (15)
2054 0 (02) (2) 74 0 74 (156)

2055 0 (3) (63)77(
2056 0 (8)) 7))73 0 7 (19)

2 0 5 7 0 _ _ . _m _ . . .. _, . w _.. . ... . ... .:o4 )_ t. . . .. . . .

2058 0 (4) (8470 75(10)
2059 0 (8-) (8 ) 76 0 76 6(1 ;
2048 0 (8) (8) 76 0 76 (162)

2 10(86) (86) 77 o7 13

216/0(8) lo7) 78 0 78 (364)
2069 0 I(7) (772 0 7 (15)
2064 0 (8) (8 78 0 78 (166)

2065 0 80) (80) 79 0 79 (17)

2067 0 (00) (0) 73 0 7 (1)
2068 0 (90) 30) 80 0 80 (30.I)

82069 0 9) 91) 80 0 80 (171)

2070 0 (4) (4)7 81 0 81 (172)

.K

I
7 1
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Kempner WSC's quantified savings from its implemented activities
compare with 5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan
submitted to the TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline1 3 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Annual Savings Goal with Total Savings for All Over
Year# IYear Utility Population Total GPCD Goals Reduction in GPCD (MG) Current Quantified (Short)

Activities (MG) (MG)

o Baseline - 168 0 0 0
1 2015 15,363 166 11 (62) (13)
2 2016 15,450 164 23 (...62..) (85)

.... .... ..............3 2017 15538 162 34(6 )( )
4 2018 15,625 160 46 (6) (08)

5-year Goal 2019 15,713 158 57 63)()
6 2020 150)

7 2021 15,871 155 76 (64) 140)
8 2022 15,943 153 86 (64) (10)

2023 16,014 152 96 (64) (160)
10-year Goal 2024 16,086 150 106 (65) (170)

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Kempner WSC's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-
year water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the
column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline1 4 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its

reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

SUtility Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water OverPopulation WaterLReduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (MG)
(MG)

0 Baseline - 52.00 0 0 0
1 2015 15,363 4760 25 (62) (6
2 2016 15,450 43.20.50.(.2)....)..... .... ...

_.:. _... ................. (62) (112)
3 2017 15,538 3880 75 (62) (137)
4 2018 15,625 34.40 100 6............,....

5-year Goal 2019 15,713 30.00 126 (6).(.89)
6 2020. 15,800 28.80.134 .(3) (197)
7 2021 15,871 27.60 141..........(4 2~
8 2022 15,943 26.40 149.(64) (213)

9 2023 16,014 25.20 157............. .(64) (221)
10-year Goal 2024 16,086 24.00 164 (65) (229)

14 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the
higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings15
a. Loss of 62 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 16 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

1s If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified
savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

Utility Water Loss Total Savings from
Year Iu iWater Loss

Population GPCD Rdcin(GReduction (MG)

Baseline - 52.00 0
2015 15,363 63.00 (62)
2016 15,450 630
2017 15,538 63.00 (62)
2018 15,625 63.00 (63)
2019 15,713 63.00 (63)
2020 15,800 63.00 (63)
2021 15,871 63.00 (64)
2022 15,943 63.00 (64)
2023 16,014 63.00 (64)
2024 16,086 63.00 (65)

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

* Achievable
* Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them

* Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.

* Easily adopted
* Cost effective
* Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

* Avoided water supply and wastewater costs

12



I
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

* Avoided system expansion costs
o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity

by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

" Staff time and resources

* Unit cost per unit saved
" Implementation costs
" Stakeholder agreement and support

" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 7.58% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
i. Average Region G savings

ii. Specific percentage of outdoor usage unknown for your utility at this
time

b. Savings could be 61 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year
g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

17 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).
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3. Water Rate Increase
a For every 10% increase estimated savings could be 2% of utility total

demand.
b. Approximately 16 MG of savings per year with current demand
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source18 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. See Table 6-3 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

utility's conservation goals.

18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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Table 6-3. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 10% Water Rate Increase (MG).
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4. Rain Barrels
a. In Region G, utilities could save approximately 18.5 gallons per year per

gallon of capacity rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Lampasas Report - 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from

plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily

adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

* Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
* Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use

* Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common

association

Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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* County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy
supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently

implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document. S
Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings

met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to

compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,

quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Lampasas' current water conservation activities and their quantified
savings to two metrics: 1) Region G Water Plan's (Brazos G Water Planning Group, 2016)
recommended WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Lampasas' own 5- and
10-year goals as established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period. 5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Lampasas' most recent water conservation plan are established by
the utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions6

are expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.
7 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) + 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline1 0 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Lampasas with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in

greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being
performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline" for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water Loss
Total Savings from All Conservation WMS Watoss Total Yearly WMS OverYear Conservation Reduction Savings Reduction_ _ _a_ _iJnConservation Activity Volume Volume (Short)

Activity Savings (as of 2015) WMS Volume

2015 11.2 (76) (65) 4 0 4 (68)
2016 11.3 (175) (64) 5 0 5 (69)
2017 11.4 (75) (63) 5 0 5 (68)
2018 11.5 (74) (63) 6 0 6 (6)
2019 11.6 (74) (62) 7 0 7 (69)
2020 11.7 (73) (61) 9 0 9 (70)
2021 11.7 (74) (62) 9 0 9 71)
2022 11.8 (74) (63) 9 0 9 (71
2023 11.9 (75) 163) 9 0 9 (72
2024 12.0 (76) (64) 9 0 9 (73)
2025 12.1 (7) (65) 9 0 9 (7)
2026 12.2 (78) (65) 9 0 9.(._)
2027 12.2 (71) (6) 9 0 9 (75)
2028 12.3 (79) (67) 9 0 9 (76)
2029 12.4 (8) (67) 9 0 9 (76)
2030 12.5 (81) (68) 9 0 9 (77)
2031 12.6 (81) (69) 9 0 9 (78)
2032 12.6 (82) (69) 9 0 9 (78)
2033 12.7 (82) (70) 9 0 9 (79)
2034.........12.7 (83) (70)..
2035 12.8 (84) (71) 9 0 9 (80)
2036 12.9 (84) (71) 9 0 9 (80)
2037 12.9 (85) (72) 9 0 9 (81)
2038 13.0 (85) (72) 9 0 9 (81)
2039 13.1 (86) (73) 9 0 9 (82)
2040 13.1 - (87) (73) 9 0 9.(82)
2041 13.2 87) (74) 9 9 (83)
2042 13.3 88; (75) 99(
2043 13.4 (88) (75) 9 0 9 84)

2044 13.4 _ .9 (76) 9 0 9 (85)
2045 13.5 #99.).._. -: (76) 9 0 9 (85)
2046 13.6 (90) (77) 9 0 9 (86)
2047 13.7)77).9 0 9 86)
204813.7 91) (78) 9 0 9 (87)
2049 13.8 (92) (78) 9 0 9 (87)
2050 13.9 (93) . (9) .9 0 . 9 (88)
2051 14.0 (93) (7Q) 9 0 9 (88)2052 14.0 (94) (0) 9 0 9 (89)

2053 14.1 (94) (80) 9 0 9 (89)
2054 14.2 (95) (81) 9 0 9 (90)

2055 14.4 (9) (82 9 0 9 (91)
2057 14.4 (96) (82) 9 0 9 9)
2058 14.5 (97) (82) 9 0 9 (91)
2059 14.6 (97) 83) 9 0 9 (92)

2060 14.7 (98) (83) 9 0 9 (92)
2061 14.7 (99)(84) 9 0 9 (93)
2062 14.8 (99) 4)9 0 9 93
2063 14.9 (99) (85) 9 0I9(.4)
2064 15.0 (100).(8)
2065 15.0 (100) 85) 9 0 9 (94
2066 15.1 (101) ( 9 0 9 (9)
2067 15.2 (101) (86 9 0 9 (95)

2069 15.3 (102) (87) 9 0 9 (96)
2070 15.4 (103) (87) 9 0 9 (96)

I
7 '5
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Lampasas quantified savings from its implemented activities compare with
5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 13 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Annual Savings Goal with Total Savings for All Over
Year# IYear Utility Population Total GPCD Goals Current Quantified (Short)

- ~~~~~~Reduction in GPCD (MG) Atvte M) (GActivities (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline- 178 0 0 0
1 2015 7,687 176 5(5)70
2 2016 7,630 174 1 (64) ,_._.M. (74)

3 2017 7,573 173 15...............(63)........ .... . (7)...... .
4217,11720(63) (82)

-year Goal 2019 7,459 169 25 (62) (6
........ 6.. .. 2020.. ........ 7,402...... .. ......... 167.. . 29 (61.) (0)......

7 2021 7,480 165 34 (62) (96
8 2022 7,558 164 40_(3........(12

9 2023 ,636 162 45 (63) ..._._.... (_......).

10-year Goal 2024 7,714 160 51 (64) (115

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Lampasas' most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year
water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column
headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 14 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its

reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

Utility Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water OverYear # Year Population Water Loss GPCD Goals Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (Short)
(MG)

0 Baseline - 7.00 0 0 0
I2015........ 7,687 6.98 0 (76) (76)

2 2016 7,630 6.96 0 (75) (75)
_myV~o3 2017 7,573 6.94 . (7.)..7)0....................75)..

4 2018 7,516 6.92 0 (74) (7)5-year Goal 2019 7,459 00742 .....6.90._._0.._,._......y(74)...: (74)I

6 2 0 2 0 7 ,48 0 26 .7 48 2. :.,0, _: (7 3 ) (7 3)_._ .. _ .. .. ,, _
20174067........ ... ... (74),...,,(74)

82022 7,558 6.66 1 (74)(75

9 2023 7,636 6.58 1...........(....7........#....... (76)

10-year Goal 2024 7,______4 6.501 _ ____1. . . .(76) I77
14 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the
higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (TWDB, 2013).

10



4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings"
a. Loss of 76 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline16 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Water Rate Increase
a. Last rate increase:'7

i. 15% increase in 2014
b. Estimated customer demand reduction of 3.0%
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source'8 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. Savings from rate increases are shown to persist over time, however, note that

savings from these pricing signals will likely decrease if rates remain the same in
future years.

1s If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified

savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
17 Correspondence with utility staff.
18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).

Year Water Rate TOTAL
Increase SAVINGS

2009 0
2010 0
2011 .0
2013 0
2013 0

2017 11.4 11,4
2018 11.5 11.5

2019 11.6 11.6
2020 11.7 11.7
2021 11.7 11.7
2022 11.8 11.82023 11.9 11.9

2024 12.0 12.0
2025 12.1 12.1
2026 12.2 12.2
2027 12.2 12.2
2028 12.3 12.32029 12.4 12.4

2030 12.5 12.5
2031 12.6.12.6
2032 12.6 . 12.6
2033 12.7 12.7

2034 12.7 12.7
2035 12.8 12.8
2036 12.9 12.9
2037 12.9 12.9

... 2038 13.0 13.0
2039 13. 1 13. 1

2040 13.1 13.1

2041 13.2 13.2
2043 13.4 13.4
2044 13.4 13.4
2045 . 13.4 13.4I * 2646 13.6 13.6
2047 13.7 13.7
2048 ; 13.7 13.7

2049 13.8 13.8
2050 13.9 13.9I 2051 14.0 14.0
2052 14.0 14.0
2053 14.1 14.1

2054 14.2 14.2.1 2055 14.3 14.3
2056 14.4 14.4

2057 14.4 14.4
2058 . 14.5 14.5

2059 14.6 14.6I) 206o 14.7 14.7
2061 14.7 14.7

2062 14.8 14.8

2063 14.9 14.9
2064 15.0 15.0
2065 . 15.0 15.0
2066 . 15.1. 15.1

2067 15.2 15.2
2068 15.2 15.2
2069 . 15.3 15.3
207 15.4 15.4
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I
Table 5-2. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

Utility Wter ossTotal Savings from
Yer Utility IWater Loss WtrLsYear Pouain GC Water Loss

Population j GPCD Rdcin(G
Reduction (MG)

Baseline - 7.00 0

2015 7,687 34.00 (74)I

2021 7,630 34.00 (75)

2017 7,63 34.00 (75)
2018_g d7,5134.007)

a te eA s e i sop201A 7,59 34.00 (74) I
2020 7,402 34.00 (74)

2021 7,480 34.00 (74)
2022 7,558 34.00 (74)
2023 7,636 34.00 (75)
2024 7,714 34.00 (76)

6 Suggested Activities3

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

" Achievable
" Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them

" Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
* Easily adopted
" Cost effective
* Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a

profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage

analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

" Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

" Avoided system expansion costs

13



o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity
by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

" Staff time and resources

" Unit cost per unit saved
" Implementation costs

" Stakeholder agreement and support

" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 7.58% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
b. Savings could be 29 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).

Actal Current Atal Water Loss Water LosWA[ Svrr fi rnAt Pte atia SZvhles Com rvjtivr TW arl y v rd 7R Cns r a A Rtiviy Redxtion Saings edrio CMS Coneration Actvity fro mOrdlna ce WMSVol.ume WM$Vo lun (short)
Sa wng (as 0f 2015) Vtm

2(36 33(5)( 2 (40

2017 11 u 2it) 29 5 u (3

2091 ()(9)2 1T7(4
3001 73 )29 9 (3( 9

(331 1 3 9 (4 )

2(22 4 (74 33 33 9 (
(03 3 (43 (30 9 4

2(343; ( 9

23(3 { s9 94

20w3 14 8 3

3. 2

____________ ____________ 3 _____ 3___ 9 ______

209L3(630 3 9(e

2040 13(87) 333 9
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among

participating utilities in this project.
ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.

e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown
amounts to 1.34% of total demand

f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase
each year1 9

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the I
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

I

19 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

oatlSaarviAdnlatromA Potential Savings Wat L .Iota' S.B y ro m i C : vatioTO ' edy OerYear Cons nation Acti¬y reduction S *ngs ft m A I with fedteu " WMS V SConse ti d . c W~ : &W t ae(SotSe iga (as ofo2015) Customer P6.ortaVolume

2 6 (7$i (LIa 51 5 9 f
207 11 (' (6 K , S 9? i
2018 II ;' 4;4s , 0 6 ((a

2016 12 4 S> 5 0 7

2L2 ..Z.(< ".'. x.2 9 # .9¬s ..

2021 122i.2 9
2212' . ,3 9 0 9...

253 0 It

oyes''.12. '?<:w 4 F5A 90 62I5 2i 1 54 9 3 ic
..... :....67(00 5A 9 0 9'3

2071 /;5,5 9 0 9 ( 0
2028 (9 (Ci 5,5 9 9 i;

2029 19 ; ( 5, 0
203. V...^ . (V. : 5. 0

2 113 (s''; V ; 5.7 0 2
2032 ( 125K a, 9 ;

203 Ia 942< 5'8 s 0 9

203 13 >,,:'..: .. 5.8 9 0"9 175,

20871 s / ; 5.8 9 9 1'/2032 (M" 58 (:

'040 1 (('U: _ '-_;__,9___ Cl __.

3. Rain Barrels
a. In Region G, utilities could save approximately 18.5 gallons per year per

gallon of capacity rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10year useful life for most barrels
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Leander Report - 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent 1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

" Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
* Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use
* Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common

association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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" County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy
supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that

agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings

met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Leander's current water conservation activities and their quantified savings
to two metrics: 1) Region G Water Plan's (Brazos G Water Planning Group, 2016) recommended
WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Leander's own 5- and 10-year goals as
established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Leander's most recent water conservation plan are established by the
utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions 6 are
expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.

As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) + 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline 10 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in million
gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Leander with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in

greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being
performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline 1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

1 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
1 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water Loss
Year Conservation Reduction Savings Total Savings from All Conservation WMS Reduction Total Yearly WMS Over

Activity Savings (as of 2015) Conservation Activity{ Volume JWMS Volume Volume (Short)

2015 | 0.6 0 1 0 0 0 1

2016 "'66.3 0 66 0 0 0 66
2017 74.5 0 74 0 0 0 74
2018 82.6 0 83 0 0 0 83
2019 90.8 0 91 0 0 0 91
2020 99.0 0 99 0 0 99
2021 107.1 0 107 0 0 0 107
2022 115.3 0 115 0 0 0 115
2023 123.5.0 123 0 0 0 123
2024 131.7 0 132 0 0 0 132
2025. 139.8.0 140 0 0 0 140
2026 148.0 0 148 0 0 0 148

2027 156.2 0 156 0 0 0 156
2028 164.3 0 164 0 0 0 164
2029 172.5 0 173 0 0 0 173
2030 180.7 0 181 0 0 0 181
2031 192.8 0 193 0 0 0 193
2032 204.9 0 205 0 0 0 205
2033 217.0 0 217 0 0 0 217
2034 229.2 0 229 0 0 0 229
2035... : ... :....241.3...0.. 241000 ........ 24
2036 253.4 0 253 0 0 0 253
2037 265.5 0 266 0 0 0 266
2038 277.6 0 278 0 0 0 278
2039 289.7 0 290 0 0 0 290
2040 301.9 20 302
2041 316.3 0 316 0 0 0 316
2042 330.7 0 331 0 0 0 331
2043 345.1 0 345 0 0 0 345
2044 359.5 0 360 0 0 0 360I
2045 373.9 ""'6 374 0 0 0 374
2046 388.4 0 388 0 0 0 388
2047 402.8 0 403 0 0 0 403

2048 417.2 0 417 0 0 0 417
2049 431.6 0 432 0 0 0 i 432'
2050 446.0 0 446 0 0 0 446
2051 455.8 0 456 0 0 0 456
2052 465.6 0 466 0 0 0 466

2053 ' 475.4 0 475 0 0 0 475
2054 485.2 0 485 0 0 0 485
2055 495.0 0 495 0 0 0 495

2057 514.6 0 515 0 0 0 515
2058 524.4 0 524 0 0 0 524
2059 534.2 0 534 0 0 0 534
2060 544.0 0 544 0 0 0 544
2061 554.8 0 555 0 0 0 555
2062 565.6 0 566 0 0 0 566
2063 576.4 0 576 0 0 0 576
2064 587.2 0 587 0 0 0 587
2065 598.0 0 598 0 0 0.598
2066 608.8 0 609 0 0 0 609
2067 619.6 0 620 0 0 0 620 I
2068 6304 0 630 0 0 0 630
2069 641.2 0 641 0 0 0 641
2070 652.0 0 652 0 0 0 652

I
7 I
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Leander's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare with
5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 13 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Utility Annual Savings Goal with Total Savings for All Over
Year # Year Total GPCD Goals Current Quantified0 aeie -17Population Reduction in GPCD (MG) Activitie (MG)Activities (MG)

seine - 37 0 0 0

1 2015 38,321 137 0 1 1
2 2016 40,769 137 0 66 66 -473 2017 43,217 1370744
4 2018 45,666 137 0 83 83

5-year Goal 2019 48,114 137 0 91 91

6 2020 50,562 136 15 99 84
7 2021 54,944 135 32 107 75

8 2022 59,325 135 52 115 63
9 2023 63,707 134 74 123 49

10-year4 Goal808 2024.._._,...,.1 3 68,088 133 99. 132_.9_ .._.._.._,.._. 32._. ..w.......13 _..:..32._.._.,

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Leander's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year water
loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column headers
in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline1 4 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million

gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

Over
Year # Year Utility Water Loss GPCD Goals Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water (Short)

Population Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (MG)

SBaseline - 22.00 0 0 0I
1 2015 38,321 22.00m_0 .. 00
2 2016 40,769 22.00 0 0 0

32017 43,217 22.00000

-year Goal 2019.....48,114 22.00 0 0 0I
6 2020. 50,562 21.80 4 0 (4)

7 2021 54,944 21.60 8 0 ()
8 2022 59,325 21.40 13 0 (13)

9 2023 63,707 21.20 19 0 (19)10-year Goal 2024 68,088 21.00 25 0 (5)

14 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

* When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the
higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savingss
a. Savings of 0 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline16 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Automatic Meter Reading (AMR)/Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI)
a. These metering systems can save water in a number of ways, including from

water loss reduction through improved leak detection.
b. All water loss reduction savings associated with this activity are detailed in

Section 5, which assessed utility baseline water loss GPCD and most recently

reported water loss GPCD to determine water savings.
c. For estimated water savings that could be increased by implementing meter data

management (MDM) and customer engagement portal applications, refer to
Section 6 of this report.

i. With these additional applications, water savings can be achieved through
changed customer behavior and other real-time actions that go beyond
water loss reduction.

5. HE Toilet Replacement Program (ICI)
a. 31 toilets replaced
b. Estimated 15,750 gallons per year per toilet (A&N Technical Services, 2005)
c. 20-year useful life for fixture17

is If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified

savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
17 Plumbing code and efficiency standards effectively make the savings permanent, as new high-efficiency models
will replace these toilets.
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6. Low-flush Urinal Replacement Program (ICI)
a. 13 urinals replaced with 1/2 gallon-per-flush model
b. Estimated 6,200 gallons per year per toilet (A&N Technical Services, 2005)
c. 20-year useful life for fixture' 8

18 Plumbing code and efficiency standards effectively make the savings permanent, as new high-efficiency models
will replace these toilets.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).

WaterSmart Low-Flush Urinal TOTAL
Yer Software (IC)C) SAVINGS

2012 0
2013 0.08 0.49 0.6

2014_: __ _. ........ ..... 0.08........ .._:.0.49_ _ ... 0.6
2015 ............... ........ _ 0. 80.49 .... ,:_ 0._.___ .6 ... ,..:.
2016 66 0.08 0.49 66.3
2017 74 0.08 0.49 74.5
2018 82 0.08 0.49 82.6
2019 90 0.08 0.49 90.8
2020 98 0.08 049 99.0
2021 107 0.08 0.49 107.1
2022 115 0.08 0.49 115.3
2023 123 0.08 0.49 123.5
2024 131 0.08 0.49 131.7
2025 139 0.08 0.49 139.8
2026 147 0.08 0.49 148.0
2027 156 0.08 0.49 156.2
2028 164 0.08 0.49 164.3
2029 172 0.08 0.49 172.5
2030 180 0.08 0.49 180.7
2031 192 0.08 0.49 192.8
2032 204 0.08 0.49 204.9
2033 216 0.08 0.49 217.0
2034 229 0.08 0.49 229.2
2035 241 0.08 0.49 241.3

2036 253 0.08 0.49 253.4
2037 265 0.08 0.49 265.5

*2038 277 0.08o.4 277.6
2039 289 0.08 0.49 289.7
2040 301 0.08 0.49 301.9
2041 316 0.08 0.49 316.3
2042 330 0.08 0.49 330.7
2043 345 0.08 0.49 345.1
2044 359 0.08 0.49 359.5
2045 373 0.08 0.49 373.9
2046 388 0.08 0.49 388.4
2047 402 0.08 0.49 402.8
2048 417 0.08 0.49 417.2S2049 431 0.8 .49 . 431.6
2050 445 0.08 0.49 446.0
2051 455.. .........08..........0.49 455.8
2052 465 0.08 0.49 465.6
2053 475 0.08 0.49 475.42654 485 0.08 0.49 485.2

2055 494 0.08 0.49 495.0
2056 504 __ 0.08 0.49 504.8
2057 514 0.08 0.49 514.6
2058 524 0.08 0.49 524.4
2059 534 0.08 0.49 534.2
2060 543 0.08 0.49 544.0

2658 554 0.08 0.49 54.8

2064 587 0.08 049 587.2
206 597 0.08 0.49 598.0

2066 608 0.08 0.49 60.8

2067 56190.08 0.49 561.6

2068 630 0.08 0.49 630.4
2069 641 0.08 6.49 641.2
S60 651 0.08 0.49 ......:.:...652.0...3.:
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Table 5-2. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

" Achievable

" Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them
" Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
" Easily adopted
* Cost effective

* Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

* Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

14

Utility [Water Loss T o tal Savings from
Year iWater LossPopulation GPCDReuto

Reduction

Baseline - 20.00 0
2015 37,889 20.00 0
2016 38,525 20.00 0
2017 39,162 20.00 0
2018 39,798 20.00 0
2019 40,435 20.00 0
2020 41,071 20.00 0
2021 4,1 2.00}
2022 46,767 20.00 0
2023 49,615 20.00 0
2024 52,463 20.00 0



" Avoided system expansion costs
o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity

by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

" Staff time and resources

" Unit cost per unit saved

" Implementation costs
" Stakeholder agreement and support

" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 7.58% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
i. Average Region G savings

ii. Specific percentage of outdoor usage unknown for your utility at this
time

b. Savings could be 100 MG per year with current demand.

c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).

ACtu a t Actua oa Totte Srlg5 em A8 Poten lavIegs Cetw lan Teta Yesdy Over

Savings {as oef 35)tcans mA l A tjvf y m rd nam e WMS Volume WMS Veaum (Shrt)

2104 74
21821 83 24

3499 0 ' 9 22. 4 2

29 364 '44484202 115 13 17 4 439

3 1 13

24 2 2 3

24.4 164 4 2 280 41 1

_ 173 d3 3 u4

22w19 4 1 4294205 241 4 24 4's, ' 160

39 294 4 290 43 0 4 4 4 12
0.4 342 4 3,2 457 _ 0 0 73
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year1 9

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

19 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be

greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Table 6-2. Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

Actual Curent Actual Wate oSi m PotentlaSavings Water Loss
Year Conservaor Activity ReduIon Savngs from AMIwith Redction WM$Conservation Ac tty WMS Vome WMS Volume (Sho t)Savings (as of 2015 Customer POcai Volume

74 2 0&0 04

201 7 07 22 0 10
239 9 099 2 4

021 107 107 29 0 2 6
202 1 0 115 3 0 146
2221 23 0 1233 0
20241 0 132 3t 0 167

20 44 1

20 16164 0 0 19S
608 14 ' 164 44 0 20

02 C7 17 40 21
200 1 024 0 0 22

24 1 1 24
r02 205 2V 6S 0 60

2015 217 0 217 68 0 22
0 4 2 2
24 241 1 03a 06

2061253 66 0 U 321
2037 u6 0 2e 71 07

20 ' "3276i74a,

203 2 7 02

3. Water Rate Increase
a. For every 10% increase, estimated savings could be 2% of utility total

demand.
b. Approximately 26 MG of savings per year with current demand
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source 20 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. See Table 6-3 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

utility's conservation goals.

20 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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Current Savings + Potential Savings from 10% Water Rate Increase (MG).

atuAl C t i A uao na L oa PotcntialSaVIOg Watettou.
TotalYear C *aonA udt *t ASS fron: Water Rate tedu WMtSWMtneS¬ t

Comaiac~yW$im MVolume Shotaving (as of 201) Incrase Volume

201 0 0 0 0 093
20 7 74 74.30 : : ..104
20188- 0 .3 33 0 115
2019 91 91 3 7

2021 107 0 107 43 0 0 10
2022 11$ 114 46 16
2023 120 121 49 0 0 0 173
2024 132 0 12 52 0 0 0
2025 1414 56 0
2026 14 0 148 5 0 0 207

202 1s0 1 62 0 0 0 218
202 164 0 64 66 0 0 0 0

229 173 0 17 3 0 0 241

2030 1 0 1 72 0253
201 0 1 0 0 27
2032 205 20 82 0 027
2033 217 0217 47 0 0
2034 2N 0 229 91 .. 0 .321
20 241 0 2 0 0 3

2017 2 . 0 266 1310 0 0 .7 .

2038 278 ¬ 273:.11 0 0 0 3880: 27 11.6 00 02032110' 0 2. 1. 0 0 40
2 0 4.012.G:__ _ _ _

4. Rain Barrels
a. In Region G, utilities could save approximately 18.5 gallons per year per

gallon of capacity rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
Possum Kingdom WSC Report.e 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

* Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
* Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use
* Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common

association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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" County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy
supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that

agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings

met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Possum Kingdom WSC's current water conservation activities and their
quantified savings to two metrics: 1) Region G Water Plan's (Brazos G Water Planning Group,
2016) recommended WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Possum Kingdom
WSC's own 5- and 10-year goals as established in its most recent water conservation plan
submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period. 5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Possum Kingdom WSC's most recent water conservation plan are
established by the utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These
reductions6 are expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD. 8 9

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.
7 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) + 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as
provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline10 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in million
gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Possum Kingdom WSC with the utility's yearly
recommended WMS supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from
implemented activities, including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated
savings are covered in greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being

o In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used
2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline 1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
1 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water LossTotal Savings from All Conservation WMS Tt Total Yearly WMS Over
Year Conservation Reduction Savings IReductionI

Conservation Activity Volume Volume (Short)
Activity Savings (as of 2015) WMS Volume

2015 9.3 17 26 8 0 8 19
2016 9.4 19 29 10 0 10 19
2017 9.4 22 31 10 0 10 22
2018 9.5 24 34 12 0 12 22
2019.9.6 27 36 13 0 13 23
2020 9.6 29 39 17 0 17 22
2021 9.7 30 39 20 0 20 20
2022 9.7 30 40 22 0 22 ..18
2023 9.8 30 40 24 0 24 152024 9.9 30 40 27 0 271
2025 9.9 30 40 29 0 2 1
2026 10.0 31 1 32 0 329 1

2027 10.0 31 41 34 0 34.7
2028 10.1 31 41 36 0 36 5
2029 10.2 31 41 39 0 39 3
2030 10.2 31 42 41 0 41 1
2031. 10.3 32 42 .43 0 43
2032 10.3 32 42 46 0 46 (4
2033 10.3 32 42 48 0 48 6-)
2034 10.4 32 43 50 0 50 ()
2035 10.4 32 43 53 0 53 ()
2036 10.5 33 43 55 0 55 (12)
2037 10.5 33 43 57 0 57 (14)
2038 10.5 33 44 60 0 60 (16
2039 10.6 33 44 62 0 62 (18
2040 10.6 34 44 65 0 65 (20
2041 10.7 34 44 67 0 67 (22
2042 10.7 34 45 69 0.72.(276
2043 10.7 34 45 72 0 72 (27
2044 10.8 35 45 74 0 74 (29
2045 10.8 35 46 76 0 76 (31.
2046 10.9 35 46 79 0 79 (33)
2047 10.9 35 46 81 0 81 (35)
2048. 10.9 36 47 84 0 84 (37)
2049 11.0 36 47 86 0 86 (39)
2050 11.0 36 47.88.0.88 (41

2051 11.0 36 47 91 0 91 (43
2052 11.1 37 48 93 0 93:(45
2053 11.1 37 48 95 0 95 (47
2054 11.1 37 48 98 0 98 (49)
2055 11.2 38 49 100 0 100 (51
2056 11.2 38 49 102 0 102 (53
2057 11.2 38 49 105 0 105 (55.
2058 11.3 38 50 107 0 107 (57
2059 11.3 39 50 109 0 109
2060 11.3 39 50 111 0 111 (61)
2061 11.4.......39 51 114 0 114 (3
2062 11.4 46 51 116 0 116 (b
2063 11.4 40 51 118 0 118 (67
2064 11.4 40 52 120 0 128 (6
2065 11.5 40 52 123 0 123 (71
2066 11.5 41 52 125 0 125<(7)
2067 11.5 41 52 127 0 127(7)
2068 11.5 41 53 129 0 12 (76
2069 11.6 42 53127 0 17 (7
2070 11.6 42 53 134 0 134 (80)

I
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Possum Kingdom WSC's quantified savings from its implemented
activities compare with 5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan
submitted to the TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline13 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Utility Annual Savings Goal with Total Savings for All Over
Year # Year Population Total GPCD Goals Reduction in GPCD (MG) Current Quantified (Short)

Activities (MG) (MG)

asne - 300 0 0 0
1 2015 2,433 300 0 26 26

2 2016 2,795 300 0 29 29
3 2017 3,156 300 0 31 31
4 2018 3,518 300 0 34 34

5-year Goal 2019 3,879 300 0 36 36
6 2020 4,241 300 0 39 39
7 2021 4,270 300 0 39 39
8 2022 4,299 300 0 40 40
9 2023 4,328 300 0 40 40._,.

10-year Goal 2024 4,357 300 0 40 40

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Possum Kingdom WSC's most recent water loss audit compares with 5-
and 10-year water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 14 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short)-The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

Year # Year Utility Water Loss GPCD Goals Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water Oe
Population WReduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (MG)

(MG)

0 Baseline - 45.00 0 0 0
1 .- year.Ga .2015 2,433 45.00 0 17 17

2 2016 2,795 45.00 0 19 19
32017 3,156 45.00 0 22 22

4 2018 3,518 45.00 0...........24 245-year Goal 2019 3,879 45.00 0...........27 27
6 2020 4,241 43.80 2...........29 28

72021 4,270 42.60 4 30 26
82022 4,299 41.40 6 30 24

9 2023 4,328 40.20 8 30 22
1-year Goal 2024.....,357 39.00 10...........0.......21

14 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the
higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages,,displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings15
a. Savings of 17 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline16 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear

negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.
d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the

utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Water Rate Increases
a. Last rate increases:1 7

i. 13.5% increase in 2014
ii. 5.0% increase in 2015

b. Estimated customer demand reduction of 3.64%
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source 1" (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. Savings from rate increases are shown to persist over time, however, note that

savings from these pricing signals will likely decrease if rates remain the same in
future years.

5. Automatic Meter Reading (AMR)/Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI)
a. These metering systems can save water in a number of ways, including from

water loss reduction through improved leak detection.
b. All water loss reduction savings associated with this activity are detailed in

Section 5, which assessed utility baseline water loss GPCD and most recently
reported water loss GPCD to determine water savings.

15 If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified

savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
17 Correspondence with utility staff.
18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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c. For estimated water savings that could be increased by implementing meter data
management (MDM) and customer engagement portal applications, refer to
Section 6 of this report.

i. With these additional applications, water savings can be achieved through
changed customer behavior and other real-time actions that go beyond
water loss reduction.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).

Year Increase SAVINGS

2012 0
2013 0
2014 6.8 6.8
2015 9.3 93

2016 9.4 94
2017 9.4 94
2018 9.5 95
2019 9.6 96
2020 9.6 96

.......2021_...._ 9.7 . _..97

2022 9.7 97
2023 9.8 98
2024 9.9 9.9
2025 9.9 9.9
2026 10.0 10.0
2027 10.0 10.0
2029 10.2 10.2
2029 10.2 10.2

2030 10.2 102
2031 10.3 10.3
2032 10.3 10.3
2033 10.3 10.3
2034 10.4 10.4

2035 10.4 10.4
2036 10.5 105
2037 10.5 10.5

2038 10.5 10.5
2039 10.6 10.6
2040 10.6 10.6
2041 10.7 10.7
2042 10.7 10.7

2043 10.7 10.7

2045 10.8 10.8
2046 10.9 10.9
2047 10.9 109
2048 10.9 10.9
2049 11.0 11.0
2050 11.0 11.0

2052 1.1 1.12053 11.1 11.1
2054. 11.1 11.1
2055 11.2 11.2

2056 11.2 11.2
2058 11.3 11.3205 9 ...11.3 ............... 113 ..._ ...

S2 6 .... .. ............ 113..............
2061 11.4 1143

2062 11.4 114.
2063 11.4 11.4

2064 11.4 114
2065 11.5 1154

2066 11.5 115I
2067 11.5 115
2068 11.5 11.5
2069 11.6 11.6
2070 11.6 11.6
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Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

" Achievable
" Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them
" Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
" Easily adopted
" Cost effective

" Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

" Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

" Avoided system expansion costs

14

Utility Water Loss JTotal Savings from
Year Water Loss

Population GPCD Rdcin(G
Reduction (MG)

Baseline - 45.00 0
2015 2,433 26.00 17
2016 2,795 26.00 19
2017 3,156 26.00 22
2018 3,518 26.00 24
2019 3,879 26.00 27
2020 4,2411 26.00 29

2021 4,270 26.00 30
2022 4,299 26.00 30
2023 4,328 26.00 30

2024 4,357 26.00 30

Table 5-2.



o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity
by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

" Staff time and resources

" Unit cost per unit saved
" Implementation costs

" Stakeholder agreement and support
" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 7.58% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
i. Average Region G savings

ii. Specific percentage of outdoor usage unknown for your utility at this
time

b. Savings could be 20 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG) I
Atual Cuirnt Actual Wat t Loss TItiF Wter LossThSMf Savings from A# PotsndaJ 5svigs Coiseratios To aiYeady OverYear ¬ nsrv ti Activity Reductio Savings Redcton MinCoservaton Acs ty ft m Ordirac WMS Voume W msV e rnart)

4jag as 011,201s) Voum
2 1 2 1 20 10 I

1 0 24 310 41
2022 27 4 212 2 42

10 3 2 13
20029 6 70 42

202 130 39 20 2 0 20 4
2022 20 7 0 20 2~2 22
2023 2.0 20 02 20

241 217 274
2025 2. 4 21 29 9
202 20 '2 42 21 2 12
2027 1 1 42 34 r4 2
2023 41 2! 3 3 2 .

30 2 32 42 22 41 0 41
2011 20 3 42 21 43 0 43 2

S242 21 4 44 1

23 1 4 2 ' 0 3 12

6242 1
20 1 4 22 55 1
207 2 3 43 60 0 67

203 1 3 4 2 2 4
2040 11 34 ____________ 2 ______ _______ _____

1I
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year19

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

19 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

Actual Current Actual Water eLo l oCential Savs T W atear oss
Ytar Cons a lon Acti' Red c on Savings ot from A Atwh Reducton WMS

S Aings (as of 2015) Customer Portal Volume l

2016 9 1¬ 29 3 14 0 1923
2017 2231 0 4 4 29

243 1 24 34 3 12 4 12 2

2019 14 2736 4 13 0 13 27

2020 1 29 3 4 17 07 2

21 1 339 4 0 0 20
2022 10 340 4 22 0 22 21

242 1 34 4t 4 24 4 24
2Q24 1 4 4 4 7 0 27 37
2029 4 4 2 1
24u 1 31 41 4 324 10
227 10 31 41 4 4 4 4 11

2128 ,1 1 41 4 36 3
22 1 31 41 4 0 39
434 14 31 42 4.41 041 4

241 14 '2 42 4 41 0 41 2
2032 1 42 4 4 0 4% 0
203 1 32 42 4 4% 4 48 (
24 14 32 43 4 s3 4 14;
2034 1 43 ' 4 O 0 55
207 33 43 4 7 5723 , 334.3 4 57 0 57 L203 11 33 4 60

14 '2 0 2
11_____________ 34 44 0_____ 46 (1___

3. Rain Barrels
a. In Region G, utilities could save approximately 18.5

gallon of capacity rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels

gallons per year per
Associates, 2002).
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Robinson Report." 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

" Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
" Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use

" Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common
association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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" County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy
supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year. 4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Robinson's current water conservation activities and their quantified
savings to two metrics: 1) Region G Water Plan's (Brazos G Water Planning Group, 2016)
recommended WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Robinson's own 5- and
10-year goals as established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Robinson's most recent water conservation plan are established by
the utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions 6

are expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.
7 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population)-+ 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this

report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent I
Population) + 365
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provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline10 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Robinson with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in
greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being
performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline 1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water LossTotal Savings from All Conservation WMS Total Yearly WMS Over
Year Conservation Reduction Savings iReductionConservation Activity Volume Vlm SotActivity Savings (as of 2015) WMS Volume

2015 14.5 (4) 10 13 0 13 (3)
29.6 (4) 25 16 0 16 9

2017 30.1 (4) 26 16 0 16 9
2018 30.7 (4) 26 20 0 20 6
2019 31.2 (5). 27 23 0 23 4
2020 31.8 ~() 27 30 0 30 (3)
2021 32.3 (5) 28 37 0 37 (9)
2022 32.9 (5).28 44 0 44 (16)
2023 33.4 (5) 29 52 0 52 (23)
2024 33.9 (5) 29 ........ 59 0 59 (30)
2025 34.5 (5) 29 66 . 0 66 (37)
2026 35.0 (5) 30 74 0 74 (44
2027 35.6 (5) 30 81 0 81 (51)
2028 36.1 (5) 31 88 0 88 (58)
2029 36.7 (5) 31 96 0 96 (64)
2030 37.2 (6) 32 103 0 103 (71)
2031 37.7 (6) 32 109 0 109 (77)
2032 38.2 (6) 32 115 0 115 (83)
2033 38.7 (6) 33 122 0 122 (89)
2034 39.2 (6) 33 128 0 128 (95
2035 39.7 (6) 34 134 0 134 (100)
2036 40.1 (6) 34 140 0 140 (106
2037 406 (6) 35 147 0 147 (112)
2038 41.1 (6) 35 153 0 153 (118)
2039 41.6 (6) 35 159 0 159 (124)
2040 42.1 (6) 36 165 0 165 (129)
2041 42.6 (6) 36 167 0 167 (130)
2042 43. 1 (6) 37 168 0 168 (131)
2043 43.6 (7) 37 169 0 169 (132)
2044 44.1 (7) 37 171 0 171 (133)
2045 44.6 (7) 38 172 0 172 (34)
2046 45.1 (7) 38 173 0 173 (135)
2047 45.6 (7) 39 175 0 175 136.
2048 46.2 (7) 39 176 0 176 (137
2049 . 46.7 (7) 40 178 0 178138
2050 47.2 (7) 40 179 0 179 (139)
2051 47.7 {7) 40 181 0 181 (140)
2052 48.2 (7) 41 183 0 183 (142)
2053 48.7 (7) 41 184 0 184 .14.)
2054 49.3 (7) 42 186 0 186 (144
2055 49.8 (8) 42 188 0 188 (146
2056 50.3 (8) 43 190 0 190 (147)
2057 50.8 (8) 43 192 0 192 (149)
2058 51.4 (8) 44 194 0 194 (10)
2 0 5 9 .... ....... . 5 1 .9..... ...... (8)........... $ ..._..........'................ 4 4........... _ ........ _.. 19 5 _.......... ' 0 19 5 (1 5 1)
2060 52.4 (8) 44 197 0 197 (153)
2061 52.9 (8) 45 199 0 199 (154)
2062 53.4 (8) 45 201 0 201 (156)
2063 54.0 (8) 46 203 0 203 (157)
2064 54.5 (8) 46 205 0 205 (159)
2065 55.0 (8)47 207 0 207 (16)
2066 55.5 (8)47 209 0 209 (161)
2067 56.0 (9) 48 210 0 210 (163)
2068 56.6 (9) 48 212 0 212 (164)
2069 57.1 (9) 48 214 0 214 (166)
2070 57.6 (9) 49 216 0 216 (17)
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Robinson's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare
with 5- and 10- year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 13 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Annual Savings Goal with Total Savings for All Over
Year # Year Utility Population Total GPCD Goals Current Quantified (Short)

Activities (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline - 140 0 0 0
1 2015 11,484 138 10 10........03
2 2016 11,720 135 21_r.. 25 5._ ...

3 2017 11,956 133 31 26 (6)
4 2018 12,193 130 43. 26 (16)

5-year Goal 2019 12,429 128 54 27 (28)
6..2020.12,.665.127..58........ ........ 2 ............ ) .

7 2021 12,914.......127 62 28.......(35)
8 2022......3,163.......126 66 28 (38

9..2023._................................126..70 ...... _.................... ,_... ........

10-year Goal 2024 13,662 125 ¬75 29 (46)

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Robinson's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year
water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column
headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline14 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

SUtility Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water Over
Y# Year Population Water Loss GPCD Goals Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (MG)

0 aseline - 8000 0(M)

1 2015 11,484 7.80 1(4(5
22016 11,720 7.60 2(4

3 01 1,56 7.4
4 2018 12,193 7.20 4 -4) ()

5-year Goal 2019 12,429 7.00 5 (5) (9)
6 2020 12,665 .......... . . ..... 7.00................ ..................... 5.(5)(9

72021.....12,914 7.00 5t ._..._,_ 9
8 2022 13,163 7.00 5 (}(0
9 2023 13,413 7.00 5 ()(0

10-year Goal 202......13,662 7.00 . ______:..:_:5.._________n,.).(10)

14 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the

higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings 15

a. Loss of 4 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 16 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Water Rate Increases
a. Last rate increases:' 7

i. 10.0% increase in 2015
ii. 10.0% increase in 2016

b. Estimated customer demand reduction of 4.0%
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source 18 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
i. Savings from rate increases are shown to persist over time, however, note

that savings from these pricing signals will likely decrease if rates remain
the same in future years.

1s If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified

savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
17 Correspondence with utility staff.
18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).

Year Water Rate TOTAL
Increase SAVINGS

2009 0.0..- ,,,,.2 1 0 .----_-_-.---..v .---.. --.-...-.-.,. ..... .-0 ...-.
2010 0.0
2011 0.0
2012 0.0

2014._ 0.0
2015 14.5 14.5
2016 29.6 29.6
2017 30.1_ 30.1
2018 30.7 30.7
2019 31.2 31.2
2020 31.8 31.8
2021 32.3 32.3

2022 32.9 32.9
2023 33.4 33.4
2024 33 9 33.9
2025 34.5 34.5
2026..__........35.0 35.0._...

2027 35.6 35.6
2028 36.1 36.1

2029 36.7 36.7

2030 37.2 3.

2031 37.7 37.7
2032 38.2 38.2

2033 38.7 38.7
2034 39.2 39.2
2035 39.7 39.7
2036 40.1 40.1
2037 40.1 40.1

2039 41.6 41.6
2040 42.1 42.1

2041 42.6 42.6
2042 43.1 43.1

*2043 * 43.6 43.6
2044 44.1 44.1
2045 44.6 44.6

2046 45.1 45.1
2047 45.6 45.6
2048 46.2 46.2
2049 46.7 46.7
2050 47.2 47.2
2051 * 47.7 47.7
2052 48.2 48.2
2053 48.7 48.7
2054 49.3 49.3
2055 49.8 49.8

2056 5.3 5.3

2057 50.8 50.8

2058 5.4 I9.
2059. 5.9. 51.9
2060 *52.4 52.4
2061 52.9 52.9
2062 53.4 53.4

2063 54. * 54.0
2064 5.5 5.5
2065 55.0 5.0

2066 5.5 5.5
2062 5.4 5.0

2068 56.6 56.6
2069 57.1 57.1

L2070 57.6 57.6 J
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Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

" Achievable

" Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them
" Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
" Easily adopted
" Cost effective

" Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

" Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

" Avoided system expansion costs
o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity

by decreasing demand even as population grows.

13

Total Savings from
Year Utility Water Loss Water Loss

Population GPCD Reduction (MG)

Baseline - 8.00 0
....::20 15 .:. :.. 11,4 84 ...: ..... :9.00 :....:: ................. (4).:..............

2016 .. ... ..:.11,720 ..:. k::.v9.00 .: . .vw. ~..w.....(4)..: M,.n.::r..

2017 11,956 9.00 (4)
2018 12,193 9.00 (4)
2019 12,429 9.00()
2020 12,65 9.00 (5)
2021 12,66 9.00 (5)
2022 13,913 9.00 (5)
2023 13,13::.::::::::::9.00:::::.(5

2024. :...... :13,662 :... .... :9.00 -:.....::(5): .............

Table 5-2.



Costs to consider:

" Staff time and resources

" Unit cost per unit saved
" Implementation costs
* Stakeholder agreement and support

* Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 8.42% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
b. Savings could be 62 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).

Actuas Current 1 Actuas Wte Loss Ts[ Wte L
Ye-r om vattt Atiityi~dutitn avgs Tota$aving. irosla Ptnti l Savings Cmevatc nTOW yearly Oe

c as Corr AC a tiAty Io , C d9ti ir e t5 Volu e d tin WMS ( f21Vt. SoC flON ton Ati itr j I r Om rsnce WM Votse i WM V (be5Savings (es of 29U) __________j________

271 90 296 25 9 71
7 220 1a' 2l 91

229 31 2 2 3
22 2 7 67 '9 9 9 94

2022 32 29 7 7

20229 & 4 44 s 3
2'9 29 70 9 2 47I

225 34 2 73 6
200 74 74 74
2927 e($ 75 9 93 24

922 36 2 7t8 9 8 2I
202 37 ( 77 96 23

2q293 6)2 79 0 0
2 32 79 19 9 29 2

292 32 9 2L

203 33 93 9 22
2229

2935 3' 3 4 9 24
20Bis 4 o:;34 W434 (i

2.; 412 35 487953

2z9 15 2 92
2-4 42 _____________________ 5 _________ 4_____
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year'9

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

19 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

Actual Curant Actual Watt to t Savingfro a) Potantia)Savngs [ Water L ;
Totl~ains fom CnseeatonTota Yaly OverVer Comr 'acon Arcivity Reduction Ia lop I orn AMI wt nh Reduion WMS

Sav as (as of 2015) CC at' n Acivity i W olmeP oa S Volume

it> | 30( 29 0 16 61
&41 16 1

V 41 26 10 2 0 201

2 1 3 1 (3 1 14

1022 36 11 44 0 44 (.

212 . ) 9 0 52 3

22 4()29 1 6 662

307 91274 0-74

108 3 5 1 12 68 a 96

10037( 32 12 103 101
s1 382 11 0 109 (6

2a3, (a 3 13 14 u
2(23 at> 3 13 122 012 7

a4.4 9 3 1 62 1 8
15 4 13 114

106 03 1 0 140
ala7431 14 047147

'223 41 14 .153 l
4U314 15 159

203? 4aa6 14 160 164 (aI

3. Rain Barrels
a. In Region G, utilities could save approximately 18.5 gallons per year per

gallon of capacity rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels

16
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Round Rock Report.9 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

" Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
" Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use

" Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common
association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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" County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy
supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.3

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual I
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas

Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Round Rock's current water conservation activities and their quantified
savings to two metrics: 1) Region G Water Plan's (Brazos G Water Planning Group, 2016)
recommended WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Round Rock's own 5-
and 10-year goals as established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -

2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Round Rock's most recent water conservation plan are established by
the utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions 6

are expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.

As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) + 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as
provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline10 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Round Rock with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in
greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used
2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline" for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water Loss
Total Savings from All Conservation WMS Total Yearly WMS OverYear Conservation Reduction Savings Reduction

AcivtySains asof205) Conservation Activity Vlm M Volume Volume (Short)

2015 245 154 399 77 0 77 322
2016 293 160 454 97 0 97 35.7
2017 297 167 464 97 0 97 368
2018 304 173 477 116 0 116 361
2019 310 179 489 135 0 135 354
2020 316 186.502 174 0 174 328
2021 323 190 513 161 0 161 353
2022 330 195 525 147 0 147.377
2023 336 199 536 134 0 134 401
2024 343 204 546 121 0 121 425
2025 348 208 557 108 0............108 449
2026 355 213 567 95 0 95 4732027....... ............ ..... ................. ........... ............................ .
2027 361 217 579 82 082......... .82 497
2028 368 222 590 69 0 69 522
2029 375 226 602 56 0 56 546
2030 382 231 613 42 0 42 571
2031 391 235 626 73 0 73 553
2032 400 239 639 104 0 104 535
2033 408 243 651 134 0 134 517
2034 417 247 664 165 0 165 499
2035 426 251 677 196 0 196 482
2036 435 255 690 226 0 226 464
2037 443 259 703 257 0 257 446
2038 452 263 715 287 0 287 428
2039 461 267 728 318 0 318 410
2040 470 271 741 349 0 349 392
2041 479 277 757 406 0 406 350
2042 489 283 772 464 0 464 309
2043 498 289 788 521 0 521 267
2044 508 295 803 579 0 579 225
2045 518 301 819 636 0 636 183
2046 527 307 834 693 0 693 141
2047 537 313 850 . 751 0 751 99
2048 546 319 865 808 0 808 57
2049 556 325 881 866 0 866 15
2050 565 331 896 923 0 923 (27)
2051 576 338 914 1,004 0 1,004 (90)
2052 587 345 933 1,085 0 1,085 (153)
2053 598 353 951 1 166 0 1,166 (216)
2054 609 360 969 1 247 0 1,247 . (278)
2055 620 367 987 1328 0 1,328 (341)
2056 631 374 1,005 1409 0 1,409 (404)
2057 642 382 1,024 1 490 0 1,490 (467)
2058 653 389 1,042 1,571 0 1,571 (530)
2059 664 396 1,060 1,652 0 1,652 (592)
2060 675 403 1,078 1,733 0 1,733 (655)
2061 686 410 1,096 1,836 0 1,836 (739)
2062 698 417 1,115 1,938 0 1,938 (823)
2063 709 424 1,133 2,040 0 2,040 (907)
2064 720 431 1,151 2,142 0 2,142 (991)
2065 732 438 1,169 . 2,245 0 2,245 (1,075)
2066 743 444 1,187 2,347 0 2,347 (,1S.
2067 754 451 1,206.............2449 0 2,449 . (1 243)
2068 766 458 1,224 . 2 551 0 2,551 (1 327)
2069 777.465 1,242 2654 0 2,654 (1411)
2070 789 472 1,260 2756 0 2,756 (1,495)
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Round Rock's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare
with 5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline13 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by

spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days +÷1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Total Savings for All Over
Year # Year Utility Total GPCD Goals Annual Savings Goal with Current Quantified (Short)

Population Reduction in GPCD (MG) Activities (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline - 150 0 0 0
1 2015 105,405 148 77 399 322

2 2016 109,780 146 160 454 293
3 2017 114,155 144 250 464 214

4 2018 118,529 142 346 477 131

5-year Goal 2019 122,904 140 449 489 40I
6 2020 127,279 140 465 502 37
7 2021 130,373 140 476 513 38

8 2022 133,467 140 487 525 38

9 2023 136,560 140 498 536 37
10-year Goal 2024 139,654 140 510 546 37

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Round Rock's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year
water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column
headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline'4 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

Utility I Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water OverYear # Year Water Loss GPCD Goals] (Short)
Population Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline - 16.00 0 0 0
1 2015 105,405 15.80 8= 1514

22016 109,780 15.60 1 6 4
32017 114,155 15.40 ........... 2514

4 2018 118,529 15.20 35 13.3
-year Goal ss GP D frm theutilty's2s19e.e.ty.s....te.f.v -yearwate...n122,904seratinpa 15.00 45 was sed

7 2021 130,373 14.20...... 861910
8 2022 133,467 13.80 107 158
9 2023 136560 13.40 130 197

10-year Goal . 2024 . 139,654 13.00 153 204 51.

1In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the

higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings 15

a. Savings of 154 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 16 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Water Rate Increases
a. Last rate increases: 17

i. 3.0% increase in 2015
ii. 3.0% increase in 2016

b. Estimated customer demand reduction of 1.2%
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source 1 8 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. Savings from rate increases are shown to persist over time, however, note that

savings from these pricing signals will likely decrease if rates remain the same in
future years.

5. Conservation Pricing
a. Tiered rate structure in place saves approximately 2.5% of total demand
b. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source 19 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

TWDB, 2013)

1s If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified

savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
17 Correspondence with utility staff.
18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
19 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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6. Automatic Meter Reading (AMR)/Advanced Metering Infrastructure
a. These metering systems can save water in a number of ways, including from

water loss reduction through improved leak detection.
b. All water loss reduction savings associated with this activity are detailed in

Section 5, which assessed utility baseline water loss GPCD and most recently
reported water loss GPCD to determine water savings.

c. For estimated water savings that could be increased by implementing meter data
management (MDM) and customer engagement portal applications, refer to
Section 6 of this report.

i. With these additional applications, water savings can be achieved through
changed customer behavior and other real-time actions that go beyond
water loss reduction.

7. Outdoor Landscape Evaluations (SF)
a. 643 outdoor evaluations performed from 2009 - 2015
b. Estimated 8,000 gallons per year for each system evaluation (A&N Technical

Services, 2005)
c. Assumed 65% savings from typical indoor and outdoor survey when only outdoor

watering is evaluated (Whitcomb, 2000)
d. Approximately 22 gallons per day
e. Greater savings during peak periods
f. Lesser savings during off-peak periods
g. 20% decay rate per year attributed to customer behavior (A&N Technical

Services, 2005)

8. Rain Barrels
a. In Region G, estimated savings of 18.5 gallons per year per gallon of capacity

rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002)
b. Capacity rebated varied by year and was provided by staff
c. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels and systems

9. High Efficiency (HE) Toilet Replacement Program (SF)
a. 1,600 toilets replaced from 2010 - 2015
b. Estimated 10,390 gallons per year per toilet (A&N Technical Services, 2005)
c. Rebates per year provided by staff
d. Savings carry on indefinitely because replacement toilet will be as efficient

10. HE Toilet Replacement Program (MF)
a. 17 toilets replaced from 2014 - 2015
b. Estimated 15,756 gallons per year per toilet (A&N Technical Services, 2005)
c. Rebates per year provided by staff
d. 20-year useful life for fixture20

20 Plumbing code and efficiency standards effectively make the savings permanent, as new high-efficiency models
will replace these toilets.
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11. Tank-type HE Toilet Replacement Program (ICI)
a. 13 toilets replaced in 2014
b. Estimated 13,000 gallons per year per toilet (A&N Technical Services, 2005)
c. Rebates per year provided by staff
d. 20-year useful life for fixture2 '

12. Clotheswasher Replacement Program (SF)
a. 272 rebates issued from 2012 - 2015
b. Rebates per year provided by staff
c. Estimated 7,030 gallons per year per washer (A&N, Technical Services 2005;

THELMA, 1997)
d. 11-year useful life

13. Large Landscape Irrigation System Audits
a. 33 audits performed from 2009 - 2015
b. Number of audits per year provided by staff
c. Estimated savings of 164,500 gallons per year per audit
d. Used EPA WaterSense Water Budget Tool Formula2 2 with 87,120 sq. ft. as basis

for large landscape hydrozone
e. Savings assumed to last 5 years with no decay rate

14. Irrigation Controller Rebate (SF)
a. Estimated savings of 11,340 gallons per year per controller
b. Used EPA WaterSense Water Budget Tool Formula2 3 with 4,000 sq. ft. as basis

for landscape hydrozone
c. Number of rebates per year provided by staff

i. Savings assumed to last 10 years with no decay rate

21 Plumbing code and efficiency standards effectively make the savings permanent, as new high-efficiency models
will replace these toilets.22 LWRH = RTM [(ET, x KL) - Ra] x A x Cu23 LWRH = RTM [(ET, x KL) - Ra] x A x Cu
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).

. Outdoor HECohs Large Irrigation
Tank-type Valve-type Pre-rnse Oudo HE Clothes Lre Irgto

Rate Conservation Tnk-tpE Valetpe prrs Landscape HE Toilets HE Toilets Landscape Controller TOTAL
Year Rain Barrels HE Toilets HE Toilets Spray WasherIncreases Pricing Evaluations (SF) (MF) Irrigation Rebates SAVINGS

(IC) (IC) Valves (ICI ) Rebates (SF) Eautos (F(SF) Evaluations (SF)

2009 148 0.4 1 149
2010 152 1.1 4.1 2.1 0.1 160
2011 157 2.0 5.7 2.4 0.1 167
2012 162 0.3 2.5 9.0 4.5 0.1 178
2013 166 1.0 3.4 12.0 0.8 5.6 0.1 189
2014 171 2.2 0.2 2.2 14.7 0.1 1.5 4.5 0.1 197
2015 42 176 2.6 0.2 2.1 16.6 0.2 1.9 3.6 0.3 245
2016 87 180 2.6 0.2 1.3 16.6 02 1 9 3.3 0.3 293
2017 89 185 2.6 0.2 0.7 16.6 02 19 1.2 0.3 297
2018 91 190 2.6 0.2 10 16.6 02 1.9 0.2 0.3 304
2019 93 194 2.6 0.2 0.1 16.6 0.2 1.9 0.2 0.3 310
2200 95 199 2.6 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 0.3 316
2021 . 98 204 2.6 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 0.3 323
2022 100 208 2.6 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 0.3 330
2023 102 213 2.3 0.2 16.6 0.2 1 9 0.2 336
2024 104 217 1.6 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 0.2 343
2025 107 222 0.4 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 0.2 348
2026 109 227 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 355
2027 111 231 0.2 166 0.2 19 361
2028 113 236 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 368 I
2029 116 241 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 375
2030 118 245 0.2 16.6 02 19 382
2031 121 251 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 391
2032 123 257 0.2 16.6 0.2 19 400
2033 126 263 0.2 16.6 0.2 1 9 408
2034 129 269 0.2 16.6 02 1.9 417
2035 132 275 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 426
2036 135 261 0.2 16.6 0.2 19 435
2037 138 287 0.2 16.6 0.2 19 443
2038 141 293 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 452
2039 143 299 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 461
2040 146 305 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 470
2041 149 311 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 479
2042 152 318 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 489
2043 156 324 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 498
2044 159 330 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 408
2045 162 337 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 518
2046 165 343 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 527
2047 168 350 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 537

208 171 356 .216 6 0.2 1.9 546

2049 174 363 0.2 16.6 02 1.9 57
2050 177 369 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 565
2051 181 377 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 576
2052 184 384 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 .5
2653... . . .. ... _391 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 598
2054 191 399 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 609
2055 195 406 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 620
2056 199 414 0.2 16 6 0.2 1.9 631
2057 202 421 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 654
2058 206 428 02 . 166 02 1.9 653

2059 209 436 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 664
2060 213 443 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 675
2061 216 451 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 686
2062 220 459 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 698
2063 224 466 0.2 . 16.6 0.2 1 9 709
2064 228 474 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 720
2065 . 231 482 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 732
2066. 21. 489 0.2 16.6 0.2 19 743
2067 239 497 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 754
2068 242 505 0.2 16.6 0.2 1.9 766

2069 . 246 512 0.2 19 777
2070 250 520 6 0 .2 1.9 789
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Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

* Achievable

* Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them
* Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
* Easily adopted
* Cost effective

* Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

* Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

15

Year Utility Water Loss Total Savings from
Population GPCD Water Loss Reduction

Baseline - 16.00 0
2015. 105,405 12.00 154.
2016 109,780 12.00 160

.....2017 m..:.. 114,155 .. 12.00 :... .... v:v:...:167':.............

2018 1 118,529 12.00::: ........ :.:..:173::::::.........

2019 122,904 12.00 179
2020 127,279 12.00 186
2021 130,373 12.00 190
2022.133,467 12.0019
2023 .:.:.. 136,560 ::. ...::12.00.:... ......... ,... 199:..,..:..v.. .

....20 :..... .::139, 654:::. 12.00 %...204 :............

Table 5-2.



* Avoided system expansion costs
o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity

by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

" Staff time and resources
" Unit cost per unit saved

" Implementation costs
" Stakeholder agreement and support
" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 8% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
b. Savings could be 577 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).

ActusI Co rnt [AtuSS Water Los Wa tI Tta Yaio imYActlCera ¬i ~t OSS'aa i rmal oetalas s+rnfYal $ semv~tion Reduction Virg Red on WMs
Acivit 5,avtl ( 8 Cvo'atonfAct ivty wOm Ord t WMSVolum'e lWMSVolte (Short)

AMfiy' 3 3G' a" 92 of y::um
2017 29167 4'5217s7 f

4127 3356 1
202 330 14
2124 ; 210 3 141 2
2022 '015 2 a 6 47 7 L

2023 3 192 0S 31 1334 1,01
2{24 43 21 54 2I 0 ,121
2'25 1 2 7 71 25

22 i '1 213M07 3z1 2t} «i 748 tom.,2 , 2
2021 31 2.22'' 4 + 'c eta 277

a" 1, 01
2030 82 23 13 75 4 1,0.

203 '1 13 02 0 73 73 3,37
2032 400 2 63i5123 1 4 Z1

203 24 51 842 134 0 14 3,
2341 s2t 06641 i 0 30 130
203a 426 22? 7 kE1 09i i3,1

20w'4 2 7 , w8 27 ,0a

203 42 23 715 37 27 0 287 1,3

2040 470 73 741 975 '49 .34 137
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year
g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

2 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Table 6-2. Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

Yer Coservation Reduction Savings I from At with Reduction W Total e OverAculCret Ata ae os Tt~a av ings t omAl PoenialSa 1gco evaton Waerloss ~"hot
A Isty Savings (as of 2015) C_________ _______ P Ia WMVVlmeWS ue (So

20206 Conservation Cutoe Pota 7 Volume5
010 04 4770

2019 7 48 P0 105013 5
12031L 07 174 174

221 10 13 09 11 0 1 4A

022 30 12 112 147 0 147 4
20233 9 3 4 0 14 016
2024 34L 246111341 I
22 L: 12C 0$7 1.2 94S 148 0

2 1 17 7 124 2 21
02 22 590 127 4

2029 37$2 60 129 70 I 6
2030 382 2l1 X13 31 42 0 702
2031 .1 2 3 2 3 73 0 73.7

12 40 01 69 118 104 104 67
4034 407 243 i644 134' 134158

23 41 41664 141 1 14
3 42 21 77 14 1

206 430 5 9 5 2 226 614

.442 2 70 14 27 7

23 ' 3'120 470 26_7____ 2___87_B

2029 461 67 78 16 3180 31 5I
20404~/ 271741163349 34 5I
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Sweetwater Report.a 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

" Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
" Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use

" Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common
association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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" County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy
supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes.3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before

it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Sweetwater's current water conservation activities and their quantified
savings to two metrics: 1) Region G Water Plan's (Brazos G Water Planning Group, 2016)
recommended WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Sweetwater's own 5-
and 10-year goals as established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Sweetwater's most recent water conservation plan are established by
the utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions 6

are expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.

As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this

report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as
provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline 10 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Sweetwater with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in
greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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U
performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used
2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline"1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

I

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss [IWater LossAtl r tTotal Savings from All Conservation WMS Total Yearly WMS OverYear Conservation Reduction Savings iIuReductionI _ _ ]Conservation Activity Volume _o _m_ _ S_ r_Activity Savings (as of 2015) WMS Volume

2015 17.9 (8) 10 6 0 6 4
2016 17.9 () 10 7 0 7 3
2017 18.0 (8) 10 7 0 7 3
2018 180 (8) 10 8 0 8 1
2019 18.1 (8) 10 10 0 10 0)
2020 18.1 () 10 13 0 13 33
2021 18.1 (8) 10 13 0 13 (3)
2022 18.2 (9) 10 13 13 (3)
2023 18.2 (9) 10 13 0 13 (3)

2024 18.3 (9) 10 13 013 (3)2025 18.3 (9) 10 13 0 13
2026 18.3 (9) 10 13 0 13 3)
2027 18.4 .) 10 13 0 13..
2028 18.4 (9) 10 13 0 13 (3)
2029 18.5 (9) 10 13 0 13 (3)
2032 18.5 (9) 10 13 0 13 (3)

2031 18.5 (9) 10 13 0 13 32032 18.5 (9) 10 13 0 13 (3)
2033 18.6 (9) 10 13 0 13 (3)
2034 18.6 ( ) 10 13 0 13 3
2035 18.6 (9) 10 13 0 13 (3)
2036 18.6 (9) 10 13 0 13 3)

2038 18.7 (9) 9 13 0 13 (4)
2049 18.7 (9) 9 13 13 (4)

2043 18.9 (9) 10 13 0 13 (3)
2044 19............ 10 13 0 13 33)
2045 19.0 (9) 10 13 0 13 (3)

2045 18.6 9 10 1 0 13 (3)

2046 19.1 (9) 10 13 0 13 (3)
2047 19.1 (9) 10 13 0 13 (3)
2048 192 (10) 10 13 0 13 (3)
2049 19.3 (10) 10 13 0 13 ()

2050 193 (10) 10 13 0 13 ()
2051... .19.4 (10) 10 13 0 13 33) (
2052 19.4 (1) 10 13 0 13 (3)
2053 19.5() 10 13 0 13_(3)
2054 19.5 (10) 10 13 0 13 (3)
2055 19.6 (10) 10 13 0 13 (3)
2056 19.6 (10) 10 13 0 13 (3)
2057 19.7 (10) 10 13 0 13 33)
2058 19.7 .10) 10 13 .13 3)
2059 19.8 1,3) 10 13 0 13 3)
2060 19.8 (10) 10 13 0 13 (3)
2061 19.9 (10) .. 10 13 0 13 (3)
2065 29. (10) 10 13 0 13 (3)

2063 20.0 (10) 10 13 0 13 3
2064 20.0 (10) 10 13 0 13 3)

(2065120.1 (10) 10 ; 13 0 13 (3)
2066 2.1I) 10 13 0 13 (3

2067 20.2 (10) 10 13 0 13 (3)
2068 20.2 (10) 10 13 0 13 (3)

620081.3 (10) 10 13 0 13 )
2059 20.3 (10) ? 10 13 0 13 3)
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Sweetwater's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare
with 5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline' 3 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented

by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Annual Savings Goal with Total Savings for All Over
Year # Year Utility Population Total GPCD Goals Current Quantified (Short)

Baseline - 164 ~Reduction in GPCD (MG) Atvte M) (G A ctivities (MG) (MG)

S Baseline - 164 0 0

1 2015 10,943 164 1 1

2 21 11,067 164 21
32017 11,191 163 2 10 7

4 2018 11,316 163 3 10 6

-year Goal 2019 11,440 163 410f.....
...... .. .......... ... ... .........2020 11,564 162 7 10 3I

7.. .............. ...... .... .2021 11,629 162 9 100

8 2022 11,694 161 12.10 (2
9 2023 11,759 161 15 10 (5)

10-year Goal 2024 11,824 160 17 1 8

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Sweetwater's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year
water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column
headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline'4 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

Utility Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water OverYear # Year Population Water Loss GPCD Goals Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline - 29.00 090 0

12015 10,9 28.2 3 6

22016 11,067 27.40 6 (8) ()

3..2017..._ 11,191.... ........ 26.60 10 ()(18) _.
42018 11,316 25.80 13 ().. (21)

-year Goal 2019......1,440 25.00 17 8) (2)
6 2020 ...... :.... 11,564.. 25.00 17(8 (25

72021 11,629 25.00 17..

8 ......... 2022 ........ 11,694 ..... 25.00 ...... 17 ............... ( )26
9 2023 11,759 25.00 17 (9) (26

10-year Goal 2024 11,824 25.00 17 (9) (2)

14 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the

higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).

10 1
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings 15

a. Loss of 8 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 16 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Water Rate Increase
a. Last rate increase:17

i. 15.0% increase in 2015
b. Estimated customer demand reduction of 3.0%
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source 18 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
i. Savings from rate increases are shown to persist over time, however, note

that savings from these pricing signals will likely decrease if rates remain
the same in future years.

1s If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified
savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
17 Correspondence with utility staff.
18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).

Water Rate TOTAL
Increase SAVINGS

2009
... 20 10 .... ............... :.... ..._,.0

2011 0
2012 0
2013 0
2014 0
2015 17.9 17.9
2016 17.9 17.9
2017 18.0 18.0

2019 18.1 18.1
2020 18.1 18.1
2021 . 18.1 18.1
2022 18.2 18.2
2023 18.2 18.2

2024 18.3 18.3
2025 18.3 18.3
2026 18.3 18.3
2027 18.4 18.4
2028 18.4 18.4
2029 18.5 18.5
2030 18.5 18.5
2031 18.5 18.5

2032 18.5 18.57I

2033 18.6 18.6

2034 18.6 18.6
2035 18.6 18.6
2034 18.6 18.6
2035 18.6 18.6
2036 18.7 18.7

2037 18.7 18.7
2048 18.7 18.7
2049 18.8 18.8
2040 18.8 18.8
2043 18.9 18.9

2044 19.0 19.
2045 19.0 19.0

......2044.....8 . .... 19..7..19.70

2046 19.1 19.1
2046 19.1 19.12047 19.2 _19.2

2049 19.3 19.3
2050 19.3 19.3
2051 19.4 19.4

2052 19.4 19.4I
2053 19.5 19.5
2054 19.5 19.5
2055 19.6 19.6
2056 19.6 19.6
2057 19.7 19.7
2058 19.7 19.7

2059 19.8 19.8
2060 * 19.8 19.8
2061 *19.9 * 19.9I
2062 19.9 19.9

20 320.0' ..:....... 20.0..,_

2064 20.0 20.0

2065 20.1 20.1
2066.......'..........20.1..... _..;.._...20.1...ii._

207 20.2 20.2

2068 20.2 20.2

2069 20.3 20.3
2070 20.3 20.3
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Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

" Achievable

" Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them
" Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
" Easily adopted
" Cost effective

" Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

" Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

" Avoided system expansion costs

13

Utility Water Loss 1Total Savings from
Year Pouain GC Water Loss

Popultion GPCD Reduction (MG)

Baseline - 29.00 0

2016 11,067 31.00(8)
....:2017':... :..:11,191::....... .v. .. ::31.00 .... ::: .: (8)

2018 ... n: .. 11,316 :::v:: ..x.:31.00v:.:..:. .. . ( )
2020 11,564 31.00(8

2022 11,694 31.00 (9)
...:2023 N.:.. ...:.v11,759 ... .. :..: .31.00 ...:.... .:..:........(9): ...:.vv...:

2024 ::.... .:..:11,824......: .:....:31.00 :....: ....... :.:. :(9). .:...._....

Table 5-2.



o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity
by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

" Staff time and resources

" Unit cost per unit saved

" Implementation costs

" Stakeholder agreement and support
* Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 6.74% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
b. Savings could be 40 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).

Ad t 
Tat l Savk gy Ovm Aer PteUtiv$gs Cservtdon

nadn :5 ioaS Comemn Actvty fromrOrdi te WMSVolume o WM iws Volu e (Shor)
Sans (s of 2 _________ I________ Volume

206 1 11 4P 7 7 43

. .17 1.1. i 7 0.7 4.

201821 t 41 313
219 1 1 41 1 04

41 u3 13 38
2025 13 1 1 1 3

P02 18 04 20D 3
2=2G 13 1 41 13 _ 13 3
2u24 13 i0; 41 13 a1 3

20513 iP 41 13 P 33

541 13

2P2 13 41 13 P 1 33
,,.. L3 1 41 13 1 3 :
203 13 ( 19 43 P 13 .
293 3 19 1 42 13 P 13 33
932 19 4 3 3

2933 19 9 042 13 13 33
20 4 19 1 42 13 a.1 3
2035 1 10 4 3 P 13 38
203 391 42 3 133
2037 19 P04 1 1
29sv 42 3 13 33
2 -219 9 42 13 P 13
24 3 __ _ 9 42 13 __ 13 3}
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year'9

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

19 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

Atual Crrent Actual Water Lo Potntial Savings Wattr LsT fr AConservation 1TotalVedy OvrYe Coservaton Actt y Reduction Sirngs from AMI with VouedWSV(WoM)
Comervation Act WM$ 1tum WhI$ VWme (Si abt}Sang-, w ty2O1S Cteie PQa I: klume

2017 1 E 11

208 1 8 10 14
020 V1 :33

232 V 0 8 0 3 1
2024 8 10 8 14 13 5

0... 10 ..3 U
02Y 8 13 t13
027 0 13
02w 1 31 S 133S

202 10 13

20 9 8 13
1v.., .... 13 t . ... .

20 . ') 0 8 313
03 19 30 8 13 13
0$6 19()10 131 1

1 21'..;::.3v 1

207 19w t 2 13 1 5
20381- 9 8 a3 01
03 2 1. K 11 13 21

2040 19 9 S 13 13 5

3. Rain Barrels
a. In Region G, utilities could save approximately 18.5 gallons per year per

gallon of capacity rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Temple Report . 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

* Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
* Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use
* Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common

association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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I
" County-Wide WUGs:

o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy

supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning

period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas

Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus

the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Temple's current water conservation activities and their quantified savings
to two metrics: 1) Region G Water Plan's (Brazos G Water Planning Group, 2016) recommended
WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Temple's own 5- and 10-year goals as
established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Temple's most recent water conservation plan are established by the
utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions 6 are

expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.
7 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) + 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.

As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population)+= 365
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provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline10 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Temple with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in
greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being
performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline'1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water

Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water Loss
Year Conservation Reduction Savings Total Savings from All Conservation WMSjReduction Total Yearly WMS Over

Activity Savings (as of 2015) Conservation Activity Volume WMS Volume Volume (Short)

2015 165 26 192 132 0 132 59
2016 168 27 195 165 0 165 29
2017 170 27 198 165 0 165 32
2018 173 28 201 199 0 199 2
2019 175 28 204 232 0 232 (28)
2020 178 29 207 298 0 298 (91)
2021 180 29 210 357 0 357 (148)
2022 183 30 213 417 0 417 (204)
2023 185 30 215 476 0 476 (261)
2024 188 31 218 536 0 536 (317)
2025 190 31 221 595 0 595 (374)
2026 193 32 224 655 0 655 (431)
2027 195 32 227 714 0 714 (487)
2028 198 33 230 774 0 774_(544)
2029 200 33 233 833 0 833 (600)
2030 202 33 236 893 0 893(67
2031 205 34 239 967 0 967 (728)
2032 208 34 242 1,041 0 1,041 (799)
2033 211 35 246 1,115 0 1,115 (870)
2034 213 35 249 1,190 0 1,190 (941)
2035 216 36 252 1,264 0 1,264 (1011)
2036 219 36 255 1338 0 1,338 (1,082)
2037 222 37 259 1412 0 1,412 (1,153)
2038 225 37 262 1 486 0 ___1,486 (1224)
2039 227 38 265 1560 0 1,560 (1295)
2040 230 38 269 1,634 0 1,634 (1366))
2041 233 39 272 1,723 0 1,723 (1 41)
2042 236 39 275 1,811 0 1,811 (1536)
2043 239 40 279 1,899 0 1,899 (1620)
2044 242 41 282 1,988 0 1,988 (1 705)
2045 245 41 286 2076 0 2,076 (1790)
2046 248 42 289 2,164 0 2,164 (1875)
2047 251 42 293 2,252 0 2,252 (1,90)
2048 253 43 296 2,341 0 2,341 (2045)
2049 256 43 299 2,429 0 2,429 (2130)
2050 259 44 303 2,517 0 2,517 (2 24)
2051 262 44 306 2,617 0 2,617 (2310)
2052 265 45 310 2,716 0 2,716 (2,40)
2053 268 45 313 2,815 0 2,815 2,$0
2054 271 46 317 2,914 0 2,914 (2,598)
2055 274 46 320 3,014 0 3,014 (2,694)
2056 277 47 324 3,113 0 3,113 (2,790)
2057 280 47 327 3,212 0 3,212 (2,885)
2058 283 48 330.3 312 0 3,312 (2981)
2059 286 48 334 3411 0 3,411 (3,077)
2060 289 49 337 3 510 0 3,510 (3,173)
2061 292 49 341 3545 0 3,545 (3,205)
2062 295 50 344 3 581 0 3,581 (3,236)
2063 298 50 348 3,616 0 3,616 (3,268)
2064 300 51 351 3,651 0 3,651 (3,300)
2065 303 51 354 3,686 0 3,686 (3 3322)
2066 306 52 358 3,721 0 3,721 (3,363)

2067_. 309..........................61...756.0. 3,.9.2067 309 52 361 3,756 0 3,756 (3395)

2068 312 53365 3,792 0 3,792 (3,427)
2069 315 53 368 3,827 0 3,827 (3,459)
2070 318 54 371 3,862 0 3,862 (3,490)
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Temple's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare with
5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline13 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented

by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Annual Savings Goal with Total Savings for All Over
Year # Year Utility Population Total GPCD Goals AnnuctioninGCD wMG) Current Quantified (Short)

Reduction in GPCD (MG) Activities (MG) (MG)

0 aseline - 2700 0
1 2015 72,277 207 259 192 (67)

2016 73,672 197 527 195 (332)
3 2017 75,067 188 806. 198 (60)

42018 76,463 178 1,094 201...(.892).

5-year Goal 2019 77,858 168 1,392 204......(1,189)
6:.. 2020 79,253 166 1,627.....(157I

7 2021 80,504 165 1,534 210 (1324)

8 2022 81,754 163 1,605 213 (1,393)
2023 83,005 162 1,678 215 (1,463)

10-year Goal 2024 84,255 160 1,753 218 (1,535)

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Temple's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year water
loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column headers
in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 14 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

Utility Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water Over
Ya#Yer Population WarLssGCGas Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (G

0 Baseline - 19.00 0 0 0
1 2015 72,277 18.20 21 2
2 2016 73,672 17.40 43 27 (16)

3 01 7,6716606 27 (3)

42018 76,463 15.80 89 28 (61)

.....................5-year Goal 2019 77,858 15.00 114 28 (5

6 2020 79,253 14.80 12129(3
7 2021 80,504 14.60 129 2 10
8 2022 81,754 14.40 137 3 17
9 2023 83,005 14.20 1451

1o-year Goal 2024 84,255 14.00 154 31.(123)

14 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet

experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the

higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings 15

a. Savings of 26 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 16 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Water Rate Increase
a. Last rate increase:17

b.
c.

i. 14.0% increase in 2014
Estimated customer demand reduction of 2.8%
Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source 8 (U.S. EPA, 1998;
Whitcomb, 1999)

i. Savings from rate increases are shown to persist over time, however, note
that savings from these pricing signals will likely decrease if rates remain
the same in future years.

15 If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified
savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
17 Correspondence with utility staff.
18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).

Year Water Rate TOTAL
Increases SAVINGS

2009 0

2011 0
2012 0
2013 160 160.0
2014 163 163.0
2015 165 165.5
2016 168 167.9
2017 170 170.4

2018 173 172.9
2019 17 17.

2020 178 177.8
2021 180 180.3

2022 183 182.7
2023 185 185.2
2024 188 187.7
2025 190 190.1
2026 193 192.6
2027 195 195.1
2028 198 197.5
2029 200 200.0

*2030 202 202.5

2031 205 205.2
2032 * 208 208.0

2033 211 210.7
2034 213 213.5
2035 216 216.3
2036 219 2190
2037 222 221.8
2038 225 224.5
2039 227 227.3
2040 230 230.1
2041 233 233.0
2042 236 235.9
2043 239 238.8

2044 242 241.8
2045 245 244.7

2046 248 247.6

2047 251 250.5
2048 253 253.4

2049 256 256.4
2050 259 259.3
2051 262 262.2

2052 265 265.2
2053 268 268.1

2054 271 271.1
2055 274 274.0

2056 277 277.0
2057 280 279.9
2058 283..._. 282 9.

2059 286 285.8
2060 * 289 288.8
2061 292 291.7

2062 295 294.6
2063 298 297.5

2064 300 . 300.4

2065 303 303.3
2066 * 306 306.3
2067 309 309.2
2068 312 312.1

2069 315 315.0

7o... 318 317.9. j
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Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

" Achievable

" Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them

" Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
" Easily adopted
" Cost effective

" Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

" Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with.these
activities.

" Avoided system expansion costs

13

Total Savings from
Year Utility Water Loss Water Loss

Population GPCD Reduction (MG)

Baeie - 19.00 0
2015 72,277 18.00 26
2016 73,672 18.00 27

2017 75,067 18.00 27
2018 76,463 18.00 28
2019 77,858 18.00 28
2020 79, 25 3 18.00 29
2021 80,504 18.00 29
2022 81,754 18.00 30
2023 83,005 18.00 30
2024 84,255 18.00 3184:55: ... .. : 1 .0 :..... ......A:.:n...:::3.::.......:::...:v..

Table 5-2.



o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity
by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

* Staff time and resources

" Unit cost per unit saved

" Implementation costs

" Stakeholder agreement and support
" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 8% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
b. Savings could be 480 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).

Atual Current Atual Water kos WaetTe 1r L
YoanroConservion lvty R eAc ty tomnnan e JWM Vume dWMSVure (Shoit)Cna +ratg t as f C Atviy m rdnmt volume Wt . I~rr

2016 a6 27 39 8 16 0 A 35 09
127 98 4 6 0 6

11 32 2 47

300 18 2 0 50. 79 0 378 I1
2001 17 29 20 01 5 0 25 467
2022 1 3 30 213 022 417 Z43 wf3i

2023' 185 30 23' 029 7 476 6
2024 19 1 22 3

2F13 2 224 50431 30
207532 27 57 714 0 734 7-

2028 9 3230 54774 074 31
2 .2 . 20:. z3 23. 171 u' 8 
20 02 2 :7 s 0 In
203 205 4 23 56 9'7 97 l
2032 2S 242 054 L04M 3.
23231 0? 2s8 02 1335 v5113

2034 243 34 130 3i190 <;
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year1 9

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

19 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Table 6-2. Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).
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221772 199 82 6 2q61114
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202 83 30 223 87 427 41?
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3. Rain Barrels
a. In Region G, utilities could save approximately 18.5 gallons per year per

gallon of capacity rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Waco Report.- 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

* Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
* Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use
* Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common

association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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" County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing

o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy

supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Waco's current water conservation activities and their quantified savings to
two metrics: 1) Region G Water Plan's (Brazos G Water Planning Group, 2016) recommended
WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Waco's own 5- and 10-year goals as
established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Waco's most recent water conservation plan are established by the
utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions 6 are
expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.

As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) + 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline10 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Waco with the utility's yearly recommended WMS supply
volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in
greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being
performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline"1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water Loss
Total Savings from All Conservation WMS Total Yearly WMS OverYear Conservation Reduction Savings Reduction

_ _ I _ Conservation Activity Volume _o _me_ _hor_
Activity Savings (as of 2015) WMS Volume

2015 0 (966) (966) 212 0 212 (1,178)
2016 163 (968 (85) 265 0 265 (1,070)
2017 437 (970) (533 265 0 265 (798)
2018 440 (972) (533) 318 0 318 (850)
2019 442 (974) (532) 371 0 371 (903)
2020 444 (9.. 7.$) 476 0 476 (1008)
2021 447 (984 (537 560 0 560 (1097)
2022 449 (992 (542 644 0 644 (1185)
2023 452 (999 (57 728 0 728 (27/5)
2024 454 (1007) ( 552) 812 0 812 (1,364)
2025 457 (1014) (58) 895 0 895 (1,453)
2026 459 (1 02) (563).979 0 979 (1,542)
2027 462 (1 029) (568) 1,063 0 1,063 (1,631)
2028 464 (1,03) (5733_ ...... 1,147 0 1,147 (1,720)
2029 467 (1045) (578) 1,231 0 1,231 (1,808)
2030 469 (1 052) (583) 1,314 0 1,314 (1,897)
2031 471 (1059) (587) 1,404 0 1,404 (1991)
2032 474 (1 066) (592) 1,493 0 1,493 (2,085)
2033 476 (1072) (596) 1,583 0 1,583 (2,179)
2034 478 (1079) (601) 1,673 0 1,673 (2,273)
2035 480. . 1086) (605& 17620 1,762 (2,367)
2036 483 (1 092) (610) 1 852 0 1,852 (2,461)
2037 485 (1 099) (614) 1941 0 1,941 (2 555)
2038 487 (1 106) (619) 2,031 0 2,031 (2 649:
2039 489 (112) (623) 2,120 0 2,120 (2743)
2040 491 (1119) (628) 2,210 0 2,210 (2 837)
2041 494 1 126) (632) 2,308 0 2,308 (7 939)
2042 496 (1132) (636) 2,405 0 2,405 ( 041)
2043 499 (1139) (640) 2503 0 2,503 (3,143
2044 501 (1146) (644) 2,601 0 2,601 (3 245'
2045 504 (1 153) (649) 2,699 0 2,699 (3 347
2046 507 (1,159) (653) 2,797 0 2,797 (3 449)
2047 509 (1,166) (657) 2,894 0 2,894 (3551)
2048 512 (1173) (661) 2992 0 2,992 (3653)
2049 514 (1,179) (665) 3,090 0 3,090 (3 755)
2050 517 (1,186) (670) 3,188 0 3,188 '3 857)
2051 519 (1,193) (674) 3,258 0 3,258 (3932)
2052 522 (1,200) (678) 3,328 0 3,328 (4 006)
2053 525 (1,206) (681) 3 399 0 3,399 (4,080)
2054 528 (1,213) (685 3 469 0 3,469 (4 154)
2055 530 (1 220) (689) 3 539 0 3,539 (4 229)
2056 533 1 '26) (693) 3 610 0 3,610 (4 303)
2057 536 (1 233) (697) 3,680 0 3,680 (4 377)
2058 539 1240) (701) 3,751 0 3,751 (4,452
2059 541 (1 246) (705) 3,821 0 3,821 (4 526)
2060 544 (1 253) (709) 3 891 0 3,891 (4,600)
2061 547 (1 260) (713) 3911 0 3,911 (4624)
2062 .550( 1 '66) (717) 3931 0 3,931 (4648)
2063 553 (1 273) (720) 3951 0 3,951 '4672"
2064 555.(1 279) (72.) 3 971 0 3,971 1,693)

205558 (12 26) (/28) 3 991 0 3,991 (4/193
2066 561 (1 293) (732 4,011 0 4,011 (4 743
2067 564 (1 299) (736 4,031 0 4,031 (4 767)
2068 566 (1306) (739 4,051 0 4,051 (4791)
2069 569 (1312) (743) 4,071 0 4,071 (4815.

2070 572 (1319) (747) 4,091 0 4,091 '4838
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Waco's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare with
5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline13 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Utility Annual Savings Goal with Total Savings for All Over
Year # Year Population Total GPCD Goals Reduction in GPCD (MG) Current Quantified (Short)

Activities (MG) (MG)

1 2,015 132,356 224 39(96 (1,005)I
2 2,016 132,639 223 77 (805) (883)
3 2,017 132,921 223 116 (533} (650)
4 2,018 133,204 222 156 (533) (688)

5-year Goal 2,019 133,486 221 195 (532). ............. (727)..I.
6 2,020 133,769 216 439 (532) ... :m._(__. 71)...

7 2,021 134,805 211 689 (537) _ (1,226)
8 2,022 135,842 206 942 (542) (1,484)
9 2,023 136,878 201 1,199 (547) (1,746)

10-year Goal 2,024 137,914 196 1,460 (552) (2,02)}

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Waco's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year water
loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column headers
in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline14 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

Utility J Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water Over
Year Goal YBaeline Population }GReduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (MG)

(MG)

0 aeie- 1.0000

2,015 132,356 18 29(9 6)(99s
2 2 3s4 s(96)2995

22,016 132,639 18 58 (968 (1026)

- G 2,017 132,921 17 87 (970) (1,058)4 ,..__2,018 m 133,204 17 117 (972) (,089)5eaGal 2,019 133,486 16 146 (974) (1,121)
62,020 133,769 16 156 (977) (1,133)

7 2,021 134,805 16 167 (984)1,151)....

8 2,022 135,842 15 178 (.992)(1,70
92,023 ..... 136,878 15.............. 190 . (999) (1,189)

1O year Goal 2,024 137,914 15 201 (1,007) (1,208)

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the

higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings 15

a. Loss of 966 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 1 6 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Water Rate Increases
a. Last rate increases: 17

i. 7.4% increase in 2016
ii. 13.9% increase in 2017

b. Estimated customer demand reduction of 4.2%
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source1 8 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. Savings from rate increases are shown to persist over time, however, note that

savings from these pricing signals will likely decrease if rates remain the same in
future years.

5. Automatic Meter Reading (AMR)/Advanced Metering Infrastructure
a. These metering systems can save water in a number of ways, including from

water loss reduction through improved leak detection.
b. All water loss reduction savings associated with this activity are detailed in

Section 5, which assessed utility baseline water loss GPCD and most recently
reported water loss GPCD to determine water savings.

is If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified
savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
17 Correspondence with utility staff.
18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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c. For estimated water savings that could be increased by implementing meter data
management (MDM) and customer engagement portal applications, refer to
Section 6 of this report.

i. With these additional applications, water savings can be achieved through
changed customer behavior and other real-time actions that go beyond
water loss reduction.

6. Save Water Co. Commercial, Multi-family and Hotel Programs19

a. Project initiated in service area in 2016.
b. Save Water completed work on 326 multi-family units in 2016.
c. Average monthly savings of 1,024,357 gallons
d. Annualized savings of 12.3 MG for the life of the retrofitted fixtures
e. This study estimates a lifespan of 25 years for high-efficiency toilet replacements,

five years for kitchen aerators and similar devices.
f. Save Water Co. performs monthly meter readings before and after installation to

quantify savings.
i. The company's work consists of identifying and repairing all leaks and

drips, rebuilding existing toilets and replacing sink aerators.

19 Savings figures and units serviced based on personal email communication with Kurt Goedrich, December 1,
2016.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).

Water Rate TOTAL
Year iSave Water Co.Increases SAVINGS

2012 0
2013 0
2014 0
2015 0
2016 151 12.3 163.1
2017 425 12.3 437.1
2018 427 12.3 439.6
2019 430 12.3 442.0
2020 432 12.3 444.5
2021 435 12.3 447.0
2022 437 12.3 449.4
2023 440 12.3 451.9
2024 442 12.3 454.4
2025 445 12.3 456.8
2026 447 12.3 459.3
2027 449 12.3 461.8
2028 452 12.3 464.2
2029 454 12.3 466.7
2030. 457 12.3 469.1
2031 459 12.3 471.4

S2032 
461 12.3 473.6

2033 464. 12.3 475.8
2034. .... 466.......... . 12.3 . . . 478.1
2035 468 12.3 480.3
2036 470 12.3 482.5

S237 

-: 472- 12.3-- 4847-

2038 475 12.3 487.0
2039 477 12.3 489.2

2044 479 12.3 491.4
2041 482 12.3 493.9
2042 484 12.3 496.5
2043 487 12.3 499.0

2044 489 12.3 501.5
2045 492 12.3 514.0
2046 494 12.3 506.5

2047 497 12.3 509.0
2048 499 12.3 511.5

2053 50 12.3 514.8
.515..........12.3 . 52.2054 54 123 52.6

2055 518 12.3 530.4
2056 521 12.3 533.1
2057 524 12.3 535.9
2058 526 12.3 538.7
2059 529 12.3 541.4
2050.... 52......... 12.3 53.1544.2

2062 537 12.3 549.8
2063 540 12.3 552.5
2064 543 12.3 555.3
2665. 546. ........ 12.3 558.1
2066 549 12.3 560.9
2067 551 12.3 563.6

2068 54 12.3 566.4
2069 537 12.3 569.2

2070 560 12.3 57.9
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Table 5-2. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

Utility Water Loss Total Savings from
Year Population GPCD Water Loss

Reduction

B seine -1 ......1...

2015 132,356 39.00 (966)
2016 132,639 39.00 (968)
2017 132,921 39.00 (970)

2018 133,204 39.00 (97)I
2019 133,486 39.00 (974)

2021 134,8051 39.00 (984)
2022 135,842 39.00 (992)
2023 136,878 39.00 (999)

6Lugse Atvte 2024 137,914 39.00 (1,007)

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

* Achievable

* Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them
" Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.

" Easily adopted
" Cost effective
* Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to

benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have

on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

* Avoided water supply and wastewater costs

o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the
potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

* Avoided system expansion costs
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o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity
by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

* Staff time and resources

* Unit cost per unit saved
* Implementation costs
" Stakeholder agreement and support

* Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 7.37% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
b. Savings could be 741 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).

Dual Cu trert Ats l l daer Loas tite :sA tus Curr n ct & Wer s's Total Said gsfrom A Potential Savins Conserve WnrL TotaWeady Over
Yar on ervatinActivfty Petu cin vii dnne WM oue Rdu 'iottWMVS WlSVlm h

Sa06 ' g (a'of N35) on 6:. . A741 _y ornOrdan WM olme Volume W S -"

21 6 98 ; 4 26 0 265 ""'4
207 37 t47$: "^s 745 6 24> [44;
'013 z30 (97' 0 3 1"
70 442 i> 754 71 371
200 444 ("'' 7 76 "7
221 447 : " 76 b60

2022 4F9""% F"' 767 644 0 644 49
202 4 r (tF; '4 771 ' 72' , 25 6<
20.4 I44 '("0' 776 ,52 82

2025 457 (91 .^;f. 780 89%85 4

2' 4'10""2 5:'2 784 7 979 >'27

24(L2[ : (? 7 1 0 1,0¬ '1>;
224i . ' 79 4 114

2'214""f F'S'( /2 77 123 0 1 231 ''VO;

... . . . . . .': 802 314 1,314 4 't;
21 471 I M;("P? 806 1404 14LA4 ("""

2042 474 '( 0'1 ' 809 043 1493 ' 3 5's
203 ' 476 LO'" 8:1S 1 283
2 478 17 167
203 480 1...'6" F"" .<> 1 1,72 1 762 ' ,5'F

06 43 L1"'' [cO I2 L5 185S (I

2037485 LO''1 ' '4' 12 L41 ' 93 (:,2
211203; 1 r33 2,1 ¬ <31

49 83 z 2 0 2120 (07
2 ____________ L ("' ''s 41 2 210 0 2,210 (1""
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the

portal
i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies

(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among

participating utilities in this project.
ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.

e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown
amounts to 1.34% of total demand

f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase
each year 2 0

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

20 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Table 6-2. Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

Y Cera t arr Iet Actual Water Lon j . F I Water [ YS
s totaSavingsronAll Potentialavings Conervion WVo lmiey (overVia Camersa . ¬W :R :t : $a gs Rdta

Ctnraton Atfy from AMI VM S Vol W r (Sho
Savings (as of 201) - [j me

2016 It 10'14'33 1 - 265025 $3
2107 37 eJ ¬'s 6 2 5 0
20 1;>018 0 318 "3.

2014 44 ( ;7 371 31 p'
0 3 4y / ' 18 476 0 47(

2021 447 ¬>:: if / 139 560 0 560 '% z

20'g40 (1 :':644 0 644
.2 2 4r 2  v'r9P 3a:10 2 728 '

40544 ;, w' ' 141 812 0 81^
2045 457^ 14 90 07 3 9

7 4i'C'<P9 32: 243 1, 63 0 3063 L
20 8 464 ("t'h 73 1 4" 4 L,147 1 147 (Isa:

2 47 4 21 0 .2(M

233 691 '2: t"' 346 , 4 0 33314
2It"7"'0: O/ 146 L404 3sL04 (a

'44:147 14 1.43

S4. - ''at'i: 148 1,58 0 35 2

04 478 'I"'1. : ' 0 t7

035 4 . t^>^ ~, 146 .2
26 483 ifll I'Sit^9: 5 1,82 0 1.85 1 1

2 37 485 '.I9S: le215 1.941 0 L943 Uw5
149,:r204, 033 :2s a.

2057 42,2L 3 Wy2Y 3 2,1 0 2.1 V
204 94 a 53 2.2. 15 0 2,230 .

3. Rain Barrel
a. In Region G, utilities could save approximately 18.5 gallons per year per

gallon of capacity rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Woodway Report." 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

* Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
" Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use
* Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common

association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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* County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy
supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year
for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some

regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting
the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Woodway's current water conservation activities and their quantified
savings to two metrics: 1) Region G Water Plan's (Brazos G Water Planning Group, 2016)
recommended WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Woodway's own 5- and
10-year goals as established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Woodway's most recent water conservation plan are established by
the utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions6

are expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.
7 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) + 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as
provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline 10 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Woodway with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in
greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used
2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline 1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
1 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water Loss I
Year Conservation Reduction Savings Total Savings from All Conservation WMS Reduction Total Yearly WMS Over

AcivtySains asof205) jConservation Activity Volume Volume (Short)

2015 5.5 32 38 30 0 30 7
2016 22.1 32 54 38 0 38 . 17
2017 22.2 32 55 38 0 38 17
2018 22.4 33 55 45 0 45 1
2019 22.5 33 55 53 0 53 3
2020 22.7 33 56 68 0 68 (12)
2021 22.8 33 56 78 0 78.(21)
2022 23.0 34 57 88 0 88 (31)
2023 23.1 34 57 98 0 98 (40)
2024 23.3 34 57 107 0 107 (0)
2025 23.4 34 58 117 0 117 (59)
2026 23.5 35 58 127 0 127(69.
2027 23.7 35 59 137 0 137 (78)
2028 23.8 35 59 147 0 147 (88)
2029 24.0 35 59 157 0 157 (97)2030 241366 ............ ....................... .. ....2030 24.1 36 60 167 0 167 (107)
2031 24.3 36 60 177 0 177 117)
2032 24.4 36 61 188 0 188 (127)
2033 24.5 36 61 198.0 198 (137)
2034 24.7 37 61 209 0 209 (147)a

2035 24.8 37 62 219 0 219 (157)
2036 24.9 37 62 229 0 229 (167)
2037 25.1 .37 62 240...........0 240 177).
2038 25.2 38 63 250 0 250 187)

209 5. 3 6, 61261 (198).
2040 25.5 38 64 271 0 271
2041 25.6 38 64 282 0 282 (219)
2042 25.7 39 64 294 0 294 (230)
2043 25.9 39 65 305 . 0 305 (241)
2044 26.0 39 65 317 0 317 (251

2045 26.2 39 65 328 0 328 (262)
2046 26.3 39 66 339 0 339 (273)
2047 26.5 40 66 351 0 351 (284)
2048 26.6 40 67 362 0 362 (295)
2049 26.8 40 67 373 0 373 (306)
2050 26.9 40 67 385 0 385 (317)
2051 27.1 41 68 396 0 396 (329
2052 27.2 41 68 408 0 408 (340)
2053 27.4 41 68 420 0 420 (351)
2054 27.5 41 69 432 0 432 (363)
2055 27.7 42 69 443 0 443 (374)
2056 27.8 42 70 455 0 455 (386)205.280......42:._... m*1 .* w ..,.VI.2057 28.0 42 70 467 0 467 (3972058 28.1 42 70 479 0 479 408

2059 28.3 43 71 490 0 490 (420)
2060 28.4 43 71 502 0 502 (431)
2061 28.6 43 72 514 0 514 (443)
2062 28.7 43 72 526 0 526 (454)
2063 28.9 43 72 538 0 538 (466)
2064 29.0 44 73 550 0 550 (477)
2065 29.2...... 44 73 562 0 562 (489)
2066 29.34473 l 574 0 574 (500)
2067 29.5 44 74 585 0 585 (512)
2068 29.6 45 74 597 0 597 (523)
2069 29.8 45 75 609 0 609 (535)
2070 29.9 45 75 621 0 621 (546)
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Woodway's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare
with 5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline13 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Annual Savings Goal with Total Savings for All Over
Year # Year Utility Population Total GPCD Goals . . Current Quantified (Short)

Reduction in GPCD (MG) Activities (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline - 288 0 0 0
1 2015 8,777 285 9 38 29
2 2016 8,837 282 18 54 36

4 2018 8,956 277 37 55 18
-year Goal 2019 9,015 274 ¬ 46 55 9

6 2020 9,075 271 56 56 0
7 2021 9,147 268 65 56 ()
8 2022.. 9,219 266 7557(

9 229,9268557 (2)

10-year Goal 2024 9,363 260 96 57 (38)

In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Woodway's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year
water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column
headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 14 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

Year # Year Utility Water Loss GPCD Goals Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water (Shr
Population Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (MG)

Baseline - 63.00 0 I
1 2015 8,777 62.40 2 32 30
2 2016 8,837 61.80 4 32 28
3 2017 8,896 61.20 6 32 27
4 2018 8956 60.60 8...........33 25

S-year Goal 2019 9,015 60.00 10 33 23I
6 2026 9,075 59.60 11 33 22
7 2021 9,147 59.20 13 33 21
8 2022 9,219 58.80 14. 34.......20

2023 9,291 58.40 16..........34 18
10-year Goal 2024 9,363 58.00 17 34 17~

14 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the
higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).

10



4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings15
a. Savings of 32 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline16 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Water Rate Increases
a. Last rate increases: 1 7

i. 2.7% increase in 2015
ii. 7.1% increase in 2016

b. Estimated customer demand reduction of 2.0%
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source1 8 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
i. Savings from rate increases are shown to persist over time, however, note

that savings from these pricing signals will likely decrease if rates remain
the same in future years.

15 If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified
savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
17 Correspondence with utility staff.
18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).

Water Rate TOTAL
Increase SAVINGS

2009 0.0
2010 0.0
2..............................................................Oil.....................

2012 0.0
2013 0.0

2013 0.0

2015 5.5 5.5
2016 . 22.1 22.1
2017 22.2 22.2
2018 22.4 22.4

_ 09 ......2.... ....22.5:.....
2019 22.5 22.5

2020 22.7 22.7
2021 22.8 22.8

2022 . 23.0 23.0
2023 23.1 23.1
2024 23.3 23.3
2025 23.4 23.4
2026 23.5 23.5I 2027 23.7 23.7
2028 23.8 23.8

2029 24.0 24.0
2030 24.1 24.1
2031 24.3 24.3
2032 24.4. 24.4
2033 24.5 24.5
2034 24.7 24.7
2035 24.8 24.8
2036 24.9 24.9
2037 . 25.1 25.1

.... 2.2 25.2
2039 25.3 25.3
2040 25.5 25.5
2041 25.6 25.6
2042 25.7 25.7
2043 25.9 25.9
2044 26.0 26.0
2045 26.2 26.2
2046 26.3 26.3

2047 26.5 26.5
2048 26.6 26.6
2049 26. 8 26.8

2051 27.1 27.1
2052 27.2 27.2
2053 27.4 27.4
2054 27.5 27.5
2055 27.7 27.7
2056 27.8 27.8

2057 28.0 28.012058 28.1 28.1
2059 28.3 28.3

2060 28.4 28.5
2061 28.6 28.6

2062 28.7 28.7

2063 2.9 2.

2064 29.0 29.
2065 29.2 29.2

2066 29.3 29.3

2067 29.5 29.5
_._..2068 ~ . ,.,.29.6....... 29.6

2069 29.8..,....._.....29.8......

2070 29.9 29.9
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Table 5-2. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

Utility Water Loss Total Savings from
Year Population GPCD Water Loss

Reduction (MG)

Baseline - 63.00 0.. .2015 :_.. ...8,777'..::: 53.00::::. :......::..32 .,:_:_I..m...
2016 8,837 53.00 32

2017 8,896 53.00 32
2018 8,956 53.00 33

.. :,:2020:.....: 9,075::..: :...::53.00:..:: ...::.,:..,..33 .. :..1....:.

2019 9,015 53.00 33
2021 9,147 53.00 33
2022 9,219 53.00 34
2023 9,291 53.00 34
2024 9,363 53.00 34

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

* Achievable
" Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them

" Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
" Easily adopted
" Cost effective

" Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a

profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage

analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have

on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

* Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

* Avoided system expansion costs
o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity

by decreasing demand even as population grows.

13



Costs to consider:

* Staff time and resources

* Unit cost per unit saved

* Implementation costs

* Stakeholder agreement and support

* Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 7.58% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
i. Average Region G savings

ii. Specific percentage of outdoor usage unknown for your utility at this
time

b. Savings could be 84 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).

Atual Current Actual titer bays Water LoonTotalanngs et Pfrom Ag ten a .S vhgT Cons nation Total Yealy Over
Year time ation AcdtVt eude aig Reduction Wr .. .s

Conservaton.ActMy from Ordinance WMSVoume WMS 61V.me .. rUtSaving :o 20) _JVolume

2016 22 .-9 54100
2027 22 584.0

208 2 450 45:
2039 23 S 5 85 03 8
2020 33 8 6 0 2 74

20123 2 3 56 7 07 6
22 3 57 87 8 5

203 2 457 0 988 47
2024 334 57 3071 3 17
2023 23 4 088 3 7 3 29
2026 4 33 LS897 0 327 20
2.27 24 355 0 '7 3 3
22: 24 0. s .0 34 .7 2
2029 24 01 9 37 357 7

203 24 36 03 32 67 (5

2033 24 3660 92 37 377 2
202 2 1 2 38
23 25 36 8 0 200

2:3 25 37 62 04 37- -
203 5 37 2 94 229 229
087 2 7 22 0 240 2

2 32 2 3 270 2502
2030 5 6.231 263 b

203_2_ _ _64 6 27 0_ 273
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year'9

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

19 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

Actual Currens Actual Water LOeT Potentia Savings Water ss
.. .Total Sav.ingsI mto lC::evaonTobtl erl Over

Year Conservon Actty Reduc ton gs fromAi Redu

2016 22 32..4 38 83
222 5 1 0 32

212233 5$ 5 0¬4:'2

2 35233 33 55 -30 3:S

5 15 68 0 8
20233 5 15 7 0 78
2022 23.34 57 15 8 0 8..:
2023 23 34 57 15 90 9
224 23 34 57 16 107 0 107 U
2025 . 2 84 58 16 117 0 117
20 6 24 15 Y8 16 127 0 127
20 24 3559 16 13' 0 137 ¬:4

202 24 35 5 916 147 I ..4{h.7.:
20 24 35 59 1 6151 0 157 0
2030 24 3660 1 17 0 1.7 :

2 24 3660 16 1770 17 i
22 24 36 61 1 1
20325 361 1 19 0
204 25 37 61 :7 209 0 209 2

20525 37 62 17 219 1 141
.25 37 62 7 22 0 229

2037 2 37 2 240 240 .s

203 . 25 35 6 .. 17 2 2 ..... <.
20392 3 6 17 261 0 261
204 2 _ _ _64 1 27. _ .. :......____ 273 P

3. Rain Barrels
a. In Region G, utilities could save approximately 18.5 gallons per year per

gallon of capacity rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels

16
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Baytown Report." 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

" Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
" Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use

" Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common
association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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" County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy

supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus

the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain ba-rel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes.3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Baytown's current water conservation activities and their quantified
savings to two metrics: 1) Region H Water Plan's (Region H Water Planning Group, 2016)
recommended WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Baytown's own
5- and 10-year goals as established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -

2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.

The 5- and 10-year goals in Baytown's most recent water conservation plan are established by
the utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions5

are expressed in decreasing total GPCD 6 consumption and water loss GPCD.7 8

The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as
provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's

5 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.
6 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent

Population) + 365
7 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.
8 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be include in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline9 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) In Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Baytown with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in
greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being
performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners
used 2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes,

9 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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therefore the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary
of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline'0 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. " The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
" If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015

water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water Loss
T otal Savings from All Conserva tion WM S Total Yearly WMS Over

Year Conservation Reduction Savings Reduction

Activity Savings (as of 2015) Conservation Activity Volume jWMS Volume Volume (Short)

2015 16.6 213 230 11 20 31 198
2016 16.7 214 231 14 25 39 191
2017 15.1 215 230 14 30 44 186
2018 13.3 216 229 17 35 52 177
2019 11.3 217 228 19 41 60 168
2020 9.6 218 228 25 46 70 157
2021 7.9 219.227.29 50 79 148
2022 7.9 220 228.34 . 54 87 140
2023 7.9 221 229 38 58 96 133
2024. 7.9 .222 229 43 62 105 125
2025 79 222 230 47 66 113 117
2026 7.9 223 231 52 70 122.109

223 231 56 74 130 101
2028 7.9 224 232 60 78 139 93
20279 224 232 65 82 147 85

2030 7.9 225 233 69 86 156 77
2031 7.9 226 233 73 90 163 70
2032 7.9 226 234 77 94 171 63
2033 7.9 227 235 81 97 179 56
2034 7.9 227 235 85 101 187 49
2035 7.9 228 236 89 105 194 42
2036 7.9 229 237 93 108 202 35
2037 7.9 229 237 97 112.210 28
2038 7.9 230 238 101 116 217 20
2039 7.9 231 238 105 120 225 13
2040 7.9 231 239 110 123 233 6
2041 7.9 232 240 113 126 239 1
2042 7.9 232.240 117 128 245 (4)
2043 7.9 233 241 121 130.251 (10)
2044 7.9 234 242 124 132.257 (15)
2045 7.9 234 242 128 135 263 (20)
2046 7.9 235 243 132 137 269 (26)
2047 7.9 236 244 135 139 275 (31)
2048 7.9 236 244 139 142 281 (36)
2049 7.9 237 245 143 144 287 (42)
2050 7.9 238 245 146 146 293 (47(
2051 7.9 238 246 150 147 297 (50)
2052 7.9 239 247 153 147 300 (54)
2053 7.9 240 247 157 148 304 (57)
2054 7.9 240 248 160 148 308 (60)
2055 7.9 241 249 164 148 312 (63)
2056 7.9 242 249 167 149 316 (66)
2057 7.9 242 250..............171...........149 320 (70)
2058 7.9 243 251 174 149.324(73)
2059 7.9 244 252 178 150 328 (76)
2060 7.9 244 252 181 150 331 (79)
2061 7.9 245 253 184 151 335 (82)
2062 7.9 246 254 188 151 339 (85)
2063 7.9 246 254 191 152 342 (88)
2064 7.9 247 255 194 152 346 (91)

2065 7.9 248 256 197 152 350 (94)
2066 7.9 248 256 201 153 354 (97)
2067 7.9...9..249 257 204 153 357 (100)2068 7.9 250 258 207 154 361 (103)

2069 7.9 251 258 211 154.365 (106)...

2070 7.9 251 259 214 154 368 (109)
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Baytown's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare 1
with 5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline12 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The

volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-

2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Total Savings for All Over

Year # Year PUtility Total GPCD GoalsAnnualiSavingsGoalwith Current Quantified (Short)
_______I _____Population ______jReduction in GPCD (MG) Atvte M) (GActivities (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline 149 0 0 0
1 2015 73,950 147 59 230 170I

2 2016 74,298 145 119 231 111

3 2017 74,646 142 180 230 50
4 2Q18 74,993 140 241 229 12

5-year Goal 2019 75,341 138 N 302 228 (74-)I
6 2020 75,689 137 326 228(98)
7 2021 75,887 136 349 227 (122)

9 2023 76,282 135 395 229 (166
10-year Goal 2024 76,480 134 419 229 (189}

12 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Baytown's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year
water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column
headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline'3 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals -Water Loss GPCD.

Utility Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water OverYear i# Year WPopulationCD oa]s(Short)YBas e Population Water Loss GPCD Goals Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline - 30.00 0 0 0
12015 73,950 29.40 162119

2 2016 74,298 28.80 33 214 181
3 2017 74,646 28.20 492116
4 2018 74,993 27.60 66taedTyir

5-year Goal 2019 75,341 27.00 82ts y t -e as
6 2020 75,689 26.60 94 218.......124

72021 75,887 26.20 1052114
8 2022 76,084 25.80 1172013
9 2023 76,282 25.40 128 219

10-year Goal 2024 76,480 25.00 140 222_________ 82____

1In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, we used a 50/50
split was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the

higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings"
a. Savings of 213 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline" 5 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Automatic Meter Reading (AMR)/Advanced Metering Infrastructure
a. These metering systems can save water in a number of ways, including from

water loss reduction through improved leak detection.
b. All water loss reduction savings associated with this activity are detailed in

Section 5, which assessed utility baseline water loss GPCD and most recently
reported water loss GPCD to determine water savings.

c. For estimated water savings that could be increased by implementing meter data
management (MDM) and customer engagement portal applications, refer to
Section 6 of this report.

i. With these additional applications, water savings can be achieved through
changed customer behavior and other real-time actions that go beyond
water loss reduction.

5. WaterWise Take-home Kits
a. Estimated savings of 7,384 gallons per year per kit (Frontier Associates, 2015)
b. Conservative 5-year useful life for all items in kit
c. 15% adoption rate assumed

1 If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified
savings.
" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
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6. Save Water Co. Commercial, Multi-family and Hotel Programs16

a. Project initiated in service area in 2015
b. Save Water completed work on 220 multi-family units in 2015
c. Average monthly savings of 655,345 gallons
d. Annualized savings of 7.86 MG for the life of the retrofitted fixtures
e. This study estimates a lifespan of 25 years for high-efficiency toilet replacements,

five years for kitchen aerators and similar devices.
f. Save Water Co. performs monthly meter readings before and after installation to

quantify savings.
i. The company's work consists of identifying and repairing all leaks and

drips, rebuilding existing toilets and replacing sink aerators.

16 Savings figures and units serviced based on personal email communication with Kurt Goedrich, December 1,
2016.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).

TWaterWiseTSave Water Co. TOTAL

Year Take-home Program SAVINGS
Kits

2009 1.8 1.8
2010 3.3 3.3
2011 5.1 5.1

2012 6.7 6.7
2013 8.5 8.5
2014 8.6 8.6
2015 8.8 7.9 16.6
2016 8.8 7.9 16.7
2017 7.2 7.9 15.1

2018 5.4 7.9 13.3
2019 3.5 7.9 11.3
2020 1.7 7.9 9.6
2021 7.9 7.9

2023 7.9 7.9
2024 7.9 7.9
2025 7.9 7.9v~~v -v~~v-.,,v..s.v.-v~,.,A 

-. v,.~vv~w..-w.v~~.-.-.. _...-,.,.v. .....-.-..... _.-......-.............. .......

202 7.9 7.9
202 7.9 7.9
2029 7.9 7.9

202 7.9 7.9

I 2042 7.9 7.9
2037 7.9 7.9
2044 7 .9 .: 7.9
203 7.9 7.9

2046 7.9 7.9

2047 7.9 7.9

2051 7.9 7.9

202 7.9 7.9

2057.9 7.9

206 7.9 7.92056.......... ....... ;....................... ............................... . ..7.9 . .9..........
2077.9 7.9
208 7.9 7.9
209 7.9 7.9
200 7.9 7.9
201 79 7.9

202 79 7.9

203 79 7.9

204 79 7.9

202 7.9 7.9

.......... :..,................2046 7.9 7.9

2047.9 7.9

208 79 7.9

209 79 7.9

207 79 7.9

201 7.9 7.9

202 7.9 7.9

2073 7.9 7.9

........ ................ .._........_........... ............_
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Table 5-2. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

Utility Water Loss Total Savings from
Year Population GPCD Water Loss

Reduction

Baseline - 30.00 0

2016::::::. - 2 - -73,25 2.00 214 :.........c..

2017 73,600 22.00 215
...:..:................................2018 73,950 22.00 216I

2019 74,298 22.00 217
2020 74,646 22.00 218
2021 74,993 . 2. 00._...... ........ 219:...... ._._ _ __

22 7531 22.00 220
____ s __ 2____2__ __ ___

2023 75,689 22.00 221
2024 75,887 22.00 222

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

* Achievable
* Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them

" Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
" Easily adopted
" Cost effective

" Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

" Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

" Avoided system expansion costs

14



o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity
by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

" Staff time and resources

" Unit cost per unit saved
" Implementation costs

" Stakeholder agreement and support
" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 4% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
i. Average Region H savings

ii. Specific percentage of outdoor usage unknown for your utility at this
time

b. Savings could be 133 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).

AYearCr nt Acua aer ls Tout lSvi"gS from Ad Potential eving C e e duc Wtcr isss Taut ya e y over
Activity a s f 2015 [ C e ation Actvity fro Ordinate jWM$ V\ vfl* eu e uW s

21611 142'1 13 ? 253-' 2

2 7 121 2313 1
2012 232 22221 37 5 2 1

9 11X 217 228 222 124& 301
2020 10 38 22, 1E 2. 4: 70 2 :

202 2927122 728

20, 22D 229 232
2024 8 222 22 1323 ' 25

202$ 8 22 232 23 7 2 7 22113 24,
2 26 2123 1 lag$27 122 21

202 8 223 23 232 06 74 ''0 233

2028 2 3 3 07 3 2
2029 224 232 232 6 2 247 217

203 28. 22 3 7 0 10 2022 s22213 z7 401 d4
2 R' 241723 245 y

1 3 227 21311 1 7
204 27 22,;i31 8 22 17 1,

235 8 22M 2 132 89 20 7
03 13 93 08 02 2

2037 8 2 7 13 97 11 22 1
2038 8 230 28 31 1 11 17 2
239 8 232 238 2i2 1 5.12 22 .45
2040 8 2L1 2 12 2 2a1w11233
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the

portal
i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies

(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,

2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year17

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

17 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Table 6-2. Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

Year Conservation Re u don Sa Ings [ om A~tI wft I Reduction WMS
Actual Current Actual W at Lss I All Pental Savins e~ atr istt e sy ve

TctalSavingAl from withe WMvS Volum tShnor)ActiviySavinp { of 2015v Customer Portl F ame

20$6 17 P; 21 4142 39 2M
T 17 1 J30 [ 4 4 04 3

201 1 26 294 72 2 2

-091 1 21 - 4 9 43 
3 1

444 2

S222 22% L~ L 44 34 74 6L-

203 8 42 2 44 94Sg9 17

2048222 i r229 uM"e4j L2 15 19

2058 22 3C44 6 1 1..

20 28 223 1 14612j7r 22 a53

38 234
?^., -G':24.#123244 l.7 13 s

S1213 1' 17TS
221 23 8 2 24, 7 .

2 1622 23 44 111 13 4

?ups .9 22" ,23 44 77 4 271 I'

a M22927449 08 22 7

3. Water Rate Increase
a. For every 10% increase, estimated savings could be 2% of utility total

demand.
b. Approximately 66 MG of savings per year with current demand
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source 18 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. See Table 6-3 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

utility's conservation goals.

18 We estimate 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying a ratio,
we can determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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Current Savings + Potential Savings from 10% Water Rate Increase (MG).

Atusa Current Actual Water s TotSavipsroA Potential Savings Water io
Year Con e all n ,<s Reducion avin g ont soervaen Ac ityy'WtSvolWAfS i V a OmShr

016 17evae 214ede Ia ngcnn Water Rate Redution WMfS
Activlt 4 'n (as of2015 i Icrease _______

2 17 214 21 5: | 14 25 l
2017 1 1L 10 143 44 2

It 3 21 2 66 17 354
241. 11 '2 22' 61 41 6(

02 10 21 2 2 4 70
2021 21 2 6 29
2022 22 2' 6 44 26
02 111 22 66 1 2, 6

2024 2 2;2v 44 62 103 12
20t 2 239 66 66 1' 9

2 2 6. ,. ..31_...7.2.7 .

02 3 2,3 2f 6 74 7

22 24 21
2029 6 224 232 6 58 4

2010

2~ 32 226 2 43 63 13

2dl 2 2 6 77 94 71
2'H 27 35 '; 1 97 179 121

2014 22 23$ 56S 101 18 14

203 8 26 10 7

2016 22 17 669 108 0 0
2037 22 217 6 7 112 210

210 21' 101 116 17 6
2019 2 2 6 0 2 225 7

2C4 8 21 119 6' 10 12 23 72

4. Rain Barrels
a. In Region H, utilities could save approximately 26.8 gallons per year per

gallon of capacity rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels

18
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Clute Report." 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

" Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
" Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use

* Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common
association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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" County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy

supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out

WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas

Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus

the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Clute's current water conservation activities and their quantified savings to
two metrics: 1) Region H Water Plan's (Region H Water Planning Group, 2016) recommended
WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Clute's own 5- and 10-year goals as
established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.

The 5- and 10-year goals in Clute's most recent water conservation plan are established by the
utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions5 are
expressed in decreasing total GPCD 6 consumption and water loss GPCD. 7 8

The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as
provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantifed. Individual households

5 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.
6 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System+_Permanent
Population) 

+ 
365

7 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.
8 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be include in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline 9 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because we used a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that
the 2015 value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year,
such as a water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail
water loss. This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because
water loss will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) In Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Clute with the utility's yearly recommended WMS supply
volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in
greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being
performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners
used 2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, the
study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these

9 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline 10 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. " The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
1 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water LossTotal Savings from All Conservation WMS Total Yearly WMS Over
Year Conservation Reduction Savings C i t _V _u1eReduction Vl e_ _IIConservation Activity Volume Vlm SotActivity Savings (as of 2015) WMS Volume

2015 1.3 12.4 14 2 3 5 9
2016 1.3 12.4 14 3 4 6 7
2017 1.1 12.5 14 3 4 7 6
2018 0.8 12.5 13 3 5 8 5
2019 0.5 12.5 13 4 6 10 3
2020 0.3 12.5 13 5 7 11 1
2021 0 12.6 13 6 7 13 (0)
2022 0 12.6 13 7 8 14j)
2023 0 12.7 13 7 8 16 (3)
2024 0 12.7 13 8 9 17 (4)
2025 0 12.7 13 9 9 19 (b)
2026..........0 12.8 13 10 10 20 (7)
2027 0 12.8 13 11 11 21 (9)
2028 0 12.9 13 12 11 23 ()
2029 0 12.9 13 13 12 24 (1)
2030 0 13.0 13 13 12 26 (13)
2031 0.13.0 13 14 13 27 (14)
2032 0 13.0 13 15 13 28 (15)
2033 0 13.1 13 16 14 30 (16)
2034 0 13.1 13 16 15 31 (8)
2035 . 0 13.2 13 17 15 32 ..)
2036 0 13.2 13 18 16 33 (20)
2037 0 13.3 . ..13 18 16 35 (21)
2038 0 13.3 13 19 17 36 (2)
203 9 0 13.4 13 20 17 37 (24)
2040 0 13.4 13 21 18 38 (25)
2041 0 13.5 13 21 18 39 (26)
2042 0 13.5 14 22 18 40 . (?7)
2043 0 13.6 14 22 19 41 (27)
2044 0 13.6 14 23 19 42 (28)
2045 0 13.7 14 23 19 43 (29)
2046 0 13.7 14 24 19 44 (30)
2047 .0 13.8 14 25 20 44 (31)
2048 0 13.8 14 25 20 45 (31)
2049 0 13.9 14 26 20 46 (32)
2050 0 13.9 14 26 21 47 (33)
2051 0 14.0 14 27 21 47 (34)
2052 0 14.0 14 27 21 48 (31)
2053 0 14.1 14 2..21 49.., .)
2054 0 14.1 14 28 21 49 (35)
2055 0 14.2 14 29 21 50 (36)
2056 0 14.2 14 29 21 50 (36)
2057 0 14.3 14 30 21 51 (31)
2058 0 14.3 14 3 21..._ .. 7)
2059 0 14.4 14 31 21 52(37
2060 0 14.4 14 31 21 52 (3)
2061 0 14. 14 32 21 53 (38)

2063 0 14.6 15 33 21 54 (39)
2064 0 14.7 . 15 33 21 54 )
2065 0 14.7 15 33 22 55 (40)
2066 0 14.8 15 34 22 55 (41)
2067 0 14.8 15 34 22 56 (41)
2068 0 14.9 15 35 22 56 (41)
2069 0 15.0 15 35 22 57 (4)
2070 0 15.0 15 36 22 57 (42)
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Clute's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare with 5-
and 10-year and goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 12 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Utility Annual Savings Goal with Total Savings for All Over
Year # Year Total GPCD Goals . . Current Quantified (Short)Population Reduction in GPCD (MG) Atvte M) (G

0 Baseline - 120 0 0 0
2015 11,328 115 19 14 (5)

2 2016 11,350 111 38 14 (24)

3 2017 11,373 106 57.14 (44)
4 2018 11,395 102'........77 13 (3)

5-year Goal 2019 11,418 97 96 13 (83)

6 2020 11,440 95 104...................13 (91)
7 2021 11,479 93 111 13 (99)

8 2022 11,518 92.........119 13 (107)

9 2023 11,557 90 127 13 (115)
10-year Goal 2024 11,596 88 135 13 (123)

12 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Clute's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year water
loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column headers
in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 13 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

Utility Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water OverYear # Year Population Water Loss GPCD Goals Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (Short)
(MG)

0 Baseline - 17.00 0
1 2015 11,328 15.00 8 1.
2 2016 11,350 13.00 172
3 2017 11,373 m 11.00 25 12.5 (2
4 2018......1,395 9.00 3312521

5-year Goal 2019 11418 7.00 42125()
62020 11,440 6.60 43125()
7..2021 ...... _......11,479........6.20...._45126( 3
82022 11,518 5.80 471.6(4

9 2023 11,557 5.40 49 12.7 (36).

10-year Goal 2024 11,596 5.00 51 12.7 (38)

1 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the

higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water I
Development Board, 2013).
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings 14

a. Savings of 12.4 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline'5 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Automatic Meter Reading (AMR)/Advanced Metering Infrastructure
a. These metering systems can save water in a number of ways, including from

water loss reduction through improved leak detection.
b. All water loss reduction savings associated with this activity are detailed in

Section 5, which assessed utility baseline water loss GPCD and most recently
reported water loss GPCD to determine water savings.

c. For estimated water savings that could be increased by implementing meter data
management (MDM) and customer engagement portal applications, refer to
Section 6 of this report.

i. With these additional applications, water savings can be achieved through
changed customer behavior and other real-time actions that go beyond
water loss reduction.

5. WaterWise Take-home Kits
a. Estimated savings of 7,384 gallons per year per kit (Frontier Associates, 2015)
b. Conservative 5-year useful life for all items in kit

i. 15% adoption rate assumed

1 If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified
savings.
15 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG). I
WaterWise Take- TOTAL

Year home Kits SAVINGS

2009 0.3 0.3
2010 0.5 0.5

2011 0.8 0.8
2012 10 1.0

2013 1.3 1.3

2014 13 13

2016..... 1.3 .. :..... 1.3..

2017 1.1 1.1
2018 0.8 0.8
2019 0.5 05

2020 0.3 03
2021 0

2023 0
2024

2025 0
2026 0

2027 0
2028 0
2029

2030

2032

2033

2034 0
2035

20380
2035 0

2041 0

2043 0
20440
20450

2041 0

2047 0

20480
20490
2050 0
2051 0
2047 0

20530
2054

2055

2056
2057

2058

2059 0
2060 0
2061 I
20630

2064 0
20650

2066 0
2067 0

208 0

2069 0
2070 0
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Table 5-2. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

" Achievable

" Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them
" Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
" Easily adopted
* Cost effective

* Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

" Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

" Avoided system expansion costs

13

Utility Water Loss Total Savings from
Year Population GPCD Water Loss

Reduction

Baseline - 17.00 0
2015 11,328 14.00 12.4
2016 11,350 14.00 12.4

....2017 :...:. .... 11,373 :... .:..::14.00...... ........ :12.5 :...........

2018 11,395 14.00 12.5
2019 11,418 14.00 12.5
2020:::::: :.11,440 :.::. ::.14.00 ..., ........ :. 12::. ..... : .A

2022 11,518 14.00 12.62023 ::..... 11,5S57 :... .... :14.00 :..:. ...:.....v.12.7.:......:.:..

2024 11,596 14.00 12.7



o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity
by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

" Staff time and resources
" Unit cost per unit saved
" Implementation costs

" Stakeholder agreement and support
" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 4% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
i. Average Region H savings

ii. Specific percentage of outdoor usage unknown for your utility at this
time

b. Savings could be 19 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).

Attualauror Adua Wate S t t1[ater1[
T ,'... fgrom All. " .".-«4 a vns C .... s tion Tt Y Yry overl'# CoSWVA& ti Recti o saving Cepedweg W MYeaf v. onenaioAt3tvtt fom Ordi#nrm WMS Vdhrn amOl WM~ Viehme ( horti

(tetySavngs { of 2015 Vol___________o_ [
2616 $ 12 19 12
201 1 4 7 26

2 1 1 1 1 4

2613 .. 6 11
2 26 13 1 1
2621 6 3 13 6 2 41

222 19 It 6 1

624 1313 1 12 iS
22 6_1 1 13 3

2 6 13 3 19 16 1 26 1

2 v 139 119

23 13a1 12 2

2036 6 13 19 19 1 1 28 I
2 13 1 13 6

2634 13 13 19 17 1

262 6 191 1 177413 11 17

2633 13 i561 1

f;___13 13 _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ 1Y3 _ _
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year1 6

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

16 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Table 6-2. Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

AualCrea ActualWaterlossfotent i Saing JWater Ls
ao-ConSavatloromReduction oin Total San nfror AM Aw C n .aion Ifm heduco m S Yearly O (e
Co Mewton Ac"¬ity: WM Vol me W Voksm (Sort

':: $avins (a .5 usoe~raVolume

201 1 12 14 14

201 1 1 4 6 $ a.

01a3a 13 6 10
209 3 33 3. 7 a0

2020 a013 67
2021136 7 14

202 0 13 6 9 172
12 13 aa9 9 161

1 3 2 6 0
202 13 13 6a 2

200 13 13 1:1'242 5¬:1 2 32 26 .... { ...

2030 3 3 3 1. I 27
203 .3 13 14 1377
20 0 13 1 13
203 13 1 14

1 13 1 7 .o.>

13 11 33
07 :3 13 6 1. a 39 .

2033 013 1 7 30

2040 0 A'" : : k ..1_F'" _ __ 34 _-f

3. Water Rate Increase
a. For every 10% increase, estimated savings could be 2% of utility total

demand.
b. Approximately 10 MG of savings per year with current demand
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source' 7 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. See Table 6-3 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

utility's conservation goals.

1 The study estimated 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying a
ratio, it was determined the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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Table 6-3. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 10% Water Rate Increase (MG).

Actual Current AculW4c t tnilsings J} WtrLoss 1to Vary O
Total Savings I0-om iAll fo arfT ra eucinW S W o Ylye Sovrt

Year Cons :n iaton A edus o veaA tenoM

clv . Sa .g..asof 2015) I eeVlm

2016 1 12 14 10.3 4 6 17
2017 1 123 034 7

211 12 13 10 3 51
2019 1 . . .13 10 4.6.10 13
020 0 .113. 10 1 . .. 11 11

2021 0 1 1 7 1 S
2022 0 131.. .
20230:.. 13 li 7 16 7
2024 :1 13 10 17 5
2025 11 10 6 16

2026 13 10 10 0 20 2

2027 0: 13 10 11 .1 21 1
.03. . .1' 13 10 1' .3 21.::;

202 0 1 13 10 12 12 24
203 01 0 3 226

0:13 13 10 14 27 4

2..2 0 1._ .. 10 0' .:.. 16,
2033 0 13 3 10 1614 ~

2030 0 13 10
203 0 .3 .13 10 171 2(

26 0 13 13 1 63 %
2037 0 13 13 10 18 16 3... 2
2032 0 13
20 : .. 13 11 10 20 17 37 1
204 0 1313 10-1_ _1 : 21 :3 . 1.s

4. Rain Barrels
a. In Region H, utilities could save approximately 26.8 gallons per year per

gallon of capacity rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Conroe Report - 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

* Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
" Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use
" Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common

association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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" County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy
supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that

agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being

employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings

met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,

quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Conroe's current water conservation activities and their quantified savings
to two metrics: 1) Region H Water Plan's (Region H Water Planning Group, 2016) recommended
WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Conroe's own 5- and 10-year goals as
established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.

The 5- and 10-year goals in Conroe's most recent water conservation plan are established by the
utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions5 are
expressed in decreasing total GPCD 6 consumption and water loss GPCD.7 8

The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as
provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households

5 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.
6 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System+ Permanent
Population) + 365
7 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.
8 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline9 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because we used a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that
the 2015 value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year,
such as a water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail
water loss. This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because
water loss will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Conroe with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in
greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being
performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners
used 2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, the
study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these

9 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for

water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline 10 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. " The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
1 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water Loss
Total Savings from All Conservation WMS Total Yearly WMS OverYear Conservation Reduction Savings ReductionC1t_ __V_ _j ctviy avng (s f 01) Conservation Activity Volume WM oue Volume (Short)Activity Savings (as of 2015) WMS Volume

2015 505 210 715 16 0 16 699
2016 519 213 733 20 0 20 712
2017 527 217 744 20 0 20 724
2018 536.220 756 25 0 25 732
2019 545 224 769 29 0 29 740
2020 554 228 781 37 0 37 744
2021 563 232 795440472
2022 572.237 809 50 0 50 759
2023 582 241 823 57 0 57 766
2024 592 246 838 64 0 64 774
2025 602 250 852 71 0 71 781
2026 611 255 866 77 0 77 789
2027 622 259 882 84 0 84 797
2028 632 264 896 91 0 91 805
2029 '642 269 910 98 0 98 812I
2030 651 273 924 105 0 105 820
2031 659 277 937 110 0 110 826
2032 668 281 950 116 0 116 833
2033 677 285 963 122 0 122 841
2034 686 289 976 128 0 128 848
2035 695 293 989 134 0 134 855

2036 7.4.297 1,002 139 0 139 862
2037 713 302 1,015 145 0 145 870
2038 722 306 1,028 151 0 151 877
2039 731 310 1,041 157 0 157 884
2040 740 314 1,054 163 0 163 891
2041 749 318 1,066 173 0 173 893
2042 757 321 1,078 184 0 184 895
2043 765 325 1,090 194 0 194 896
2044 773 329 1,102 205 0 205 897
2045 782 333 1,114 215 0 215 899
2046 790 336 1,127 226 0 226 901
2047 799 340 1,139 236 0 236 903
2048. 807 344 1,151 247 0 247 905
2049 816 481,163 257 0 257 906
2050 824 351 .. 1,176 268 0 268 908
2051 834 355 1,189 . 271 0 271 919
2052 843 359 1,202 273 0 273 929

53852 363 1,216 276 0.........................939I
2054 861 367 1,228 279 0 279 949
2055 870 371 1,241 282 0 282 959
2056 879 375 1,255 285 0 285 969
2057 888 379 1,268 288 0 288 980
2058 898 383 1,281 291 0 291 990
2059 907 388 1,295 294 0.294 1,000
2060 916 392 1,308 297 0 297 1,011
2061 926 396 1322 299 0 299 1,023
2062 936 400 1,336 302 0 302 1,035
2063 946 404 1,351 304 0 304 1,047

64956 409 1,365 306 0 306 1,059

2065 966 413 1,379 308 0 308 1,071
2066 977 417 1,394 311 0 311 1,084
2067 987 422 1,409 313 0 313 .. 1,096I
2068 997 426 1,423 315 0 315 1,108
2069 1,007 430 1,43720 0 320 1,12
2070 1,017 435 1,451 320 0 320 1,132

I
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Conroe's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare with
5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 12 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Annual Savings Goal with Total Savings for All Over
Year # Year Utility Population Total GPCD Goals . . Current Quantified (Short)

Reduction in GPCD (MG) Activities (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline - 160 0 0 0
1 2016 73,088 159 21 733 711
2 2 0 1 7 ..... 7 4 ,2 98................... ..... ... ....... 1 5 8................................... 4 3........................ 7 4 4 7 0 1
3 2018 75,507 158 66 756 690
4 2019 76,717 157 90 769 679

-year Goal 2020 77,926Cf teiym.ey b t156 114 781 667
6 2021 79,485 155 139 795 656

8 2023 82,603 154 193 823 630
9 2024 84,162 153 221 838 616

10-year Goal' 2025 85,721 152 250 852 602

1In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Conroe's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year water
loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column headers
in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 13 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

I T Utility WYearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water Over
Yeard# Yearn Water Loss GPCD Goals (Short)I______jPopulation ] Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline - 17.00 0 0 0I
12016 73,088 ~ 16.80 5 213 208

2 2017 74,298 16.60 11 217 206
3 2018 75,507 16.40 17 220 204

42019 76,717 16.20 2224 202
5-year Goal 2020 77,926 16.00 28. 228.......199I

6............ ........ 2021 ...........:.......79,485....._ 15.80 35 232 197

82023 82,603 15.40 48 241 193

9 2024.....84,162 15.20 55..........246 190
10-year Goal 2025 85,721 15.00 63 250 188

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the
higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings"
a. Savings of 210 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline's water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Water Rate Increases
a. Last rate increases: 16

i. 4.0% increase in 2014
ii. 2.0% increase in 2015

iii. .6% increase in 2016
b. Estimated customer demand reduction of 1.3%
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source" (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. Savings from rate increases are shown to persist over time, however, note that

savings from these pricing signals will likely decrease if rates remain the same in
future years..I

5. Conservation Pricing
a. Tiered rate structure in place saves approximately 2.5% of total demand
b. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source 1" (U.S. EPA, 1998;

TWDB, 2013)

1 If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified
savings.
15 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
16 Correspondence with utility staff.
17 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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6. Automatic Meter Reading (AMR)/Advanced Metering Infrastructure
a. These metering systems can save water in a number of ways, including from

water loss reduction through improved leak detection.
b. All water loss reduction savings associated with this activity are detailed in

Section 5, which assessed utility baseline water loss GPCD and most recently
reported water loss GPCD to determine water savings.

c. For estimated water savings that could be increased by implementing meter data
management (MDM) and customer engagement portal applications, refer to
Section 6 of this report.

i. With these additional applications, water savings can be achieved through
changed customer behavior and other real-time actions that go beyond
water loss reduction.

7. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Estimated savings of 4.0% of total utility demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012;

Sierra Club-Lone Star Chapter and the National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
b. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate demand figures for the

utility grow in the regional water plan.

8. Kitchen Pre-rinse Spray Valves (ICI)
a. 106 replaced valves in 2010
b. Estimated savings of 28,280 gallons per year per valve (CUWCC, 2004; SWB,

2007)
c. 10-year useful life assumed

9. Rain Barrels
a. In Region H, estimated savings of 26.8 gallons per year per gallon of capacity

rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels and systems

12

18 The study estimates 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying a
ratio, the study can determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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10. Outdoor Landscape Evaluations (SF)

a. 1,178 outdoor evaluations performed since 2011
b. Estimated 8,000 gallons per year for each system evaluation (A&N Technical

Services, 2005)

i. Assumed 65% savings from typical indoor and outdoor survey when only
outdoor watering is evaluated (Whitcomb, 2000)

c. Approximately 22 gallons per day
d. Greater savings during peak periods
e. Lesser savings during off-peak periods
f. 20% decay rate per year attributed to customer behavior (A&N Technical

Services, 2005)

I
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).

Conservation Water Rate 2x Watering Pre-rinse Spray W.I.S.E. Guys TOTAL
Year Pricing Increases Rain Barrels Ordinance Valves (ICI) Landscape SAVINGS

Evaluations (SF)

2009 0
2010 89 3 92
2011 91 3 1.6 96
2012 93 0.4 330 3 2.8 429
2013 95 0.4 336 3 3.4 438
2014 97 31 0.4 343 3 4.0 479
2015 99 48 04 350 3 4.9 505
2016 101 53 04 357 3 4.9 519
2017...7........... .......... 50 364 3 3. 3 527
2018 105 55 0.4 371 3 2.0 536
2019 107 56 0.4 377 3 1.0 545
2020 109 57 0.4 384 3 0.3 554
2021 111 58 0.4 391 3 563

2022 113 59 398 3 572
2023 114 60 405 3 582
2024 116 61 412 3 592
2025 118 62 418 3 602
2026 120 63 425 3 611
2027 122 65 432 3 622
2028 124 66 439 3 632
2029 126 67 446 3 642
2030 128 68 452 3651
2031 130 68 459 3 659
2032 131 69 465 3 668
2033 133 70 471 3 677

S2034 135 71 477 3686
2035 137 72 484 3 695
2036.. . 139734903 704

2037 140 74 496 3 713
2038 142 75 502 3 722
2039 144 76 508 3 731

2040 146 77 515 3 740
2041 147 78 520 3 749
2042 149 79 526 3 757
2043 151 79.532 3 -765
2044 152 80 538 3 773.. .
2045 154 81 544 3 782
2046 155 82 550 3 790
2047 157 83 556 3 799
2048 159 84 562 3 807

2049 . 160 85 567 816
2050 162 86 573 3 824

2051 164 87 580 3 834
2052 166 88 586 3 .843

2053 168 89 593 3 852
2054 169 89 599 3 861
2055 171 90 606 3 870
2056 173 91 612 3 879
2057 175 92 619 3 888
2058 177 93 625.3 898
2059 179 94 631 3 907

2060 180 95 638 3 916
2061 182 96 645 3 926
2062 184 97 652 3 936

2063 186 98 659 3 946
2064 188 99 666 3 956
2065 190 100 673 3 966
2066 192 102 680 3 977

2067 194 103 687 3 987
2068 196 104 694 3 997
2069 198 105 701 3 1,007
2070 200 106______ 708 3 ______ 1,017

14



Table 5-2. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

Utility Water Loss Total Savings from
Year Population GPCD Water Loss

Reduction

Baseline - 17.00 0
2015 71,879 9.00 210

2016 73,088 9.00 213
2017 74,298 9.00 217
2018 75,507 9.00 220
2019 76,717 9.00 ._ 224I
2020 77,926 9.00 228

2021 79,485 9.00 232
2022 81,044 9.00 237
2023.. 82,603 9.00 ..................... 241.......,......
2024 84,162 9.00 246

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

* Achievable
* Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them

* Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
" Easily adopted
" Cost effective

* Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

* Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

" Avoided system expansion costs
o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity

by decreasing demand even as population grows.

15



Costs to consider:

" Staff time and resources

" Unit cost per unit saved

" Implementation costs
" Stakeholder agreement and support

" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year' 9

g. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

19 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be

greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

Actual Current Actual Water toss Patm a _W L
Totaeanl Savings r All otentialSi osenration WaterTt Yeay OVYear CLeafi n fm AMtI with Red tion WMS tefry ver

Act iy e 'gs (aC rta 'on A ti 'ly WMS Volume WMS VoWam (ShotAcdity Savings {as of O1r lMVCustomer P r 1a Volume

2w1 _A9 22 1 5 2 20 6
2017 ' 527 17 74 S 0 2 77
018 36 220 5 0 2 6 7

214 24 7 7 2 7
2020 54 22 78 83 0 P780
2e2 r6 222 7'5 so 0 14
022 272 37 860 S ,

2s23 582 , 41 32 61 7 0 7 8
2 2 9 46 88 62 640 64 86e
202 602 2S0 '5 71 71 845
026 12l CS '66 64 7T 0 77 853

2027 2 29 88 6 84 0 6

2029 642 2'9 '10 6 0 9 8
230 1 273 24 64 20 0 10

01 77 37 70 11 10 8'
03 668 28 5 70 116 0 11 4

03 677 C8 6 71 I2V 0 1 2 12
034 686 29 976 7 I2V 28 9/

2035 6CC 29"96 73 14 0 334 2
203 704, 297 00O 74 23 0 1'9 97

2037 713 '0' 101s 73 140 1$ 946
2 72 '% L2 76 0 6 35 5S

0,, 731 10 , 141,, 7? 150 157 981

1. Employ efforts to maintain water loss volumes near baseline level or below.
2. In the future, as your utility finds water and/or wastewater service rate increases

necessary, such pricing signals should continue to be effective in reducing demand.
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Deer Park Report." 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional

Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

" Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
* Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use
* Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common

association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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" County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy

supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas

Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Deer Park's current water conservation activities and their quantified
savings to two metrics: 1) Region H Water Plan's (Region H Water Planning Group, 2016)
recommended WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Deer Park's own 5- and
10-year goals as established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Deer Park's most recent water conservation plan are established by
the utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions 6

are expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.
7 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) + 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.

As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365

4
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provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline10 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Deer Park with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in
greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being
performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used

0 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline 1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Total Savings from All Conservation WMS Total Yearly WMS OverYIa[ CatseraLosn RTdtalonYearlysWMSduOver
ar Ctisvion etyiavng (sof20 Conservation Activity Volume WMScVomVolume (Short)Activity Savings (as of 2015) 

WMS Volume
2015 3.0 173 176 5 10 15 160
2016 3.8 173 177 6 13 19 158
2017 3.9 174 178 6 16 22 156
2018 4.0 174 178 7 18 26 152
2019 4.0 175 179 9 21 29 149
2020.3.3 175 178 1 23 35 144
2021 2.4 176 178 13 26 39 .140
2022 1.6 177 178 15 28 43 135
2023 0.8 178 178 17 30 47 131
2024...........0 179 179 20 32 52 127
2025 0 179 179 22 34 56 124
2026 0 180 180 24 36 60 120
2027 0 181 181 26 39 64 117
2028 0 182 182 28 41 69 113
2029 0 183 183 30 43 73 110
2030 0 184 184 32 45 77 107
2031 0 185 . 185 34 47 81 103
2032 0.185 185 36 49 85 100
2033 0 186 186 38 51 89 97
2034 0 187 187 40 53 93 94
2035 0 188 188 42 55 97 90
2036 0 188 188 44 57 101 87
2037 0 189 189 46 59 105 84
2038 0 190 190 48 61 109 81
2039 0 191 191 50 63 113 77
2040 0 192 192 52 65 117 74
2041 0 192 192 54 67 121 71
2042 0 193 193 56 69 125 68
2043 0 194 194 58 71 129 65
2044 0 194 194 60 73 133 62
2045 0 195 195 62 75 137 58
2046 0 196 196 63 77 140 55
2047 0 196 196 65 79 144 52
2048.0 197 197 67 81 148 49
2049 0 198 198 69 83 152 46
2050 0 1 199 199 71 85 156 43
2051 0 199 199 73 87 160 40
2052 0 200 200 75 89 163 36
2053 0 200 200 77 91 167 33
2054 0 2 201 201 78 93 171 30
2055 0 202 202 80 95 175 27
2056 0 202 202 82 96 179 24
2057 0 203 203 84 98 182 21
2058 0 204 204 86100 186 17

2059 0 204.204 88 102.190 14
2060.0 205 205 90 104 194 11
2061 0 206 206 91 105 1979. 9
2062 0 206 206 93 107 200 7
2063 0 207 207 95 108 203 4
2064 0 2 208 208 97 109 206 2
2065 0 208 208 98 110 209 0)
2066 0 209 209 100 111 212 (3)
2067 0 209 209 102 113 214 (5)
2068 0 210 210 104 114 217 (7)
2069 0 211 211 105 115 220 (10)
2070..........211 211 107 116 223 (12)............ ................... ....... ....... .................. ....... ..
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Deer Park's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare
with 5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline1 3 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for I
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented

by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Tl i}w Total Savings for All Over
Year # Year Utility Population Total GPCD Goals Annual Savings Goal with Current Quantified (Short)

Reduction in GPCD (MG) Activities (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline - 144 0 0 0
1 2015 33,806 140 47 176 129
2 2016 33,896 136 94 177 83
3 2017 33,986 133 141 178 36
4 2018 34,075 129 189 178~ (11)

year Goal 2019 34,165 125 237 179 (58
6 2203425512 25............... ....... ......... (7/)

7 2021 34,427 122 274 178 (96)
8 2022 34,599 121 293 178 (115)
9 2023 34,771 11931 178 (14)

10-year Goal 2024 34,943 118 332 179 (153)

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Deer Park's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year
water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column
headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline14 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

T T 11 1 JOver
Year # Year Utility Water Loss GPCD Goals Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water (Shr)

Population Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (MG)

se0e
1 2015 33,806 44.20 59 173 114
2 2016 33,896 39.40 119 173 54
3 2017 .33,986s 34.60 179 174s . (
42018 34,075 29.80 239 174 (61

5 year Goal 2019 34,165 25.00 299 175 (125)
6 2020 34,255 23.60 318 175.......143)

7 2021 34,427 22.20 337 176 (161)
8 2022 34,599 20.80 356 177_..__ (179)
9 2023 34,771.: 19.40.......376..178............ 8(19)

10-year Goal 2024 34,943 18.00 395 179 (217)

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet

experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the

higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).

10 I
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings 15

a. Savings of 173 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 16 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. WaterWise Take-home Kits
a. Estimated savings of 7,384 gallons per year per kit (Frontier Associates, 2015)
b. Conservative 5-year useful life for all items in kit

i. 15% adoption rate assumed

1s If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified

savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).

WaterWise Take- TOTAL
home Kits SAVINGS

2009 0.8 0.8
2010 1.515
2011 2.3 2.3
2012 3.0 3.0
2013 3.8 3.8
2014 3.9 3 9

2016 4.0 40

2017 3.3 3 3
2018 2.4 2.4

2019 1.6 16
2020 0.8 08

2021 0 0
2022 0.0
2023 0.0
2024 0.0
2025 0.0

S2027........................0

2028 t00
2029 00
2030 00

2031 00

2033 0 02034 00

2037 00
2038 0
2039 0 0

2040 0 0
2042 0.0
20432 0.0

2043 0 0

2044 0 02045 00

2046 00 I
2051 00 I
2052 0 0
2053 00
2054 0 0
2055 0 0
2056 00 I
2057 . 00

2058 0
2059 0.0

2060 0 02061 002062 00

2063 00

2067 0 0
2068 00
2069 0.0
2070 0.0
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Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

" Achievable

" Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them

" Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
" Easily adopted
" Cost effective

" Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

" Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

" Avoided system expansion costs

13

Utility Water Loss Total Savings from
Year Population GPCD Water Loss

Reduction

Baseline - 49.00 0
2015::::::... 33,806 :::::. 35.00::::::. .... 173..:...........................

2016 33,96 3.00173

2017 33,986 35.00 174
2018 34,075 35.00 174

:.....:2019 .s..... .... n34,165 :.... 35.00 . A. ..... :.......:175.. ........:...

2020 34,2 35.00 175
2021 34,52 35.00 1762022 34,599 35.00 177

._...:.20 23:......: :.34,771:...... ..:35.00 ... .:.v..:.:.......178::........:..:

2024 34,943 35.00 179

Table 5-2.



o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity
by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

" Staff time and resources

" Unit cost per unit saved
" Implementation costs

" Stakeholder agreement and support
" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 4% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
i. Average Region H savings

ii. Specific percentage of outdoor usage unknown for your utility at this
time

b. Savings could be 56 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).

Actual Current Atual Water Loss t 1i1 CWte tYm
Yea Congervt' Activity Tedution s vngs C rsp vt f A ct Pt from rd v Ms C ar Redu to WMS

Sw ia gjWasWofMj015u j oume
21173 177 6 6 13 19 21I

24174 17 s6 19 2

2369 4 17 17 56 11p 26 268
26 4 17 17 56 P 21 9 26I

20261 176 17 56 126 9 1
62 2 177 17 2 41 191

23 .> 1 7i 17 567 45

2624 6 7 7 62 25 8
62 6 2 94 56 1 I
606 6 18 196 56 24 16 66 177

26 7 68 1 5 26 3964 171
6028 6 2 12 57 2 41 69 176

2623 6 45 1747 1M7

2610 6 194 984 57 32 45 77 I6
2._31 Iwo1 7 4 7 1 6

2112 6 8 195 913649 166

22 11 57 7 12614 6 8 1'7 .74 51 43 1
216.. 18 178 174 59 14

.060 198 19 57 44 . 7 101 4

2637 19 1'95 46 5915 14
2618 19 160 7 48 '1 169 3
2619 6 191 1.1 5 65 63 113 3

____ 6 192 192 57 52 65 .17 132

14 1
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year 17

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

1 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Table 6-2. Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

ual Caret Atua Wa tr Los T ais A tialoAd os ao Watetos
as at A rit dTotuSavingJom All fromAs wftion TeductioiWMS ota Yeady OverYer Cnnsevation Atidt al r a g fromAMi Wi t RddeWC nsetvaion A ity W MS Volume WMSVe a fSht)Sa s (a1of 201) Custome _r PortlVON

20' 4 17 177 19 6 1 1 176
2017 174 178 19 16 2174
014 4 174 174 19 7 14 26 171

202 4 17 7 19 9 78 2 164
020 ' 7 174 1 11 2 3 162

2078 2 17 17' 19 1 2' 9 S
20 1 2 17 17 19 15 24 154
2021 1 1 178 19 07g 4'

2'24 0179 179 19 102 52 146
2015 0179 179 19 14 16 142
1026 018 1409 24 3660 1

027 0142 11 19 27 8 64 16
202 48 12 19 4 69 12

20290 1 113 19 30 1 71 119
1010 144 184 19 4 7, 126

2013 0 1'6 19 $$7 41 112

2014 7 187 19 4051 9 1
2015 014' 144 29 42 55 97 2a
20 0 1'6 14 4 7 101 0
2017 1 8 19 46 $ 10' 101
203 0 r 10 48 61 109 100
209 0 1 191 178 12. 97
2040 09 192 29 '26 117 -

3. Water Rate Increase
a. For every 10% increase, estimated savings could be 2% of utility total

demand.
b. Approximately 28 MG of savings per year with current demand
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source18 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. See Table 6-3 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

utility's conservation goals.

18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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Current Savings + Potential Savings from 10% Water Rate Increase (MG).

Actual Curet Actual Wa tLoss ola_ mA ote savings Water LosTat :Savng front A : mntinTota Ye y overYear Conervaton Activiw Redu io aving , from Water Rath ondaootYal OI IndnAt~ W %u WMS Voume (Sho )Savig (aSof C2015) ot terease Volume

201 6 s 177 2 13 19
201. 4 174 17 28 16: 2 184

2 18 4 174 178 8 7 .8 26 180
201 4 179 2229 177
2020 z17 17 35 172
2021 2 1 17: 28 1 26 39168
2022...........................177 17 28 243 .
20 ' 1 178 178 187 30 47 159
024 0179 172 2 32 1
02, 1' 178 2 - 34 1
200 180 1 2 24.3...:. 152
2027 011 181 2 :26 39 6CA 14
2 0 2 182 28 28 41 612

20 , , 183 183 2830 43 7 1
0,,..,.14 14.2.,.4 . ,.. 13.. :....

0 1  1 2 2 45 77 11

2021 1' 18 28 41 81 1222" . 0 185 18 28 3 49 8 129

204 0 17 187 124 $2
Z03$ 0 187 1 29 42 , 9 7 122
203 12 I2' 29 4 7 1 16
20370 189 18 29 4.2. .I97.

098 1 19 24 65 09 109
2039 11 191 29 S6 11 1
204' 192 192 29 52 1 . 1:7 10

4. Rain Barrels
a. In Region H, utilities could save approximately 26.8 gallons per year per

gallon of capacity rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels

17
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Friendswood Report . 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were to be completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional

Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

* Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
" Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use
* Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common

association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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" County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy
supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that

agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings

met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential I
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,

quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Friendswood's current water conservation activities and their quantified
savings to two metrics: 1) Region H Water Plan's (Region H Water Planning Group, 2016)
recommended WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Friendswood's own
5- and 10-year goals as established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Friendswood's most recent water conservation plan are established
by the utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions6

are expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.

As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) + 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as
provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline'0 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in

the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Friendswood with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in
greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being

o In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used
2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline 1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
1 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water Loss
Total Savings from All Conservation WMS Total Yearly WMS OverYear Conservation Reduction Savings Reduction)
Conservation Activity Volume WMS Volume Volume (Short)

205 Activity Savings (as of 2015) [WMlue S (83)m
2015 5.2 (84) (79) 4 0 4 (83)
2016 s 2 ... (84).. . 79) .... .. s.. _....... ... .0 ..... (8 ..)

2017543 (85)(..).. 0 5 (86)
2018 3.2 (86) 82) 6 0 6 (88)
2019 2.0 (6) 84) , 7 0 7 (91)
2020 1.0 (87) (6) 9 0 9 (95)
2021 0 (68) (8) 11 0 11 (09)
2022 0 (89) (89) 13 0 13 (102)
2023 0 (90) (90) 15 0 15 (105)
2024 0 (91) (1) 17 0 17 (108)
2025 01 0_6.._

19 0 19 (111)
2026 0 (93) (9) 21 0 21 (114)
2027 0 })(94) 23 0 23 (17)

(95) (9) .25 025 (120)
2029 0 (96) (96) 27 0 27 (123)
2030 0 (96) (96) 29 0 29 (126)
2031 0 (97) 97) 31 31 (129
2032 0 (98) (98) 34 03 (12
2033 0 (99) (99) 36 0 36 (13)
2034 0 (100) 100) . 38 0 38 (138)
2035 0 (101) (01) 40 0 40 (140)
2036 0 (102 (102 42 0 42 (143)

w.:2637..... .. . (104...._ ... ____(02) 44 0 44 (16)
2038 0 (103) (103) 46 0 46 (149
2039 0 (104) 48 0 48 (152)
2040 0 (105) (105) 50 0 50 155)
2041 0) 06)(06) 52 52 (158)
2042..... .0 (.07) (1.55 0 s 6
2043 0 (108) (oU) 57 0 5 (16
2044 0 (109) (09)............59 0.59 (168)
2045...........0 (309) ( 09).............62 0.............62........(171)
2046 0 (110) (110) 64 Q..... 60 64 (174)
2047 0 (111) (111) 66 0 66 (177)
2048 0 (112) (112) 68 0 68 (181)
2049 0 (113) ( a3) . 71 0 71 (184)
2050 0 (114) . (114) 73 0 73 (187)

2052 0 (116) (115) 78 0 78 (94)
2053 0 (._117) (117) 80 0 80 (197)
2054 0 ((18) (8).. 83 0 83 (2OC)
2055 0 (134) (19).85 0 85 (204)

2 ...... (129) ( 2)) .87 0 87 (204)
2057 0 (121) 121)........ ..90 0 90 (210)
2058 0 (121) ( 21).. . 92 0 92 (213)
2059 0 (122) (122) 94 0 94.............. (217)

2060 0 (123) (123) 97 0 97 (220)
2061 0 (124) (124) 99 0 99 (224)
2062 0 (125)........ (.125 102 0 102 (227)
2063 0 (126) (126) 105 0 105 (231)

zQ640.__._.(127).. . . . . . (127) 107 ___.,_,.._0 107___ .V _w(2 5:,...
20 50(129) ( '9) 110 0.... ... :..110,_.

2066 0 (130) (130) 112 0 112 (242)
20~(31) (131) 115 0 115 246)

2068 0 (132) (32...........).118 0 118 (249)
2069 0 (133)(133) 120 0 120 (253)
2070 0.(134) ... _.. (134) 123 0 1234.........12012 (257)

I
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Friendswood's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare
with 5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 3 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Annual Savings Goal with Total Savings for All Over
Year # Year Utility Population Total GPCD Goals . Current Quantified (Short)

Reduction in GPCD (MG) Activities (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline - 136 0 0 0
1 2015 38,248 135 8 (9) (87)

2 . 2016, 38,528 135 17 (79) (96)
3 2017 38,808 134 25 (81) (106)
4. 2018 39,089 134 34___, ,. _. _....,. (82) (117)

-year Goal 2019 39,369 133 43 (84) (127)
6 2020 39,649 132 52 (86) (18)

7.014 ,8 132 61 (88)............ (149).....

8 2022 40..,529 131 71 (3 ) (160)
9 2023 40,969 131 81 (0 10

10-year Goal 2024 41,409 130 91 (91) | _(181)

1 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Friendswood's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year
water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column
headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline14 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG)- The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

I OverI
Year # Year Utility Water Loss GPCD Goals Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water (So)

Population Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (MG)

aseline - 500 0 0 0I
1 2015 38,248 15.00 0 (81) ()
2 2016 38,528 15.00 0 (84
3..... 2017 38,808 .................15.00.... .0¬ (85) (8)
4 2018 39,089 15.00 0 (86) (6

-year Goal 2019 39,369 15.00 0 (6) (6)I
6.02 39,649 15.00 0 (8) (8)

7 2021 40,089 15.00 0 22 .1 4,21500 ,.. .. ._._._-_((88) (88.)._.
8 02 4,2 50 .......... 89) (89)

92023 40,969 15.00 0 (90) (90)10-year Goal 2024 41,409 15.00 ____ _0 (91).(91)

14 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed.between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the
higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings 15

a. Loss of 84 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 16 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. WaterWise Take-home Kits
a. Estimated savings of 7,384 gallons per year per kit (Frontier Associates, 2015)
b. Conservative 5-year useful life for all items in kit

i. 15% adoption rate assumed

is If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified

savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).

WaterWise Take- TOTAL
home Kits SAVINGS

2009 1.1 1.1
2010 2.0 2.0
2011 3.0 3.0
2012 3.9 3.9
2013 5.0 5.0
2014 5.1 5.1
215 5.2 5.2
2016 5.2 5.2

2017 4.3 4.3

2018 3.2 3.2
2019.2.0.2.0
2020 1.0 1.0
2021 0.0
2022 0.0

2024 0.0

2026 _.....00
202 0.0

2030 0.0

2031 0.0

2032 0.0

20334 0.0

2034 0.0
2035 0.0
2036 0.0

2039 0.0
203 0.0

2031 0.0

202 0.0

2043 0.0

2044 0.0

2060 0.0
2046 0.0

2047 0.0

204 0.0
205 0.0

2051 0.0

2030.0

207 0.0
208 0.0
209 0.0

2063 0.0

205 0.0

2067 0.0
068 0.0

2069 0.0

200 0.0

2051 12



Table 5-2. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

Utility Water Loss Total Savings from
Year Population GPCD Water Loss

Reduction

Baseline - 15.00 0
2015 38,248 21.00 (4)I
2016 38,528 21.00 (4)

2017 38,808 21.00 (85)
2018 39,089 21.00 (86)
2019 39,369 21.00 (6)

2020 39,649 21.00 (87) .. ....

2021 40,089 21.00 (88)
2022 40,529 21.00 (89)

2024 41,409 21.00 (91)

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

* Achievable
* Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them

" Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
" Easily adopted
" Cost effective

" Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage

analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

* Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

* Avoided system expansion costs
o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity

by decreasing demand even as population grows.
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Costs to consider:

" Staff time and resources

" Unit cost per unit saved
* Implementation costs

" Stakeholder agreement and support

" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 10.11% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
b. Savings could be 222 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).

Atal U r rin: Atua1 W tter le 'Wa5r "
Year CosToa frn ActMty o PdudCion Savings Co. s atP a" A t tI rv or Tot :O rtion WMS y

Satg ao21) Cnev tn A tivty f ontedi ate WM Vaum NMVolume j h r)
s2wn,6 as 124, US:222 5 u 1

201 4 2240 213

2013 22 0 3
203 2 7 0 7 137
2.20 : 0.. 290 9 09: 1 5
221"0 .0 1. 1.33
20 234 13 13 12
~020 60 0 i 3

23240- 2 17 0 1 130
202 3 f 9:2O1 0 39 32
2026 0 ' 42 21 0 21 128
2027s 244 0 3

20E(95> 246 2 0 2 126
202 0 .248 20 27 125
2030 2 0 124

2032 0 ( 2S3 34 0 3412

2034 0s: "7: 257 13 0 3 13
25 0 40 0 11

0 0 260 42 0 2 3
2037 0; 262 44 0 44 116

2020304t 0 40 314

204 0:....... i 26 z s5 112
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year' 7

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

1 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Table 6-2. Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

Dcual Current ADual Wter Loss P : t ilSving MWtntOSs
:C::o Total wings froms rion . Total Yeady Over

Year co :ervt a:. 3v Redacden saving fron AMI with ftedlon WMS
Iaigs ao 21) Conse vat nAct lay WMSV u e WSdm Sot

S iygs Of 2U15 Customer Por l Volume
2016 5 :M 09 29'. 05
2017 4;k >: :n:';30 0 i-
201y 3 s}3 it'< 31 1 ,
2019 230 0
2020 3:< 30 0 0 0

ccE 1 1
202 !3: 61 3 110 11 t ^'
2020 33 3 0

23 0 ''! 31 1 0 30
2024 0 0':1' 32 37 0 1
025 0 . 's¬,:.3:2 19 0 19

202? 4, '2 23 0 21 2
2027 0:'32 23 0 23
20 60; '.,; 3 25 2S
2; 33 27 0 27

~~~~~9-203-2. " 3 1031 t
20 42 *43, : 4 0 c4
2033 0 34 36 f'
2034 00 344 0 38 13

35.42 4'2. 42 5 (1 ; 14': $44 0 (0r' 3$ 42 c' 42 ^.

2070 -0;(023 4044 z:2

208(0g(0;360 -46 ^

2039 0 (a'^ a 7 E6'4... 49 01',.
2040 uc's _ _ _ _:_; _ _ _ _ __0_ (:2_
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3. Water Rate Increase
a. For every 10% increase, estimated savings could be 2% of utility total

demand.
b. Approximately 44 MG of savings per year with current demand
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source1 8 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. See Table 6-3 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

utility's conservation goals.

Table 6-3. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 10% Water Rate Increase (MG).

Aual Ca rent Aqua W t Loss , A. l o isS v n Water :?
Tbta savings ft-0 M CnAt! in Tt i d OverYea C envtson A t y Inijsfrom Water :ate td 'o* WM
Co t:t Aic Aty WMSV urne WMS VDIwe & t)

201 5 (4) 79 44 0 40
2017 4) 44 5
2~018 3 8 2 6 0 M
0' 2 5 40 74

2020 46 13
202 S) SS46 01

2022 # .: 46 1 30 1

202 0. 7 2 1

2025 0 1 . r2 47 .1 0
2026 0 48 2 21

2030 V'5(5 92 22202 349 22
403' 0 9.29 .23

203197'17 61 339
2-s 699 51 40 42031, S) 310 311.7.

203 60 02 2 42 0 42

2072) 52 4444

2 '2 46 46
.104 3 4 43

4. Rain Barrels
a. In Region H, utilities could save approximately 26.8 gallons per year per

gallon of capacity rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels

18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Galveston Report - 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent'
of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

* Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
* Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use

* Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common
association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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" County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which jiay include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy

supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being

completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year
for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting
the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means

100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before

it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Galveston's current water conservation activities and their quantified
savings to two metrics: 1) Region H Water Plan's (Region H Water Planning Group, 2016)
recommended WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Galveston's own 5- and

10-year goals as established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -

2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period. 5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Galveston's most recent water conservation plan are established by
the utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions
are expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.

As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System+ Permanent
Population) + 365

8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as
provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline10 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Galveston with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in
greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used
2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline 1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 2 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water Loss
Year Conservation Reduction Savings Total Savings from All Conservation WMS Reduction Total Yearly WMS Over

Activity Savings (as of 2015) Conservation Activity Volume WMS Volume Volume (Short)

2015 247 0 247 5 31 36 211
2016 248 0 248 7 39 45 203
2017 248 0 248 7 46 53 195
2018 248 0 248 8 54 62 186
2019 248 0 248 9 62 71 177
2020 248 0 248 12 69 . 81 166
2021 248 0.248 14 76 91 157
2022 249 0 249 17 83 100 149
2023 250.0 250 19 90 109.141
2024 251 0 251 22 97 119 132
2025 252 0 252 24 104 128 124
2026 254 0 254 26 111 137 116
2027 255 0 255 29 118 147 108
2028 256 0 256 31 125 156 100
2029 257 0 257 33 132 165 92
2030 258 0 258 36 139 175 84
2031 260 0 260 38 145 184 76
2032 261 0 261 41 152 193 68
2033 262 0 262 43 158 202 60
2034 263 0 263 46 165 211 53
2035 265 0 265 49 171 220 45
2036 266 0 266 51 178 229 37
2037 267 0 267 54 184 238 29
2038 , 269 .............. . .... 0_..._.. 269 56 191 247 21208290 ....... ... ................ F.... ,........ ... ....191 ............4. .......21
2039 270 0 270 59 197 256 14
2040 271 0 271 61 204 265 6
2041 273 0 273 64 205 269 4
2042 274 0 274 66 206 272 2
2043 275 0 275 69 207 276 (0)
2044 277 0 277 71 208 279 3)
2045.278 0 278 73 209 283
2046 280 0 280 76 210 286 (7)
2047 281 0 281 78 212 290 (9)
2048 283 0 283 81 213 293 (1
2049 284 0 284 83 214 297(13)
2050 285 0 285 86 215 300(15

2052 288 0 288 91 217 307(19)
2053 289 0 289 93 218 311 {21)
2054 291 0 291 96 219 314 (24)
2055 292 0 292 98 220 318 (26)
2056 294 0 294 101 221 321(28)
2057 295 .0 295 103 222 325 30)
2058 296 0 296 106 223 328 (32)
2059 298 0 298 108 224 332 (34)
2060.299 0 299 110 225 335(36
2061 300 0 300 113 226 339 (39)
2062 302 0 302 116 227 343(41)
2063 303 0 303 118 228 347(43)
2664 305 0 305 121 229 350 (45)
2065 306 0 306 124 230 354 (48
2066 308 0 308 126 232 358 (50)
2067 309 0 309 129 233 362(52)
2068 311 0 311 132 234 365(55)
2069 312 0 312 134 235 .369 57)
2070 314.0 314 137 236 373 (59)
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Galveston's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare
with 5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline'3 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

it Total Savings for All Over
Year # Year Utility Population Total GPCD Goals Annual Savings Goal with Current Quantified (Short)Reduction in GPCD (MG) Activities (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline - 267 0 0 0
1 2015 48,950 266 11 247 237
2 2016 49,412 266 2 248 227

....... ..3 2017 49,874 265 33 248 216
4 2018 50,336 265 44 248 204

5-year Goal 2019 50,798 264 56 248.192
2,020 51,260 263 75 248 173

7 2,021 51,598 262 94 248 154

8 2,022 51,937 261 114 249 135
9 2,023 52,275 260 134 250 116

10-year Goal 2,024 52,613 259 154 251.......98

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Galveston's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year
water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column
headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 14 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

Utility Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water Over
YeBaseline Population Water Loss GPCD Goals Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline- 26.00 0 0 0
1 2015 48,950 26.00 0 0 0

3 2017 49,874 ..... .............. 26.000 0 0
4 2018 50,336 26.00 0 0 0

5-year Goal 2019 50,798 26.00 0 0 0

6...... .: 2,020 ... .. ...... 51,260......x 26 .... .. .......... ... 4 0 (4)
7 2,021 51,598 26 8 0,_({8

2,022 51,937 25 11 0 (11)
9 2,023 52,275 25 15 0 (15)

10-year Goal 2,024 52,613 25 19 _____ 0 (19)

1 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet

experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the

individual utility's customer class breakdown.
" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split

was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the

higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings15
a. Loss of 0 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 16 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Water Rate Increase
a. Last rate increase:1

i. 22.78% increase in 2015
b. Estimated customer demand reduction of 4.55%
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source1 " (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. Savings from rate increases are shown to persist over time, however, note that

savings from these pricing signals will likely decrease if rates remain the same in
future years.

5. WaterWise Take-home Kits
a. Estimated savings of 7,384 gallons per year per kit (Frontier Associates, 2015)
b. Conservative 5-year useful life for all items in kit

i. 15% adoption rate assumed

1s If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified

savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
17 Correspondence with utility staff.
18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).

1 1 WaterWiseWater Rate Ji TOTAL
Year Take-homeIncrease SAVINGS

Kits

2009 1.4 1.4
2010 2.6 2.6

2011 3.9 3.9
2012 5.1 5.1
2013 6.5 6.5
2014 66 6.6

2015 241 6.7 247.3
2016 242 67 248.5
2017 243 5.5 248.4
2018 244 41 248.2
2019 245 26 2480
2020 246 1 3 247 8
2021 248 247 7
2022 249 248 9

2023 250250 0

2024 251 2512

2026 254 253 6

2027 255 2548
2028 256 256.0
2029 257 257.2
2030 258 2583

2031 260 259 6
2032 261 260 9
2033 262 262 2

2035 265264 7

2036 266 266.0

2037 267 267
2038269 268.6

2037 2670269 9

2043 27 275.4

2048 269 278.2

2046 280 279.7
2047 281 281.1
2048 283 282.5

2049 284 283.9 -

2051 287 286.7I
2052 288 288.0
2053 289 289.5

2055 292292.2

2056 294 293.6I

2058 296 296.32059 298 297.6
2060 299 299 0

20621 0 2 0 300 55

2063 302 3039
2064 305 30.4

2065 306 306.3
2066 308 307.8

2067 309 309.3
2068 311 310.7
2069 312 312.2
2070 314 313.7

12
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Table 5-2. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

" Achievable

" Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them
" Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
" Easily adopted
" Cost effective
* Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

* Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

* Avoided system expansion costs

13

Utility Water Loss Total Savings from
Year Population GPCD Water Loss

Reduction

Baseline - 26.00 0
2015 48,277 26.00 0
2016 48,501 26.00 0
2017 48,726 26.00 0
2018 48,950 26.00 0
2019 49,412 26.00 0
2020 49,874 26.00 0

2022 50,798 26.00 0
2023 51,260 26.00 0.... .... o.. ..............

2024 51,598 26.00 0



o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity
by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

* Staff time and resources
" Unit cost per unit saved
" Implementation costs

" Stakeholder agreement and support
" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 4% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
i. Average Region H savings

ii. Specific percentage of outdoor usage unknown for your utility at this
time

b. Savings could be 213 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).

Acu eM A e Wtr~ Tetat $S 34from AU Pte ia Saing C et' at#o otlYed OI r CneainAtiyRdee aiS edu 3ionWM5t d u l a t e L s 7C aaYemava t A c t v i d c e rWa v A citm ty f r oe O 5r tSe W M S V o u8n e W M s ma e ( Sbr t)
sang a of 201%Wam

226 24 248 223 7 49 4

27 24 244
222 I 2419 29 22 2 222 4aI

2222 248 222 21 26'7 392

22 2.221 2 7 2' b

225 242 2 222 34224 3. 74

2$ 2 24249 21 2$ 22 2'0 39 I
2027 2J9 '.2 22 29 20 2 4'
2 25 2$1 221 22 22$ 29 22

22 25 5 2222 224 129 2
2022 234 254292 1 2 3

2u2 225620 22 2 124 24 24
202 27 257 226 32 12 128 2?

2 2$ 22 2 3 15 22 2
2294 26 3 232 46 221 234
223 2$5 26 23 4271 220 277I
2236 29 26 234 5 7 229 272
2 7 27 2 27 232 4

2, 2$23 5 1i 247 24
22'7 Z9 22' 2> 2 22
22,4 2s 272 _________ _ H2 2it .9 2A4
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year19

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

1 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

Actual Cretit Atual Water Loss Potend 'a1_aving Wat
Yea Co n atton Acwrity Reduction Savings frtot Aang om lttCon WMSe atton

Cos creation Actiity WMS oume MS vowmt (short)

2017 240 0 240 72 7 4' 53 267
20828024 7' 84 '2 25

224 2 9 6 7 249
200280 24 73 22 69 01 2'9

20128024S 72 14 7' 21 2'0
202. 249 0 9 73 7 3 100 222
203 250 0 250 7s 1 0 2

204210252 74 227 119 2"6
2025 252 052 7' 4 204 2 L9
2026 254 0 254 75 26 112 137 191
2027 25 25 75 29 228 2 123
202 56 7 1 125 156 27

209270257 76 23212 265 6
20 25 0 250 70 36 29 175 20
231 260 260 76 08 245 24252
22 2.1 5.77 42 .52 29 ' 241
203 22 62 77 42 2 202 V .
2034 2026 78 4' 265 211 23
026 2 4 71 2 2
203 2 7 1 17 20 11
2037 27 267 79 244 2' 20
20282 26 79 .0 291 247 101

209270 270 79 2. 7 256 23
2040 71 ?u271 8_ _ _ _ 24 5 0

3. Rain Barrels
a. In Region H, utilities could save approximately 26.8 gallons per year per

gallon of capacity rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Houston Report - 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent'
of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

* Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
* Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use
" Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common

association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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" County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy

supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas

Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes.3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before

it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Houston's current water conservation activities and their quantified savings
to two metrics: 1) Region H Water Plan's (Region H Water Planning Group, 2016) recommended
WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Houston's own 5- and 10-year goals as
established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Houston's most recent water conservation plan are established by the
utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions6 are

expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.

As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this

report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline 10 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Houston with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in
greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being
performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline 1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current IActual Water Loss r1Water LossI
Year lCosetn Rctionavingos Total Savings from All Conservation WMS Reutons Total Yearly WMS Over

Year Conservation Reduction Savings Reduction

Activity Savings (as of 2015) Conservation Activity Volume WMS Volume Volume (Short)

2015 2,058 3,937 5,995 525 950 1,475 4,520
2016 2,070 3,987 6,057 656 1,187 1,843 4,213
2017 3,025 4,037 7,062 656 1,425 2,081 4,981
2018 2,988 4,087 7,075 787 1,662 2,449 4,625
2019 2,946 4,090 7,037 918 1,900 2,818 4,219
2020 2,911 4,094 7,005 1,181 2,137 3,318 3,687
2021 2,876 4,097 6,973 1,418 2,354 3,772 3,201
2022 2,892 4,100 6,992 1,656 2,570 4,226 2,766
2023 2,908 4,103 7,011 1,893 2,787 4,680 2,331
2024 2,924 4,136 7,060 2,131 3,003 5,135 1,925
2025 2,939 4,169 7,108 2,369 3,220 5,589 1,519
2026 2,954 4,202 7,157 2,606 _< 3,437 6,043 1,114
2027 2,970 4,235 7,205 2,844 3,653 6,497 708
2028 2,986 4,268 7,254 3,081 3,870 6,951 303
2029 3,002 4,301 7,303 3,319 4,086 7,405 (102)
2030 3,019 4,334 7,352 3,557 4,303 7,859 (507)
2031 3,035 4,367 7,402 3,798 4,522 8,320 (918)
2032 3,052 4,399 7,452 4,039 4,742 8,780 (1 329)
2033 3,069 4,432 7,502 4,280 4,961 9,241 (1 739)
2034 3,086 4,465 7,551 4,521 5,180 9,701 (2 150)
2035 3,103 4,497 7,600 4,762 5,400 10,162 (2 562)
2036 3,120 4,529 7,649 5,003 5,619 10,622 (2973
2037 3,137 4,562 7,698 5,244 5,838 11,083 (3384
2038 3,153 4,594 7,748 5,485 6,058 11,543 (3 795)
2039 3,170 4,627 7,797 5,726 6,277 12,004 (4 207)
2040 3,187 4,659 7,846 5,968 6,496 12,464 (4 618)
2041 3,206 4,691 7,897 6,214 6,722 12,936 () 038)
2042 3,225 4,724 7,949 6,460 6,948 13,408 (5, 459)
2043 3,244 4,756 8,000 6,706 7,173 13,879 (5 880)
2044 3,262 4,788 8,051 6,952 7,399 14,351 (6 300)
2045 3,281 4,821 8,102 7,198 7,624 14,823 (6721)
2046 3,300 4,853 8,153 7,444 7,850 15,294 (7,141)
2047 3,319 4,886 8,205 7,691 8,076 15,766 (7, 562)
2048 3,338 4,918 8,256 7,937 8,301 16,238 (7982)
2049 3,356 4,951 8,307 8,183 8,527 16,710 (8 ,403)
2050 3,375 4,983 8,358 8,429 8,752 17,181 (8 ,823)
2051 3,397 5,015 8,412 8,680 8,822 17,502 (9,090)
2052 3,418 5,048 8,466 8,932 8,891 17,823 (9,358)
2053 3,439 5,080 8,519 9,183 8,961 18,144 (9,625)
2054 3,460 5,113 8,574 9,435 9,030 18,465 (9,891)
2055 3,482 5,147 8,628 9,686 9,100 18,786 10,158)
2056 3,503 5,180 8,683 9,937 9,169 19,107 (10,424)
2057 3,524 5,213 8,737 10,189 9,239 19,428 (10 690)
2058 3,546..5,246 8,792 10,440 9,308 19,748 (10 97)
2059 3,567 5,279 8,846 10,692 9,378 20,069 (11 223)
2060 3,588 5,313 8,901 10,943 9,447 20,390 (11 489)
2061 3,611 5,346 8,957 11,200 9,507 20,707 (11 751)
2062. 3,633 5,379 9,012 11,458 9,567 21,025 (12 012)
2063 3,656 5,412 9,068 11,715 9,627 21,342 (12 273)
2064 3,679 5,447 9,125 11,972 9,687 21,659 (12 533)
2065 3,701 5,481 9,182 12,229 9,747 21,976 (12 73)
2066 3,724 5,516 9240 12,487 9,806 22,293 (13053)
2067 3,746 5,550 9297 12,744 9,866 22,610 (1333)
2068 3,769 5,585 9 354 13,001 9,926 22,927 (13 57 )
2069 3,792 5,619 9 411 13,258 9,986 23,244 (13 33)
2070. 3,814 5,654 9,468 13,516 10,046 23,562 (1,093)
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Houston's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare with
5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 13 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Annual Savings Goal with Total Savings for All Over
Year # Year Utility Population Total GPCD Goals Current Quantified (Short)Reduction in GPCD (MG) Activities (MG) (MG)

Baseline - 152 0 0 0

1 2015 2,239,558 152 327 5,995 5,668 8I
2 2016 2,241,329 151 654 6,057 5,402
3 2017 2,243,100 151 982 7,062 6,079

4 2018 ........... ..... 2,244,872......: 150 1,311 7,075 5,764
5-year Goal 2019 2,246,643 .. 150164703539

2020 . 2,248,414 150........2,035 7,005 4970
7 2021 2,266,441 149 2,449 6,973 4,524
8 2022 2,284,467 149 2,868 6,992 4,124
9 2023 2,302,494 148 3,294 7,011 3,717

10-year Goal 2024 2,320,520 148 3,727 7,060 3,333

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Houston's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year
water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column
headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 14 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

Y Year Utility Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water(OeYear # Y[ar Population Water Loss GPCD Goals Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline - 31.00 0 0 0
.........1 2015 2,239,558 30.88 98 3,937 3,838

2 2016 2,241,329 3076 196 3,987 3,790
3 2017 2,243,100 30.64 295 4,037 3,742

2018 2,244,872 30.52 393 4,087 3,694
5-year Goal 2019~m,^ 2,246,643 30.40 492 4,090 3,598

2020 2,248,414 30.28 591 4,094 3,503
2021 2,266,441 30.1695 4,097 3,402

8 2022 2,284,467 30.04 800 4,100 3,300
9 2023 2,302,494 29.92 908 4,103 3,196

10-year Goal 2024 2,320,520 29.80 1,016 4,136 3,120

1 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013; U.S. E.P.A., 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys
of several utilities that have minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive
conservation activities, and yet experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with
rate increases. In those cases, savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total
GPCD. For many smaller utilities, especially those with customers lacking disposable income,
this measure is the only tool used to conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the

higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (TWDB, 2013).
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings 15

a. Savings of 3,937 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 16 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Water Rate Increase
a. Last rate increase:17

i. 3.4% increase in 2016
b. Estimated customer demand reduction of .68%
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source1 " (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. Savings from rate increases are shown to persist over time, however, note that

savings from these pricing signals will likely decrease if rates remain the same in
future years

5. Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) with Customer Engagement Portal
a. Houston uses a proprietary portal in its Consumption Awareness Program (CAP).
b. Implemented in 2014
c. Estimated savings of 1,784 MG in 2016

i. Specific utility results may vary based on portal features and notifications
d. Savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers are using 19 and saving

water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

15 If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified
savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
17 Correspondence with utility staff.

18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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e. Assumes customers save 10% of total annual use due to the portal
i. Savings estimate is an average of results from multiple studies (Chesnutt

and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District, 2014; IBM, 2011;
Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute, 2016; Westin
Engineering, 2015)

f. Residential customers' use makes up approximately 61% of all retail customers'
use based on utility profile information submitted to the TWDB

g. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown
amounts to 1.23% of total demand

h. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase each
year20

6. Rain Barrels
a. In Region H, estimated savings of 26.8 gallons per year per gallon of capacity

rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).

b. 1,819 50-gallon barrels sold since 2014
c. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels

7. WaterWise Take-home Kits
a. Estimated 46,471 kits distributed annually in Houston service area

i. Pro-rata share of all kits distributed in Harris County by program
implemented by Harris-Galveston Subsidence District and Resource
Action Programs

b. Estimated savings of 7,384 gallons per year per kit (Frontier Associates, 2015)
c. Conservative 5-year useful life for all items in kit
d. 15% adoption rate assumed

8. Save Water Co. Commercial, Multi-family and Hotel Programs2 1

a. Project initiated in service area in 2014
b. Save Water completed work on 927 multi-family units by 2015
c. Average monthly savings of 305,190 gallons
d. Total annualized savings of 21.97 MG for the life of the retrofitted fixtures
e. This study estimates a lifespan of 25 years for high-efficiency toilet replacements,

five years for kitchen aerators and similar devices.
f. Save Water Co. performs monthly meter readings before and after installation to

quantify savings.
i. The company's work consists of identifying and repairing all leaks and I

drips, rebuilding existing toilets and replacing sink aerators.

19 Attempts to garner more precise participation figures for the Consumption Awareness Program (CAP) from staff
were unsuccessful.
20 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be

greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
21 Savings figures and units serviced based on personal email communication with Kurt Goedrich, December 1,
2016.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).

Water Rate AMI with WaterWise Take-JSave Water Co. TOTALYear Increase Customer Rain Barrels home Kits Program SAVINGS
Portal

2009 53.4 53
2010 99.5 99
2011 150.3 150
2012 198.0 198
2013 251.5 252
2014 1,763 0.6 255.5 11 2,031
2015 1,774 17 260.9 22 2,058
2016 1,784 20 261.5 22 2,070

2017 992 1,795 2.4 213.8 22 3,025
2018 998 1,805 2.4 160.3 22 2,988

2019 1,004 1,815 2.4 102.9 22 2,946
2020 1,009 1,826 2.4 51.5 22 2,911
2021 1,015 1,836 2.4 22 2,876
2022. 1,021 1,847 24 22 2,892
2023 1,027 1,857 2 4 22 2,908
2024 1,032 1,867 1.9 22 2,924
2025 1,038 1,878 0.7 22 2,939
2026 1,044 1,888 0.4 22 2,954
2027. 1,050 1,899 22 2,970
2028 1,055 1909 22 2,986

2029 1,061 1,919 22 3,002
2030 1,067 1,930 22 3,019. 1 . . . . 1,7 . _. 1,941_.......... ...... ... 3,035 ........... _,.

2032 1,079 1,951 22 3,052

2034 1,091 1,973 22 3,086
2035 1,097 1,984 22 3,1032036 1,013 1,995 22 3,0

2037 1,109 2,006 22 3,137
2038 1,115 2,017 22 3,153
2039 1,121 2,027 22 3,170
2040 1,127 2,038 22 3,187
2041 1,134 . 2,050 22 3,206
2042 1,140 2,063 22 3,225

2043 1,147 2,075 22 3,244
2044 1,154 2,087 2 ,62045 1,160 2,099 22 3,281

2046 1,167 2,111 . 22 3,300
2047 1,174 2,123 22 3,319
2048 1,180 2,135 22 3,3382049 1,187 2,147 22 3,6
2050 1,194 2,159 22 3,81
2051 1,201 2,173 22 3,397

2052 1,209 2,187 22 3,418
2053 1,217 2,201 22 3,439

20540 1,224 2,149 22 3,460

2055 1,232 2,228 22 3,482
2056 1,239 2,242 22 3,503
2057 1,247 2,255 22 3,524
2058 1,254 2,269 22 3,546
2059 1,262 2,283 22 3,5672060 1,270 2,297 22 3,588

2061 1,278 2,311 22 3,6112062 1,286 2,326 22 3,633

2063 1,294 2,340 22 3,656
2064. 1,302 2,355 22. 3,78
2065 . 1,310 2,369 22 3,701
2066 1,318 2,384 22 3,724
2067 1,326 2,398 22 3,746
2068 1,334 2,413 22 3,769
2069 1,342 2,428 22 3,792
2070 1,350 2,442 22 3,814
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Table 5-2. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

Utility Water Loss Total Savings from
Year Population GPCD Water Loss

Reduction

Baseline - 31.00 0
2015 2,157,023 26.00 3,937I
2016 2,184,535 26.00 3,987
2017 2,212,046 26.00 4,037
2018 2,239,558 26.00 4,087
2019 2,241,3291 26.00 4,090I
2020 2,243,100= 26.00 4,094

2021 2,244,872 26.00 4,097
2022 2,246,643 26.00 4,100

2023 2,248,414 26.00 4,103
2024 2,266,441 26.00 4,136

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

* Achievable
* Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them

* Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
* Easily adopted
" Cost effective

* Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a

profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage

analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

* Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

* Avoided system expansion costs
o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity

by decreasing demand even as population grows.
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Costs to consider:

* Staff time and resources

* Unit cost per unit saved

* Implementation costs

* Stakeholder agreement and support

* Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 3.79% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
b. Savings could be 5,498 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).

AWtuQl CUrit t AMUal Water Lou .. Water Loss
Actual C re S dActl Wee Los Total Savingafrom All Potential Savings Consve aton Toter Yeary Over

SaAings ;a of lOSS) Volumena W (Short)

201 2,70 37 4 6,7
2017 ,025 4037 1,.2 3,0 66 1425 2 1 10511
201 2,98 4,087 7,075 2 7 662 1017

2 9( . 2,9464 7 7 1 12
2020 211 04 7.002 11 217 3,31 9.1
20 . . 2,.7 4,97 3,973 5 61A41 2,354 3,772 3, 5
2022 2,892 4100 2 0 1.65 2,70 4.22 ,4S

2023 2,90 4,103 7,011 5,7 2 L35' 2,787 4.650 8.03
2024 2,24 44-3 7,60 ~ ,74 2.131 3,.3,3 7,69

202' 2.99 4.36 74108 5.78 2,3'9 ,20 .59 7,0

026 2<5 4,02 7,157 5818 27r0 3Al ,04 ,3

2027 290 ,235 7,20 5,850 2,844 3,: .47 ,
202 2,98 4.268 7,2'4S, 3.081 .,/0 8,951 61'

'029 3,002 ,301 ,,14 ? 1 4,6 7A' 1
030 ...4.3 7IlL2 .. ^94' 3SI.5 4,303 7.I59 S.4'

20 2,05 4,367 7402 50 39 4,2 8,20
2032 5,52 4,52. 79 6,01. 4,039 4,74. .,7.0 4,619

203' ',06 4432 7,50 6047 4.280 4,61 .241 430

20. 3,06 $4. 7, 1 .,80 4.551 ,1:0 9.701 393
2035 ,03 ,4,47 7,.00 6C13 447, 7,00 1 2 ,5

20'6 3.120 4,529 7'49 .,147 5,0 1,63 10.2 ,7

2037 3,137 , 462 7,6 Mo8 - ,244 .38 13,83 I,9
2038 3,1 594 1,742 '.214 485 .08 1,4 418

20'9 9,0 4 2 77 7 6,247 '.126 .,77 12,/4 2,4
2040 ,. 659 7,546 ,21 . .68 A;I, 12,94 0 .:3
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Humble Report." 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the

recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions

on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional I
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

* Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
* Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use
* Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common

association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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" County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy
supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that

agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings

met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to

compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting I
3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Humble's current water conservation activities and their quantified savings
to two metrics: 1) Region H Water Plan's (Region H Water Planning Group, 2016) recommended
WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Humble's own 5- and 10-year goals as
established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Humble's most recent water conservation plan are established by the
utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions 6 are
expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.
7 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) + 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline1 0 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Humble with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in

greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being
performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline 1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
1 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water LossTotal Savings from All Conservation WMS Total Yearly WMS Over
Year Conservation Reduction Savings Reduction

Activity Savings (as of 2015) Conservation Activity Volume WMS Volume Volume (Short)

2015 2.0 28 30 3 8 11 19

2017 1.6 29 31 4 12 16 15
2018 1.2 30 31 5 14 19 12
2019 0.8 30 31 6 16 22 9

2020 0.4 30 31 7 18 25 62 20313 . . . . . . . .. _. .......... ... .........

2022 0 31 31 10 22 33 2)
2023 0 31 31 12 25 37;5)
2024 0 32.32 14 27 41 (8)
2025 0 33 33 15 29 44 (12)
2026 0 33 33 17 31 48 (1)

2027 0 34 34 19 34 52 (18)

2028 0 35 35 20 36 56 (21)
2029 0 36 36 22 38 60 (24)

20 0...............0......... . 36 36 23 . 40 64 (18)I
2031 0 37 37 25 43 68 (31)
2032 0 38 38 27 45 72 (35)
2033 0 38 38 29 47 76 (38)

2034 0 39 39 31 50 80 (42)

2035 0 39 39 32 52 84 (45)
2036 0 40 40 34 54 89 (49
2037 0 . 40 40 36 57 93 (52)

2038 0 41 41 38 59 97 (56)
2039 0 41 41 40 61 101 (60)
2040 0 42 42 41 64 105 (63)

2041 0 42 42 43 66 109 (6)
2042 0 43 43 45 68 113 (71)

2043 0 43 43 47 71 117 (74)
2044 0 43 43 49 73 121 (78

2045 0 44 44 50 75 126 .(82

2046 0 44 44 52 78 130 (6)

2047 0 45 45 54 80 134 (89)
2048 0 45 45 56 _ 82 138 ()

2049 0 45 45 58 85 142 (97)
2050 0 46 46 59 87 146 101)

2051 0 46 46 61 89 150 (104
2052 0 4646 63 92 154 (108)

2053 0 47 47 64 94 158 (112)
2054 0 47 47 66 96 162 115)
2055 0 47 47 68 98 166 (119)
2056 0 48 48 70 101 170 (123)

2057 0 48 48 71 103 174 (126)
2058 0 48 48 73 105 178 130)

2059 0 48 48 75 107 182 134)
2060 0 49 49 77 110 186 (137)

2061 0 49 49 78 112 190 (141)
2062 0 49 49 80 114 194 (144)

2063 0 49 49 81 116 197 148)
2064 0 50 50 83 118 201 (151)
2065 0 *50 50 85 120 205(15
2066 0 so 5 86 122 208 (18)

2067 0 50 50 88 124 212 162)

2068 0 50 50 89 126 216 (165). .. ............. .................... ... ._. . .....................,. ................_ ........
2069 0 51 51 91 129 220 (169)
2070 0 51 51 93 131 223 172)

I
7 I
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Humble's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare with
5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 13 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Total Savings for All Over
Year # Year Utility Population Total GPCD Goals Annual Savings Goal with Current Quantified (Short)

Reduction in GPCD (MG) Activities (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline - 193 0 0 0

2 2016 16,405 189 24 31........7
3.. 2017.....16,614 187 36 31 (6)

4 2018 16,824 185 49 31 X18)

5-year Goal 2019 17,033 183 62 31 (31)
6 2020 17243 182 69 31 (9)
7 2021 17,612 181 77 3146)

9 2023 18,349 179 94 31 (62)
10-year Goal 2024.......18,717 178 102 32 (70)

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Humble's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year water
loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column headers
in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline'4 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

I Utility Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water Over
Year # j Year Population Water Loss GPCD Goals Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (Short)

(MG)

Baseline - 19.00 0 0 0

1 2015 16,195 19.00 0 28 28
2 2016 16,405 19.00 0 29 29
3 2017 16,614 19.00 0 29 29

42018 16824 19.00 0 30 30
5-year Goal 2019 17,033 19.00 0 30 30I

6 2020 17,243 18.80 1 30 29
72021 17,612 18.60 3 31 28

8 2022 17,980 18.40 4 31 27

9 2023 18,349 18.20 5 31 2610-year Goal 2024 18,717 18.00 7 32 25

14 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.

" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between
residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the
higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (TWDB, 2013).
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings 1 5

a. Savings of 28 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline16 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. WaterWise Take-home Kits
a. Estimated savings of 7,384 gallons per year per kit (Frontier Associates, 2015)
b. Conservative 5-year useful life for all items in kit

i. 15% adoption rate assumed

is If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified

savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).

WaterWise
Year Take-home TOTAL SAVINGS

Kits

2009 0.4 0.4
2010 0.8 0.8

2011 1.2 1.2
2012 1.5 1.5
2013 1.9 1.9
2014 2.0 2.0
2015 2.0 2.0
2016 2.0 2.0
2017 1.6 1.6

2018 1.2 1.2
2019 0.8 0.8
2020 0.4 0.4
2021 0

2024 0
2023 0
2024 0
2025 0
2026 0.. :,:.. 2027 ... ,. . . ._, . __ ... , . , . , .._ .

2028 0
2029 0
2030 0

2031 0
2032 0
2033 0
2034 0
2035 0
2036 0
2037 02038 0
2047 0
2039 0

2040 0

2041 0
2042 0

2045 0

2046 0
2047 02045 0
2049 0
2050 0

2051 0
2052 0

2053 0
20548 0
2059 0

2050 0

2051 0

20602 0

2061 0
20652 0

203 0
204 0

2066 0

207 0

2068 0
2069 0

200 ______ ___0
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Table 5-2. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

Utility Water Loss Total Savings from
Year Population GPCD Water Loss

Reduction

Baseline - 19.00 0
2015 15,570 14.00 28

.2016 15,779 14.00 29
2017 15,987 1.02
2018 16,195 14.00 30

2020 16,614 14.00 30
2021 16,824 .14.00..31

22 1703 14.00 31

2023 17,243 14.00 31
:...::................................2024 17,612 14.00 32

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

" Achievable

" Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them
" Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
" Easily adopted
" Cost effective

" Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

* Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

" Avoided system expansion costs
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o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity
by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

" Staff time and resources

" Unit cost per unit saved

" Implementation costs

" Stakeholder agreement and support
" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 5.47% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
b. Savings could be 45 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).

Actu Cfreo Attua Watee Los Water LTotal Savings from A Potenta Savtigs Conserat7o ToaLY t dy OverYer Co or ti on Actty Redu io Sf gs o4 Redu WM
Con jteion A tMiy from Ordinatne WMSVoume oe WMSVolumne (Sh rt

2016 2 293 46 4 10 14 61
2017 2 29 l 45 4 1t 6 60

201 1 6 4 10
2019 10 4? 6 22 56
2020 0 31 4 7 6 2 64
.021 0 ai31 9 22 5
2022 3 10 22 4

2L3 31 0 2 7 46

24 2 32 61 14 2? 4 '
20 5 33 61 2 24 4
202S 0 3333 17 '1 4$

2027 34 34 64 19 42 3
202 0 5552 6 6
202 36 6.i36
200 0 v . 6 .40 r ' .
201 40 3 1 1t 2 5 4.
202 0 3 3$ 6? 2? 45 72 2

l03 3$ 3$ 6$ 47 76
20" 0 $ fa d 0 17
20353 95 322 84 14
208 4 0 3 4 911

27 40 40 60 65 32 $
0 %41 41 61 38 99

2039 41 41 62 4061 1 2
2040 0 42 42 _________ 41 64 106 ___
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the

portal
i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies

(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among

participating utilities in this project.
ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.

e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown
amounts to 1.34% of total demand

f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase
each year' 7

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

17 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Table 6-2. Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

eUaltrrnti ActUaSWatervings Pervalastiong raerlst
Total Savig from Al COnenatioTotal Y ata Over

year C umewaltCen Aot uty Reduc naIvsgrAs from A WMSwomheReducion WMSWoum
Savings (a of M015) CutormtPortal Volume

016 42 31 11 4 10 14 | 2
017 2 1 1 4 12 1

201 30 3 1 a 34 11 23

20C '930 6 22 21

202"1r 33 3 32 0 3 14
22 31 31 12 10 2 2 1
03 0 1 31 12 1 2S 7 7

2024 32 3 13 14 7 4 4
0s 0 33 33 131

20 6 17 33 13 17 46
027 3 34 13 4 5

09 0 36 || 36 14 2 4 60 (1
2030 0 36 36 146 4 4

2v 37 37 144 6

20 2 34 3671 46 7 20

203 a 30 14 a 0 80 (7

206 40 40 36 3 4 49 (4
207 | 0 40 | 40 16 ar 57 93 M

0 41 41 15 01 1
___4_ 0 42 4 16 ___ __ r 106 ____)

3. Water Rate Increase
a. For every 10% increase, estimated savings could be 2% of utility total

demand.
b. Approximately 16 MG of savings per year with current demand
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source 18 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. See Table 6-3 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

utility's conservation goals.

18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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Current Savings + Potential Savings from 10% Water Rate Increase (MG).

Year TOW C rvti n fAti it fi~t Tsa sxsts fr S Consr atian ota Yea y Over
Conser tion Ativity [WMS V E.e WMS Volume (Shortr. g (s o 2015 . : . Voume

0 y4 11
2017 2 24 1 17 1 26 31
2012 1 30 a17 5 4 19 29
2 1 >0 1 17 6 .0 2 26

021 Y31 31 1 9 20 20

022 3114 121

0"3 31 1 1 2 2 1 13
20432 A2 10 14 27 41 10

20233 31 19 19 44 4

2027 34 34 '0 19 4 S2 2
2028 19 20 203 6 1
2029 , 6 36 20 22 0 4,
2040 16 6 21 2340 64
203 37 37 2125 4' 6$

7720'' 8 '9 21 194 7 7
204 0 22 92 D $4

2037 40 '0 22 65 93
2t 41 41 2 3 5 973

P03 0 41 41 2 4" -1 lv 3
204' 42 42 23 41 ___4______ lS

4. Rain Barrels
a. In Region H, utilities could save approximately 26.8 gallons per year per

gallon of capacity rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels

17
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Huntsville Report.* 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

* Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more

* Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for
municipal use

* Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common
association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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" County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy
supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year. 4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Huntsville's current water conservation activities and their quantified
savings to two metrics: 1) Region H Water Plan's (Region H Water Planning Group, 2016)
recommended WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Huntsville's own 5- and
10-year goals as established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period. 5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Huntsville's most recent water conservation plan are established by
the utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions
are expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.
7 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) + 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this

report does not address those goals.
As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent

Population) + 365
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provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline10 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Huntsville with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in
greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being
performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline" 1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water Loss
_a C_ _ _o Rdto_ _g Total Savings from All Conservation WMS _ _to Total Yearly WMS Over

Year Conservation Reduction Savings _ _ _ Reduct ionjAcivtySains asof205) Conservation Activity Vlm M Volume Volume (Short)

2015 22.2 0 22 0 0 0 22
2016 24.8 0 25 0 0 0 25
2017 25.2 0 .... 25 0 0 0 25
2018 25.7 0 26 0002

20926.2 6' 26 0002
2020 26.6 0 27 0 0 0 27

2021 27.6 0 27 0 0 0 27
2022 27.6 0 28 0 0 0 28
2023 28.0 0 28 0 0 0 282032. 800020428.5 0 28 0 0 0 28
2025 28.9 0 29 0 0 0 29
2026 29.4 0 29 0 0 0 29

2028 30.3 0 30 0 0 0 30

2029 30.8 0 31 0 0 0 31
2030 31.3 0 31 0 0 0 31
2031 31.6 0 32 0 ..0 32

2032 31.9 0 32 0 0 0 32
2032 32.9 0 32 0 0 32263332..... ... .... ............ ................. 32..0..0... 32

2034 32.6 0.3 0 0 0 3
2035 32.9 0 33 0 0 0 33
2036. 33.3 0 33 0 0 0 33
2037 33.6 0 34 0 0 0..4
2038 33.9 0 34 0 0 0 34

2039 34.3 0 34 0 0 0 34
2040 34.6 0.35 0 0 0 35
2041 34.9 0 350 0 0 35

2042 35.1 0 35 0 0 0 35

2044 35.6 0 36 0 0 0 36

2045 35.9 0 36 0 0 36

2646 36.2 0 36 00 36
2047 36.4 0 36 0 0 0 36
2048 36.7 0 37 0 0 0 37

2049 36.9 0 370 0 0 37

2050 37.2 0 37 0 0 0 37

20521 36 0 37 0 0 0 37

2054 37.6 0 38

20535 378 ' 0'"6 38 00032054 38.0 0 38 0 0 0 38
2055 38.2 0 38 0 0 0 38

"205 6 . 49................ . . 38 0 0 0 38

2057 38.6 0 39 0 0 39
2051 38.4 0 390 0 0 39

202 39.0 0 439 0 0 39
2060 39.3 0 .3 0 0 0 39

2061 39.4........4.. .0 0

2062 39.6 6 40 0 0 0 40
2063 39.7 0 40 0 0 0 40

2 0 6 5 ..:...... 40... .0.........._.......... ................... 6'.:.................40................._..0....._......;0... ....... ... 0... .........40._.... .....
2056 40.2 6 40 0 0 "'0 40'

2067 40.4 0 40 0 0 0 40

2068 . 40.5 0 41 0 0 0 41

2069 46.7 0 41 0 0 0 412070 40.8 . 04 0 0 0 41
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Huntsville's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare
with 5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline13 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Annual Savings Goal with Total Savings for All Over
Year # Year Utility Population TotalGPCD Goals Current Quantified (Short)

Reduction in GPCD (MG) Activities (MG) (MG)

Baseline - 302 0 0 0
1 2015 39,765 282 296 22 (274)I

2 2016..................261.........595...........25........
2017 40174 241 897 25 (872)

4 2018 40,379 220 1,203 26 (,177)
5-year Goal 2019 40,583 200 1,511 26 (1,485)

6 2020 40,788 199 1,533..........27 (,507)I
7 2021 40,984 198 1,556 27 (1529)

2022 41,180 197 1 828(1,551

9 2Q23r.G...2024 41,375 196 1,601 28 (1,573)

10 -yea Goal 2024 41,571 195 1,624 28 (1,595)

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Huntsville's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year
water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column
headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 14 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

T Utility [ Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water OverYear ea Water Loss GPCD Goals (Short)
Population Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (MG)

0 aein 00 0 0 0
1 2015 39,765 20.00 0 0 0

2 2016 39,970 20.00 0 0 0
3 2017 40,174 20.00 0 0 0
4 2018 40,379 20.00 0 0 0

5-year Goal 2019 40,583 20.00 0 0 0
6 2020 40,788 20.00 0 0 0

7 2021 40984 20.00 0 0 0
8 2022 41,180 20.00 0 0 0

9..........._.........2023................41,375 20.00 0 0 0

10-year Goal 2024 41,571 20.00 0 __0

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the 3
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the

higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (TWDB, 2013).
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings 15

a. Savings of 0 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 16 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Water Rate Increases
a. Last rate increases:1 7

i. 1.39% increase in 2015
ii. 1.39% increase in 2016

b. Estimated customer demand reduction of .54%
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source1 " (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. Savings from rate increases are shown to persist over time, however, note that

savings from these pricing signals will likely decrease if rates remain the same in
future years.

5. Conservation Pricing
a. Tiered rate structure in place saves approximately 2.5% of total demand

i. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source 19 (U.S. EPA,
1998; TWDB, 2013)

1s If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified
savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
17 Correspondence with utility staff.
18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
19 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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I
5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).

TOutdoor
Conservation Water Rate Landscape TOTAL

Year Pricing Increases Evaluations SAVINGS

(SF/MF)

2009 0
20100. 

.. ..21.... 0

2012 0
2013 19 19.2
2014 20 19.6
2015 20 2 22.2
2016 20 4 24.8
2017 21 4 25.2
2018 21 5 25.7
2019 22 5 26.2
2020 22 5 26.6

2022 23 5 27.6
2023 23 5 28.0
2024 23 5 2.
2025 24 5 28.9
2026 24 5 29.4

2027 25 5 29.9
20825 530.3

2029 25 530.8

2030 26 6 31.3
2031 26 6 31.6
2032 26 6 31.9

2033 27 6 32.3
2034 27 6 2..

2035 27 6 32.9

2036 276 33.3

2038 28 6 33.9
2039 28 6 34.3

2041 29 6 34.9
2042 29 6 35.1

2043 29 6 35.4
2044 29 6 35.6
2045 30 6 35.92046 30 636

2047 30 6 36.4
20478 - 30 7 364

2D830 736.7
2049 30 7 36.9
2050 31 7 37.2
2051 31 - 7 374
2051 31 7 37.4
2052 31 7 37.6

2055 31 7 38.2
2056 327 38.4I
2057 32 7 38.6
2058 32 7 38.8
2059 32 7 39.0

22060 32 7 39.3
2061 32 7 39.4
2062 33 7 39.6
2063 33 7 39.7

2064 33 7. 39.9

2065 33 7 40.0
2066 33 7 .40.2
2067 33 7 40.4

2068 33 7 40.5
2069 33 7 40.7 1
2070 34 7 40.8
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Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

" Achievable

" Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them

" Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
" Easily adopted
" Cost effective

" Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

" Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

* Avoided system expansion costs

13

Utility [Water LossI Total Savings from
Year Poua ion G Water Loss

Popultion GPCD Reduction

Baseline - 20.00 0
2015 39,161 20.00 0

......:2016::....... ...:n39,362::.... .... ::20.00 :.....0V.:.............
2 0 17.................. 3 9 ,5 64........................ 2 0...... . 00...........................................0 .... ........
2018 39,765 20.00 0
2019 39,705 20.00 0

201 40,379 20.00 0
2022:::......40.....583.......20.00..........0.

2023 40,178 20.00 0
2024 40,394 20.00 0

Table 5-2.



o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity
by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

" Staff time and resources

" Unit cost per unit saved

" Implementation costs

" Stakeholder agreement and support
" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 4% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
i. Average Region H savings

ii. Specific percentage of outdoor usage unknown for your utility at this

time
b. Savings could be 102 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).

Atual Current A#ua W tr isI[ W eLoss
c E avt ngfrm A tt ii av ngs C uen tiatin Total Ye y OvrY0Ar CConsrvatiron Acti ty edutior FsavingsI :#I{ ed n WMS
Coo ¬rvatfinAt, twieanOrdI n a W VValume J WMSVolume (Shor

1t 26 5 fir6I17 1.
217 2 2 1C2 6 12

61 6 2 1
261' 26 6 26 60 2

2660 | 27 27 1636 112

2622 682 164 6 131
2 23 68 164 666192

224 < 1

<i23 6 6 1 6 6 13

266 6 31 16 1 I-
61 3 01 16 6 117

206 3 6 33 126 6 149

2 44 167 6 6 141

23 34, 34 167 6 6 6 141
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year20

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

20 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Table 6-2. Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

er Actual Curet Act al Water TotalSls g m l t da sNwi txToalr ay
Yer Con et dn A laity Ite lion Seeings Poa aig rmi foeta avin w Con e a in atra to $

Cutaoeo "* c wPortl: volu s

20 2$ 0 2 34 0 0
207 25 0 25 4 0 0 59
208 26 0 26 340 0 0 60

2019 2 63 0 61

2020 20 27 4 0 0 0 61
'221 27 0 27 35 0

2022 28 28 35 0 06
20232 0 28 3$ 0 0 0 63
2Vi4 2 33r,. 0 3

2529 0 29 3$ 0 0 64
202 2 29 35 0 64
227 300 30 3$ 0 0 0 65

208 3 0 3$ 0 6

'029 1 0 31 35 0 0 0 - 66
2030 31 31 3500 0 67
2031 320 32 35 0 67
2032 32 32 3$ 0 0 67
203 32 ' 2 35 0 06
2034 930 33 36 0 0 62

25 33 36 0 69
26 330 33 36 0 69

23 40 34 36 0 70
2Z9 4 34 36 0 0 , O7
2_____ ________3 ____ 36 0 0 0 0

3. Rain Barrels
a. In Region H, utilities could save approximately 26.8 gallons per year per

gallon of capacity rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Jersey Village Report.- 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent 1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

" Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
* Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use
* Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common

association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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" County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy

supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advancedI
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas

Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes.3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before

it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Jersey Village's current water conservation activities and their quantified
savings to two metrics: 1) Region H Water Plan's (Region H Water Planning Group, 2016)
recommended WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Jersey Village's own 5-
and 10-year goals as established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Jersey Village's most recent water conservation plan are established
by the utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions 6

are expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.

As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) + 365

8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as
provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline1 0 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Jersey Village with the utility's yearly recommended
WMS supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented
activities, including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are
covered in greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used
2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline 1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since

2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

a

119
In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for

water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.

6
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water Loss
sTotal Savings from All Conservation WMS Total Yearly WMS Over

Activity Savings (as of 2015) Conservation Activity Volume WMS Volume Volume (Short)
Yer Consvtaions (s Reutonfavings _ _ _M_ Reuonsm_ _

2015 0.9 19.6 20.5 2 0 2 18
2016 0.9 19.6 20.5 3 0 3 18
2017 0.7 19.6 20.3 3 0 3 18
2018 0.6 19.6 20.2 3 0 3 17
2019 0.4 19.6 20.0 4 0 4 16
2020 0.2 19.7 19.8 5 0 5 15
2021 0 19.7 19.7 5 0 5 14
2022 0 19.7 19.7 6 0 6 13
2023 0...19.7 19.7 70 7 13
2024 0 19.7 19.7 8 0 8 12
2025 0 19.8 19.8 9 0 9 11
2026 0.19.7 . 19.8 10 0 10 10
2027 0 19.8 19.8 10 0 10 .9

2028 0 19.8 19.8 11 0 11 8
2029 0 19.8 19.8 12 0 1 8
2030 0 19.9 19.9 13 0........3.7
2031 0 19.9 19.9 14 0 14 6
2032 0 19.9 19.9 15 0 15 5
2033 0 19.9 19.9 15 0 15 5
2034 0 19.9 19.9 16 0 164203530 0 1.0 2.0 17 0 173

2036 0 20.0 20.0 18 0 18 2
2037 0 20.1 20.1 18 0 18 2
2038 0 20.1 20.1 19 0 19 1
2039 0 20.1 20.1 20 0 20 0
2040 . 20.2 . 20.2 21 0 21 0)
2041 0 20.2 20.2 21 0 211
2042 0 20.2 20.2 22 0 22 (
2043 0 20.3 20.3 23 0 23(
2044 6 20.3 20.3 23 0 23 (3s
2045 20.4 20.4 24 0 24 (
2046 0 20.4 20.4 25 0 25 (4

2047 0 20.4 20.4 26 0 26()
2048 0 20.5 20.5 26 26 6

..49........................20.5.20.5.27....

2050 0 20.6 20.6 28 0 28 (7
2051 0 20.6 20.6 28 0 281
2052 0 20.6 20.6 29 0 29 (8

207020.7 20.7 30 0 30 (2)

2054 0 20.7 20.7 31 0 31 ( 0)
2055 0 20.8 20.8 31 0 31 (1)

206 0 20.8 210 32 32 14
2057 0 20.9 20.9 33 0 33 16)
204 0 20.9 20.9 33 0 33 (13)

205 0 21.02 21.02 _ 34 0 34 17
2060 0 21.0 21.0 35 0 35 17
2061 0 21.0 21.0 36 0 36 (14)

2062 0 21.4 21.4 6 0 6 (5)
2063 0 214. 21.1 37 0 37 ()

2060 0 21.2 21.2 8 0 8 (7)

20662 _ 0 2.3 2.3 9 0 9 (8's
20673 0 21.3 21.3 300 3 9 ......
2068 0 2.4 2.44030 0 31()

2069 . 0 21.4 21.4 341 0341(3)
2070 0 21.5 21.5 41 0 41 (2)
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Jersey Village's quantified savings from its implemented activities
compare with 5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan
submitted to the TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline13 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG)'- Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Utility Annual Savings Goal with Total Savings for All Over
Year U Ity Total GPCD Goals i Current Quantified (Short)Population Reduction in GPCD (MG)

Activities (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline 184 0 0 t7

1 2015 7,680 183 2 20.5 18
2 2016 7,689 182 4 20.5 16
3 2017 7,697 182 7 203 14
4 2018 7,706 181. 9 20.2 11

S-ycar Goal 2019 7,714 180 11 20.0 9g
6 2,020 7,723 178 16 203
7 2,021 7730 176 21 20 (2)
8 2,022 7,736 175 27 20 (1

9 2,023 7,743 173 32 20 ,1210-Year Goal 2,024 7,750 171 37 20 f 17

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.

8
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Jersey Village's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year
water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column
headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 14 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

.Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

Utility Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water[Over
Population Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline - 18.00 0 0 0
12015 7,680 17.40 2 19.6 18

2 2016 7,689 16.80 3 19.6 16
3 2017 7,697 16.20 5 19.6 15
4 2018 7,706 15.60 7 19.6 13

5-year Goal 2019 7,714 15.00 8 19.6 11
6 220 7,723 14.40 10 19.7 10
7 2021 7,730 13.80 12 19.7 8

.....................8 2022 7,736 13.20 14 19.7 6

10-year Goal 2024 7,750 12.00 17 19.7 3

In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on -
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the

higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (TWDB, 2013).

I
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings 15

a. Savings of 20 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 1 6 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Automatic Meter Reading (AMR)/Advanced Metering Infrastructure
a. These metering systems can save water in a number of ways, including from

water loss reduction through improved leak detection.
b. All water loss reduction savings associated with this activity are detailed in

Section 5, which assessed utility baseline water loss GPCD and most recently
reported water loss GPCD to determine water savings.

c. For estimated water savings that could be increased by implementing meter data
management (MDM) and customer engagement portal applications, refer to
Section 6 of this report.

i. With these additional applications, water savings can be achieved through
changed customer behavior and other real-time actions that go beyond
water loss reduction.

5. WaterWise Take-home Kits
a. Estimated savings of 7,384 gallons per year per kit (Frontier Associates, 2015)
b. Conservative 5-year useful life for all items in kit

i. 15% adoption rate assumed

is If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified

savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).

WaterWise Take
Year TOTAL SAVINGS

home Kits

2009 0.2 0.2
2010 0.3 03
2011 0.5 0.5
2012 07. 0.9

. a*.a.*.... .... 0 1 .... ..... .. ..*e.. ...*e .... ...... ......'........ ..... .... ..^. ., .,,. .............,,... ,..... .. .52014 0.9 0.9
e. e ...... s e. a... .......... ....... ........ e....... ... . e~. ..e ........ ....... "2015 0.9 0.9

2016 0.9 09
2017 0.7 07
2018 06 0.6

2019 04 04

2020 02 02
202160

2022 0
2023.0

20240
20250

2026 0

2 0 2 7 0. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2027 0
2029 0
2030 0
2031 0
2032 0

2033

203470
2035 0

2036 0
20380

2038 0
2049 0

2040 0

2041 0

2042 0
2054 0

20520
20630

204

2055

2056 I
2059

2061 I
2063

2064
205 .0

2067 1
20681

2069
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Table 5-2. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

" Achievable

" Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them
" Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
" Easily adopted
" Cost effective

* Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

" Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

" Avoided system expansion costs

13

Utility Water Loss Total Savings from
Year Population GPCD Water Loss

Reduction

Baseline - 18.00 0
2015 7,654 11.00 20
2016 7,663 11.00 20
2017 7,671 11.00 20
2018 7,680 11.00 20
2019 7,689 11.00 20
2020 7,697 11.00 20
2021 7,706 11.00 20:::....2 0 2 2 :......n .:::::7 ,7 14 ::: 1 1.x. . 00..:.20:

2023 7,723 11.00 20
204 770 11.00 20



I

o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity
by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

* Staff time and resources

* Unit cost per unit saved
" Implementation costs

" Stakeholder agreement and support
" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 4% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
i. Average Region H savings

ii. Specific percentage of outdoor usage unknown for your utility at this
time

b. Savings could be 23 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).

I~A iCurent Aeua; Wat&t LsWo~to LsTotal Sasings from AM oteotis~ vings Comse ation I osta Yeod OvsrYear Conmain Attiy Redu on S n ewcatVon WMS
Coo3s a Ai A v4t from Ordna co WMS V o u .WMVVolume Short

Saae (as of 201S) Votwrme
2L16 3 z20 423 a1

207 10 20 4
201U 1 20 22 3 040
201 20 20 2
200 0 0 23 0 I8

21 2020 23 0 7 -
2022 2 0 23 66 2
20.3 020 20 23 70 73

2, 4 0220 23 3
202? 20 20? 23 909 2
2023 0 2 0 23 20 20 3
2027 0 20 3212 00

S20 20 23 11 0
0' 020 2 3 3 1

203 020 2 2 31 021
2021 2? 20 23 24 0 14
202 20 223
203 0 20 23c0IS 27
2034 L20 20 2 2
2035 20 0 23 7 0 27 2

2 20 20 2 5
2037 20 23 18 1 24

wwn.~~, o w203 00 20 21 1 24
2320 202 22 20 2
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year1 7

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

17 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be

greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Table 6-2. Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

A*1ua Cr nt ActuA Wte [ Poe}rWi SavingsWater tie
Year Co se toenAiity ducta. a S fAg fromAMt1with Red ~uctn WMS

Co rseotdA Actiy WM$ Volu W5ou SrtSavings j as of2Jis C} MACa tvim er l WAS olVo ; e
2e 13eo2 .~_______[ote _____ ___

201 3
2017 (202 312
20 33 2
'1 20 44 4

2020 0 2020 0 ( 23

2020 20 0 6 21

04 0
2024 2 20 0 3 3
2025 0 0 20 3 0 2

220 0 30 18
2027 0 20 0 3 100
2023 0 2 20 0 1 3
2029 0 20 0 1 21(2

20'0 0 20 8 230 13 14
201 2 20 0 414 34
2N2 22 0 13
20 0 20 0 1 1
2'34 20 10 10 11
23 2 2 0 37 1

020
2037 0 020 0 3
203S 020 20 3 3(2 10

2 20 20 0 2
____________ 0 20 3 ______ ________ 21 7

3. Water Rate Increase
a. For every 10% increase, estimated savings could be 2% of utility total

demand.
b. Approximately 11 MG of savings per year with current demand
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one sources (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. See Table 6-3 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

utility's conservation goals.

18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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Current Savings + Potential Savings from 10% Water Rate Increase (MG).

A t odCu r Cr en t ua1 ?Wat es Potential Savings Water L40sT telaiprmA oetal Savins F Con eation Wl o Total Yearly OvercI ducin MToYeYear C emien AtMt ed0n Savings from Water Rate edu onW
Yer onealenAciI di iSatos Conseration A r m alefty WAMlSVolu W Sme tS(S oflj

Sa¬;ta (an Of 015)creae me

201% .. 22 I 02
1 0 20 1 1 29

2019 20 20 332
20 20 2 11 4 0 4 2

20 0 0 20 20 5 0 27
0 1 0 0 2 11 6 .

2022 20 20 1ii
2023 0 20 2011 7 0 7 24

2024 0 0 -. 20 11 1.... .2

02 20 20 11 02
2026 20 20 1 10 0 10 1
207 0 {20 11 0gg0 1

2cLi .F 1i 1 0-1 20

20290 20 20 11 12 12 19
2010 0 20 20 1113s..
2031 0 20 0 11 14 14 17
2032 0 20 20 130....... 17.......

2 3 0 0 115 1
034 0 20 20 11 1 1

20 0..2:20 11. 7 0 37 15

09 2 2.1 11 190 12
20 0 0 10 22 20 11
2049 0 20'0 1 21 11

4. Rain Barrels
a. In Region H, utilities could save approximately 26.8 gallons per year per

gallon of capacity rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels

17
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I
Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project

City of Katy Report- 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent'
of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The

9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were to be completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group? I
In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

* Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
* Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use
* Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common

association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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* County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy
supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).

2



for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that

agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Katy's current water conservation activities and their quantified savings to
two metrics: 1) Region H Water Plan's (Region H Water Planning Group, 2016) recommended
WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Katy's own 5- and 10-year goals as
established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.

The 5- and 10-year goals in Katy's most recent water conservation plan are established by the
utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions 6 are
expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.
7 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) + 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline1 0 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in million
gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows a 2070 outlook for Katy with the utility's yearly recommended WMS supply
volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in

greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being
performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used

to In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for

water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline 1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water Loss
Total Savings from All Conservation WMS Total Yearly WMS Over

Activity Savings (as of 2015) Conservation Activity[ Volume jWMS Volume Volume (Short)

2015 2.5 (23) (20) 5 0 5 (25)
2016 2.5 (24) (21) 7 0 7 (28)
2017 2.1 (25) (23) 7 0 7 (29)
2018 1.5 (26) (24) 8 0 8-(-2)
2019 10 (27) (26) 9 0 9 (35
2020 0.5 (28) (28) 12 0 12 (39)
2021 0 (29) (2)115 0 15 (44)
2022 0 (30) (30) 18 0 18 (48)
2023 0 (32) (32) 21 0 21 (5)
2024 0 (33) (33) 24 0 24 (57)
2025 0 (35) (35) 27 0 27 (62)I

2027 0 (38) (38) 33 0 33 (71)
2028 0 (39) (39) 36 0 36 (75)
2029 0 (4:.) (41) 39 0 39 (80)
2030 0 (42) (42) 42 0 42 (84)
2031 0 (44) ('44) 44 0 44.(88)
2032 0 (45) (4) 47 0 47 (92)
2033 0 (47) (47) 49 0 49 (96)
2034 0 (47) (47) 52 0 52 (98) I
2035 0 (47) (47) jyy 54 0 54 (101)
2036 0 (47) (47) 56 0 56 (103)

2037 0 (47) (47) 59 0 59 (106)
2038 0(4._. (47) (47) 61 0.61 (108)

2040 0 (48)1 I8 606 132039 0 (47) (47) 63 0 63 (111)

24 (4)(4) 66 0 '66 (113)2041 0 (48) (48) 68 0 68
2042 0 (48) . .4( 70 0 70 (113)

2043 0 (48) (48) 72 0 . 72 15

..... ........ ..... .... ..

204 514( (326)... . . .

2046 0 (49) (49) 79 0 79 (127)
2047 0 (49) (49) 81 0 81 .(130)

2048 0 (49) (49) 83 0 83 (132)
2049 0 (49) (49) 85 85 I
2050 0 (49) (4) 88 0 88 .(1)

2051 0 (49) (49) 90 0 90 . (1)

2052....0..(49)...............>...........(43)...92...0..................(4)
2048 0 (49) (49) 83 0 83 (142)

2053 0 (49) (49) 94 0 94 (13)
2054 0 (0) (0) 96 0 9145)
2055 0 (0) (0) 98 0.98..... .(147)
2056 0 (50)5 100 0 ioo (150)
2057 0 (50) (49) 104 0 102 (14)

2059 0 (O) (50) 106 0 96(15)
2060 0 (50) (50) 108 0108 (158)
2061 0 (51) (51) 109.0109 (160)
2062 0 (1) (.1) 111 0..............l. (162).

(61) (51) 113 0 13 (164)
2064 0 (1) (A) 115 115 (165)

2065 0 (51) ( 1) 117 117 (168)
2066 0 (5) (1) 118 0..............118..........(170)
2067 0.(.1) (.1) 120 0 120 (172.
2068 0 (5) (51) 122 0 122 17)
2069 0 (51) (52) 124.0124 (16)

2070 0 (52) (51) 126 0 126 (178)2 0 7 s 1 .... ... ...... ..... .............( 1: ....................: 1 0 1 0(I2

I1
7 I
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Katy's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare with 5-
and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.
The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline1 3 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

ui T A S s w TotalSavings for All Over
Year # Year Pouato tiiy oa GPCD Goals jeuto nuli aig PDGa M)wt Current Quantified (Short)

Activities (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline - 184 0 0 0
1 . 2015 1,1 8 .. _1
22016 18,351 180 24 (2 .) (45).......:r.:..

2 1719,191 .................... 179..........._38 ( 3 D ........ 6

4 2018 20,032 177 53 (24) l(7
5-year Goal 2019 20,872 175 69 (26) (94)

6 2020... 21,713 173 86 (28) (113)
7 2021 22,733 171 105 (24 134)
8 t 2022 23,753 170 125 (30) (155)

92023 24,773 168 146 (32):.......17...

10-year Goal 2024 25,793 166 169 (33) (203)

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Katy's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year water
loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column headers
in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 14 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million

gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its

reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

I Over
Year # Year Utility Water Loss GPCD Goals Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water (Shor)

YeBaseline Population 9.00 s Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (MG)

12015 17,510 8.80 1 (23) (2)

2 2016 18,351 8.60 3 (24) (26)
32017 19,191 8.40 4( (29)

4 2018 20,032 8.20 6 (2) (31)
5-year Goal 2019 20,872 8.00 8 (2.7) (34)I

6 2020 21,713 8.00 8 (28) (36)
7 2021 22,733 8.00 8 (29) (38
8 2022 23,753 8.00 9.(30) (3)

92023 24,773 8.00 9 (32) (41)
10-year Goal 2024 25,793 8.00 _____ 9 (33) (43)

14 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

* The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

* Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
* Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
* A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the
higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (TWDB, 2013).

10



4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings 15

a. Loss of 23 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 16 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear

negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.
d. All savings estimates, grow each year at the same rate population figures for the

utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Automatic Meter Reading (AMR)/Advanced Metering Infrastructure
a. These metering systems can save water in a number of ways, including from

water loss reduction through improved leak detection.
b. All water loss reduction savings associated with this activity are detailed in

Section 5, which assessed utility baseline water loss GPCD and most recently
reported water loss GPCD to determine water savings.

c. For estimated water savings that could be increased by implementing meter data
management (MDM) and customer engagement portal applications, refer to
Section 6 of this report.

i. With these additional applications, water savings can be achieved through
changed customer behavior and other real-time actions that go beyond
water loss reduction.

5. WaterWise Take-home Kits
a. Estimated savings of 7,384 gallons per year per kit (Frontier Associates, 2015)
b. Conservative 5-year useful life for all items in kit

i. 15% adoption rate assumed

1s If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified
savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).

WaterWiseJ TOTAL
Year Take-home SAVINGS

Kits

2009 0.5 0.5
2010 1.0 1.0
2011 1.5 1.5
2012 1.9 1.9

2013 2.4 2.4
2014 2.5 2.5
2015 2.5 2.5
2016 2.5 2.5
2017 2.1 2.1
2018 1.5 1.5
2019 1.0 1.0

2020 0.5 0.5
2021 0
2022 0
2023 0
2024 0
2025 0
2026 0
2027 0
2028 0
2029 0
2030. ............ ......... 0
2031 0
2032 0
2033 0
2034 0

203 0
2039 02036 0

204200
2041 0
20420
2........................................................0

2044 0

2045............. ........... _...................... ......................0..........

2046 0

2047....................,..........................................0...........

2042 0

2049.......... ................. .. ............. ................................. .

205400

2051 .0

2052 0
2053 0
20540

205850

2061 0
2062 0

2049 0

2065 0

2060 0

2061 02062 0

2063 0

204 0
220

207 0
208 .0.

2069
2070 ..... _ _,... ______ _ .... __ 0 .. _..,.

2012



Table 5-2. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

Utility Wa ter Loss Total Savings from
Year Population GPCD Water Loss

Reduction

Baseline - 9.00 0
2015 15,504 13.00 (23)
2016 16,173 13.00 (24)

2018 17,510 13.00 (26)
2019 18,351 13.00 (27)I
2020 19,191 13.00 (28)

2021 20,032 13.00 (29)
2022 20,872 13.00 (30).

2023.._.: .r.:21,713 ::K.. ..:.::13.00....._(32)_.._.:w..
2024 22,733 13.00 (33)

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

* Achievable
* Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them

* Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
* Easily adopted
e Cost effective

* Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a

profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage

analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

* Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

" Avoided system expansion costs
o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity

by decreasing demand even as population grows.
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Costs to consider:

e Staff time and resources

e Unit cost per unit saved

* Implementation costs

" Stakeholder agreement and support

e Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 4% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
i. Average Region H savings

ii. Specific percentage of outdoor usage unknown for your utility at this
time

b. Savings could be 56 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).

A tolCur nt Atuaf Wate LoswaeLoYear nsevat*on du avigs. Total :Sasm :"fro : t P :t ml afSavigs Co 4 otn Tet: Yeady Over: r Cnkao edeeSaig edtne M
A v 5 S. hs 1 Co1's-at1o A Mt from rd nat W S umV aiu m W S otu (Short)

2 .. s2016 2 2

622

2 7 6(27 t2 
18 '.....

2 0 ' 
1210 ... ...

20.10 71 is )a 15IS 27

.¬.6 42 1 42 4.2

325 023 3 83 0 27 2
622 4 6 21

2027 89 3 33a
232 4x'92 36 3

29 
.4 6 .-4 6

40 4 69 62426:3:6(;61464 64
' 3 6 4 24 664.

0:,6: s 'a3" 9 6 52 06
2.0S0 (49.54

230 07 0056 056
2-3740 Im 59 0 .59
20 04 ;::47) 0061 061

363
2=______ .4266 6066 _
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well

as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year'7

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

17 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Table 6-2. Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

e ualaCurren duactl Water Loss Potential Savings WaterLossActulC urrn ent Actua ate s s Toa ae j1m A~tI with I sratfn Reduction Wli atsI ie Sot
CO ¬¬ vatoAv:. -W s oume W s Volum (bot

Activ savings (as o I s Ce)c Customer Po : Volume

201 3(2; s22197 07
2'7 ' > 7 1

201 2 2 0

2'02 29 ;4 2S 12 (a
2022 0 it;13!251 5 1$ p^p
2022 0 '; 2 0 21

204 ;3 2 23 21
2r2 V PL 4 2 24 24 4

2 2-

20 laMitst293 0 30
2024 0 :3 3
22 1 3, 36 24<

203 0 4'; 41 3 42 42 '
t033 4: 4 34 44 4'
2032 0 .:1' >< 33 27 0 47 (<

203 0 4 4 4 -
2034 34'; 3 32
203$ 4!34!3 44 $ 4
2026 ,4 I:4' $ 336 0 6

2024 0 ( o 3405 0 W 9 ': :

2030 MI)? ~4. 42 063(~

2037 , 0: 324 $.46

2040 14 1 6 6

3. Water Rate Increase
a. For every 10% increase, estimated savings could be 2% of utility total

demand.
b. Approximately 28 MG of savings per year with current demand
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source18 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. See Table 6-3 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
,utility's conservation goals.

ia The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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Table 6-3. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 10% Water Rate Increase (MG).
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4. Rain Barrels
a. In Region H, utilities could save approximately 26.8 gallons per year per

gallon of capacity rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Lake Jackson Report." 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

* Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
* Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use

* Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common
association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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I
" County-Wide WUGs:

o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy

supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Lake Jackson's current water conservation activities and their quantified
savings to two metrics: 1) Region H Water Plan's (Region H Water Planning Group, 2016)
recommended WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Lake Jackson's own 5-
and 10-year goals as established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -

2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.

The 5- and 10-year goals in Lake Jackson's most recent water conservation plan are established
by the utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions6

are expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.
7 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) + 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as
provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline 10 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Lake Jackson with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in
greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used
2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline 1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water Loss
Total Savings from All Conservation WMS Total Yearly WMS OverYear Conservation Reduction Savings {Reduction

201 Atiit Svins asof205) Conservation Activity Volume WM oue Volume (Short)

2015 0 69 69 8 12 21 48
2016 0 69 69 10 16 26 43
2017 0 69 69 10 19 29 40
2018 0 69 69 12 22 34 35
2019 0 69 69 14 25 39 30
2020 0 69 69 18 28 46 23
2021 0 70 70 21 31 52 18
2022 0 70 70 24 33 57 12
2023 0 70 70 27 36 63 7
22~4i 0 70 70 31 38 69 1
2025.0 70 70 34 41 74 (4)
2026 0 70 70 37 43 80 (10(
2027 0 71 71 40 46 86
2028 0 71 71 43 48 91 (20
2029 0 71.71 46 51 97 (26)
2030 0 71 71 49 53 102 (1)
2031 0 71 71 51 56 107 (36)
2032......0 72 72 54 58 112 (4)
2033 0 72 72 57 61 117 (45
2034 0 72 72 59 63 122 (50)
2035 0 72 72 62 65 127 (55)
2036 0 72 72 64 68 132 (59
2037 0 73 73 67 70 137 (64)
2038 0 73 73 69 72 142 (69)
2039 0 73 73 72 75 147 (7)
2040 0 73 73 74 77 152 (78)
2041 0 73 73 76 80 156 (82)
2042 0 74 74 79 82 160 (87)
2043 0 74 74 81 84 165 (91)
2044 0 74 74 83 86 169 (95)
2045 0 74 74 85 89 174 (99)
2046.0 75 75 87 91 178 (103)
2047 0 75 75 89 93 182 (107)
2048 0 75 75 91 95 187 (112)
2049 0 75 75 . 93 98 191 116)
2050 0 76 76 .95 100 196(10
2051 0 76 76 97 102 200 (124
2052 0 76 76 99 105 204 (128
2053 0 76 76 101 107 208 (132)
2054 0 77 77 103 109 212 (135)
2055 0 77 77 104 112 216 (139)
2056 0 77 77 106 114 220 (143
2057 0 77 77 108 116 224 (147
2058 0 78 78 110 119 228 (151)
2059 0 78 78 112 121 232 (155)
2060 0 78 78 113 123 237.(.59)..... ._
2061 0 78 78 115 124 239 (161)
2062 0 79 79 116 125 241 (163)
2063 0 79 79 118 126 244 (165)
2064 0 79 79 120 126 246 (167)
2065 0 79 79 121 127 248 (169)
2066 0 80 80 123 128 250 (171)
2067 0 80 80 124 129 253 (173)
2068 0 80 80 126 129 255 . 175)
2069 0 80 80 127 130 257 (177)
2070 0 81"81 129 131 260"(179)
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Lake Jackson's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare
with 5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline'3 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Annual Savings Goal with Total Savings for All Over
Year # Year Utility Population Total GPCD Goals Annuctioning Ga wMG) Current Quantified (Short)Year # Year ] ~~Reduction in GPCD (MG) Atvte M) (G

Activities (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline - 152 0 0 0
1 2016 27,158 150 16 69 53
2 2017 27,195 149 32 69 37
3 2018 27,233 147 48 69 21
4 2019 27,270 146 64 69 6

-year Goal 2,020 27,308 144 80 69 (10)
6 2,021 27,387 143 94 69 (24)

2,022 27,466 141 108.70 (39)
82,023. 27,544 140 123 70 (53)
9 2,024 27,623 138 137.70 (67)

10-year Goal 2,025 27,702 137 152 70 (82)

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Lake Jackson's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year
water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column
headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline14 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-1 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

j Utility [ Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water(Oe
Population Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline - 30.00 0 0 0
1 2016 27,158 29.80 2 69 67
2 2017 27,195 29.60 4 69 65

3 2018.....27,233 29.40 6 69 63
4 2019 27,270 29.20 8 69 61

5-year Goal 2020 27,308 29.00 10 69 59
6 2021 27,387 28.60 14 69 55
7 2022 27,466 28.20 18 70 52

8 2023........7,44.27.8022.70 4

9 2024 27,623 27.40 26 70 44
10-year Goal 2025 27,702 27.00 30 :70 40

14 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the
higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (TWDB, 2013). I
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings 15

a. Savings of 69 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 6 water

- loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

i. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures
for the utility grow in the regional water plan.

is If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified
savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

Utility I Water Loss Total Savings from
Year iWater LossPopulation GPCDReuto

Reduction

Baseline - 30.00 0
2014 27,061 23.00 69
2015 27,120 23.00 69
2016 27,158 23.00 692017 27,158 23.00 69

2018 27,233 23.00 70
2019 27,270 23.00 70
2026 27,308 23.00 70
2021 27,387 23.00 70
2022 27,466 23.00 70
2023 27,544 23.00 70

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

" Achievable

* Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them
* Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
* Easily adopted
" Cost effective

" Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

* Avoided water supply and wastewater costs

12
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o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the
potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

* Avoided system expansion costs
o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity

by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

" Staff time and resources

" Unit cost per unit saved
" Implementation costs
" Stakeholder agreement and support

" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 4% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
i. Average Region H savings

ii. Specific percentage of outdoor usage unknown for your utility at this
time

b. Savings could be 69 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).

Atal Cirtot [Acte Wawk . Los s WWte LoCan~erati~nA R 'ata Sadfrt r aAEPot h Svi ngs meaden rtit ay
Vee 1CowttlonActMW Reduction S vings aRedctionW W MVarts evatvon Act iviy f rg nar ice MS Vlume W MS Vume is lrSavinag (as of 2015 Volume

21 69 1 C 26 112

291 9 92 22 2 1
201 96 69 25 9910
2919 9 39691 4 9
292 3 7 1 .1 52 7

2022 70 79 49 44 425
902 79 79 49 27 3 76
2 4" 79 79 69 3- - -- 71

2925 9 7 7793 42 74 6
226 7 7 4

2 7 9 71 71 79 41 4r 1
46s ¬4 ? _7w 41 7

97 6 4
9032 77 79 34$ 112 29

2 472 79 6 1

3V3 07;77? 1 11

3?9 7 74 7 19 72r
29 9 7 73 072 75 47 (3)

2____________7_____7 ____ 70 74____ 77 142 _____
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for

increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web I
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,

2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)
d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all

retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year'7

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

17 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Table 6-2. Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

Actual Cuent Actual Wetr Los [oa aigsIa l Posntsat Savrng jC rsao Water LoseToal tasig ra rfrom M oalSain-, Coervation e Ln Tta yealy OverYear Co ervationAAdivity t4ctii Seeing C from AVI with W Steduion WtS

Savings (as of 215) to t Custamer Portal Voume Volume WM_ tae (Shofl)

2016 0 I9f 2 06 6 6
2017 1 6 3 12_n
201 0 23 12 22

'020 64 92 18 28 44
21 010 72 21 42 41
022 7*1 70 2 24 33 $7 3$
2023 70 10 23 2 3 3
2024 772

10 10 70 34 42 14

2028 1 23 43 498
2029 ' 0 11 71 23 51 41
S 0 1 1 4 2
2<7 2 3 5 101

-$ - r 3 1 
td, ,, ,- fa.v 

1.1 
.J.-- 

N-'..7-.-. 

.KS..v 

16 ...----.--.--- --- ..- -.. .. ------------------- .s-..x s - -- - n - -- ....- a a n - -as-n ai~m2 1 1 $4 9 112
2033 0 72 7P P35 112
204 02 72 23 6 61 12'

36 12 72 23 6 132

2t9 03 1 4 1 142
2?3 7 24 1 7 141
.009 0 7______ 24 74 71 ____

3. Water Rate Increase
a. For every 10% increase, estimated savings could be 2% of utility total

demand.
b. Approximately 35 MG of savings per year with current demand
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source 18 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. See Table 6-3 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

utility's conservation goals.

18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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Current Savings + Potential Savings from 10% Water Rate Increase (MG).

Actual Current tualWater t oos Pt antlaSasavn Al Water rsl
der Conmmotio ti' ty R ctaion ag', r r .A a Rate Rede anWMS

Saving (sCofm01otion Act r U MS Volume WM V oe Sb

2017 69 69 I" 14 29 7

20 806 6 51 22 34 7
2019 of6901$). 35 14 25 9

2020 lea 1 46

202072 70 Ar 24 33 S? 47
22 7 70 32736 63 41

2024 70 32 2
2025 70 70 3 441 74 22
2026 70 70 3S3 3 0 2

2027 7 7 36 4' 4' 2 20
202 ' 7 7 348 91 14
2029 71 71 35 46 1 97 9
201 71715 49 2 02 4

2031 71 71 5 51 r6 207

2 ''2r21-12 7 23 $ 812s

33 3 _..2_7. _.... M 1 _1...7 3 __. _s,

472 25 4 122'

<73 67 7 327
2 0 7 73 7142

20 73 73 2 7 347
2.,4.3_ 73 73 1a74 77 142 A

4. Rain Barrels
a. In Region H, utilities could save approximately 26.8 gallons per year per

gallon of capacity rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
League City Report." 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To-make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

* Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
" Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use

" Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common

association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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" County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy
supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares League City's current water conservation activities and their quantified
savings to two metrics: 1) Region H Water Plan's (Region H Water Planning Group, 2016)
recommended WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) League City's own 5-
and 10-year goals as established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.5

The 5- and 10-year goals in League City's most recent water conservation plan are established by
the utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions
are expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.
7 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) + 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as
provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline10 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for League City with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in
greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used
2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline"1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB.1 2 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since

2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

I

"In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water Loss
I aiTotal Savings from All Conservation WMS Total Yearly WMS Over

Year Conservation Reduction Savings [ReductionActivity Savings (as of 2015) Conservation Activity Volume WMS Volume Volume (Short)

2015 244 (97) 147 5 0 5 142
2016 247 (99) 148 6 0 6 141
2017:......._247.. ......102).........145.......6....0........................139 4712)14 06 3

2018 246(14 142 8 0 *813
2019 246 {107) 138 9 0 9 129
2020 245 (110) 135 11 0 11 123
2021 245 114) 131 14 0 14 117
2022 247 (117) 130 16 0 16 114
2023 250 (120) 130 19 0 19 111
2024 252 (122) 131 21 0 21...9
2025 255 (123) 132 24 0 24 108
2026 257 (12) 133 26 0 26 106

2027 260 126) 134 29 0 29.105
2028 262 128) 135 31 0 31 103
2029 265 129) 136 34 0 34 102
2030 267 131) 137 36 0 36 100
2031 269 (132) 137 39 0 39 98
2032 271 (134) 137 41 0 41 96
2033 273 (135) 138 44 0 44 94
2034 275 136) 139 46 0 46 92
2035 277 (138) 139 49 0 49 91
2036 279 13) 140 51 0. 51 89

2037 281 140) 141 54 0 54 87
2038 283 (141) 142 57 0 57 85
2039 285 (142) 143 59 0 59 84
2040 287 (144) 143 62 0 62 82
2041 289 (145) 144 64 0 64 80
2042 290 146) 144 67 0 67 78
2043 292 147) 145 69 0 69 76
2044 294 148) 146 72 0 72 74
2045 295 149) 146 74 0 74 72
2046.297 (150) 147 77 0 77 70
2047.299 (151) 148 79 0 79 69
2048 300. . 152) 148 82 0 82 67

2049 302 (153) 149 84 0 84 65
2050 304 (154) 150 87 0 87 63

2051 305 (155) 150 89 0 89 61

2052 306 (156) 150 91 0 91 59

2053 367 (157) 150 94 0 94 56

2054 308 (157) 150 96 0 96 54
2055 309 (158) 151 98 0 98 53
2056 310 (158) 151 101 0 101 51
2057 311 159) 152 103 0 103 49
2058 312 159) 152 105 0 105 47
2059 313 160) 153 108 0 108 45
2060 314 .1..1) 153 110 0 110 43

2061 314 (161) 153 112 0 112 41

2062 315 (16) 154 115 0 115 39
2063 316 162) 154 117 0 117 37

2 .4 ... .. 163) 154 119 0...... .119.....

2065 317 163) 154 121 0 121 33
2066 318.(163) 155 123 0 123 31
2067 319 (164) 155 126 0 126 29
2068 320 (164) 155 128 0 128 28
2069 320 (164) 156 130 0 130 26
2070 321 (165) 156 132 0 132 24
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how League City's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare
with 5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 13 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Utility AnTotal Savings for All Over
Year # Year Total GPCD Goals .AnnualSavings Goalwith Current Quantified (Short)Year Year Population Reduction in GPCD (MG) Atvte M) (G

Activities (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline - 118 0 0 0
1 2015 95,002 118 14 147 134
2 2016 97,938 117 29 148 119
3 2017 100,874 117 44 145 101

... 4 2018 103,811 116 61 142 82
5-year Goal 2019 106,747 116 78 138 606)

6 2020 109,683 115 128 1357

7 2021 111,072 114 178 131 (47)
8 2022 112,462 112 230 130 (99)
9 2023 113,851 111 283 130 (153)10-year Goal 2024 115,241 110 337 131 (206)

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how League City's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year
water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column
headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline14 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

Over
Year # Year Utility Water Loss GPCD Goals Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water (Short)

Population Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (MG)

0 Ihb eing i e dB t f s vr0 0 0
1 2015 95,002 9.00 35tt s e u d e e e a s

22197988071(9173 2017 100,874 7.00 110 (102) (212)
4 2018 103,811 6.00 152 (104) (256)

-year Goal 2019 106,747 5.00 - 195 (107) (302)
6 2020 109,683 5.00 200 (110)......(11)
7 2021 111,072 5.00 203 (114) (316)

82022 112,462 5.00 205(17 . (322)
9 2023 113,851 5.00 208 (120) (328)

10-year Goal 2024 115,241 5.00 210 (122)......(32

1In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet

experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the

pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the
higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (TWDB, 2013).

10
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savingss
a. Loss of 97 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 16 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Water Rate Increase
a. Last rate increase:17

i. 13.0% increase in 2015
b. Estimated customer demand reduction of 2.6%
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source1 8 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. .Savings from rate increases are shown to persist over time, however, note that

savings from these pricing signals will likely decrease if rates remain the same in
future years.

5. Conservation Pricing
a. Tiered rate structure in place saves approximately 2.5% of total demand
b. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source 19 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

TWDB, 2013)

is If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified
savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
17 Correspondence with utility staff.
18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
19 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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6. WaterWise Take-home Kits
a. Estimated savings of 7,384 gallons per year per kit (Frontier Associates, 2015)
b. Conservative 5-year useful life for all items in kit
c. 15% adoption rate assumed

7. Automatic Meter Reading (AMR)/Advanced Metering Infrastructure
a. These metering systems can save water in a number of ways, including from

water loss reduction through improved leak detection.
b. All water loss reduction savings associated with this activity are detailed in

Section 5, which assessed utility baseline water loss GPCD and most recently
reported water loss GPCD to determine water savings.

c. For estimated water savings that could be increased by implementing meter data
management (MDM) and customer engagement portal applications, refer to
Section 6 of this report.

i. With these additional applications, water savings can be achieved through
changed customer behavior and other real-time actions that go beyond
water loss reduction.

I

I
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).

'a Conservation Water Rate WaterWise Take- TOTAL
Pricing Increases home Kits SAVINGS

2009 2.9 3
2010 .. 5.5 5
2011 8.3 8
2012 10.9 11
2013 13.8 14
2014 14.1.14

2015 113 117 14.4 244
2016 114 118 14.4 247

2017 115 120 11.8 247
2018 116 121 8.8 246
2019 118 122 5.7 246
2020 119 124 2.8 245
2021 120 125 245

2022 121 126 247
2023 122 127 250
2024 124 129 252

2025 125 130 255

202 126 131 257
2027 127 132 260

2029 130 135 265

2030 131 136 267

2031 132 137 269
2032 133 138 271

2034 135 140 275
2035 136 141 277

2036 137 142 279
2037 138 143 281

2038 139 144 283

2039 140 145 285
2040 141 146 287

2041 141 147 289

2042 142 148 290
2043 143 149 292

2044 144 150 294

2045 145 1515295
2046 146 151 297
2047 146 152 299

2048 147 153 300
2049 148 154 302
2050 149 155 304

2051 149 155 305
2052 150 156936
2053 150 156 307
2054 151 17 308

2055 151 17 309
2056 152 158 310
2057 152 158 311
2058 153 159 312

._--2059... 153..._._. 159 ....... 313 ,..

2060 154 160 314
2061 154 160 314

2062 155 ... 161~.. ................ 1

2063 155 161 3162064 155 161*317'**
2065 156 162 317

2066 156 162 318

2067 156 163 3192068 16 163 320

*2069 157 163 320

2070 157 164 321
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Table 5-2. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

Utility Water Loss Total Savings from
Year Population GPCD Water Loss

Reduction

selne - 10.00 0
2015 88,459 13.00. 97)
2016 90,640 13.00 (99)
2017 92,821 13.00 (102)
2018 95,002 13.00 (104).
2019 97,938 13.00 (107)

2020 100,874 13.00 (110)
2021 103,811 13.00 (114)
2022 106,747 13.00 (117).
2023 109,683 13.00 (120)
2024 111,072 13.00 (12.4

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

* Achievable
" Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them
" Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.

" Easily adopted
" Cost effective
" Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

* Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

" Avoided system expansion costs

14
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o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity

by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

" Staff time and resources

" Unit cost per unit saved

" Implementation costs

" Stakeholder agreement and support

" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance

a. Potentially 4% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra
Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)

i. Average Region H savings
ii. Specific percentage of outdoor usage unknown for your utility at this

time
b. Savings could be 182 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).

Artua Current [AtuoaW ter Lis IIater Loss
Year Canscrvator. *.iv ty tedao a ig oa~vigfoA oSavingsa ingdCon a VMS nTota Vea y over

SY rvt f o A: (as 2015)Conrvr t tiVity fro Ordinance WMS V o*m WM VolMe (Short)

I r, ____2____1_[ _; 1 14 6 1 32
2 247 (23)34 28

071e 24rr, ii 342 i 21 0 322

02 4 42i3 2 14 30
2 24:3 0?a2 2 ,:

203 5 iim :036 a 0

i0' a 231 2 22

2022 24'(s; 122 4 222.................*, 4.. 0

202 7 20 2 30

e2720,: 134 2.4 2. 2 j0

20822i ;15206 22 '21 0
2020 265 2i,126 20 24 2 4 30
263 207 222s13 20 2 0 3 1

2 3 60 224:)1 241 2 0 2 300
203 '2 220 13 26 42 0 21 30
2 270016 226 31 4 4 10

203 '67 22714 1 5 5 0
207 260 227;34 220 405 0

2033 273D'12 22 2224 5

203 277 (162: 24 227 905 0

204 222 2.A4 205 04 0 6 07
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year20

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

2 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

Atual Current Atal Wate tWss Pot tial Savings[ W *er os
Year Conrvalion Ati y Reduction navings Cotti n y from AMI with Reducen WMS WtS ohune ( ort)

Savings (as of 2)0A} Cutome Potal [ VVolume

2016 247 9 x48 63 0 6 202
2017 247 1 145 62 200

2019 246 ...... 142 .2 .:.7

2019I24 < 13 3 192

2020 24 1 11 11 17
221 245 0' 131 64 14 0 14 2

2022 47 30 65 16 0 1179

222 250 3 0 1 19 177

20242 12131 6 21 0 21 176
202 256 132. 67 24 0 24 175

226 70' 133 6 26 174
027 20 19 334 .2 .73

20B6 0 31 7

202-9 265"33 34 0 34 171
31 267 137 70 .3 '36 11

201290!l137 71: 034 6
2032 271 ".34; 137 71 41 41 7

3 272 E -724 4 .6

204 4 27 .1 ; 52 41 0 4 62

2035 277 0 (.13139 :34 49 163
23 s7 i 91140 7::1 5 1 2

037 281 1 46 141 74 54 0 64 161
23 23 (14 142 74 77 161
039 285 1421 14 75 5, S S. 158

2040 287 g i 143 7 2 a ' 6:2 15

3. Rain Barrels
a. In Region H, utilities could save approximately 26.8 gallons per year per

gallon of capacity rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Pasadena Report." 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

* Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
" Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use
* Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common

association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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* County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)

o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,

which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy
supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that

agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings

met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Pasadena's current water conservation activities and their quantified
savings to two metrics: 1) Region H Water Plan's (Region H Water Planning Group, 2016)
recommended WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Pasadena's own 5- and
10-year goals as established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.

The 5- and 10-year goals in Pasadena's most recent water conservation plan are established by
the utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions6

are expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8 9

The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.
7 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population)-+ 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline'0 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Pasadena with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in

greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being
performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline 1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
1 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water Loss
Year Conservation Reduction Savings C i iReduction VT (U

Activity Savings (as of 2015) WMS Volume

2015 1,375 111 1,486 27 45 71 1,415
2016 1,375 111 1,487 33 56 89 1,398
2017 1,372 112 1,484 33 67 100 1,384

2018 1,368 113 1,481 40 78 118 1,363
2019 1,364 113 1,477 46 89 136 1,341
2020 1,361 113 1,474 60 100 160 1,314
2021 1,357 113 1,470 71 109 180 1,290
2022 1,357 113 1,470 82 118 200 1,270
2023 1,357 113 1,470 93 127 220 1,250
2024 1,357 113 1,470 104 136 240 1,230
2025 1,358 113 1,472 115 146 260 1,212
2026 1,358 114 1,472 126 155 280 1,192
2027 1,358 114 1,472 137 164 300 1,172
2028 1,358 114 1,473 148 173 320 1,152
2029 1,358 115 1,473 159 182 340 1,133
2030 1,358 115 1,473 170 191 360 1,113
2031 1,358 115 1,474 180 199 379 1,095
2032 1,358 116 1,474 190 207 397 1,077
2033 1,358 116 1,474 200 215 415 1,059
2034 1,358 116 1,475 210 224 434 1,041
2035 1,359 117 1,476 220 232 452 1,024
2036 1,359 117 1,476 230 240 471 1,006
2037 1,359 117 1,477 241 248.489 988
2038 1,359 118 1,477 251 257 507 970
2039 1,359 118 1,477 261 265 526 952

2040 1,359 118 1,478 271 273 544 934
2041 1,361 118' 1,480 280 277 557 923
2042 1,363 119 1,482 290 280 570 912
2043 1,365 119 1,484 299 284 583 901
2044 1,366 119 1,486 309 287 596 890
2045 1,368 120 1,488 318 291 609 879
2046 1,370 120 1,490 328 294 622 868
2047 1,372 120 1,493 337 298 635 857
2048 1,374 121 1,495 347 302 648 847
2049 1,375 121 1,496 356 305 662 835
2050 1,377 121 1,499 366 309 675 824
2051 1,381 122 1,503 375 309 685 818
2052 1,384 122 1,506 384 310 694 812
2053 1,387 122 1,510 393 311 704 805
2054 1,390 123 1,513 403 312 714 799
2055 1,394 123 1,517 412 312 724 793
2056 1,397 123 1,521 421 313 734 787

2057 1,400 . ' 124 ' 1,524 430 314 744 780
2058 1,403 124 ' ' 1,52749 17477
2059 1,407 124 1,532 448 315 764 768
2060 1,410 125 1,535 458 316 774 761
2061 1,414 125 1,539 466 317 783 756
2062 1,417 125 1,543 475 318 793 750
2063 1,421 125 1,547 484 319 803 744
2064 1,425 126 1,551 493 319 812 739
2065 1,428 126 1,555 502 320 822 733
2066 1,432 126 1,559 510 321 831 ..728
2067 1,436 127 1,563 519 322 841 722
2068 1,439127 1,567 528 323 851 716

2069 1,443 127 1,571 537 323 860 711
2070 1,447 128 1,575 546 324 870 705
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Pasadena's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare
with 5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 13 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Utility 1 Annual Savings Goal with Total Savings for All Over
Year # Year Populat on Total GPCD Goals Current Quantified (Short)

Activities (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline - 122 0 0 0
1 2015 154,250 121 34 1,486 1,452

2....._ ., . . 2016 .... '......154,288 121 68 1,487 1,419
3 2017 154,326 120 101 1,484 1,383

42018 154,365 120 135 .............. ........................... 1,481 1,346

5-yearGoal 2019 154,403 119 169 1,477 1,308
6 2020 154,441 118 209 1,474 1,265
7 2021 154,881 118 249 1,470 1,221

9 2023 155,761 116 330 1,470 1,140
10-year Goal 2024 156,201 116 371 1,470 1,100

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Pasadena's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year
water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column
headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 14 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its

reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

Year Utility Water Loss GPCD Goals Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water (Sr

Population WReduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (MG)
(MG)

0 Baseline - 15.00 0 0 02015 154,250 14.60 23 111 88

2 2016 154,288 14.20 45 111 66
3 2017 154,326 13.80 68 112 44

2018 154,365 13.40 90 113 22
S-year Goal 2019 154,403 13.00 113 113 (072

. 6 2020 154,441 12.40 147 113 (34)
7 2021 154,881. 11.80 181..........113 (8)

82022 155,321 11.20 215 113 (103)

9 2023 ................ 155,761....................10.6025.................. 2 0113 (137)
1-erGa 024 156,201 10.00 285 113 (172)

14 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the
higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings15
a. Savings of 111 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 16 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Water Rate Increase
a. Last rate increase:'7

i. 91.0% increase in 2012
b. Estimated customer demand reduction of 18.2%
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source'8 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. Savings from rate increases are shown to persist over time, however, note that

savings from these pricing signals will likely decrease if rates remain the same in
future years.

5. Automatic Meter Reading (AMR)/Advanced Metering Infrastructure
a. These metering systems can save water in a number of ways, including from

water loss reduction through improved leak detection.
b. All water loss reduction savings associated with this activity are detailed in

Section 5, which assessed utility baseline water loss GPCD and most recently
reported water loss GPCD to determine water savings.

1s If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified
savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.

17 Correspondence with utility staff.
18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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c. For estimated water savings that could be increased by implementing meter data
management (MDM) and customer engagement portal applications, refer to
Section 6 of this report.

i. With these additional applications, water savings can be achieved through
changed customer behavior and other real-time actions that go beyond
water loss reduction.

6. WaterWise Take-home Kits
a. Estimated savings of 7,384 gallons per year per kit (Frontier Associates, 2015)
b. Conservative 5-year useful life for all items in kit
c. 15% adoption rate assumed

7. Save Water Co. Commercial, Multi-family and Hotel Programs9
a. Project initiated in service area in 2014
b. Save Water completed work on 44 multi-family units in June 2014.
c. Average monthly savings of 286,156 gallons
d. Annualized savings of 3.43 MG for the life of the retrofitted fixtures
e. This study estimates a lifespan of 25 years for high-efficiency toilet replacements,

five years for kitchen aerators and similar devices.
f. Save Water Co. performs monthly meter readings before and after installation to

quantify savings.
i. The company's work consists of identifying and repairing all leaks and

drips, rebuilding existing toilets and replacing sink aerators.

19 Savings figures and units serviced based on personal email communication with Kurt Goedrich, December 1,
2016.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).

WaterWise
Water Rate Save Water Co. TOTAL

Year Increase Take-home Program SAVINGS
Kits

2009 3.7 4

2011 10.3 10I
2012 1,353 13.6 1,367
2013 1,353 17.3 1370
2014 1,354 17.5 3.4 1,375
2015 1,354 17.9 3.4 1,375
2016 1,354 18.0 3.4 1,375
2017 1,354 14.7 3.4 1,372
2018 1,354 11.0 3.4 1,368
2019 1,354 7 1 3.4 1,364
2020 1,354 35 3.4 1,361
2021 1,354 3.4 1,357
2022 1,354 3.4 1,357
2023 1,354 3.4 1,357
2024 1,354 3.4 1,357
2025 1,355 3.4 1,358
2026 1,355 3.4 1,358

2r27,....3.4 1,358 I
2027 1,355 3.4 1,358
2028 1,355 3. 4 1,358
2029 1,355 3.4 1,358
2030 1,355 3.4 1,358
2031 1,355 3.4 1,358
2032 1,355 3.4 1,358
2033 1,355 3.4 1,358
2034 1,355 3.4 1,358
2035 1,356 3.4 1,359
2036 1,356 3.4 1,359
2037 1,356 3.4 1,359

2039 1,356 3.4 1,359

204 1,358 3.4 1,361
2042 1,360 3.4 1,363
2043 1,362 3.4 1,365
2044 1,363 . 34 1,366
2045 1,365341,6
2046 1,367 3.4 1,370
2047 * 1,369 3.4 1,372
2048 1,371 .1,7
2049 1,372 3.4 1,375
2050 1,374 .1,7

2051 1,378 __3.4 _ 1,381I

2052 1,381 3.4 1,384
2053 1,384 3.4 1,3872054 1,387 3.4 1,390

2055 1,391 3.4 1,394
2046 1,394 3.4 1,397
2057 1,397 3.4 1,400
2058 1,400 3.4 1,4
2059 1,404 3.4 1,47

2060 1,407 3.4 1,410
2061 1,411 3.4 1,414

2063 1,418 3.4 1,421

2064 1,422 3.4 1,425
2065 1,425 3.4 1,428
2066 1,429 3.4 1,432
2067 1,433 3.4 1,436
2068 1,436 3.4 1,439
2069 1,440 3.4 1,443

2070 1,444 3.4 1,447
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Table 5-2. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

" Achievable

" Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them

" Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.

" Easily adopted
" Cost effective

" Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

" Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

" Avoided system expansion costs

14

Utility Water Loss Total Savings from
Year Population GPCD Water Loss

Reduction

Baseline - 15.00 0
2015 151,443 13.00 111
2016 152,378 13.00 111
2017 153,314 13.00 112
2018 154,250 13.00 113
2019 154,288 13.00 113

200 154,326 13.00 113
.....202.......1 ........ .... 15 4,365 ... .. :..13.0 0 .... .......... 113 ...... M.

2022 154,403 13.00 113
2023 154,441 13.00 113
2024 154,881 13.00 113



o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity
by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

" Staff time and resources

" Unit cost per unit saved
" Implementation costs

" Stakeholder agreement and support
" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 4% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
b. Savings could be 298 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).

Attul Curent Actual Wter Ls sate loss
fir ReuctionSa..in TataE Sasag tram Al P f ia igs Conartesw Dt r unS Tr.. yeady Over

S Comervan Acitivy from Odon e WM V Vluee WMS VoWMe (5hort
ActvtW Savns jao 21) u

101' 1,37s= 1 2 l 7 8 1 5 raw

2.473211 A4 2601 0 L8
i2 1,37 13 1,70 28 20 8 10 1,

2029 1.37 113 1A470 29 4178 22 1.48
2049 7 1 1A70 29 0 101 118

2 2 29 1 0 80 08

2022 1 8 1 1.472 11 4 260 1,8

202 1, 24 1 472 2
2024 59 24 1'7, 7 1 4 247

212.13 '8 11 147 288 170 1 360 141
1.2038 i1i 1.47 28 12 5 30 1430

27 3 14 1A44 29 80 76 0 147

20'" 18 1s5 ,474 29 8 1' 4 0 1A
204 1331A471 298 210 _2 13
200 l33. 117 1,47 2. ,70 s 22

' 75 1.474 2s 49 479 1304
2037 1,38 117 1A7 2 212f 4 125

20319 .8215'7 2 420 35 1 177 2 1 2 20
2040 1,9 _______ A_______ _____ _ 71 273 $44 1232
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year2 0

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

2 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

Actual Ce nt Atual Wet ls t o n Potential Savings Water LosTta avings tz om A Con " 1 ' t'u Ye y 4veYear. C + natio Rduatlo a ving5 from AMI wM ,Reduction M
Consevation Activity jWMS Volume WMS Volme ($hort)Actity Savings (a of 2015) jCstoner Potal Volume

016 1375 111 47105 9 L9
2017 17 11 14 100 L46

01 1d36g 1 '1 100 47 1:8 1463
019 6364 3 177 100 49 13 141

7,0 1,a1 1. 1:74 100 60 00 1L41"
021 2357 1 1470 s1; 71 1 1 -.33

2022 137 113 1A70 2 8 1Z 200 1370
023 1<7 13 147 1 7 220 0

2024 17 133 1A7 100 104 6 240
2 11 ' 472 300 1ts 146 260

'02 ' 3 S 14 </72 200 12 V5 20 ,. 2
021 , .4 472 00 ' 7 16422

208 45 14 71 0 283 30 L5
28 ,11 14 100 1 1 340 122

30 t3 115 1A47 100 17 11 360 213
u0 2 11 1 4 1 1 8 37

23 ,3C8 16 4A4 100 17' 207 397 L.1
203 ;6 6 A74 100 00 65 465 1

34 1 t 11 147 100 1 4 434 14
03 q 17 1A' 1> 722 2 4 2 14
0a 13 17 I47 69' , 40 4 ,

27 3 17 L477 100 "41 .4 4 LS
203 1,59 177 100 , 1 2.? 607 1,

2411, 11 1477 100 2 1 75526 3.51
204 35 1 lS 100 271 2%3 64 33

3. Rain Barrels
a. In Region H, utilities could save approximately 26.8 gallons per year per

gallon of capacity rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Pearland Report." 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

" Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
* Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use

* Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common
association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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" County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy. I

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy

supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being

completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year. 4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be I
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results
This report compares Pearland's current water conservation activities and their quantified savings
to two metrics: 1) Region H Water Plan's (Region H Water Planning Group, 2016) recommended I
WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Pearland's own 5- and 10-year goals as
established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Pearland's most recent water conservation plan are established by the
utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions 6 are
expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD. 8 9

The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.
7 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) 

+ 

365

8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline1 0 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in million
gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Pearland with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in
greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being
performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline"1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

11 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water Loss
Y C r o d o v Total Savings from All Conservation WMS 1t Total Yearly WMS OverYear Conservation Reduction Savings Reduction

Activity Savings (as of 2015) Conservation Activity Volume WMS Volume Volume (Short)

2015 280 (175) 105 24 29 53 52
2016 724 (179) 545 30 37 67 479
2017 731 (184) 547 30 44 74 473
2018 738 (188) 550 36 51 87 462
2019 744 [ (192) 552 42 59 101 451
2020 751(197) 554 54 66 120 434
2021 757 (201) 556 64 73 137 419
2022 764 (206) 558 74 80 154 404
2023 770 2.0) 560 84 87 171 389
2024 777 (212) 565 94 94 188 377
2025 783(214) 570 104 101 205 365
2026 790 (216) 574 115 107 222 352
2027 797 (218) 579 125 114 239 340
2028 803 (219 584 135 121 256 328
2029 810 (221 588 145 128 273 315
2030 816 (223 593 155 135 290 303

2031 825 (225) 600 165 139 304 295
2032 833 (227) 606 175 144 319 287
2033 841 (229) 613 185 148 333 279
2034 849 (231) 619 195 152 348 271
2035 858 (233 625 205 I 157 362 263
2036 866 (236) 631 215 161 376 254
2037 874 (238) 636 225 165 391 246
2038 883 (240) 642 235 170 405 237
2039 891 (242) 648 245 174 419 229
2040 899 (245) 654 256 178 434 221
2041 907 (247) 660 265 180 445 215
2042 915 (249) 666 275 181 456 210
2043 924 (25? 672 284 183 467 205
2044 932 (254) 678 294 184 478 200
2045 940 (256) 684 303 186 489 194
2046 948 (259 689 313 187 500 189
2047 956(261) 695 322 189 511 184
2048 964(263 701 332 191 522 179
2049 972 ' ... 707 341 192 533 174
2050 981 1768 713 351 194 545 168
2051 989 (270) 719 360 195 555 164
2052 997 (272} 725 369 197 566 159

2053 1,005 (275} 731 378 198 576 155
2054 1,014(277 737 387 200 587 150
2055 1,022 (279 743 396 201 597 145
2056 1,030 (281) 749 405 203 608 141
2057 1,038 (284) 755 414 205 618 136
2058 1,047 (286) 761 423 206 629 132
2059 1,055(288) 767 432 208 640 127
2060 1,063 (291) 772 441 209 650 122
2061 1,071 (293) 778 449 211 660 118
2062 1,079 . 295) 783 457 212 , 669 114
2063 1,086 (298) 789 465 214 679 110
2064 1,094 (300) 794 473 215 689 106
2065 1,102 (302) 800 481 217 698 101
2066 1,109 (304) 805 489 218 708 97
2067 1,117 (306) 811 498 220 717 93
2068. 1,125 (308) 816 506 221 727 89
2069 1,133 (311) 822 514 223 737 85
2070 1,140 (313) 827 522 225 746 81
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Pearland's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare
with 5- and 10-years goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 3 for total GPCD and

progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

A uSIGfi Total Savings for All Over
Year # Year Utility Population Total GPCD Goals Annual Savings Goal with Current Quantified (Short)Reduction in GPCD (MG) Activities (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline - 117 0 0 0
1 2015 103,013 115 120145 45

2 2016 105,443 114 123 545 422I
3 2017 107,873 , 112 189 547 358

2018.....110,304......111.........258 550 292
5 year Goal 2019 112,734..................329 552.......222

62020 115,164 109 353 554 2 01
7 2021 116,171 108 ~~ 373 556 183
8 2022 117,177 108. 393 558 165

9a031 8, 8 0 ..... .......... 414._.............560._.. ._.........146...........

1O-year Goal 2024 119,191 10743 565 130

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Pearland's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year
water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column
headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 14 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

Year # Year Utility Water Loss GPCD Goals Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water Over
Population Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG)I(MG)

0 Baseline - 11.00 0 0 0
1 .. 2015 103,013 11.00 0,(179).(175)

2 2016 . 105,443 11.00 0 (179) (179)
3 2017........873 11.00 0 (84).......(184)
42018 110,304 11.00 0 (18) (188)

5-year Goal 2Q19 112,734 11.00 0- (192) ¬ (192)
6 2020 115,164 11.00 0 (197) ......... (197)
7 2021 116,171 11.00 0 (01) (01)
8 2022 117,177 11.00 0 ,.... __(206) "__.r (06)..._ .:.:...
9 . 2023 . 118,184 11.00 0 (210) (210)

10-year Goal 2024 119,191 11.00 ________v0 ___(212) (212)

14 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet

experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the

higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).

10



4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings 15

a. Loss of 175 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline1 6 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Water Rate Increases
a. Last rate increases: 1 7

i. 7.8% increase in 2014 (no increase on base)
ii. 12.2% increase in 2016 (no increase on base)

b. Estimated customer demand reduction of 2.0%
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source 18 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
i. Savings from rate increases are shown to persist over time, however, note

that savings from these pricing signals will likely decrease if rates remain
the same in future years.

s If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified
savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
17 Correspondence with utility staff.

18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).

Water Rate TOTALYear Increases SAVINGS

2009 0
2010 0

20110

2012 0
2014. . 77 277
2015 280 280

2016 724 724
2017 731 731
2018 738 738

2019 744 . 744
2020 751 751

2021 757 757
2022. 764 764I
2023 770 770

2024 . 77 7
2025......783......783 .

2026 790 790

2027 797 797

2029 810 810
2030 816 816

2031.......... 5............. 825202......33. ....... 833.............I...
2032 833 833

2033 841 841

2034 849 849
2035 858 858
2036 866 866

2037 874 874
2038 883 883
2039 891 891

2040 899 899
2041 907 907
2042. 915 915
2043 924 924
2044 932 932

2045 940 940
2046 948 948
2047 956 956
2048 964 964

2049 972 972

2050 981 981

2051 989 989
2052 997 997

2053 1,005 1005
2054 1,014 1,014
2055 1,022 1,022
2056 1,030 1,030
2057 1,038 1,038
2058 1,047 1 047
2059 1,055 1055

2060 1,063 1063

2061 1,071 1 071
2062.. .1,079 1079

2063 1,086 1086

2064 1,094 1 094
2065. 1,102 1102

2066 1,109 1,109
2067 1,117 1 117

2068 1,125 1,125v.....::2669 ......... :.:.:.1,13 r... : . ..1,133::..

2070 1,140 1,140
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Table 5-2. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

" Achievable

" Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement then
" Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
" Easily adopted
" Cost effective
" Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

" Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

" Avoided system expansion costs

13

Utility Water Loss Total Savings from
Year Population GPCD Water Loss

Reduction

Baseline - 11.00 0
2015 95,722 16.00.(175)e.......... ..... e e , ......... ......... ........... .................. ............... .. ....... ....... .... ...... .................... .= ..... .y a ...n ......
2016 98,153 16.00 (179)
2017 100,583 16.00 (184)
2018 103,013 16.00 (188)
2019 105,443 16.00 (12)

200 1783 16.00(197)

2022 112,734 16.00 (206
2023 115,164 16.00(2 0

...w..2024: .... : : 116,171:... ...,.16.00. (212) .v.....a....::. ... ,..,.,.,.,.



o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity
by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

" Staff time and resources

" Unit cost per unit saved
" Implementation costs
" Stakeholder agreement and support

" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 4% savings of total demand Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
i. Average Region H savings

ii. Specific percentage of outdoor usage unknown for your utility at this
time

b. Savings could be 1,449 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).

af r 1 t actualAU Pt SW1ter Loss
aeta na viMtsgs Rfsffki eteW~aigs Cmev d Wt o

EtCor2n1t' n Ati d Co irav aAct M y Ifrom Ordinance WMS Vokiane o WMS V m (Short)
Sad4gs (a of 201 S)m

201 72e, 54 L 3 377 7 L27 I
2 7 73 34 547 ,4&2 44 74 1,3
2018 1, 475 '6 . 97 L937

lip2AS 42 5 12 9
p54 23 54 12 1

14 476 17 3
22 55 ,1 74 ,6 14 1,32
2332 77 " , 4 7 373 0

202 777 2 65 ,554 4 4 18 L,31

2278 257 67 1'4 0 2 5 13
2s 7, M , 74 1 I

2 20 77 O'Z57 ,59 125 314 239 1933
20 3 . 2r" 54 1 13 121 2 134

202 81 2 S8 ,69 145 14 27 1935
2120 16 )2"3,' .9 1,3 .5 13 2 , 1 9 6

2'2 433 1,2t 66L6 175 344 339 95

24 0 441 (2 1L62 18 144 '3 192
23.89(2' 1 L9 9 12 344 3,7

6732 23S 11 37 3
2 a74 < 32 .74L 2Y1 pro

2 20 'b"(4' 642 1,76 23' 370 4 5 2,00
22 9 644 L72 245 174 43 2, 11

2 _______ _______, 654 19 256 374 434 2,439
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year19

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

19 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

Actual Cuient Actual Water Loks Pate lal Savings LWateros
ta Conservation Atvity Redu on oaasingfr Savings fron A) osAaMItiaohRn uTtiotlYeaMS

Saying (as 0A2015) Cons a in Activity C 2V) lus e WtSolunte Sort

20'6 724 U1 545 45
2017 547 4 0 474 3

2I1 7$8;18 55a 49 6 $17 956

19 244 I0'52 499 42 .9 101
2 R5, 194 50 4 ' 1 937

202 77 (;4$ 507 64 3137 92
2 274^ 1 7 154

22 770 !1' ~ -6 I1 $4 $7 173 0
224 1 4 94 97
2025 743 12 70 525 04 101 205 $90
22u .. . . .^. .74 2 17 2222
202 7 5 14 274

272 $ 4 13' 121 2,? '8
9 9;415 5 11 52 145 12 27 $54

2, ~1 2<. $ 125 290 &50
231 25r199 3F52315 13 :s4 9 14
203212c** A 0 5 175 14 13 4

233 $41 2 613 ($4 18 14 843
204 84 3 19 L6 9 15 348 $40

2w 85a 's32 625 , 575 251. 17 62 37
20686|2631 58 215 161 376 $34

207 , 84 , (3 36 $ 225 165 391 '82
2$3 83 5..44 642 5 235 17 4'5 $2

23 9 4 64 5.7 24 174 419 2
2040 _______:____ >'! 654 60.. 25 178 44 823

3. Rain Barrels
a. In Region H, utilities could save approximately 26.8 gallons per year per

gallon of capacity rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
Southern Montgomery County MUD Report.e 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent 1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

" Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
* Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use

" Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common
association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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" County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy

supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus

the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Southern Montgomery County MUD's current water conservation activities
and their quantified savings to two metrics: 1) Region H Water Plan's (Region H Water Planning
Group, 2016) recommended WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Southern
Montgomery County MUD's own 5- and 10-year goals as established in its most recent water
conservation plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Southern Montgomery County MUD's most recent water
conservation plan are established by the utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over
that timeframe. These reductions 6 are expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and
water loss GPCD.8 9

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.
7 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) + 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this

report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as
provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline10 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Southern Montgomery County MUD with the utility's
yearly recommended WMS supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings
from implemented activities, including from water loss reduction. These activities and their
associated savings are covered in greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being
performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used
2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline 1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since

2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water Loss
g Total Savings from All Conservation WMS Total Yearly WMS Over

Activity Savings (as of 2015) Conservation Activity Volume WMS Volume Volume (Short)

2015 0 40 40 1 0 1 39
2016 0 40 40 1 0 1 39
2017 0 41 41 1 0 1 40

2.._,..41 41 2 0 2 40
20190 42 42 2 0 2 40
2020 0 42 42 2 0 2 40
2021 0 42 42 3 0 3 40
2020 0 43 43 3 0 3 40
2023 0 43 43 3 0 3 40
2024 0 43 43 4 0 4 40
2025 0 44 444 0 4 40
2026 0 44 44 4 0 4 40
2027 6 4 45 5 0 5 40
2028 ..0 45........45 5 0 5 40
2029 0 46 46 6 0 6 40
2030 0 46 46 6 0 6 40
2031 0 46 46 6 0 4 ,40
2032 0 47 4756 0 6 41
2033 0 47 47 6 0 6 41
2034 0 47 47 7 0 7 41
2035 0 47 47 7 0 7 40
2036 0 47 47 7 0 7 40

2037.. .................. ................. ........................................ ............................... .......... .

2038 0 47 47 7 0 7 40
2039 0 47 47 8 0 8 40
203 0 47 47 8 0 8 40
2041 0 48 48 8 0 8 4

2042 0 48 48 9 0 9 39
2043 0 48 48 9 0 9 40
2043 0 48 48 9 0 9 38
2045 0 48 48 1 0 1 38
2046 0 48 48 10 0 10 38
2047 0 48 48 11 0 11 37
2048 0 48 48 11 0 11 37
2049 0 48 48 0 11 37

20509 0 48 48 12 0 12 36
2051 0 48 48 12 0 12 36
2052 0 48 48 12 0 12 37
2042 0 48 48 12 0 12 37
2054 0 48 48 12 0 12 37
2054 0 48 48 12 0 12 37
2056......49 49 12 0 12 37
2057 0 49 49 12 0 12 37
2058 0 49 49 12 0 12 37
2059 0 49 49 12 0 12 37
2050 0 49 49 12 0 12 38
2061 0 49 49 12 0 12 38
2062 0 4 4 12 0 12 38
2063 0 50 50 12 0 12 38
2064 0 50 50 12 0 12 38

20405 50 12 0 12 38

2066 0 5 0 0 50 12 0 12 38
2067 0 5o 50 12 0 12 38
2068 0 50 50 12 0 12 38
2069 0 50 50 12 0 12 39
2070 0 50 50 12 0 12 39
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Southern Montgomery County MUD's quantified savings from its
implemented activities compare with 5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water
conservation plan submitted to the TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column
headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 3 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by

spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days +÷1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Annual Savings Goal with Total Savings for All Over
Year # Year Utility Population Total GPCD Goals . . Current Quantified (Short)Reduction in GPCD (MG) Activities (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline - 115 0 0 0

2 201 11,02 109 2540
3r 2017 11,493410638 41 3
4 2018 11,585 103 51 41

5-year Goal 2019.....11,676 100 64 42 (22)
6 2020 11,768 98 73 42 (31)I

7 2021 11,885 96 82 42 (40)

8 2022 12,002 94 92 43 (49)
9 2023 12,120 92 102 43 (59)

10-year Goal 2024 12,237 90 112 43 68)

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Southern Montgomery County MUD's most recent water loss audit
compares with 5- and 10-year water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following
definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline14 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-1 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

Y r#Yer Utility WtrLssGCGas Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water Oe1er Tea Wtr 1s PC ras Sovr)
Population Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline - 20.00 0 0 0
1 2015 11,310 19.00 4hirTfv
2t2016 11,402 18.00 8shtt
3 2017 11493 17.00 13412

42018 11,585 16.00 17412
5-year Goal 2019 11,676 15.00 21420

6 2020 11,768 14.20 25421
72021 '11,885 13.40 29421

8 2022 12,002 1.60 32431
9 2023 12,120 11.80 36 43 7

10-year Goal 2024 12,237 11.00 40 43 3

14 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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I
4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet

experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

" When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the

higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (TWDB, 2013).

I
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings15
a. Savings of 40 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 1 6 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

i. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures
for the utility grow in the regional water plan.

15 If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified

savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

Utility Water Loss Total Savings from
Year Population GPCD Water Loss

Reduction

2015 10,963 10.00 40
2016 11,078 10.00 40
2017 11,194 10.00 41 .
2018 11,310:: ..:: ::::10.00 w... 41. _ _..:.

2019 11,402 10.00 42
2020 11,493 10.00 42I
2021 11,585 10.00 42
2022 11,676 10.00 43
2023 11,768 10.00 43

2024 11,885 10.00 43

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels. j
Activities were chosen because they are:

" Achievable
* Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them
" Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
" Easily adopted
" Cost effective
" Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

* Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.
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* Avoided system expansion costs
o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity

by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

" Staff time and resources

" Unit cost per unit saved

" Implementation costs

" Stakeholder agreement and support

" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 4% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
i. Average Region H savings

ii. Specific percentage of outdoor usage unknown for your utility at this
time

b.
c.

Savings could be 11 MG per year with current demand.
See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).

dcual Ouent AttedWaer ostatr
D0.1 SA Svigs rfo Al l Potently an gs Co tat T ohutYe y Over

Conervaion Actitky *rom Odinaae WMS Vaoime WMS Velume (Sniert)savings (as of2t)Vlm

20100 4 41 1 2 0 1
203 40 42 11 2 51

41 11. .0

202 4.3 43 1 5
023 414 41 3 0 '1

2024 43 43 11 4 51
202. 44 421 4 1.4 0
202 . . 4 11 . 4 1

27 5 401 3 5
20R 0!43:45 5 5 '
0 0 4 41-

202 0 4 40 11 0 2
4-0 44? 4? 11 4.0 4 5,

4 ?.............. 4 ?........ ....... .............

20204? 45.1 4.2
20 0 4? 46 11 7 7 5.

20 46 8011 7 7 0 51

2033 ?0 4? 11 10 52
203204?4?1106 5
1:035474711 7 0 7 5t

04? 4?7'

2037_0_4747 11 0 1

2..Advn.ed.M n -a.....l

2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal
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These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year1 7

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

I

17 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Table 6-2. Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

ACalCuent Acual Water t o Potenia ¬watesTotal Savings fromAll Po g Coaeatin WaTotalyearly OverYear Coneration Activity Reducion Saving Cfrom AN with Reduction WMS
Conservation Activiy WMvISY me WSoue(hrSaving (a of 201) Customer Portal t ___ j Volme. WMS Volum e fSht)

231 04 4 1 3
2038 0 41 4 4

2019 42 42 4 0 2 44
2020 42 42 4 2 2 4
2021 0 42 42 4

22 0 43 43 4 3 03 4
22 43 43 3 43

2224 0 43 43 43
2025 0 44 4 4

026

2026 464 0 44
202' 0 4 4s 4

2028 0 54 455
203 46 444

21 46 444

23 47 6 44
203 47 47 ' 4 45
206 4 47 444

203 4 4 4 7

2{7 47 47 7 44
102 47 47 4 7 4
2 47 4 8 44

2 __ _0 4'4 4

3. Water Rate Increase
a. For every 10% increase, estimated savings could be 2% of utility total

demand.
b. Approximately 6 MG of savings per year with current demand
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source'8 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. See Table 6-3 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

utility's conservation goals.

1 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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Table 6-3. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 10% Water Rate Increase (MG).

Actual Cu rent Atual Water Lose T PotentalSavings J na Water Loss
Yt ert Actt RedutilonS Total Savings from A frmWatrateout Total Yeay Over

Savng (a otaos~ Conservaion Activity WMS Volume voue WMS V luse IShon)Savings {ag e of IS increase Volum

206 040 to6 1 1 45

2037 0 41 41 a o a
01 41 16 0 2 45

2039 0 ' 42 1 2 45
20' 0 42 2 2 45

z6' W42 4 0 4
10233 41 45

20404 43 . 0 4 e
2210 0 4444 4
2026 44 44 4 45

2 45 C 5 5 4

2028 0 45 4h 46
232 0 46 0 6 45

203 47 47 46

233 4 4 6 6 46

203 0747 7 46
?0 47 47 6 09704s2036 0 47 .4 6 4

2037 047 47 6 77 46
2031 0 4 77 7 46

23 0 47 .4 1 a a
2 00 41 41 _________ ____________ _____

4. Rain Barrels
a. In Region H, utilities could save approximately 26.8 gallons per year per

gallon of capacity rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
Fort Bend County WCID #2 Report." 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water
system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The
9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

" Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
* Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use

" Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common
association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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" County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy

supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

" For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some
regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that
agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012..The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes. 3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year. 4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Fort Bend County WCID #2's current water conservation activities and

their quantified savings to two metrics: 1) Region H Water Plan's (Region H Water Planning
Group, 2016) recommended WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Fort Bend
County WCID #2's own 5- and 10-year goals as established in its most recent water conservation

plan submitted to the TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -

2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Fort Bend County WCID #2's most recent water conservation plan

are established by the utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe.
These reductions6 are expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.8
9

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial

presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.
7 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent

Population) 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this

report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as
provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline1 0 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This
problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Fort Bend County WCID #2 with the utility's yearly
recommended WMS supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from
implemented activities, including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated
savings are covered in greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being
performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used
2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline 1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
1 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Total Savings from Water Loss
. Conservation WMS Total Yearly WMS OverYear Conservation Reduction Savings All Conservation Reduction TI

Activity Savings (as of 2015) Activity WMS Volume Volume (Short)

2015 54 0 54 4 0 4 51
2 . . . .56 0 56 5 ..5.51

2017 54 0 54 5 0 5 49
2018 53 0 53 5 0 5 47
2019 51 0 51 6 0 6 45
2020 49 0 49 8 0 8 41

2021 48 0 48 9 0 9 39
2022 48 0 48 10 0 10 38
2023 48 0 48 12 0 12 36
2024 48 0 48 13 0 13 35
2025 48 0 48 14 0 14 34
2026 48 0 48 15 0 15 33
2027 48 0 48 16 0 16 32
2028 48 0 48 17 0 17 31
2029 48 0 48 18 0 18 30
2030 48 0 48 20 0 20 28
2031 49 0 49 20 0 20 29
2032 49 0 49 21 0 21 28
2033 49 _ 0 49 22 0 22 27
2034 49 0 49 23 0 23 26
2035 49 0 49 24 0 24 25
2036 49 0 49 25 0 25 242038 49 0 49 27 0 27 22

2039 49 0 49 28 0 28 21
2040 49 0 49 29 0 29 20
2041 50 0 50 30 0 30 20
2042 50 0 50 31 0 31 19
2043 50 0 50 32 0 32 18
2044 50 0 50 33 0 33 17
2045 50 0 50 33 33 17

2046 50 0 50 34 0 34 16

2047 50 0 50 35 0 35 15

2048 51 0 51 36 0 36 15
2049 51 0 51 37 0 37 14
2050 51 0 51 38 0 38 13
2045 5 00 51 39 0 39 12
2052 51 0 51 39 0 39 12
2053 51 0 51 40 0 40 11
2054 52 0 52 41 0 41 11
2055 52 0 52 42 0 42 10
205 5 52 0 52 42 0 42 10
2057 52 0 52 3039
2058 52 0 52 44 0 44 8
2059 53 0 53 45 0 45 8
2060 53 0 53 46 0 46 7
2061 53 0 53 46 0 46 7
2062 53 0 2 :53 47 0 47 6
2063 53 0 53 48 0 48 5
2064 54 0 54 4 0 45
2065 54 0 54 50 0 50 4
2066 54 0 54 50 0 50 4

2075 451 051 3
2068 55 0 55 52 0 47 6
2069 55 0 55 53 0 53 2
2070 55.0 .55 53 0 53 2
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Fort Bend County WCID #2's quantified savings from its implemented
activities compare with 5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan
submitted to the TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline'3 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented

by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Total Savings for All Over
Year # Year Utility Total GPCD Goals Annual Savings Goal with Current Quantified (Short)

Population Reduction in GPCD (MG) Activities (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline - 140 0 0
- G 2015 17,880 140 0 54 54

2. 2016 17,918 140 0456
3 2017 17,956 140 0544
4 2018 17,995 140 0¬ 53 53

5-year Goal 2019 18,033 140 0 51 51I
6 2020 18,071 144 (26) 49 76.

8 2022 18,172 152 (80).48 128
9 2023 18,222 156 (106) 48 154

10-year Goal< 2024 18,272 160 (33) 48 181

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Fort Bend County WCID #2's most recent water loss audit compares with

5- and 10-year water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair
with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 14 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match five- and 10-year water loss goals
indicated in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five
annual GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-
year goal evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference
between the five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million
gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its
reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

1 T TOver
Year # Year Utility WaeLosGCGal Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water (Shor)Year# Year Population Water Loss GPCD Goals Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (MG)

0 Baseline - 17.00 0 0 0

2 2016 17,918 17.00 0 0 0.....,..,..
3 2017 17,956 17.00 0 0 0
4 2018 17,995 17.00 0 0 0

-year Goal .2019 18,033 17.00 0 0 0

7 2,021 18,121 18 (5) 0 5
8 2,022 18,172 18 (8) 0 8.,._.

10-year Goal 2,024 18,272 19 (13) 0 13

4 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet

experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

" The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

" Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
" Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
" A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

* When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the I
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the

higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (Texas Water
Development Board, 2013).
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings 15

a. Savings of 0 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline 1 6 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear
negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.

d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the
utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Water Rate Increases
a. Last rate increases:' 7

i. 7.0% increase in 2013
ii. 10.0% increase in 2015

b. Estimated customer demand reduction of 3.4%
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source 18 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. Savings from rate increases are shown to persist over time, however, note that

savings from these pricing signals will likely decrease if rates remain the same in
future years.

5. Automatic Meter Reading (AMR)/Advanced Metering Infrastructure
a. These metering systems can save water in a number of ways, including from

water loss reduction through improved leak detection.
b. All water loss reduction savings associated with this activity are detailed in

Section 5, which assessed utility baseline water loss GPCD and most recently
reported water loss GPCD to determine water savings.

1s If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified

savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
17 Correspondence with utility staff.
18 The study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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c. For estimated water savings that could be increased by implementing meter data
management (MDM) and customer engagement portal applications, refer to
Section 6 of this report.

i. With these additional applications, water savings can be achieved through
changed customer behavior and other real-time actions that go beyond
water loss reduction.

6. WaterWise Take-home Kits
a. Estimated savings of 7,384 gallons per year per kit (Frontier Associates, 2015)
b. Conservative 5-year useful life for all items in kit

i. 15% adoption rate assumed

I
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).

Water Rate WaterWise Take- TOTALYear Increases home Kits SAVINGS

2009
2010

2011
2012
2013
2014

20172016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031

2032
2033
2034

2036
2037
2038
2039
2040

2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050
2051
2052i
2053
2054
2055
2056

2057
2058
2059
2060

2061
2062
2063
2064

2066
2066
2067

2068
2069
2070

19

47
48
48
.48'
48
48
48
~48
48
48
48
48
48

48
48
48

49

49
49
49
49
49
48

49
49

50

50
50
50'
50
50
50

51
51
51

51
52

'512
52
52
52
53

53
53
53
547
54

54
54
55
'55
.55

1.5
2.7.
4.0
5.6
7.1

7.4:
7.5
6.0
4 .5 :
2.9
1.4

1

4
6

26
27

54
53

49
48
48
48

48
48
*48
48
48

48

49
49

49
49
49

*49'
50
48

48

49

50

s6
50

51
51
51

51
52
52
52
52
52
53
53
53
53
53

54
54
54

55

54

54

55
55

51
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Table 5-2. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

Utility Water Loss Total Savings from
Year Population GPCD Water Loss

Reduction

Baseline - 17.00 0

2015 17,809 17.000
2016 17,833 17.00 0

..._.2017 ._..:: ..:.17,856.::.. ._.. 17.00 . _ .... :0::.. ...... ,

2018 17,880 17.00 0
2019 17,918 17.00 0I
2020 17,956 17.00 0

2021 17,995 17.00 0
2022 18,033 17.00 0

2023 18,071 17.00
2024 18,121 17.00 0

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

* Achievable
* Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them

" Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
" Easily adopted
" Cost effective

* Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage

analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

* Avoided water supply and wastewater costs
o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the

potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

" Avoided system expansion costs
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o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity
by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

* Staff time and resources

" Unit cost per unit saved

" Implementation costs
" Stakeholder agreement and support

" Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 4% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
i. Average Region H savings

ii. Specific percentage of outdoor usage unknown for your utility at this
time

b. Savings could be 56 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-1. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).

Actual Current Actua Watl oss Tou tSavings frown t z i . F f Wat tos
PotntalSavng CnsevaanTO I I Y y OverYear Conservtion j fedtion $a ings All Censtv oen R d aldtn WMS

Actity Savings (as of 2015) Activity Volume

25.6 t,6

2$7 4 $ 4 $6 $ 6 16
261 $305 6 0
2 _ 11
262 4P 4

222

22 48 6 46 56 6 6 96

22 4 46 $6 12 2 9
2A24 4 6 4 7

605 4 46 57 14 6 '4 9
6 6 84 7 15 15 6
607 4 46 27 16 6 16 69

692 48 41
230 4 4 2 2 2
.631 6904 57 2620 8
22 49 49 7 21 6 2 8
26 6 47 2 224
234 4 497 3 2 73
2. .4 . 49 '6 4 6 4

237 49
203 4 5 27 7 8
2639 9 6 8282 7

________________4_________________
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2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal

These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well
as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,
2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)

d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all
retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year'9

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

19 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG).

Actual Curent Actual Water Loss Total San gsf em Potentil Savings f Water TaY
Cner vation T*tdYe :dy overYear Conservation Pet tion Seangs Al Coeration from AM withC a Redc: S WM$

S :o WS o u e (ShorAtivy Savings (as of 2015) Actity Customer Portal Volume

S... 65619 50 70

2017 054 1 50
201. . 3 5 19 . 0...
2019 51 1 0 6 3
2020 49 0 4 1:: a.0
2021 40 48. 19 9 0 at

202 4 9 48 910 5620n 0 48 19 12 0 S
202 0 4801204 0 48 19 1 13 54

925 4 14 0 1
2:26 48048191:0 152
.27 90 41 10 1 51
20448 19
2029 48 48 19018 0 1 49
2030 4 80 48 19 20 0 20 48
2031 4 1 20 0 2 48
2032 4 4? 9 21 1 47
203 4 0 4 19 2:0 22 4.

20 49 1 4 0 24 44
20 4 49 19 2 2 43
274 9 2 4
2038 49 49 1 2 0 27 41
2 0 4 28 40
2040 49 0 49 .: 29 29

3. Rain Barrels
a. In Region H, utilities could save approximately 26.8 gallons per year per

gallon of capacity rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels
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Statewide Water Conservation Quantification Project
City of Sugar Land Report." 2017

1 Introduction

In Texas' 2017 State Water Plan, municipal water conservation is projected to meet 9.6 percent1

of the state's future water needs by 2070. According to the 16 regional water plans that comprise
the state water plan, this is expected to be achieved through a variety of measures such as
installation of water efficient plumbing fixtures, water conservation pricing structures, water

system audits, landscape irrigation ordinances, as well as other water conservation activities. The

9.6 percent is "in addition to the estimated share of future passive conservation savings from
plumbing codes and water efficiency standards, which are embedded in municipal water demand
projections" (Texas Water Development Board, 2017).

In 2015, the Texas Legislature appropriated funds to the Texas Water Development Board
(TWDB) to fund a research project principally charged with quantitatively determining the
savings of municipal water conservation activities being implemented in relation to the
recommended conservation goals (supply volumes) in the State Water Plan. As part of the
project, individual reports were completed for all participating utilities.

With this report, utilities will benefit by receiving a clear and concise picture of its water
conservation goals alongside estimated savings from quantifiable activities. In the event that
current activity savings may not be able to reach long-term goals, this report offers suggestions
on how utilities can reach water conservation goals with activities that are effective, easily
adopted, have widespread appeal, and are quantifiable.

2 Municipal Conservation Terminology and Review of Methodology Used by Regional
Planners

To make use of the results of this study, it is important to understand several key terms used in
the water planning process.

What is a water user group?

In this report, a water user group (WUG) refers to a retail water provider in the form a city,
municipal utility district, water control and improvement district, special utility district, water
supply corporation, fresh water supply district, or other type of water utility. The TWDB further
defines WUGs as one of the following (Region C Water Planning Group, 2016):

* Cities and towns with a population of 500 or more
* Non-city utilities providing more than 280 acre-feet per year per year of water for

municipal use
* Collective reporting units (CRUs) consisting of grouped utilities having a common

association

1 Equal to 811,224 acre-feet per year in conservation savings.
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* County-Wide WUGs:
o County-Other (Rural/unincorporated areas of municipal water use)
o Manufacturing
o Steam electric power generation

What is a recommended water management strategy?

A recommended water management strategy (WMS) is a measure that will help ensure WUGs
have adequate water supplies for their end users well into the future. WMS examples include
river diversions, groundwater use, reservoir and aquifer development, and irrigation
conservation. When WMS is referred to in this report, it refers only to municipal conservation,
which may include water loss reduction as a part of the same strategy.

What is a WMS supply volume?

A WMS supply volume is the amount of water that a given strategy is expected to yield each
decade in the planning period if carried out by the WUG. In this report, a WMS supply volume is
the amount of water recommended to come from municipal water conservation.

Some regional water plans separate this strategy's supply volume into a volume for municipal
water conservation and a volume for water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy
supply volume is the sum of both. A regional water plan may also refer to "advanced
conservation" as part of this strategy. Advanced conservation usually indicates that the volume
could be achieved through a more robust mix of conservation activities described in the plan.

2.1 Regional Planning Group Approach to Determining Supply Volumes

Each regional water planning group (RWPG) is responsible for producing its own individual
plan that, if executed, will provide sufficient water to its WUGs throughout a 50-year planning
period. These plans are completed in five-year cycles, with the most recent edition being
completed in 2016. The 2016 regional plans make up the 2017 State Water Plan, which sets out
WMS supply volumes for the years 2020 through 2070.

The decadal WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation were established by each of the
RWPGs in much the same manner. The RWPGs generally followed the guidelines of the Texas
Legislature's Water Conservation Implementation Task Force on the pace utilities should target
to reduce gallons per capita per day (GPCD)2 consumption levels.

The targeted reductions used by most regions follow this formula:

For municipal WUGs with water use of 140 GPCD and greater, the goal is to reduce
per capita water use by one percent per year until the level of 140 GPCD is reached,
after which, the goal is to reduce per capita water use by one-fourth percent per year

2 Regional water planning GPCD is defined as the annual volume of water pumped, diverted, or purchased minus
the volume exported (sold) to other water systems or large industrial facilities divided by the permanent resident
population of the Municipal Water User Group in the regional water planning process divided by 365. Saline and
reused/recycled water are not included in this volume (TWDB, 2012).
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for the remainder of the planning period (South Central Texas Regional Water
Planning Group, 2016).

The yearly reductions in GPCD for a given WUG are then converted into recommended supply
volumes in acre-feet per year for each decade as the reductions in consumption continue. Some

regions reduce GPCD by slightly different percentages before and after the 140 GPCD threshold,
some do not apply further reductions in GPCD for WUGs once they reach 140 GPCD, while
others recommend only "advanced conservation" activities once WUGs meet 140 GPCD.

2.2 Methodology

In order to complete a uniform quantification process, the first engagement was with utilities that

agreed to participate and collected as much relevant data as possible. These data included, among
many others, historical GPCD consumption figures, advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)
specifications, and detailed feedback on each conservation activity being implemented. Personal
interviews focused on determining when and to what extent these activities were being
employed, as well as assessing plans to continue such conservation. Examples of frequently
implemented activities include tiered water rate conservation pricing, strategic water rate
increases, outdoor irrigation audits and ordinances, and rain barrel distribution.

Subsequently, each utility's conservation activities were quantified through several different
means, including evidence-based studies, utility field results and savings determinations,
manufacturer guarantees, water loss audits, TWDB studies, and other information that assigned a
savings value to the activity's implementation.

Every conservation activity studied and quantified has a gallons-per-year estimate, useful life,
and decay rate (if applicable) associated with it. Some activities' savings are projected to grow as
demand grows over time, while some savings are constant each year and subside once useful life
has run its course. For expanded methodology and details on studies and formulas used to
determine activity savings, refer to Section 6 of the State Report included as part of this
document.

Once analyzed, the resulting savings estimates from each utility were compared with the
recommended WMS supply volumes in its respective regional plan to determine if the savings
met, exceeded, or fell short of those volumes. Individual utility savings were aggregated to
compare with regional volumes, and regional savings were aggregated to compare with state
volumes.

It is important to note that this report quantified activity savings-not including water loss
reduction-for the WMS supply volume comparison dating back to 2012. The reason for this is,
with a few exceptions, the regional planners used 2011 as the base year for establishing potential
WMS supply volumes.3 In addition, any conservation savings achieved through 2011 are
assumed to be accounted for in the regional water planning GPCD for that year.4 Thus,
quantifying from 2012 and forward is the most accurate way to determine if utilities are meeting

3 Confirmed via personal communication with Region C, H, K, and L Plan consultants.
4 It was established with TWDB planning staff that 2011 GPCD levels were chosen because they represented the
most current water use and conservation patterns at the time.
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the recommended conservation volumes in the regional plans. This assumption is by no means
100 percent accurate, however. Some previously implemented activities' savings persist into
future years beyond this starting point, while some activities' savings have ceased. One year's
GPCD will not necessarily include all savings yielded by conservation activities that came before
it, but the quantification assessment must have a starting point.

2.3 Quantifiable Savings

The key to the project being useful and reliable is that the results from year to year are
measurable. Quantifying conservation activities that can be accurately measured provides greater
certainty and better planning for all stakeholders.

While many utilities are engaged in a variety of conservation activities, not all can currently be
properly measured. Some examples of these activities include education initiatives, website and
social media engagement, and enforcement for water waste. That does not mean these measures
are not essential. Education of consumers, for example, is a fundamental activity that makes all
others effective, but little hard data exists to quantify the results of education alone.

In addition, the work of conservation coordinators can have a particularly significant effect on
the savings of all other activities, but the specific savings attributed to that staff role is difficult to
quantify.

3 Results

This report compares Sugar Land's current water conservation activities and their quantified
savings to two metrics: 1) Region H Water Plan's (Region H Water Planning Group, 2016)
recommended WMS supply volumes for municipal conservation, and 2) Sugar Land's own 5-
and 10-year goals as established in its most recent water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB.

The WMS supply volumes for municipal water conservation are laid out by decade (2020 -
2070) in the regional water plans to serve as benchmarks for what each utility could achieve via
that strategy during a 50-year planning period.5

The 5- and 10-year goals in Sugar Land's most recent water conservation plan are established by
the utility as realistic targets for reducing consumption over that timeframe. These reductions 6

are expressed in decreasing total GPCD 7 consumption and water loss GPCD.89

5 Some regional water plans separate this strategy volume into a volume for water conservation and a volume for
water loss reduction for each decade. The total strategy volume is the sum of both.
6 Occasionally, some utilities expect consumption to increase due to various reasons, such as an incoming industrial
presence expected to raise consumption figures for the entire service area.

As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Gallons in System + Permanent
Population) + 365
8 These plans also have targets for residential GPCD and water loss as a percentage (rather than GPCD), but this
report does not address those goals.
9 As defined in TWDB water conservation plan annual report (TWDB, 2016): (Total Water Loss + Permanent
Population) + 365
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The estimated savings in Tables 3-1 through 3-3 indicate the best information available as
provided by utility staff. Some ongoing activities may not be known and are within a utility's
service area are implemented on a micro-scale that may not be quantified. Individual households
and businesses may be implementing conservation measures that are unknown and therefore
cannot be included in the report.

Explanation of approach to assessing water loss reduction savings

Water loss reduction savings are defined as the volume of water participating utilities are
realizing from their water loss mitigation efforts. For this report, this value is the difference
between each individual utility's baseline1 0 for water loss GPCD and its most recent water loss
GPCD reported in 2015 water loss audits on file with TWDB. Savings from all water loss
reduction efforts-including pipe replacements and leak repair-are assumed to be included in
this comparison to a utility's baseline.

Note that because a single year (2015) value was used for comparison, it is possible that the 2015
value could be anomalous due to a number of events that may have occurred that year, such as a
water main break, a particularly wet year, or a robust effort by the utility to curtail water loss.
This will distort future savings figures that were carried forward in the study because water loss
will inevitably increase or decrease in later years.

Ideally, using a rolling five-year average in the calculation would correct such anomalies.
However, there was insufficient data to do that for every utility. The approach was to use the
most complete water loss data possible, which was represented by the 2015 water loss audit. This

problem will be further minimized, as continued data collection will allow five-year averages to
be calculated for a majority of utilities.

In this way, water loss savings estimates are different from all other activity savings estimates in
the project. Whether savings were positive or negative depended on where individual utilities
established their own baselines or where their five-year average started, and what water loss
GPCD value was reported in 2015.

3.1 Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (in Million
Gallons) in Regional Water Plan

Table 3-1 shows the 2070 outlook for Sugar Land with the utility's yearly recommended WMS
supply volume in million gallons (MG) alongside its water savings from implemented activities,
including from water loss reduction. These activities and their associated savings are covered in
greater detail in Sections 4 and 5.

Starting in 2015, this table compares all quantified conservation activity and the recommended
conservation WMS supply volume for the planning period. The following definitions pair with
the column headers in Table 3-1.

Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings - All quantified activities currently being

10 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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performed by the utility, excluding savings from water loss reduction. The regional planners used
2011 GPCD as the baseline for determining future conservation WMS supply volumes, therefore
the study quantifies utility savings starting in 2012 for this comparison. The summary of these
savings can be referenced in Table 5-1.

Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015) - The difference between the baseline"1 for
water loss GPCD and most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file
with TWDB. 12 The summary of these savings can be referenced in Table 5-2.

Total Savings from All Conservation Activity - Actual Current Conservation Activity Savings
plus Actual Water Loss Reduction Savings (as of 2015).

Conservation WMS Volume - The recommended municipal water conservation supply volume
in the regional plan for the decades ranging from 2020 to 2070. These volumes are converted to
MG from the values listed in the plan in acre-feet and then calculated in annual increments.

Water Loss Reduction WMS Volume - Some regional water plans have a separate WMS volume
for water conservation and for water loss reduction for each decade. If a WUG's regional plan
has a WMS volume for water loss reduction, this column will have values other than zero.

Total Yearly WMS Volume - The sum of the Conservation WMS Volume and Water Loss
Reduction WMS Volume.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's Total Savings from All Conservation Activity (since
2012), is over or below the Total Yearly WMS Volume in the regional water plan. If the amount
falls below the WMS volume, it will appear in parentheses.

" In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
12 If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic five-year average to its reported 2015
water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is being lost than the baseline
amount.
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Table 3-1. Current Savings Compared to Conservation WMS Supply Volume (MG) in Regional Water
Plan.

Actual Current Actual Water Loss Water Loss
Total Savings from All Conservation JWMS Total Yearly WMS OverYear Conservation Reduction Savings Reduction

Activity Savings (as of 2015) activity oume WMS Volume Voume (o)

2015 47 (30) 16 23 8 31 (15)
2016 47 (.31) 16 28 10 39 (23)

2l7 7(2 5 28 12 41 (36)

2018 27 (32) (5) 34 14 49 (53)
2019 17 (33) (16) 40 17 56 (72)
2020 9 (5}) (26) 51 19 70 (96)
2021 0 (36) (36) 59 19 78 (114)
2022 0 (37) (37) 68 19 87 (124)
2023 0 (39) (39) 76 19 95 (133)
2024 0 (39) (39) 84 19 103 (142)
2025 0 (39}( 9 ........................)...........1 ... .112...(1 1)2026 0 . 40) (3Q) 93 1912(5)

2060(0 40) 101 19 120 (160).,_..

2027 0 40) (40) 109 19 129 (168)
2028 0 40) (40) 117 20 137 (177)
2029 0 41) (41) 126 20 145 (186)
2030 0 (41) (41) 134 20 154 (195)
2031 0 (41) 141 20 161 (202)
2032 0 (42) (42148............). . 148 20 168 (210)
2033 0(42) (42) 155 20 176 (218)
2034 0 42) (42) 163 20.183 (225)
2035 0 (42 . (42)170 20 190 (233)
2036......0 (43) 43) 177 20 197 (240)
2037 0 43)(43) 184 21 205 (248)
2038 0 (43 (43) 191 21 212 (255)
2039 0 (44) (44) .198 21.219 (263)
2040 0 44 (44) 206 21 227 (270)
2041 0 (44) (44) 212 21.233..277)
2042 0 (44) , .,. .w, (4 219 21 240 (284)
2043 0 (45) 45) 226 21 247 (291)
2044 0 (45) 45) 232 21 254 (298)
2045 0 (45) (45) 239 22 260 (306)
2046 0 (45) 45)246 22 267 (313)
2047 0.46) (46) 252 22 274 (320)
2048 0 (46) (46) 259 22 281 (327)
2049 0 (46) (46) 265 22 288 (334)
2050 0 (46) (46) 272 22 294 (341)
2051 0 (47) (47) 278.22 . 300 (347)
2052 0 (47) (47) 284 22 307 (354)

2053 0 (47) (47) 290 22 313 (360)
2054 0 (47) (47) 297 23 319 (366)
2055 0 48) (48) 303 23 325 (373)
2056 0(48) (48) 309 23 331 (379)
2057 0 (48) {48) 315 23 338 (386)
2058 0 (48) (48) 321 23 344 (392)
2059 0 (48) (48) 327 23 350 (399)
2060 0 (49) (49) 333 23 356 (40)
2061 0 (49 (49) 338 23 361 (410)

2062 0 (49) 49) 34 23 367 (416)2063 0 (49) (49) 39 23 372(42)
2064 0 (50) (50) 354 23 377 (427)
2065 0 (50) (50) 359234 . 383 (43)
2066 0 (50) 150) 364 24.._ 388 (438)

2067 0 (50) (0 I7 43943
2068 0 (50) (50) 375 24 398 (449)
2069 0 (50) (50) 380 24 404 (454)
2070 0 (50) (50) 385 24 409 (459)

I
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3.2 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD

Table 3-2 shows how Sugar Land's quantified savings from its implemented activities compare
with 5- and 10-year goals established in its individual water conservation plan submitted to the
TWDB. The following definitions pair with the column headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Total GPCD Goals - Total GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline13 for total GPCD and
progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year goals indicated in a utility's five-year water
conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual GPCD goals were developed by
spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal evenly over five years. The
second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the five-year goal and 10-year
goal evenly over the next five years.

Annual Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved. The
volumes indicated here are what target GPCD goals look like expressed in million gallons.
Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline total GPCD - target total GPCD for
that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings for All Current Quantified Activities (MG) - Total quantified savings for all
current conservation activities and savings from water loss reduction. Refer to Tables 5-1 and 5-
2 for details on these savings.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total quantified savings for all current conservation
activities (since 2012), including water loss reduction, is over or below the volume represented
by reductions in GPCD each year. If the quantified savings are less than these target volumes, the
value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-2. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Total GPCD.

Annual Savings Goal with Total Savings for All Over
Year # Year Utility Population Total GPCD Goals . . Current Quantified (Short)

Reduction in GPCD (MG) Activities (MG) (MG)

0...ea Goal Baseline - 187 0 0 0

2015 88,156 187 131
2016 91,627 186 27112017 95,098 186 42. _ .2018 98,568 185 58 () 62)
2019 102,039 185s74 , (16) . (916..................2020........;...........105,510 185 92 (6) : (19)

7 2021 106,450 184 109 (36) (145)
8 2022 107,390 184 125 (37) (163)
9 2023 108,329 183 142 (39) (1:1)

10-year Goal 2024 109,269 183 160 (39) (198)

13 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
total GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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3.3 Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD

Table 3-3 shows how Sugar Land's most recent water loss audit compares with 5- and 10-year
water loss goals in its water conservation plan. The following definitions pair with the column
headers in Table 3-2.

Utility Population - Estimated utility service area population for the years indicated.

Water Loss GPCD Goals - Water loss GPCD goals start with the utility's baseline 14 for water
loss GPCD and progress in subsequent years to match 5- and 10-year water loss goals indicated
in a utility's five-year water conservation plan on file with the TWDB. The first five annual
GPCD goals were developed by spreading the difference between the baseline and five-year goal
evenly over five years. The second five annual GPCD goals spread the difference between the
five-year goal and 10-year goal evenly over the next five years.

Yearly Savings Goal with Reduction in GPCD (MG) - This column shows what reductions from
the baseline water loss GPCD would yield in terms of volume each year as more water is saved.
The volumes indicated here are what target water loss GPCD goals look like expressed in million

gallons. Annual volumes were derived using the formula: (baseline water loss GPCD - target
water loss GPCD for that year) x 365 days + 1,000,000 gallons.

Total Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG) - The difference between a utility's established
baseline for water loss GPCD and the most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water
loss audit on file with TWDB. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline to its

reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear negative because more water is
being lost than the baseline amount. Reference Table 5-2 for savings from water loss reduction.

Over (Short) - The amount that the utility's total savings from water loss reduction is over or
below the volume represented by reductions in GPCD each year. If water loss reduction savings
are less than these target volumes, the value will appear in parentheses.

Table 3-3. Utility Water Conservation Plan Goals - Water Loss GPCD.

Year # Year Utility Water Loss GPCD Goals Yearly Savings Goal with Total Savings from Water (ver
Population Reduction in GPCD (MG) Loss Reduction (MG) (MG)

SBaseline - 18.00 0 0 0

1 2015 88,156 17.80 6 (30) (37)

2 2016 91,627 17.60 13(3)4)
3 2017 95,098 17.40 21 (32).(52)
S2018 98,568 17.20 29 (32) (1)

5-year Goal ;_2Q19 ,102,039 17.00 37..........(33) (71)I
105,510.................16.80...............................................46..............................................................................................................:......

6 00 0,101.8 6(35)...(14)
7 2021 106,450 16.60 54 (36) (0)
8. 2022 107,390 16.40 63...................

2023 108,329 16.20 71..........(39) (110)
10-year Goal 2024 . 109,269 16.00 80 (9 19

14 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided by the TWDB or utility staff, the historic five-year average for
water loss GPCD from the utility's most recently submitted five-year water conservation plan was used.
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4 Implemented Activities

Below is a list of completed activities with estimated water savings. Note that drought response
and other measures are not included in the utility's water savings because they are temporary,
awareness-based or not able to be accurately quantified on an annual basis.

These are not savings projections of potential future activities. Estimated savings are based on
measures that have actually been implemented. If savings are shown to persist in future years, it
is because the measure is permanent, such as an ordinance, or the savings are assumed to
continue for the reason listed under the itemized activity. Estimated savings from water rate
increases are the one exception to these conditions.

Water Rate Increases

Savings from water rate increases were included because entities such as the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and others indicate specific savings for utilities that raise rates (TWDB, 2013;
U.S. EPA, 1998; Whitcomb, 1999). This project includes surveys of several utilities that have
minimal education efforts, perform no other substantive conservation activities, and yet
experienced significant demand reduction that coincided with rate increases. In those cases,
savings estimates matched up closely with decreases in total GPCD. For many smaller utilities,
especially those with customers lacking disposable income, this measure is the only tool used to
conserve other than water loss reduction.

The following assumptions were made for water rate increases:

* The model assumes that savings persist into future years because it is expected that
the utility will continue to make periodic rate increases in line with the percentage
increases from previous years.

* Only the last two rate increases for a utility were quantified.
* Savings grow with demand because as new customers enter the service area, they are

assumed to adhere to the same price elasticity model estimates.
* A weighted average for savings was used when rate increases differed between

residential and industrial-commercial-institutional (ICI) customers based on the
individual utility's customer class breakdown.

* When a utility raised rates using tiered rate conservation pricing, a 50/50 savings split
was used when increases differed between base and volumetric rates.

o The reasoning is that all customers must react to the base increase, yet the
pricing signal is stronger when volumetric rate increases affect the higher
usage customers.

o The 50/50 split is reasonable because many customers will not reach the
higher volumetric tiers.

o Studies show that most customers do not actually know they have reached the
higher volumetric tiers; just that their bill has increased (TWDB, 2013).
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4.1 Itemized Activities

1. Utility Website
a. Easy-to-use website with conservation tips and water rates
b. Features contact information for Public Works staff and customer service

2. Continuing Public Education
a. The utility engages the public in many ways including:

i. Brochures, bill messages, displays, and exhibits

3. Water Loss Reduction Savings 15

a. Loss of 30 MG annually in 2015
b. Water loss reduction savings = the difference between a utility's baseline16 water

loss GPCD submitted in its most recent 5-year water conservation plan and its
most recent water loss GPCD reported in the 2015 water loss audit on file with
TWDB

c. If water loss GPCD has increased from the utility's baseline or historic 5-year
average to its reported 2015 water loss audit level, then this value will appear

negative because more water is being lost than the baseline amount.
d. All savings estimates grow each year at the same rate population figures for the

utility grow in the regional water plan.

4. Outdoor landscape evaluations for single family (SF) customers
a. 700 outdoor evaluations performed since 2011
b. Estimated 8,000 gallons per year for each system evaluation (A&N Technical

Services, 2005)
i. Assumed 65% savings from typical indoor and outdoor survey when only

outdoor watering is evaluated (Whitcomb, 2000)
c. Approximately 22 gallons per day
d. Greater savings during peak periods
e. Lesser savings during off-peak periods
f. 20% decay rate per year attributed to customer behavior (A&N Technical

Services, 2005)

5. WaterWise Take-home Kits
a. Estimated savings of 7,384 gallons per year per kit (Frontier Associates, 2015)

b. Conservative 5-year useful life for all items in kit
i. 15% adoption rate assumed

1s If current water loss levels exceed a utility's baseline, this value is treated as a deduction from total quantified
savings.
16 In the absence of having a baseline figure provided in the utility's most recently submitted 5-year water
conservation plan, the historic 5-year average for water loss GPCD in the plan was used.
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5 Summary of Savings

Table 5-1. Savings by Water Conservation Activity (MG).

WIS.E. Guys WaterWise Take- TOTAL
Year Outdoor Landscape

home Kits SAVINGS
Evaluations (SF)

2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020:
2021
2022
2023"
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032

2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039

................. 1.

2042

2041
20442

2043

2044

2045

2046
2....04 .2047
2048
2049

2050
2051

2052
2053
2054
2055
20565

2058

2061

2062

204

2046
2067
2068
2069
2050

0.53
0.81
2.90
3.35
3.21
2.59
1.85
0.92
0.43
0.17
0.05

8.7
15.8
23.6
32.7
41.3
42.0
43.3

44.0
34.9.
26.3
16.9
8.4

8.7
15.8
24.2
33.5
44.2
45.3
46.5
46.5
36.7
27.2
17.3

8.6
0
0
0
.0 .
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0.......... .... ...
00
0

0
0
0
0

0

.
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0.

0

0

0

0

0
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Table 5-2. Savings from Water Loss Reduction (MG).

Utility Water Loss Total Savings from
Year Water Loss

Population GPCDReuto
Reduction

Baseline - 18.00 0
2015 82,728 19.00 (30)
2016 84,537 19.00 (31)
2017 86,347 19.00 (32)I
2018 88,156 19.00 (32)
2019 91,627 19.00 (3.3)
2020 95,098 19.00 (35)

2021 98,568 19.00 3
2022 102,039 19.00 (37)
2023 105,510 19.00 (39)

,.r....2024 ,:,:..:..._.106,450 .. m ...w19.00:. :.:: ..:........:.:(39)3

6 Suggested Activities

Up to four activities were chosen as potential suggested activities for individual reports. These
activities are: AMI system with customer portal, twice-per-week (or less) outdoor watering
ordinances, strategic water rate increases, and rain barrels.

Activities were chosen because they are:

e Achievable
* Prevalence of vendors that can actually implement them

e Acceptability to city councils, MUD boards, et al.
* Easily adopted
* Cost effective
* Yield high savings relative to cost

AMI systems with customer engagement portals were also chosen because they represent a
profusion of future applications that will undoubtedly continue to advance conservation efforts.
AMI and meter data management (MDM) companies are developing new and innovative ways to
benefit water providers, customers, and ultimately states that are pushing conservation and usage
analytics further.

Each utility should be cognizant of the potential impact that these suggested activities may have
on its own unique rate and revenue situation.

Benefits to consider:

" Avoided water supply and wastewater costs

o The higher water purchase, transmission, and distribution costs are, the greater the
potential benefit realized when large amounts of water are conserved with these
activities.

* Avoided system expansion costs
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o Conserving water may allow a utility to postpone building new system capacity
by decreasing demand even as population grows.

Costs to consider:

"

*

*

"

*

Staff time and resources

Unit cost per unit saved

Implementation costs

Stakeholder agreement and support

Other overhead and budget considerations

6.1 Suggested Activities with Savings Estimates

1. Twice-a-week Outdoor Watering Restriction Ordinance
a. Potentially 6.95% savings of total demand (Hermitte and Mace, 2012; Sierra

Club-Lone Star Chapter and National Wildlife Federation, 2015)
b. Savings could be 618 MG per year with current demand.
c. See Table 6-1 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

city's WMS supply volumes targets.

Current Savings + Potential Savings from 2x per Week Watering Ordinance (MG).

2. Advanced Metering Infrastructure with Customer Engagement Portal
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2. 03 :2 7 2 26f<<22 2 4 1 7
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2 7:2
2021 0 6.4039'78 529
2022 4 1. 524
2023 29 9 51
204. 64..... .. 2 202
2024 . 24 29 122

2027 4 67 0 19 2

2025 0 43 :6' 27 0 25
2029 ;4 6 2 12 20 243 9
2020 0 21) 4)67 1 24 204 4%

2 --------- 662 14 1 26 464

2024 2 4 20 146
209 04 699 16 0 24

2 () 4)701 63 20 478
20.01 .M .07 7 20 2I 474

203' 7 17 20 .17 470
714 12 2 475

20334' 04 72 12 21 2 9 417
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These portals, along with mobile applications and billing statements, can provide customers with
much more access to their water use data in simple and compelling formats. This access and
comparison with other customers' usage can reduce water use through changed behavior, as well

as provide an opportunity for other conservation programs to be offered to the customer for
increased adoption and additional savings. AMI systems support leak notification and web
portals with real-time data. Any water loss reduction savings that these systems also yield were
included in the water loss assessment of individual reports for this project.

a. Specific utility results will vary based on portal features and frequency of
customer notifications

b. Potential savings estimate assumes 20% of residential customers will use and
save water due to the portal (Westin Engineering, 2015)

c. Estimate assumes customers will save 10% of total annual use due to the
portal

i. Savings estimate of 10% is an average of results from multiple studies
(Chesnutt and Mitchell, 2013; East Bay Municipal Utility District,
2014; IBM, 2011; Texas A&M and Texas Water Resources Institute,

2016; Westin Engineering, 2015)
d. Residential customers' use assumed to make up approximately 67% of all

retail customers' use based on utility profile information submitted to the
TWDB

i. This was the most common percentage of residential use among
participating utilities in this project.

ii. Actual customer class demand percentages will vary by utility.
e. 20% of residential customers saving 10% with this customer class breakdown

amounts to 1.34% of total demand
f. Savings are assumed to increase along with demand as connections increase

each year17

g. See Table 6-2 for potential savings from this measure compared with the
utility's WMS supply volumes targets.

Table 6-2. Current Savings + Potential Savings from AMI with Customer Portal (MG). I
17 The 10% consumption reduction figure for 20% of residential customers is conservative, but savings could be
greater when monitored yearly as customer engagement increases.
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3. Water Rate Increase
a. For every 10% increase, estimated savings could be 2% of utility total

demand.
b. Approximately 178 MG of savings per year with current demand
c. Savings is cumulative and based on more than one source18 (U.S. EPA, 1998;

Whitcomb, 1999)
d. See Table 6-3 for potential savings from this measure compared with the

utility's conservation goals.

Table 6-3. Current Savings + Potential Savings from 10% Water Rate Increase (MG).

SThe study estimates a 2% demand reduction with 10% increase in price on a targeted customer class. By applying
a ratio, it is possible to determine the savings for lower or higher percentage increases.
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4. Rain Barrels
a. In Region H, utilities could save approximately 26.8 gallons per year per

gallon of capacity rebated, sold, or distributed (GDS Associates, 2002).
b. Estimated 10-year useful life for most barrels

I
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